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THE RED REDMAYNES 

CHAPTER I 

The Rumour 

Every man has a right to be conceited until he is famous— 
so it is said; and perhaps unconsciously, Mark Brendon 
shared that opinion. 

His self-esteem was not, however, conspicuous, although 
he held that only a second-rate man is diffident. At 
thirty-five years of age he already stood high in the crimi¬ 
nal investigation department of the police. He was indeed 
about to receive an inspectorship, well earned by those 
qualities of imagination and intuition which, added to the 
necessary endowment of courage, resource, and industry, 
had created his present solid success. 

A substantial record already stood behind him, and 
during the war certain international achievements were 
added to his credit. He felt complete assurance that in 
ten years he would retire from government employ and open 
that private and personal practice which it was his ambition 
to establish. 

And now Mark was taking holiday on Dartmoor, 
devoting himself to his hobby of trout fishing and accepting 
the opportunity to survey his own life from a bird’s-eye 
point of view, measure his achievements, and consider 
impartially his future, not only as a detective but as a man. 

Mark had reached a turning point, or rather a point from 
which new interests and new personal plans were likely to 
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8 THE RED REDMAYNES 

present themselves upon the theatre of a life hitherto 
devoted to one drama alone. Until now he had existed for 
his work only. Since the war he had been again occupied 
with routine labour on cases of darkness, doubt, and crime, 
once more living only that he might resolve these mysteries, 
with no personal interest at all outside his grim occupa¬ 
tion. He had been a machine as innocent of any inner life, 
any spiritual ambition or selfish aim, as a pair of 
handcuffs. 

This assiduity and single-hearted devotion had brought 
their temporal reward. He was now at last in position to 
enlarge his outlook, consider higher aspects of life, and 
determine to be a man as well as a machine. 

He found himself with five thousand pounds saved as a 
result of some special grants during the war and a large 
honorarium from the French Government. He was also in 
possession of a handsome salary and the prospect of pro¬ 
motion when a senior man retired at no distant date. Too 
intelligent to find all that life had to offer in his work 
alone, he now began to think of culture, of human 
pleasures, and those added interests and responsibilities 
that a wife and family would offer. 

He knew very few women—none who awakened any 
emotion of affection. Indeed at five-and-twenty he had 
told himself that marriage must be ruled out of his calcu¬ 
lations, since his business made life precarious and was also 
of a nature to be unduly complicated if a woman shared it 
with him. Love, he had reasoned, might lessen his powers 
of concentration, blunt his extraordinary special faculties, 
perhaps even introduce an element of calculation and actual 
cowardice before great alternatives, and so shadow his 
powers and modify his future success. But now, ten years 
later, he thought otherwise, found himself willing to receive 
impressions, ready even to woo and wed if the right girl 
should present herself. He dreamed of some well-educated 
woman who would lighten his own ignorance of many 
branches of knowledge. 

A man in this receptive mood is not asked as a rule to 
wait long for the needful response; but Brendon was old- 
fashioned and the women born of the war attracted him not 
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at all. He recognized their fine qualities and often their 
distinction of mind; yet his ideal struck backward to 
another and earlier type—the type of his own mother who, 
as a widow, had kept house for him until her death. She 
was his feminine ideal—restful, sympathetic, trustworthy 
—one who always made his interests hers, one who concen¬ 
trated upon his life rather than her own and found in his 
progress and triumphs the salt of her own existence. 

Mark wanted, in truth, somebody who would be content 
to merge herself in him and seek neither to impress her 
own personality upon his, nor develop an independent 
environment. He had wit to know a mother’s standpoint 
must be vastly different from that of any wife, no matter 
how perfect her devotion; he had experience enough of 
married men to doubt whether the woman he sought was to 
be found in a post-war world; yet he preserved and per¬ 
mitted himself a hope that the old-fashioned women still 
existed, and he began to consider where he might find such 
a helpmate. 

He was somewhat overweary after a strenuous year; but 
to Dartmoor he always came for health and rest when 
opportunity offered, and now he had returned for the third 
time to the Duchy Hotel at Princetown—there to renew 
old friendships and amuse himself on the surrounding trout 
streams through the long days of June and July. 

Brendon enjoyed the interest he awakened among other 
fishermen and, though he always went upon his expeditions 
alone, usually joined the throng in the smoking-room after 
dinner. Being a good talker he never failed of an audience 
there. But better still he liked an hour sometimes with the 
prison warders. For the convict prison that dominated 
that grey smudge in the heart of the moors known as 
Princetown held many interesting and famous criminals, 
more than one of whom had been “ put through ” by him, 
and had to thank Brendon’s personal industry and daring 
for penal servitude. Upon the prison staff were not a few 
men of intelligence and wide experience who could tell the 
detective much germane to his work. The psychology of 
crime never paled in its intense attraction for Brendon and 
many a strange incident, or obscure convict speech, related 
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without comment to him by those who had witnessed, or 
heard them, was capable of explanation in the visitor’s 
mind. 

He had found an unknown spot where some good trout 
dwelt and on an evening in mid-June he set forth to tempt 
them. He had discovered certain deep pools in a disused 
quarry fed by a streamlet, that harboured a fish or two 
heavier than most of those surrendered daily by the Dart 
and Heavy, the Blackabrook and the Walkham. 

Foggintor Quarry, wherein lay these preserves, might 
be approached in two ways. Originally broken into the 
granite bosom of the moor for stone to build the bygone 
war prison of Princetown, a road still extended to the 
deserted spot and joined the main thoroughfare half a mile 
distant. A house or two—dwellings used by old-time 
quarrymen—stood upon this grass-grown track; but the 
huge pit was long ago deserted. Nature had made it 
beautiful, although the wonderful place was seldom appre¬ 
ciated now and only wild creatures dwelt therein. 

Brendon, however, came hither by a direct path over the 
moors. Leaving Princetown railway station upon his left 
hand he set his face west where the waste heaved out before 
him dark against a blaze of light from the sky. The sun 
was setting and a great glory of gold, fretted with lilac 
and crimson, burned over the distant earth, where here and 
there the light caught crystals of quartz in the granite 
boulders and flashed up from the evening sobriety of the 
earth. 

xAgainst the western flame appeared a figure carrying a 
basket. Mark Brendon, with thoughts on the evening rise 
of the trout, lifted his face at a light footfall. Whereupon 
there passed by him the fairest woman he had ever known, 
and such sudden beauty startled the man and sent his own 
thoughts flying. It was as though from the desolate waste 
there had sprung a magical and exotic flower, or that the 
sunset lights, now deepening on fern and stone, had burned 
together and become incarnate in this lovely girl. She 
was slim and not very tall. She wore no hat and the 
auburn of her hair, piled high above her forehead, tangled 
the warm sunset beams and burned like a halo round her 
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head. The colour was glorious, that rare but perfect 
reflection of the richest hues that autumn brings to the 
beech and bracken. And she had blue eyes—blue as 
the gentian. Their size impressed Brendon. 

He had only known one woman with really large eyes, 
and she was a criminal. But this stranger’s bright orbs 
seemed almost to dwarf her face. Her mouth was not 
small, but the lips were full and delicately turned. She 
walked quickly with a good stride and her slight, silvery 
skirts and rosy, silken jumper showed her figure clearly 
enough—^her round hips and firm, girlish bosom. She 
swung along—a flash of joy on little twinkling feet that 
seemed hardly to touch the ground. 

Her eyes met his for a moment with a frank, trustful 
expression, then she had passed. Waiting half a minute, 
Brendon turned to look again. He heard her singing 
with all the light-heartedness of youth and he caught a few 
notes as clear and cheerful as a grey bird’s. Then, still 
walking quickly, she dwindled into one bright spot upon 
the moor, dipped into an undulation, and was gone—a 
creature of the heath and wild lands whom it seemed 
impossible to imagine pent within any dwelling. 

The vision made Mark pensive, as sudden beauty will, 
and he wondered about the girl. He guessed her to be a 
visitor—one of a party, perhaps, possibly here for the day 
alone. He went no farther than to guess that she must 
certainly be betrothed. Such an exquisite creature seemed 
little likely to have escaped love. Indeed love and a 
spirit of happiness were reflected from her eyes and in her 
song. He speculated on her age and guessed she must be 
eighteen. He then, by some twist of thought, considered 
his personal appearance. We are all prone to put the best 
face possible upon such a matter, but Brendon lived too 
much with hard facts to hoodwink himself on that or any 
other subject. He was a well-modelled man of great 
physical strength, and still agile and lithe for his age; but 
his hair was an ugly straw colour and his clean-shorn, pale 
face lacked any sort of distinction save an indication of 
moral purpose, character, and pugnacity. It was a face 
well suited to his own requirements, for he could disguise 
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it easily; but it was not a face calculated to charm or 
challenge any woman—a fact he knew well enough. 

Tramping forward now, the detective came to a great 
crater that gaped on the hillside and stood above the dead 
quarry workings of Foggintor. Underneath him opened 
a cavity with sides two hundred feet high. Its peaks and 
precipices fell, here by rough, giant steps, here stark and 
sheer over broad faces of granite, where only weeds and 
saplings of mountain ash and thorn could find a foothold. 
The bottom was one vast litter of stone and fern, where 
foxgloves nodded above the masses of debris and wild 
things made their homes. Water fell over many a granite 
shelf and in the desolation lay great and small pools. 

Brendon began to descend where a sheep track wound 
into the pit. A Dartmoor pony and her foal galloped 
away through an entrance westerly. At one point a wide 
moraine spread fanwise from above into the cup, and here 
upon this slope of disintegrated granite more water dripped 
and tinkled from overhanging ledges of stone. Rills ran 
in every direction and, from the spot now reached by the 
sportsman, the deserted quarry presented a bewildering 
confusion of huge boulders, deep pits, and mighty cliff 
faces heaving up to scarps and counter-scarps. Brendon 
had found the guardian spirit of the place on a former visit 
and now he lifted his voice and cried out. 

“ Here I am he said. 
‘‘Here I am!*’ cleanly answered Echo hid in the 

granite. 
“ Mark Brendon 1” 
“ Mark Brendon 1” 
“ Welcome!” 
“Welcome!” 
Every syllable echoed back crisp and clear, just tinged 

with that something not human that gave fascination to the 
reverberated words. 

A great purple stain seemed to fill the crater and night’s 
wine rose up within it, while still along the eastern crest of 
the pit there ran red sunset light to lip the cup with gold. 
Mark, picking his way through the huddled confusion, 
proceeded to the extreme breadth of the quarry, fifty yards 
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northerly, and stood above two wide, still pools in the 
midst. They covered the lowest depth of the old 
workings, shelved to a rough beach on one side and, upon 
the other, ran thirty feet deep, where the granite sprang 
sheer in a precipice from the face of the little lake. Here 
crystal-clear water sank into a dim, blue darkness. The 
whole surface of the pools was, however, within reach of 
any fly fisherman who had a rod of necessary stiffness and 
the skill to throw a long line. Trout moved and here and 
there circles of light widened out on the water and rippled 
to the cliff beyond. Then came a heavier rise and from 
beneath a great rock, that heaved up from the midst of the 
smaller pool, a good fish took a little white moth which 
had fluttered within reach. 

Mark set about his sport, yet felt that a sort of unfamiliar 
division had come into his mind and, while he brought two 
tiny-eyed flies from a box and fastened them to the hair¬ 
like leader he always used, there persisted the thought of 
the auburn girl—her eyes blue as April—^her voice so bird¬ 
like and untouched with human emotion—her swift, 
delicate tread. 

He began to fish as the light thickened, but he only cast 
once or twice and then decided to wait half an hour. He 
grounded his rod and brought a brier pipe and a pouch of 
tobacco from his pocket. The things of day were 
turning to slumber; but still there persisted a clinking 
sound, uttered monotonously from time to time, which the 
sportsman supposed to be a bird. It came from behind the 
great acclivities that ran opposite his place by the pools. 
Brendon suddenly perceived that it was no natural noise 
but arose from some human activity. It was, in fact, the 
musical note of a mason’s trowel, and when presently it 
ceased, he was annoyed to hear heavy footsteps in the 
quarry—a labourer he guessed. 

No labourer appeared, however. A big, broad man 
approached him, clad in a Norfolk jacket and knicker¬ 
bockers and a red waistcoat with gaudy brass buttons. 
He had entered at the lower mouth of the quarries and was 
proceeding to the northern exit, whence the little streamlet 
that fed the pools came through a narrow pass. 
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The stranger stopped as he saw Brendon, straddled his 
great legs, took a cigar from his mouth and spoke. 

Ah ! You’ve found ’em then?” 
Found what?” asked the detective. 
Found these trout. I come here for a swim sometimes. 

I’ve wondered why I never saw a rod in this hole. There 
are a dozen half pounders there and possibly some bigger 
ones.” 

It was Mark’s instinctive way to study all fellow 
creatures with whom he came in contact. He had an iron 
memory for faces. He looked up now and observed the 
rather remarkable features of the man before him. His 
scrutiny was swift and sure; yet had he guessed the 
tremendous significance of his glance, or with proleptic 
vision seen what this being was to mean during the years 
of his immediate future, it is certain that he would have 
intensified his inspection and extended the brief limits of 
their interview. 

He saw a pair of broad shoulders and a thick neck over 
which hung a square, hard jaw and a determined chin. 
Then came a big mouth and the largest pair of moustaches 
Brendon remembered to have observed on any countenance. 
They were almost grotesque; but the stranger was evidently 
proud of them for he twirled them from time to time and 
brought the points up to his ears. They were of a foxy 
red, and beneath them flashed large, white teeth when the 
big man talked in rather grating tones. He suggested one 
on very good terms with himself—a being of passionate 
temperament and material mind. His eyes were grey, 
small, set rather wide apart, with a heavy nose between. 
His hair was a fiery red, cut close, and of a hue yet more 
violent than his moustaches. Even the fading light could 
not kill his rufous face. 

The big man appeared friendly, though Brendon heartily 
wished him away. 

‘‘ Sea fishing’s my sport,” he said. ‘‘ Conger and 
cod, pollack and mackerel—half a boat load—that’s sport. 
That means tight lines and a thirst afterward.” 

‘‘ I expect it does.” 
“ But this bally place seems to bewitch people,” con- 
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tinued the big man. ‘‘ What is it about Dartmoor? 
Only a desert of hills and stones and twopenny-halfpenny 
streams a child can walk across; and yet—^why you’ll hear 
folk blether about it as though heaven would only be a bad 
substitute.” 

The other laughed. There is a magic here. It gets 
into your blood.” 

So it does. Even a God-forgotten hole like Prince- 
town with nothing to see but the poor devils of convicts. 
A man I know is building himself a bungalow out here. 
He and his wife will be just as happy as a pair of wood- 
pigeons—at least they think so.” 

‘‘ I heard a trowel clinking.” 
“ Yes, I lend a hand sometimes when the workmen are 

gone. But think of it—to turn your back on civilization 
and make yourself a home in a desert!” 

‘‘ Might do worse—if you’ve got no ambitions.” 
‘‘ Yes—ambition is not their strong point. They think 

love’s enough—poor souls. Why don’t you fish?” 
Waiting for it to get a bit darker.” 

‘‘ Well, so long. Take care you don’t catch anything 
that’ll pull you in.” 

Laughing at his joke and making another echo ring 
sharply over the still face of the water, the red man strode 
off through the gap fifty yards distant. Then in the still¬ 
ness Mark heard the purr of a machine. He had evidently 
departed upon a motor bicycle to the main road half a 
mile distant. 

When he was gone Brendon rose and strolled down to 
the other entrance of the quarry that he might see the 
bungalow of which the stranger had spoken. Leaving the 
great pit he turned right-handed and there, in a little 
hollow facing southwest, he found the building. It was 
as yet far from complete. The granite walls now stood 
six feet high and they were of remarkable thickness. The 
plan indicated a dwelling of six rooms and Brendon 
perceived that the house would have no second story. 
An acre round about had been walled, but as yet the 
boundaries were incomplete. Magnificent views swept to 
the west and south. Brendon’s rare sight could still dis- 
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tinguish Saltash Bridge spanning the waters above 
Plymouth, where Cornwall heaved up against the dying 
afterglow of the west. It was a wonderful place in which 
to dwell, and the detective speculated as to the sort of 
people who would be likely to lift their home in this silent 
wilderness. 

He guessed that they must have wearied of cities, or of 
their fellow creatures. Perhaps they were disappointed 
and disillusioned with life and so desired to turn their 
backs upon its gregarious features, evade its problems as 
far as possible, escape its shame and follies, and live here 
amid these stern realities which promised nothing, yet 
were full of riches for a certain order of mankind. He 
judged that the couple, who designed to dwell beside the 
silent hollow of Foggintor, must have outlived much and 
reached an attitude of mind that desired no greater boon 
than solitude in the lap of nature. Such people could only 
be middle-aged, he told himself. Yet he remembered the 
big man had said that the pair felt love was enough.” 
That meant romance still active and alive, whatever their 
ages might be. 

The day grew very dim and the fret of light and shadow 
died off the earth, leaving all vague and vast and feature¬ 
less. Brendon returned to his sport and found a small 

coachman ” fly sufficiently destructive. The two pools 
yielded a dozen trout, of which he kept six and returned 
the rest to the water. His best three fish all weighed half 
a pound. 

Resolved to pay the pools another visit, Mark made an 
end of his sport and chose to return by road rather than 
venture the walk over the rough moor in darkness. He 
left the quarry at the gap, passed the half dozen cottages 
that stood a hundred yards beyond it, and so, presently, 
regained the main road between Princetown and Tavistock. 
Tramping back under the stars, his thoughts drifted to the 
auburn girl of the moor. He was seeking to recollect how 
she had been dressed. He remembered everything about 
her with extraordinary vividness, from the crown of her 
glowing hair to her twinkling feet, in brown shoes with 
steel or silver buckles; but he could not instantly see her 
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garments. Then they came back to him—the rose- 
coloured jumper and the short, silvery skirts. 

Twice afterward, during the evening hour, Brendon 
again tramped to Foggintor, but he was not rewarded by 
any glimpse of the girl; but as the picture of her dimmed a 
little, there happened a strange and apparently terrible 
thing, and in common with everybody else his thoughts 
were distracted. To the detective’s hearty annoyance 
and much against his will, there confronted him a pro¬ 
fessional problem. Though the sudden whisper of murder 
that winged with amazing speed through that little, up¬ 
lifted church-town was no affair of his, there fell out an 
incident which quickly promised to draw him into it and 
end his holiday before the time. 

Four evenings after his first fishing expedition to the 
quarries, he devoted a morning to the lower waters of the 
Meavy River; at the end of that day, not far short of mid¬ 
night, when glasses were empty and pipes knocked out, 
half a dozen men, just about to retire, heard a sudden and 
evil report. 

Will Blake, “ Boots at the Duchy Hotel, was waiting 
to extinguish the lights, and seeing Brendon he said : 

“ There’s something in your line happened, master, by 
the look of it. A pretty bobbery to-morrow.” 

”A convict escaped. Will?” asked the detective, 
yawning and longing for bed. ” That’s about the only 
fun you get up here, isn’t it ?” 

” Convict escaped? No—a man done in seemingly. 
Mr. Pendean’s uncle-in-law have slaughtered Mr. 
Pendean by the looks of it.” 

” What did he want to do that for?” asked Brendon 
without emotion. 

” That’s for clever men like you to find out,” answered 
Will. 

” And who is Mr. Pendean?” 
” The gentleman what’s building the bungalow down 

to Foggintor.” 
Mark started. The big red man flashed to his mind 

complete in every physical feature. He described him 
and Will Blake replied: 

B 
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“ That’s the chap that’s done it. That’s the gentle¬ 
man’s uncle-in-law !” 

Brendon went to bed and slept no worse for the tragedy. 
Nor, when morning came and every maid and man desired 
to tell him all they knew, did he show the least interest. 
When Milly knocked with his hot water and drew up his 
blind, she judged that nobody could appreciate the event 
better than a famous detective. 

“ Oh, sir—such a fearful thing-” she began. But 
he cut her short. 

“ Now, Milly, don’t talk shop. I haven’t come to Dart¬ 
moor to catch murderers, but to catch trout. What’s the 
weather like ?” 

“ ’Tis foggy and soft; and Mr. Pendean—poor dear 
soul-” 

“ Go away, Milly. I don’t want to hear anything about 
Mr. Pendean.” 

“ That big red devil of a man-” 
” Nor anything about the big red devil, either. If it’s 

soft, I shall try the leat this morning.” 
Milly stared at him with much disappointment. 
‘‘God’s goodness!” she said. ‘‘You can go off 

fishing—a professed murder catcher like you—and a man 
killed under your nose you may say ! ’ ’ 

‘‘ It isn’t my job. Now, clear out. I want to get up.” 
‘‘ Well, I never!” murmured Milly, and departed in 

great astonishment. 
But Brendon was not to enjoy the freedom that he 

desired in this matter. He ordered sandwiches, intending 
to beat a hasty retreat and get beyond reach; then at half 
past nine, he emerged into a dull and lowering morn. 
Fine mist was in the air and a heavy fog hid the hills. 
There seemed every probability of a wet day and from a 
fisherman’s point of view the conditions promised sport. 
He was just slipping on a raincoat and about to leave the 
hotel when Will Blake appeared and handed him a letter. 
He glanced at it, half inclined to stick the missive in the 
hall letter rack and leave perusal until his return, but the 
handwriting was a woman’s and did not lack for 
distinction and character. He felt curious and, not 
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associating the incident with the rumoured crime, set down 
his rod and creel, opened the note, and read what was 
written: 

“ 3 Station Cottages, Princetown. 
‘‘ Dear Sir : The police have told me that you are in 

Princetown, and it seems as though Providence had sent 
you. I fear that I have no right to seek your services 
directly, but if you can answer the prayer of a heart¬ 
broken woman and give her the benefit of your genius in 
this dark moment, she would be unspeakably thankful. 

Faithfully yours, 

Jenny Pendean.’’ 

Mark Brendon murmured “ damn ” gently under his 
breath. Then he turned to Will. 

Where is Mrs. Pendean’s house?’’ he asked. 
‘‘ In Station Cottages, just before you come to the prison 

woods, sir.” 
Run over, then, and say I’ll call in half an hour.” 

“ There!” Will grinned. ‘‘ I told ’em you’d never 
keep out of it!” 

He was gone and Brendon read the letter again, studied 
its neat caligraphy, and observed that a tear had blotted 
the middle of the sheet. Once more he said “ damn ” to 
himself, dropped his fishing basket and rod, turned up the 
collar of his mackintosh, and walked to the police station, 
where he heard a little of the matter in hand from a 
constable and then asked for permission to use the tele¬ 
phone. In five minutes he was speaking to his own chief 
at’ Scotland Yard, and the familiar cockney voice of 
Inspector Harrison came over the two hundred odd miles 
that separated the metropolis of convicts from the metro¬ 
polis of the world. 

Man apparently murdered here, inspector. Chap who 
is thought to have done it disappeared. Widow wants me 
to take up case. I’m unwilling to do so; but it looks like 
duty.” So spoke Brendon. 

“ Right. If it looks like duty, do it. Let me hear 
again to-night. Halfyard, chief at Princetown, is an old 
friend of mine. Very good man. Good-bye.” 
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Mark then learned that Inspector Halfyard was 
already at Foggintor. 

‘‘ Fm on this/’ said Mark to the constable. I’ll come 
in again. Tell the inspector to expect me at noon for all 
details. I’m going to see Mrs. Pendean now.” 

The policeman saluted. He knew Brendon very well 
by sight. 

I hope it won’t knock a hole in you holiday, sir. But 
I reckon it won’t. It’s all pretty plain sailing by the look 
of it.” 

“ Where’s the body ?” 

“ That’s what we don’t know yet, Mr. Brendon; and 
that’s what only Robert Redmayne can tell us by the look 
of it.” 

The detective nodded. Then he sought No. 3, Station 
Cottages. 

The little row of attached houses ran off at right angles 
to the high street of Princetown. They faced north-west, 
and immediately in front of them rose the great, tree-clad 
shoulder of North Hessory Tor. The Woods ascended 
steeply and a stone wall ran between them and the 
dwellings beneath. 

Brendon knocked at No. 3 and was admitted by a thin, 
grey-haired woman who had evidently been shedding 
tears. He found himself in a little hall decorated with 
many trophies of fox hunting. There were masks and 
brushes and several specimens of large Dartmoor foxes, 
who had run their last and now stood stuffed in cases hung 
upon the walls. 

‘‘ Do I speak to Mrs. Pendean?” asked Brendon; but 
the old woman shook her head. 

“ No, sir. I’m Mrs. Edward Gerry, widow of the 
famous Ned Gerry, for twenty years Huntsman of the 
Dartmoor Foxhounds. Mr. and Mrs. Pendean were—are 
—I mean she is my lodger.” 

” Is she ready to see me?” 

” She’s cruel hard hit, poor lady. What name, sir?” 

” Mr. Mark Brendon.” 

” She hoped you’d come. But go gentle with her. ’Tis 
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a fearful ordeal for any innocent person to have to talk to 
you, sir/’ 

Mrs. Gerry opened a door upon the right hand of the 
entrance. 

** The great Mr. Brendon be here, Mrs. Pendean,** she 
said; then Brendon walked in and the widow shut the door 
behind him. 

Jenny Pendean rose from her chair by the table where 
she was writing letters and Brendon saw the auburn girl 
of the sunset. 





CHAPTER II 

THE PROBLEM STATED 

The girl had evidently dressed that morning without 
thought or care—perhaps unconsciously. Her wonderful 
hair was lifted and wound carelessly upon her head; her 
beauty had been dimmed by tears. She was, however, 
quite controlled and showed little emotion at their meeting; 
but she looked very weary and every inflection ot her 
pleasant, clear voice revealed it. She spoke as one who 
had suffered much and laboured under great loss ot 
vitality. He found this to be indeed the case, for it seemed 

that she had lost half herself. ... 4. • i. 
As he entered she rose and saw in his face an astonish¬ 

ment which seemed not much to surprise her, for she was 
used to admiration and knew that her beauty startled meii. 

Brendon, though he felt his heart beat quicker at his 
discovery, soon had himself in hand. He spoke with tact 
and sympathy, feeling himself already cominitted to serve 
her with all his wits and strength. Only a fleeting regret 
shot through his mind that the case in all probability woidd 
not prove such as to reveal his own strange powers. He 
combined the regulation methods of criminal research with 
the more modern deductive system, and his success, as he 
always pointed out, was reached by the double method. 
Already he longed to distinguish himself before this woman. 

“ Mrs. Pendean,” he said, “ I am very glad that you 
learned I was in Princetown and it will be a privilege to 
serve you if I can. The worst may ncit have happened, 
though from what I have heard, there is every reason to 
fear it; but, believe me, I will do my best on your account. 
I have communicated with headquarters and, being tree 
at this moment, can devote myself wholly to the problem. 

23 
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‘‘ Perhaps it was selfish to ask you in your holidays/’ 
she said. “ But, somehow, I felt-” 

Think nothing whatever of that. I hope that what 
hes before us may not take very long. And now I will 
listen to you. There is no need to tell me anything 
about what has happened at Foggintor. I shall hear all 
about that later in the day. You will do well now to let 
me know everything bearing upon it that went before this 
sad affair; and if you can throw the least light of a nature 
to guide me and help my inquiry, so much the better.” 

“ I can throw no light at all,” she said. ” It has come 
like a thunderbolt and I still find my mind refusing to 
accept the story that they have brought to me. I cannot 
think about it—I cannot bear to think about it; and if I 
believed it, I should go mad. My husband is my life.” 

” Sit down and give me some account of yourself and 
Mr. Pendean. You cannot have been married very long.” 

” Four years.” He showed astonishment. 
” I am twenty-five,” she explained, “ though Pm told 

I do not look so much as that.” 
” Indeed not; I should have guessed eighteen. Collect 

your thoughts now and just give me what of your history 
and your husband’s you think most likely to be of use.” 

She did not speak for a moment and Brendon, taking a 
chair, drew it up and sat with his arms upon the back of it 
facing her in a casual and easy position. He wanted her 
to feel quite unconstrained. 

” Just chat, as though you were talking of the past to a 
friend,” he said. ” Indeed you must believe that you are 
talking to a friend, who has no desire but to serve you.” 

” I’ll begin at the beginning,” she answered. My 
own history is brief enough and has surely little bearing 
on this dreadful thing; but my relations may be more 
interesting to you than I am. The family is now a very 
small one and seems likely to remain so, for of my three 
uncles all are bachelors. I have no other blood relations 
in Europe and know nothing of some distant cousins who 
live in Australia. 

” The story of my family is this: John Redmayne 
lived his life on the Murray River in Victoria, South 
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Australia, and there he made a considerable fortune out of 
sheep. He married and had a large family. Out of seven 
sons and five daughters born to them during a period of 
twenty years, Jenny and John Redmayne only saw five 
of their children grow into adult health and strength. 
Four boys lived, the rest died young, though two were 
drowned in a boating accident, and my Aunt Mary, their 
eldest daughter^ lived a year after her marriage. 

There remained four sons: Henry, the eldest, 
Albert, Bendigo, and Robert, the youngest of the family, 
now a man of thirty-five. It is he you are seeking in this 
awful thing that is thought to have happened. 

‘‘ Henry Redmayne was his father’s representative in 
England and a wool broker on his own account. He 
married and had one daughter, myself. I remember my 
parents very well, for I was fifteen and at school when they 
died. They were on their way to Australia, so that my 
father might see his father and mother again after the lapse 
of many years. But their ship, The Wattle Blossom^ was 
lost with all hands and I became an orphan. 

'' John Redmayne, my grandfather, though a rich man 
was a great believer in work, and all his sons had to find 
occupation and justify their lives in his eyes. Uncle 
Albert, who was only a year younger than my father, cared 
for studious subjects and literature. He was apprenticed 
in youth to a bookseller at Sydney and after a time came 
to England, joined a large and important firm of book¬ 
sellers, and became an expert. They took him into 
partnership and he travelled for them and spent some years 
in New York. But his special subject was Italian Renais¬ 
sance literature and his joy was Italy, where he now lives. 
He found himself in a position to retire about ten years 
ago, being a bachelor with modest requirements. He 
knew, moreover, that his father must soon pass away and, 
as his mother was already dead, he stood in a position to 
count upon a share of the large fortune to be divided 
presently between himself and his two remaining brothers. 

‘‘Of these my Uncle Bendigo Redmayne was a sailor 
in the merchant marine. After reaching the position of a 
captain in the Royal Mail Steamship Company he retired 
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on my grandfather’s death, four years ago. He is a bluff, 
gruff old salt without any charm and he never reached 
promotion into the passenger service, but remained in 
command of cargo boats—a circumstance he regarded as a 
great grievance. But the sea is his devotion, and when he 
was able to do so, he built himself a little house on the 
Devon cliffs, where now he resides within sound of the waves. 

“ My third uncle, Robert Redmayne, is at this moment 
apparently suspected of having killed my husband; but the 
more I think of such a hideous situation, the less possible 
does it appear. For not the wildest nightmare dream would 
seem more mad and motiveless than such a horror as this. 

Robert Redmayne in youth was his father’s favourite 
and if he spoiled any of his sons he spoiled the youngest. 
Uncle Robert came to England, and being fond of cattle 
breeding and agriculture, joined a farmer, the brother of 
an Australian friend of John Redmayne’s. He was sup¬ 
posed to be getting on well, but he came and went, for my 
grandfather did not like a year to pass without a sight of 
him. 

Uncle Bob was a pleasure-loving man especially fond 
of horse racing and sea fishing. On the strength of his 
prospects he borrowed money and got into debt. After 
the death of my own father I saw a little of Uncle Robert 
from time to time, for he was kind to me and liked me to 
be with him in my holidays. He did very little work. 
Most of his time he was at the races, or down in Cornwall 
at Penzance, where he was supposed to be courting a young 
woman—a hotel keeper’s daughter. I had just left school 
and was about to leave England and go and live with my 
grandfather in Australia, when events happened swiftly, 
one on top of the other, and life was changed for all us 
Redmaynes.” 

“ Rest a little if you are tired,” said Mark. He saw by 
her occasional breaks and the sighs that lifted her bosom, 
how great an effort Mrs. Pendean was making to tell her 
story well. 

” I will go straight on,” she answered. "‘It was 
summertime and I was stopping with my Uncle Robert at 
Penzance when two great things—indeed three great things 
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—happened. The war broke out, my grandfather died in 
Australia and, lastly, I became engaged to Micheal Pendean, 

I had loved Michael devotedly for a year before he 
asked me to marry him. But when I told my Uncle Robert 
what had happened he chose to disapprove and considered 
that I had made a serious mistake. My future husband’s 
parents were dead. His father had been the head of a firm 
called Pendean and Trecarrow, whose business was the 
importation of pilchards to Italy. But Michael, though he 
had now succeeded his father in the business, took no 
interest in it. It gave him an income, but his own interests 
were in a mechanical direction. And, incidentally, he was 
always a good deal of a dreamer and liked better to plan 
than to carry out. 

“ We loved one another passionately and I have very 
little doubt that my uncles would have raised no objection 
to our marrying in the long run, had not unfortunate events 
happened to set them against our bethrothal. 

‘‘ On the death of my grandfather it was found that he 
had written a peculiar will; and we also learned that his 
fortune would prove considerably smaller than his sons 
expected. However, he left rather more than one hundred 
and fifty thousand. It appeared that during the last ten 
years of his life, he had lost his judgment and made a 
number of hopeless investments. 

The terms of the will put all his fortune into the power 
of my Uncle Albert, my grandfather’s eldest living son. 
He told Uncle Albert to divide the total proceeds of the 
estate between himself and his two brothers as his judgment 
should dictate, for he knew that Albert was a man of 
scrupulous honour and would do justly by all. With 
regard to me, he directed my uncle to set aside twenty 
thousand pounds, to be given me on my marriage, or failing 
that, on my twenty-fifth birthday. In the meantime I was 
to be taken care of by my uncles; and he added that my 
future husband, if he appeared, must be approved of by 
Uncle Albert. 

‘‘ Though jarred to find he would receive far less than 
he had hoped. Uncle Robert was soon in a good temper, 
for their elder brother informed Uncle Bob and Uncle 
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Bendigo that he should divide the fortune into three equal 
parts. Thus it came about that each received about forty 
thousand pounds, while my inheritance was set aside. All 
would have been well, no doubt, and I was coaxing round, 
for Michael Pendean knew nothing about our affairs and 
remained wholly ignorant that I should ever be worth a 
penny. It was a marriage of purest love and he had four 
hundred a year of his own from the business of the pilchard 
fishery, which we both deemed ample for our needs. 

Then broke the war, on those awful days in August, 
and the face of the world changed—I suppose for ever.” 

She stopped again, rose, went to the sideboard, and 
poured herself out a little water. Mark jumped up and 
took the glass jug from her hand. 

“ Rest now,” he begged, but she sipped the water and 
shook her head. 

” I will rest when you have gone,” she answered; ” but 
please come back again presently if you can give me a 
gleam of hope.” 

” Be very sure of that, Mrs. Pendean.” 
She went back to her seat while he also sat down again. 

Then she resumed. 
The war altered everything and created a painful 

breach between my future husband and my Uncle Robert. 
The latter instantly volunteered and rejoiced in the oppor¬ 
tunity to seek adventure. He joined a cavalry regiment 
and invited Michael to do the same; but my husband, 
though no more patriotic man lives—I must speak still as 
though he lives, Mr. Brandon-” 

‘‘ Of course you must, Mrs. Pendean—^we must all think 
of him as living until the contrary is proved.” 

‘‘ Thank you for saying that! My husband had no 
mind for active warfare. He was delicately built and of a 
gentle temperament. The thought of engaging in hand- 
to-hand conflict was more than he could endure, and there 
were, of course, a thousand other ways open to him in 
which he could serve his country—a man so skilful as he.” 

‘‘ Of course there were.” 
” Uncle Robert, however, made a personal thing of it. 

Volunteers for active service were urgently demanded and 
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he declared that in the ranks was the only place for any 
man of fighting age who desired longer to call himself a 
man. He represented the situation to his brothers, and 
Uncle Bendigo—who had just retired, but who, belonging 
to the Naval Reserve, now joined up and soon took charge 
of some mine sweepers—wrote very strongly as to what he 
thought was Michaers duty. From Italy Uncle Albert 
also declared his mind to the same purpose, and though I 
resented their attitude, the decision, of course, rested with 
Michael, not with me. He was only five-and-twenty then 
and he had no desire but to do his duty. There was 
nobody to advise him and, perceiving the danger of 
opposing my uncles’ wishes, he yielded and volunteered. 

‘‘ But he was refused. A doctor declared that a heart 
murmer made the necessary training quite impossible and 
I thanked God when I heard it. The tribulations began 
then and Uncle Bob saw red about it, accusing Michael of 
evading his duty and of having bribed the doctor to get 
him off . We had some very distressing scenes and I was 
thankful when my uncle went to France. 

‘‘ At my own wish Michael married me and I informed 
my uncles that he had done so. Relations were strained 
all round after that; but I did not care; my husband only 
lived to please me. Then, halfway through the war, came 
the universal call for workers; and seeing that men above 
combatant age, or incapacitated from fighting, were 
wanted up here at Princetown, Michael offered himself and 
we arrived together. 

“ The Prince of Wales had been instrumental in starting 
a big moss depot for the preparation of surgical dressings; 
and both my husband and I joined this station, where the 
sphagnum moss was collected from the bogs of Dartmoor, 
dried, cleaned, treated chemically, and dispatched to all 
the war hospitals of the kingdom. A busy little company 
carried on this good work and, while I joined the women 
who picked and cleaned the moss, my husband, though 
not strong enough to tramp the moors and do the heavy 
work of collecting it and bringing it up to Princetown, was 
instrumental in drying it and spreading it on the asphalt 
lawn-tennis courts of the prison warders’ cricket ground, 
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where this preliminary process was carried out. Michael 
also kept records and accounts and indeed organized the 
whole depot to perfection. 

‘‘ For nearly two years we stuck to this task, lodging 
here with Mrs. Gerry During that time I fell in love with 
Dartmoor and begged my husband to build me a bungalow 
up here when the war ended, if he could afford to do so. 
His pilchard trade with Italy practically came to an end 
after the summer of 1914. But the company of Pendean 
and Trecarrow owned some good little steamers and these 
were soon very valuable. So Michael, who had got to care 
for Dartmoor as much as I did, presently took steps and 
succeeded in obtaining a long lease of a beautiful and 
sheltered spot near Foggintor quarries, a few miles from here. 

Meanwhile I had heard nothing from my uncles, 
though I had seen Uncle Robert’s name in the paper among 
those who had won the D.S.O. Michael advised me to 
leave the question of my money until after the war, and so 
I did. We began our bungalow last year and came back 
to live with Mrs. Gerry until it should be completed. 

“ Six months ago I wrote to Uncle Albert in Italy and 
he told me that he should deliberate the proposition; but 
he still much resented my marriage. I wrote to Uncle 
Bendigo at Dartmouth also, who was now in his new home; 
but while not particularly angry with me, his reply spoke 
slightingly of my dear husband. 

“ These facts bring me to the situation that suddenly 
developed a week ago, Mr. Brendon.” She stopped and 
sighed again. 

I much fear that I am tiring you out,” he said. 
” Would you like to leave the rest ?” 

‘‘ No. For the sake of clearness it is better you hear 
everything now. A week ago I was walking out of the 
post office, when who should suddenly stop in front of me 
on a motor bicycle but Uncle Robert. I waited only to 
see him dismount and set his machine on a rest before the 
post office. Then I approached him. My arms were round 
his neck and I was kissing him before he had time to know 
what had happened, for I need not tell you that I had long 
since forgiven him. He frowned at first but at last 
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relented. He was lodging at Paignton, down on Torbay, 
for the summer months, and he hinted that he was engaged 
to be married. I behaved as nicely as I knew how, and 
when he told me that he was going on to Plymouth for a 
few days before returning to his present quarters, I 
implored him to let the past go and be friends and come 
and talk to my husband. 

‘‘ He had been to see an old war comrade at Two 
Bridges, two miles from here, and meant to lunch at the 
Duchy Hotel and then proceed to Plymouth; but I pre¬ 
vailed upon him at last to come and share our midday 
meal, and I was able to tell him things about Michael which 
promised to change his unfriendly attitude. To my 
delight he at last consented to stop for a few hours, and I 
arranged the most attractive little dinner that I could. 
When my husband returned from the bungalow I brought 
them together again. Michael was on his defence 
instantly; but he never harboured a grievance very long 
and when he saw that Uncle Bob was not unfriendly and 
very interested to hear he had won the O.B.E. for his 
valuable services at the depot, Michael showed a ready 
inclination to forget and forgive the past. 

‘‘ I think that was almost the happiest day of my life 
and, with my anxiety much modified, I was able to study 
Uncle Robert a little. He seemed unchanged, save that he 
talked louder and was more excitable than ever. The war 
had given him wide, new interests; he was a captain and in¬ 
tended, if he could, to stop in the army. He had escaped 
marvellously on many fields and seen much service. 
During the last few weeks before the armistice, he suc¬ 
cumbed to gassing and was invalided; though, before that, 
he had also been out of action from shell shock for two 
months. He made light of this; but I felt there was really 
something different about him and suspected that the shell 
shock accounted for the change. He was always excitable 
and in extremes—now up in the clouds and now down in 
the depths—but his terrible experiences had accentuated 
this peculiarity and, despite his amiable manners and 
apparent good spirits, both Michael and I felt that his 
nerves were highly strung and that his judgment could 
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hardly be relied upon. Indeed his judgment was never 
a strong point. ♦ 

‘ ^ But he proved very jolly, though very egotistical. He 
talked for hours about the war and what he had done to 
win his honours; and we noticed particularly a feature of 
his conversation. His memory failed him sometimes. 
By which I do not mean that he told us anything contrary 
to fact; but he often repeated himself, and having 
mentioned some adventure,: would, after thelapseof'aji hour 
or less, tell us the same story over again as something new. 

‘‘ Michael explained to me afterwards that this defect 
was a serious thing and probably indicated some brain 
trouble which might get worse. I was too happy at our 
reconciliation, however, to feel any concern for the moment 
and presently, after tea, I begged Uncle Robert to stop 
with us for a few days instead of going to Plymouth. 
We walked out over the moor in the evening to see the 
bungalow and my uncle was very interested. Finally he 
decided that he would remain for the night, at any rate, 
and we made him put up with us and occupy Mrs. Gerry’s 
spare bedroom, instead of going to the Duchy Hotel as he 
intended. 

He stopped on and liked to lend a hand with the 
building sometimes after the builders had gone. He and 
Michael often spent hours of these long evenings there 
together; and I would take out tea to them. 

‘‘ Uncle Robert had told us about his engagement to a 
young woman, a sister of a comrade in the war. She was 
stopping at Paignton with her parents and he was now 
going to return to her. He made us promise to come to 
Paignton next August for the Torbay Regatta; and in 
secret I begged him to write to both my other uncles and 
explain that he was now satisfied Michael had done his bit 
in the war. He consented to do so and thus it looked as 
though our anxieties would soon be at an end. 

‘‘ Last night Uncle Robert and Michael went after an 
early tea to the bungalow, but I did not accompany them 
on this occasion. They ran round by road on Uncle 
Robert’s motor bicycle, my husband sitting behind him, as 
he always did. 
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Supper time came and neither of them appeared. I 
am speaking of last night now. I did not bother till mid¬ 
night, but then I grew frightened. I went to the police 
station, saw Inspector Halfyard, and told him that my 
husband and uncle had not come back from Foggintor and 
that I was anxious about them. He knew them both by 
sight and my husband personally, for he had been of great 
use to Michael when the moss depot was at work. That is 
all 1 can tell you/’ 

Mrs. Pendean stopped and Brendon rose. 

to be told I will get from Inspector 
Halfyard himself,” he said. ” And you must let me con¬ 
gratulate you on your statement. It would have been 
impossible to put the past situation more clearly before me. 
The great point you made is that your husband and 
Captain Redrnayne were entirely reconciled and left you 
in complete friendship when you last saw them. You can 
assure me of that ?” 

” Most emphatically.” 

Have you looked into your uncle’s room since he 
disappeared ?” 

“ No, it has not been touched.” 

“ Again thank you, Mrs. Pendean. I shall see you 
some time to-day.” 

‘‘ Can you give me any sort of hope ?” 

As yet I know nothing of the actual event, and must 
not therefore offer you hope, or tell you not to hope.” 

She shook his hand and a fleeting ghost of a smile, 
infinitely pathetic but unconscious, touched her face. 
Even in grief the beauty of the woman was remarkable; 
and to Brendon, whose private emotions already struck 
into the present demands upon his intellect, she appeared 
exquisite. As he left her he hoped that a great problem 
lay before him. He desired to impress her—he looked 
forward with a passing exultation quite foreign from his 
usual staid and cautious habit of mind; he even repeated 
to himself a pregnant saying that he had come across in a 
book of quotations, though he knew not the author of it: 

” There is an hour in which a man may be happy all 
his life, can he but find it.” 

C 
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Then he grew ashamed of himself and felt something like 
a blush suffuse his plain features. 

At the police station a car was waiting for him and in 
twenty minutes he had reached Foggintor. Picking his 
way past the fishing pools and regarding the frowning cliffs 
and wide spaces of the quarry under a mournful mist, Mark 
proceeded to the aperture at the farther end. Then he left 
the rill which ran out from this exit and soon stood by the 
bungalow. It was now the dinner hour. Half a dozen 
masons and carpenters were eating their meal in a wooden 
shed near the building and with them sat two constables 
and their superior officer. 

Inspector Halfyard rose as Brendon appeared, came 
forward, and shook hands. 

‘‘ Lucky you was on the spot, my dear,” he said in his 
homely Devon way. "‘Not that it begins to look as if there 
was anything here deep enough to ask for your cleverness.” 

Inspector Halfyard stood six feet high and had curiously 
broad, square shoulders; but his imposing torso was ill 
supported. His legs were very thin and long, and they 
turned out a trifle. With his prominent nose, small head, 
and bright little slate-grey eyes, he looked rather like a 
stork. He was rheumatic, too, and walked stiffly. 

“ This here hole is no place for my legs,” he confessed. 
“ But from the facts, so far as we’ve got ’em, Foggintor 
quarry don’t come into the story, though it looks as if it 
ought to. But the murder was done here—inside this 
bungalow—and the chap that’s done it hadn’t any use for 
such a likely sort of hiding place.” 

“ Have you searched the quarries?” 
“ Not yet. ’Tis no good turning fifty men into this 

jakes of a hole till we know whether it will be needful; but 
all points to somewhere else. A terrible strange job—so 
strange, in fact, that we shall probably find a criminal 
lunatic at the bottom of it. Everything looks pretty clear, 
but it don’t look sane.” 

“You haven’t found the body ?” 
“No; but you can often prove murder mighty well 

without it—as now. Come out to the bungalow and I’ll 
tell you what there is to tell. There’s been a murder all 
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right, but we’re more likely to find the murderer than his 
victim.” 

They went out together and soon stood in the building. 
“ Now let’s have the story from where you come in,” 

said Brendon, and Inspector Halfyard told his tale. 
‘‘ Somewhere about a quarter after midnight I was 

knocked up. Down I came and Constable Ford, on duty 
at the time, told me that Mrs. Pendean was wishful to see 
me. I knew her and her husband very well, for they’d 
been the life and soul of the Moss Supply Depot run at 
Princetown during the war. 

Her husband and her uncle. Captain Redmayne, had 
gone to the bungalow, as they often did after working 
hours, to carry on a bit; but at midnight they hadn’t come 
home, and she was put about for ’em. Hearing of the 
motor bike, I thought there might have been a breakdown, 
if not an accident, so I told Ford to knock up another chap 
and go down along the road. Which they did do—and 
Ford came back at half after three with ugly news that 
they’d seen nobody, but they’d found a great pool of 
blood inside the bungalow—as if somebody had been 
sticking a pig there. ’Twas daylight by then and I 
motored out instanter. The mess is in the room that will 
be the kitchen, and there’s blood on the lintel of the back 
door which opens into the kitchen. 

‘‘ I looked round very carefully for anything in the 
nature of a clue, but I couldn’t see so much as a button. 
What makes any work here wasted, so far as I can see, is 
the evidence of the people at the cottages in the by-road to 
Foggintor, where we came in. A few quarry men and 
their families live there, and also Tom Ringrose, the water 
bailiff down on Walkham River. The quarrymen don’t 
work here because this place hasn’t been open for more 
than a hundred years; but they go to Duke’s quarry down 
at Merivale, and most of ’em have push bikes to take ’em to 
and from their job. 

“ At these cottages, on my way back to breakfast, I got 
some information of a very definite kind. Two men told 
the same tale and they hadn’t met before they told it. One 
was Jim Bassett, under foreman at Duke’s quarry, and one 

C 2 
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was Ringrose, the water bailiff who lives in the end cottage. 
Bassett has been at the bungalow once or twice, as granite 
for it comes from the quarry at Merivale. He knew Mr. 
Pendean and Captain Redmayne by sight and, last night, 
somewhere about ten o’clock by summer time, while it was 
still light, he saw the captain leave and pass the cottages. 
Bassett was smoking at his door at the time and Robert 
Redmayne came alone, pushing his motor bicycle till he 
reached the road. And behind the saddle he had a big 
sack fastened to the machine. 

“ Bassett wished him ' good night ’ and he returned 
the compliment; and half a mile down the by-road. Ring- 
rose also passed him. He was now on his machine and 
riding slowly till he reached the main road. He reached 
it and then Ringrose heard him open out and get up speed. 
He proceeded up the hill and the water bailiff supposed 
that he was going back to Princetown.” 

Inspector Half yard stopped. 
And that is all you know?” asked Brendon. 
As to Captain Redmayne’s movements—yes,” 

answered the elder. There will probably be information 
awaiting us when we return to Princetown, as inquiries are 
afoot along both roads—to Moreton and Exeter on the one 
side and by Dartmeet to Ashburton and the coast towns 
on the other. He must have gone off to the moor by one 
of those ways, I judge; and if he didn’t, then he turned in 
his tracks and got either to Plymouth, or away to the 
north. We can’t fail to pick up his line pretty quickly. 
He’s a noticeable man.” 

‘‘ Did Ringrose also report the sack behind the motor 
bicycle ?” 

” He did.” 
“ Before you mentioned it ?” 
“ Yes, he volunteered that item, just as Bassett had 

done.” 
“ Let me see what’s to be seen here, then,” said 

Brendon, and they entered the kitchen of the bungalow 
together. 



CHAPTER III 

THE MYSTERY 

Brendon followed Halfyard into the apartment destined 
to be the kitchen of Michael Pendean’s bungalow, and the 
inspector lifted some tarpaulins that had been thrown upon 
a corner of the room. In the midst stood a carpenter’s 
bench, and the floor, the boards of which had already been 
laid, was littered with shavings and tools. Under the 
tarpaulin a great red stain soaked to the walls, where much 
blood had flowed. It was still wet in places and upon it 
lay shavings partially ensanguined. At the edge of the 
central stain were smears and, among them, half the 
impress of a big, nail-studded boot. 

“ Have the workmen been in here this morning ?” asked 
Brendon, and Inspector Halfyard answered that they had 
not. 

Two constables were here last night after one o’clock 
—the men I sent from Princetown when Mrs. Pendean gave 
the alarm,” he said. ‘‘ They looked round with an 
electric torch and found the blood. One came back; the 
other stopped on the spot all night. I was out here myself 
before the masons and carpenters came to work, and I for¬ 
bade them to touch anything till we’d made our examina¬ 
tion, Mr. Pendean was in the habit of doing a bit himself 
after hours.” 

‘‘ Can the men say if anything was done last night—in 
the way of work on the bungalow ?” 

“ No doubt they’d know.” 
Brendon sent for a mason and a carpenter; and while 

the latter alleged that nothing had been added to the last 
work of himself and his mate, the mason, pointing to a 
wall which was destined to enclose the garden, declared 

37 
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that some heavy stones had been lifted and mortared into 
place since he left on the previous evening at five o’clock. 

Pull down all the new work,” directed Brendon. 
Then he turned to examine the kitchen more closely. A 

very careful survey produced no results and he could find 
nothing that the carpenters were not able to account for. 
There was no evidence of any struggle. A sheep might 
as easily have been killed in the chamber as a man; but he 
judged the blood to be human and Halfyard had made 
one discovery of possible importance. The timbers of the 
kitchen door were already set up and they had received a 
preliminary coat of white paint. This was smeared at the 
height of a man’s shoulder with blood. 

Brandon then examined the ground immediately outside 
the kitchen door. It was rough and trampled with many 
feet of the workmen but gave no special imprints or other 
indications of the least value. For twenty yards he 
scrutinized every inch of the ground and presently found 
indications of a motor bicycle. It had stood here—ten 
yards from the bungalow—and the marks of the wheels 
and the rest lowered to support it were clear enough in the 
peat. He traced the impressions as the machine was 
wheeled away and observed that at one soft place they had 
pressed very deeply into the earth. The pattern of the 
tyre was familiar to him, a Dunlop. Half an hour later one 
of the constables approached, saluted Mark, and made a 
statement. 

‘‘ They’ve pulled down the wall, sir, and found nothing 
there; but Fulford, the mason, says that a sack is missing. 
It was a big sack, in the corner of the shed out there, and 
the cement that it contained is all poured out; but the sack 
has gone.” 

The detective visited the spot and turned over the pile of 
cement, which revealed nothing. Then, having himself 
searched the workmen’s shed without discovering any clue, 
he strolled in the immediate neighbourhood of the bunga¬ 
low and examined the adjacent entrance to the quarries. 
Not the least spark of light rewarded the search. He came 
back presently out of the rain which had now begun to fall 
steadily—but not before he had strolled as far as the fish- 
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ing pools and seen clear marks of naked, adult feet on the 
sandy brink. 

Inspector Halfyard, who had remained in the bungalow, 
joined him while he examined the other five chambers with 
close attention. In the apartment destined for a sitting- 
room, which faced out upon the great view to the south-west 
Brendon found a cigar half smoked. It had evidently 
been flung down alight and had smouldered for some time, 
scorching the wooden floor before it went out. He found 
also the end of a broken, brown boot lace with a brass tag. 
The lace had evidently frayed away and probably had 
broken when being tied. But he attached not the least 
importance to either fragment. Nothing that he regarded 
as of value resulted from inspection of the remaining rooms 
and Brendon presently decided that he would return to 
Princetown. He showed Halfyard the footprints by the 
water and had them protected with a tarpaulin. 

Something tells me that this is a pretty simple business 
all the same,’' he said. We need waste no more time 
here, inspector—at any rate until we have got back to the 
telephone and heard the latest.” 

What’s your idea ?” 
I think it’s murder right enough and I believe we shall 

find that this soldier, who’s had shell shock, turned on 
Pendean and cut his throat, then, fondly hoping to hide 
the crime, got away with the body. Why I judge him to 
be mad is because Mrs. Pendean, who has told me the full 
story of the past, was able to assure me that the men had 
become exceedingly friendly, and that differences, which 
existed between them at the outbreak of war, were entirely 
composed. And even granting that they quarrelled again, 
the quarrel must have suddenly sprung up. That seems 
improbable and one can’t easily imagine a sudden row so 
tremendous that it ends in murder. 

‘‘ Redmayne was a big, powerful man and he may have 
struck without intention to kill; but this mess means more 
than a blow with a fist. I think that he was a homicidal 
maniac and probably plotted the job beforehand with a 
madman’s limited cunning; and if that is so, there’s pretty 
sure to be news waiting for us at Princetown. Before dark 
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we ought to know where are both the dead and the living 
man. These footprints mean a bather, or perhaps two. 
We’ll study them later and drag the pond, if necessary.” 

The correctness of Brendon’s deduction was made mani¬ 
fest within an hour, and the operations of Robert Red- 
may ne defined up to a point. A man was waiting at the 
police station—George French, ostler at Two Bridges 
Hotel, on West Dart. 

“ I knew Captain Redmayne,” he said, “ because he’d 
been down once or twice of late to tea at Two Bridges. 
Last night at half after ten I was crossing the road from 
the garage and suddenly, without warning, a motor bike 
came over the bridge. I heard the rush of it and only got 
out of the way by a yard. There was no light showing, 
but the man went through the beam thrown from the open 
door of the hotel and I saw it was the captain by his great 
moustache and his red waistcoat. 

” He didn’t see me, because it was taking him all his 
time to look after himself, and he’d just let her go, to rush 
the stiff hill that rises out of Two Bridges. He was gone 
like a puff of smoke and must have been running terrible 
fast—fifty mile an hour I dare say. We heard as there 
was trouble at Princetown and master sent me up over to 
report what I’d seen.” 

” Which way did he go after he had passed, Mr. 
French ?” asked Brendon, who knew the Dartmoor country 
well. “ The road forks above Two Bridges. Did he 
take the right hand for Dartmeet, or the left for Post Bridge 
and Moreton ?” 

But George could not say. 
‘‘ ’Twas like a thunder planet flashing by,” he told 

Mark, ‘‘ and I don’t know from Adam which way he went 
after he’d got up on top.” 

“Was anybody with him ?” 
“ No, sir. I’d have seen that much; but he carried a 

big sack behind the saddle—that I can swear to.” 
There had been several telephone calls for Inspector 

Halfyard during his absence; and now three separate 
statements from different districts awaited him. These 
were already written out by a constable, and he took them 
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one by one, read them, and handed them to Brendon. 
The first came from the post office at Post Bridge, and the 
post-mistress reported that a man, one Samuel White, had 
seen a motor bicycle run at great speed without lights up 
the steep hill northward of that village on the previous 
night. He gave the time as between half past ten and 
eleven o’clock. 

“ We should have heard of him from Moreton next, said 
Halfyard; ‘'but, no. He must have branched under 
Hameldown and gone south, for the next news is from 
Ashburton.” 

The second message told how a garage keeper was 
knocked up at Ashburton, just after midnight, in order 
that petrol might be obtained for a motor bicycle. The 
description of the purchaser corresponded to Redmayne 
and the message added that the bicycle had a large sack 
tied behind it. The rider was in no hurry; he smoked a 
cigarette, swore because he could not get a drink, lighted 
his lamps, and then proceeded by the Totnes road which 
wound through the valley of the Dart southward. 

The third communication came from the police station 
at Brixham and was somewhat lengthy. It ran thus : 

“ At ten minutes after two o’clock last night P.C. 
Widgery, on night duty at Brixham, saw a man on a 
motor bicycle with a large parcel behind him run through 
the town square. He proceeded down the main street 
and was gone for the best part of an hour; but, before 
three o’clock^ Widgery saw him return without hig 
parcel. He went fast up the hill out of Brixham, the 
way he came. Inquiries to-day show that he passed the 
Brixham coast-guard station about a quarter after two 
o’clock, and he must have lifted his machine over the 
barrier at the end of the coast-guard road, because he 
was seen by a boy, from Berry Head lighthouse, pushing 
it up the steep path that runs to the downs. The boy 
was going for a doctor, because his father, one of the 
lighthouse watchers, had been taken ill. The boy says 
the motor bicyclist was a big man and he was blowing, 
because the machine was heavy and the road just there 
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very steep and rough. He saw no more of him on return¬ 
ing from the doctor. We are searching the Head and 
cliffs round about.” 

Inspector Halfyard waited until Brendon had read the 
messages and put them down. 

About as easy as shelling peas—eh?” he asked. 
” I expected an arrest,” answered the detective. ‘‘ It 

can’t be long delayed.” 
As though to confirm him the telephone bell rang and 

Half yard rose and entered the box to receive the latest 
information. 

“ Paignton speaking,” said the message. ‘‘ We have 
just called at address of Captain Redmayne—No. 7 Marine 
Terrace. He was expected last night—had wired yester¬ 
day to say he’d be home. They left supper for him, as 
usual when he is expected, and went to bed. Didn’t hear 
him return, but found on going down house next morning 
that he had come—supper eaten, motor bike in tool house 
in back yard, where he keeps it. They called him at ten 
o’clock—no answer. They went in his room. Not there 
and bed not slept in and his clothes not changed. He’s 
not been seen since.” 

Hold on. Mark Brendon’s here and has the case. 
He’ll speak.” 

Inspector Halfyard reported the statement and Brendon 
picked up the mouthpiece. 

'' Detective Brendon speaking. Who it is ?” 
Inspector Reece, Paignton.” 
Let me hear at five o’clock if arrest has been made. 

Failing arrest I will motor down to you after that hour.” 
Very good, sir. I expect to hear he’s taken any 

minute.” 
Nothing from Berry Head ?” 
We’ve got a lot of men there and all round under the 

cliffs, but nothing yet.” 
All right, inspector. I’ll come down if I don’t hear 

to the contrary by five.” 
He hung up the receiver. 

All over bar shouting, I reckon,” said Halfyard, 
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It looks like it. He’s mad, poor devil.” 
It’s the dead man I’m sorry for.” 

Brendon considered, having first looked at his watch. 
Personal thoughts would thrust themselves upon him, 
though he felt both surprise and shame that they could do 
so. Certain realities were clear enough to his mind, how¬ 
ever future details might develop. And the overmastering 
fact was that Jenny Pendean had lost her husband. If 
she were, indeed, a widow- 

He shook his head impatiently and turned to Half yard. 
“ Should Robert Redmayne not be taken to-day, one or 

two things must be done,” he said. ‘‘ You’d better have 
some of that blood collected and the fact proved that it is 
human. And keep the cigar and boot lace here for the 
minute, though I attach no importance to either. Now 
I’ll go and get some food and see Mrs. Pendean. Then 
I’ll come back. I’ll take the police car for Paignton at 
half past five if we hear nothing to alter my plans.” 

You will. This isn’t going to spoil your holiday, 
after all.” 

‘‘ What is it going to do, I wonder ?” thought Brendon. 
But he said no more and prepared to go on his way. It 
was now three o’clock. Suddenly he turned and asked 
Halfyard a question. 

What do you think of Mrs. Pendean, inspector ?” 
I think two things about her,” answered the elder. 

I think she’s such a lovely piece that it’s hard to believe 
she’s just flesh and blood, like other women; and I think I 
never saw such worship for a man as she had for her 
husband. This wdll knock her right bang out.” 

These opinions made the detective melanchoh^; but he 
had not yet begun to reflect on how the passing of a dearly 
loved husband would change the life of Mrs. Pendean. He 
suddenly felt himself thrust out of the situation for ever, 
yet resented his own conviction as irrational. 

'' What sort of a man was he ?” 
A friendly fashion of chap—Cornish—a pacifist at 

heart I reckon; but we never talked war politics.” 
What was his age ?” 
Couldn’t tell you—doubtful—might have been any- 
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thing between twenty-five and thirty-five. A man with 
weak eyes and a brown beard. He wore double eye-glasses 
for close work, but his long sight he said was good.” 

After a meal Brendon went again to Mrs. Pendean; 
but many rumours had reached her through the morning 
and she already knew most of what he had to tell. A 
change had come over her; she was very silent and very 
pale. Mark knew that she had grasped the truth and 
knew that her husband must probably be dead. 

She was, however, anxious to learn if Brendon could 
explain what had happened. 

‘‘ Have you ever met with any such thing before?” she 
asked. 

No case is quite like another. They all have their 
differences. I think that Captain Redmayne, who has 
suffered from shell shock, must have been overtaken by loss 
of reason. Shell shock often produces dementia of varying 
degrees—some lasting, some fleeting. Pm afraid your 
uncle went out of his mind and, in a moment of madness, 
may have done a dreadful thing. Then he set out, while 
he was still insane, to cover up his action. So far as we 
can judge, he took away his victim and meant apparently 
to throw him into the sea. I feel only too sure that your 
husband has lost his life, Mrs. Pendean. You must be 
prepared to accept that unspeakable misfortune.” 

‘‘ It is hard to accept,” she answered, ‘‘ because they 
were good friends again.” 

“ Something of which you do not know may have 
cropped up between them to upset Redmayne. When he 
comes to his senses, he will probably think the whole thing 
an evil dream. Have you a portrait of your husband ?” 

She left the room and returned in a few moments with a 
photograph. It presented a man of meditative counten¬ 
ance, wide forehead, and steadfast eyes. He wore a 
beard, moustache and whiskers, and his hair was rather 
long. 

Is that like him ?” 
'' Yes; but it does not show his expression. It is not 

quite natural—he was more animated than that.” 
“ How old was he ?” 
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“ Not thirty, Mr. Brendon, but he looked considerably 
older.” 

Brendon studied the photograph. 
” You can take it with you if you wish to do so. I have 

another copy,” said Mrs. Pendean. 

“ I shall remember very accurately,” answered Brendon. 
” I am tolerably certain that poor Mr. Pendean’s body 
was thrown into the sea and may already be recovered. 
That appears to have been Captain Redmayne’s purpose. 
Can you tell me anything about the lady to whom your 

uncle is engaged ?” 
” I can give you her name and address. But I have 

never seen her.” 
‘‘ Had your husband seen her ?” 
“ Not to my knowledge. Indeed I can say certainly 

that he never had. She is a Miss Flora Reed and she is 
stopping with her mother and father at the Singer Hotel, 
Paignton. Her brother, my uncle’s friend in France, is 

also there I believe.” 
” Thank you very much. If I hear nothing further, I 

go to Paignton this evening.” 

” Why?” 
‘‘To pursue my inquiry and see all those who know your 

uncle. It has puzzled me a little that he has not already 
been found, because a man suffering from such an upset of 
mind could make no successful attempt to evade a pro¬ 
fessional search for long. Nor, so far as we know, has he 
apparently attempted to escape. After going to Berry 
Head early this morning, he returned to his lodgings, ate 
a meal, left his motor bicycle, and then went out again— 
still in his tweed suit with the red waistcoat.” 

“ You’ll see Flora Reed?” 
‘‘ If necessary; but I shall not go if Robert Redmayne 

has been found.” 
‘‘ Y’ou think it is all very simple and straightforward, 

then?” 
‘‘So it appears. The best that one can hope is that 

the unfortunate man may come back to his senses and give 
a clear account of everything. And may I ask what you 
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design to do and if it is in my power to serve you personally 
in any way V* 

Jenny Pendean showed surprise at this question. She 
lifted her face to Brendon’s and a slight warmth touched 
its pallor. 

That is kind of you,” she said. I will not forget. 
But when we know more, I shall probably leave here. If 
my husband has indeed lost his life, the bungalow will not 
be finished by me. I shall go, of course.” 

‘‘ May I hope that you have friends who are coming 
forward ?” 

She shook her head. 
‘‘Asa matter of fact I am much alone in the world. My 

husband was everything-—everything. And I was every¬ 
thing to him also. You know my story—I told you all 
there was to tell this morning. There remain to me only 
my father’s two brothers—Uncle Bendigo in England, and 
Uncle Albert in Italy. I wrote them both to-day.” 

Mark rose. 
“ You shall hear from me to-morrow,” he said, “ and 

if I do not go to Paignton, I will see you again to-night.” 
“ Thank you—you are very kind.” 
“ Let me ask you to consider yourself and your 

own health under this great strain. People can endure 
anything, but often they find afterwards that they have put 
too heavy a call on nature, when it comes to pay the bill. 
Would you care to see a medical man ?” 

“ No, Mr. Brendon—that is not necessary. If my 
husband should be—as we think, then my own life has no 
further interest for me. I may end it.” 

“ For God’s sake don’t allow yourself to speak in that 
way,” said Brendon. “ Look forward. If we can no 
longer be happy in the world, that is not to deny us the 
power and privilege of being useful in it. Think what 
your husband would have wished you to do and how he 
would have expected you to face any great tragedy, or 
grief.” 

“ You are a good man,” said Mrs. Pendean quietly. 
“ I appreciate what you have said. You will see me 
again.” 
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She took his hand and pressed it. Then he left her, 
bewildered by the subtle atmosphere that seemed to sur¬ 
round her. He did not fear her threat. There was a 
vitality and self-command about Mrs. Pendean that seemed 
to shut out any likelihood of self-destruction. She was 
young and time could be trusted to do its inevitable work. 
But he perceived the quality of her love for the man who 
was too certainly destroyed. She might face life, proceed 
with her own existence, and bring happiness into other 
lives; but it did not follow that she would ever forget her 
husband or consent to wed another. 

He returned to the police station and was astonished 
to find that Robert Redmayne continued at large. No 
news concerning him had been reported; but there came a 
minor item of information from the searchers at Berry 
Head. The cement sack had been found in the mouth of a 
rabbit hole to the west of the Head above a precipice. The 
sack was bloodstained and contained some small tufts of 
hair and the dust of cement. 

An hour later Mark Brendon had packed a bag and 
started in a police motor car for Paignton; but there was 
no more to be learned when he arrived. Inspector Reece 
shared Brendon’s surprise that Redmayne had not been 
arrested. He explained that fishermen and coast-guards 
were dragging the sea, as far as it was possible to do so, 
beneath the cliff on which the sack had been found; but 
the tide ran strongly here and local mien suspected the 
current might well have carried a body out to sea. They 
judged that the corpse would be found floating within a 
mile or two of the Head in a week’s time if no means had 
been taken to anchor it at the bottom. 

Brendon called at Robert Redmayne’s lodgings after he 
had eaten some supper at the Singer Hotel. There he had 
taken a room, that he might see and hear something of the 
vanished man’s future wife and her family. At No. 7 
Marine Terrace the landlady, a Mrs. Medway, could say 
little. Captain Redmayne was a genial, kind-hearted, but 
hot-headed gentleman, she told Mark. He was irregular in 
his hours and they never expected him until they saw him. 
He often thus returned from excursions after the house- 
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hold was gone to bed. She did not know at what hour 
he had come back on the previous night or at what hour 
he had gone out again; but he had not changed his clothes 
or apparently taken anything away with him. 

Brendon examined the motor bicycle with meticulous 
care. There was a rest behind the saddle made of light 
iron bars, and here he detected stains of blood. A frag¬ 
ment of tough string tied to the rest was also stained. It 
had been cut—no doubt when Redmayne cast his burden 
loose on reaching the cliffs. Nothing offered any difficulty 
in the chain of circumstantial evidence, nor did another 
morning furnish further problems save the supreme and 
sustained mystery of Robert Redmayne’s continued dis¬ 
appearance. 

Brendon visited Berry Head before breakfast on the 
following day and examined the cliff. It fell in broad 
scales of limestone, whereon grew thistles and the white 
rock-rose, sea pinks and furze. Rabbits dwelt here and 
the bloodstained sack had been discovered by a dog. It 
was thrust into a hole, but the terrier had easily reached 
it and dragged it into light. 

Immediately beneath the spot, the cliffs fell starkly into 
the sea—a drop of three hundred feet. Beneath was deep 
water and only an occasional cleft or cranny broke the face 
of the shining precipice, where green things made shift to 
live and the gulls built their rough nests with scurvy grass. 
No sign marked the cliff edge, but beneath, on the green 
sea, were boats from which fishermen still dredged for the 
dead. This work, long continued, had yielded no results 
whatever. 

Later in the day Brendon returned to his hotel and 
introduced himself to Miss Reed and her family to find 
that her brother, Robert Redmayne’s friend, had returned 
to London. She and her parents were sitting together in 
the lounge when he joined them. All three appeared to be 
much shocked and painfully mystified. None could throw 
any light. Mr. and Mrs. Reed were quiet, elderly people 
who kept a draper’s shop in London; their daughter 
revealed more character. She was a head taller than her 
father and cast in a generous mould. She exhibited a good 
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deal of manner and less actual sorrow than might have been 
expected; but Brendon discovered that she had only known 
Robert Redmayne for half a year and their actual engage¬ 
ment was not of much more than a month’s duration. 
Miss Reed was dark, animated, and commonplace of mind. 
Her ambition had been to go upon the stage and she had 
acted on tour in the country; but she declared that 
theatrical life wearied her and she had promised her future 
husband to abandon the art. 

“ Did you ever hear Captain Redmayne speak of his 
niece and her husband?” Brendon inquired, and Flora 
Reed answered: 

“ He did; and he always said that Michael Pendean was 
a ^ shirker ’ and a coward. He also assured me that he 
had done with his niece and should never forgive her for 
marrying her husband. But that was before Bob went to 
Princetown, six days ago. From there he wrote quite a 
different story. He had met them by chance and he found 
that Mr. Pendean had not shirked but done good work in 
the war and got the O.B.E. After that discovery. Bob 
changed and he was certainly on the best of terms with the 
Pendeans before this awful thing happened. He had 
already made them promise to come here for the regattas.” 

You have neither seen nor heard of the captain since ?” 
Indeed, no. My last letter, which you can see, came 

three days ago. In it he merely said he would be back 
yesterday and meet me to bathe as usual. I went to bathe 
and looked out for him, but of course he didn’t come.” 

Tell me a little about him. Miss Reed,” said Mark. 
‘‘ It is good of you to give me this interview, for we are up 
against a curious problem and the situation, as it appears 
at present, may be illusive and quite unlike the real facts. 
Captain Redmayne, I hear, had suffered from shell shock 
and a breath of poison gas also. Did you ever notice any 
signs that these troubles had left any mark upon him ?” 

Yes,” she answered. '' We all did. My mother was 
the first to point out that Bob often repeated himself. He 
was a man of great good temper, but the war had made 
him rough and cynical in some respects. He was 
impatient, yet, after he quarrelled or had a difference with 

D 
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anybody, he would be quickly sorry; and he was never 
ashamed to apologize/’ 

‘‘ Did he quarrel often?” 
“ He was very opinionated and, of course, he had seen 

a good deal of actual war. It had made him a little callous 
and he would sometimes say things that shocked civilians. 
Then they would protest and make him angry.” 

” You cared much for him? Forgive the question.” 
I admired him and I had a good influence over him. 

There were fine things in him—great bravery and honesty. 
Yes, I loved him and was proud of him. I think he would 
have become calmer and less excitable and impatient in 
time. Doctors had told him that he would outgrow all 
effects of his shock.” 

” Was he a man you can conceive of as capable of 
striking or killing a fellow creature?” 

The lady hesitated. 
” I only want to help him,” she answered. “ There¬ 

fore I say that, given sufficient provocation, I can imagine 
Bob’s temper flaring out, and I can see that it would have 
been possible to him, in a moment of passion, to strike 
down a man. He had seen much death and was himself 
absolutely indifferent to danger. Yes, I can imagine him 
doing an enemy, or fancied enemy, a hurt; but what I 
cannot imagine him doing is what he is supposed to have 
done afterwards—evade the consequence of a mistaken 
act.” 

” And yet we have the strongest testimony that he has 
tried to conceal a murder—whether committed by himself, 
or somebody else, we cannot yet say.” 

” I only hope and pray, for all our sakes, that you will 
find him,” she replied, ” but if, indeed, he has been 
betrayed into such an awful crime, I do not think you will 
find him.” 

Why not. Miss Reed? But I think I know. What 
is in your mind has already passed through my own. The 
thought of suicide.” 

She nodded and put her handkerchief to her eyes. 
“ Yes; if poor Bob lost himself and then found himself 

and discovered that he had killed an innocent man in a 
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moment of passion, he would, if I know him, do one of two 
things—either give himself up instantly and explain all 
that had happened, or else destroy himself as quickly as 
he could/' 

“ Motive is not always adequate," Brendon told them. 
A swift, passing storm of temper has often destroyed a 

life with no more evil intent than a flash of lightning. In 
this case, only such a storm seems to be the explanation. 
But how a man of the Pendean type could have provoked 
such a storm I have yet to learn. So far the testimony of 
Mrs. Pendean and the assurances of Inspector Halfyard at 
Princetown indicate an amiable and quiet person, slow to 
anger. Inspector Halfyard knew him quite well at the 
Moss Depot, where he worked through two years of the 
war. He was apparently not a man to have infuriated 
Captain Redmayne or anybody else." 

Mark then related his own brief personal experience of 
Redmayne on the occasion of their meeting by the quarry 
pools. For some reason this personal anecdote touched 
Flora Reed and the detective observed that she was 
genuinely moved by it. 

Indeed she began to weep and presently rose and left 
them. Her parents were able to speak more freely upon 
her departure. 

Mr. Reed indeed, from being somewhat silent and 
indifferent, grew voluble. 

I think it right to tell you," he said, that my wife 
and I never cared much for this engagement. Redmayne 
meant well and had a good heart I believe. He was free¬ 
handed and exceedingly enamoured of Flora. He made 
violent love from the first and his affection was returned. 
But I never could see him a steady, married man. He was 
a rover and the war had made him—not exactly inhuman, 
but apparently unconscious of his own obligations to 
society and his own duty, as a reasonable being, to help 
build up the broken organization of social life. He only 
lived for pleasure and sport or spending money; and 
though I do not suggest he would have been a bad 
husband, I did not see the makings of a stable home in 
his ideas of the future. He had inherited some forty 
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thousand pounds, but he was very ignorant of the value 
of money and he showed no particular good sense on the 
subject of his coming responsibilities.*’ 

Mark Brendon thanked them for their information and 
repeated his growing conviction that the subject of their 
speech had probably committed suicide. 

Every hour which fails to account for him increases my 
fear,” he said. “ Indeed it may be a good thing to 
happen; for the alternative can at best be Broadmoor; and 
it is a hateful thought that a man who has fought for his 
country, and fought well, should end his days in a crimi¬ 
nal lunatic asylum.” 

For two days the detective remained at Paignton and 
devoted all his energy, invention, and experience to the 
task of discovering the vanished men. But, neither alive 
nor dead, did either appear, and not a particle of informa¬ 
tion came from Princetown or elsewhere. Portraits of 
Robert Redmayne were printed and soon hung on the 
notice board of every police station in the west and south; 
but one or two mistaken arrests alone resulted from this 
publicity. A tramp with a big red moustache was detained 
in North Devon and a recruit arrested at Devonport. This 
man resembled the photograph and had joined a line 
regiment twenty-four hours after the disappearance of Red¬ 
mayne. Both, however, could give a full account of them¬ 
selves. 

Then Brendon prepared to return to Princetown. He 
wrote his intention to Mrs. Pendean and informed her that 
he would visit Station Cottages on the following evening. 
It happened, however, that his letter crossed another and 
his plans were altered, for Jenny Pendean had already left 
Princetown and joined Mr. Bendigo Redmayne at his 
house, ‘‘ Crow/s Nest,” beyond Dartmouth. She wrote: 

My uncle has begged me to come and I was thank¬ 
ful to do so. I have to tell you that Uncle Bendigo 
received a letter yesterday from his brother, Robert. I 
begged him to let me send it to you instantly, but he 
declines. Uncle Bendigo is on Captain Redmayne’s 
side I can see. He would not, I am sure, do anything 
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to interfere with the law, but he is convinced that we do 
not know all there is to be told about this terrible thing. 
The motor boat from ‘ Crow’s Nest ’ will be at Kings- 
wear Ferry to meet the train reaching there at two o’clock 
to-morrow and I hope you may still be at Paignton and 
able to come here for a few hours.” 

She added a word of thanks to him and a regret that his 
holiday was being spoiled by her tragedy. 

Whereupon the man’s thoughts turned to her entirely 
and he forgot for a while the significance of her letter. He 
had expected to see her that night at Princetown. Instead 
he would find her far nearer, in the house on the cliffs 
beyond Dartmouth. 

He telegraphed presently that he would meet the launch. 
Then he had leisure to be annoyed that the letter from 
Robert Redmayne was thus delayed. He speculated on 
Bendigo Redmayne. 

A brother is a brother,” he thought, and no doubt 
this old sailor’s home would offer a very efficient hiding- 
place for any vanished man.” 





CHAPTER IV 

A CLUE 

A MOTOR boat lay off Kingswear Ferry when Mark 
Brendon arrived. The famous harbour was new to him 
and though his mind found itself sufficiently occupied, he 
still had perception disengaged and could admire the 
graceful river, the hills towering above the estuary, and 
the ancient town lying within their infolding and tree- 
clad slopes. Dominating all stood the Royal Naval 
College, its great m.asses of white and red masonry break¬ 
ing the blue sky. 

A perfect little craft awaited him. She was painted 
white and furnished with teak. Her brasses and 
machinery glittered; the engines and steering wheel were 
set forward, while aft of the cabins and saloon an awning 
was rigged over the stern. The solitary sailor who con¬ 
trolled the launch was in the act of furling this protection 
against the sun as Mark descended to the water; and 
while the man did so, Brendon’s eyes brightened, for a 
passenger already occupied the boat; a woman sat there 
and he saw Jenny Pendean. 

She wore black and he found, as he leaped aboard and 
greeted her, that her mourning attire was an echo to her 
heart. That had happened which convinced the young 
wife that all hope must be abandoned; she knew that she 
was a widow, for the letter in her uncle’s possession told 
her so. She greeted the detective kindly and was glad 
that he had responded to her invitation, but Mark soon 
found that her attitude of mind had changed. She now 
exhibited an extreme listlessness and profound melancholy. 
He told her that a letter from himself had gone to her at 
Princetown and he asked her for information respecting 
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the communication received from Captain Redmayne; but 
she was not responsive. 

‘‘ My uncle will tell you what there is to tell/’ she said. 
‘‘It appears that your original suspicion has proved correct. 
My husband has lost his precious life at the hands of a 
madman.” 

“ Yet it seems incredible, Mrs. Pendean, that such an 
afflicted creature, if alive, should still be evading the 
general search. Can you tell me from where this letter 
came? We ought to have heard of it instantly.” 

“ So I told my Uncle Bendigo.” 
“ Is he sure that it really does come from his brother ?” 
“ Yes; there is no doubt about that. The letter was 

posted in Plymouth. But please do not ask me about it, 
Mr. Brendon. I do not want to think of it.” 

‘ ‘ I hope you are keeping well; and I know you are being 
brave.” 

“ I am alive,” she said, “ but my life has none the less 
ended.” 

“ You must not think or feel so. Let me say a thing 
that comforted me in the mouth of another when I lost my 
mother. It was an old clergyman who said it. ‘ Think 
what the dead would wish and try to please them.’ It 
doesn’t sound much; but if you consider, it is helpful.” 

The boat was speedy and she soon slipped out between 
the historic castles that stood on either bank of the entrance 
to the harbour. 

Mrs. Pendean spoke. 
“ All this loveliness and peace seem to make my heart 

more sore. When people suffer, they should go where 
nature suffers too—to bleak, sad regions.” 

“ You must occupy yourself. You must try to lose 
yourself in work—in working your fingers to the bone if 
need be. There is nothing like mental and physical toil at 
a time of suffering.” 

“ That is only a drug. You might as well drink, or 
take opium. I wouldn’t run away from my grief if I 
could. I owe it to the dead.” 

“ You are not a coward. You must live and make the 
world happier for your life.” 
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She smiled for the first time—a flicker, that lightened 
her beauty for a moment and quickly died. 

‘‘You are good and kind and wise,” she answered. 
Then she changed the subject and pointed to the man in the 
bows. He sat upright with his back to them at the wheel 
forward. He had taken off his hat and was singing very 
gently to himself, but hardly loud enough to be heard 
against the drone of the engines. His song was from an 
early opera of Verdi. 

“ Have you noticed that man?” 
Mark shook his head. 
“ He is an Italian. He comes from Turin but has 

worked in England for some time. He looks to me more 
Greek than Italian—not modern Greek but from classical 
times—the times I used to study as a schoolgirl. He has a 
head like a statue.” 

She called to the boatman. 
“ Stand out a mile or so, Doria,” she said. “ I want 

Mr. Brendon to see the coast line.” 
“ Aye, aye, ma’am,” he answered and altered their 

course for the open sea. 
He had turned at Jenny Pendean’s voice and shown 

Mark a brown, bright, clean-shorn face of great beauty. 
It was of classical contour, but lacked the soulless per¬ 
fection of the Greek ideal. The Italian’s black eyes were 
brilliant and showed intelligence. 

“ Giuseppe Doria has a wonderful story about himself,” 
continued Mrs. Pendean. ■“ Uncle Ben tells me that he 
claims descent from a very ancient family and is the last 
of the Dorias of—I forget—some place near Ventimiglia. 
My uncle thinks the world of him; but I hope he is as 
trustworthy and as honest in character as he is handsome 
in person.” 

“ He certainly might be well born. There is distinction, 
quality, and breeding about his appearance.” 

“ He is clever too—an all-round sort of man, like most 
sailors.” 

Brendon admired the varied charms of the Dartmouth 
coast, the bluffs and green headlands, the rich, red sand¬ 
stone cliffs, and pearly precipices of limestone that rose 
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above the tranquil waters. The boat turned west 
presently, passed a panorama of cliffs and little bays with 
sandy beaches, and anon skirted higher and sterner 
precipices, which leaped six hundred feet aloft. 

Perched among them like a bird’s nest stood a small 
house with windows that blinked out over the Channel. 
It rose to a tower room in the midst, and before the front 
there stretched a plateau whereon stood a flagstaff and 
spar, from the point of which fluttered a red ensign. 
Behind the house opened a narrow coomb and descended 
a road to the dwelling. Cliffs beetled round about it and 
the summer waves broke idly below and strung the land 
with a necklace of pearl. Far beneath the habitation, just 
above high-tide level, a strip of shingle spread, and above 
it a sea cave had been turned into a boathouse. Hither 
came Brendon and his companion. 

The motor launch slowed down and presently grounded 
her bow on the pebbles. Then Doria stopped the engine, 
flung a gangway stage ashore, and stood by to hand Jenny 
Pendean and the detective to the beach. The place 
appeared to have no exit; but, behind a ledge of rock, 
stairs carved in the stone wound upward, guarded by an 
iron handrail. Jenny led the way and Mark followed her 
until two hundred steps were climbed and they stood on 
the terrace above. It was fifty yards long and covered 
with sea gravel. Two little brass cannon thrust their 
muzzles over the parapet to seaward and the central space 
of grass about the flagpole was neatly surrounded with a 
decoration of scallop shells. 

Could anybody but an old sailor have created this 
place?” asked Brendon. 

A middle-aged man with a telescope under his arm came 
along the terrace to greet them. Bendigo Redmayne was 
square and solid with the cut of the sea about him. His 
uncovered head blazed with flaming, close-clipped hair 
and he wore also a short, red beard and whiskers growing 
grizzled. But his long upper lip was shaved. He had a 
weather-beaten face—ruddy and deepening to purple 
about the cheek bones—with eyebrows, rough as bent 
grass, over deep-set, sulky eyes of reddish brown. His 
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mouth was underhung, giving him a pugnacious and bad- 
tempered appearance. Nor did his looks appear to libel 
the old sailor. To Brendon, at any rate, he showed at 
first no very great consideration. 

You’ve come I see,” he said, shaking hands. ‘‘ No 
news ?” 

‘‘ None, Mr. Redmayne.” 
Well, well! To think Scotland Yard can’t find a 

poor soul that’s gone off his rocker I” 
You might have helped us to do so,” said Mark 

shortly, ‘‘ if it’s true that you’ve had a letter from your 
brother.” 

I’m doing it, ain’t I ? It’s here for you.” 
‘‘ You’ve lost two days.” 
Bendigo Redmayne grunted. 
‘‘ Come in and see the letter,” he said. I never 

thought you’d fail. It’s all very terrible indeed and I’m 
damned if I understand anything about it. But one fact 
is clear: my brother wrote this letter and he wrote it from 
Plymouth; and since he hasn’t been reported from Ply¬ 
mouth, I feel very little doubt the thing he wanted to 
happen has happened.” 

Then he turned to his niece. 
‘‘ We’ll have a cup of tea in half an hour, Jenny. Mean¬ 

time I’ll take Mr. Brendon up to the tower room along with 
me. 

Mrs. Pendean disappeared into the house and Mark 
followed her with the sailor. 

They passed through a square hall full of various foreign 
curiosities collected by the owner. Then they ascended 
into a large, octagonal chamber, like the lantern of a light¬ 
house, which surmounted the dwelling. 

My lookout,” explained Mr. Redmayne. In foul 
weather I spend all my time up here and with yonder 
strong, three-inch telescope I can pick up what’s doing at 
sea. A bunk in the corner, you see. I often sleep up 
here, too.” 

You might almost as well be afloat,” said Brendon, 
and the remark pleased Bendigo. 

‘‘ That’s how I feel; and I can tell you there’s a bit of 
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movement, too, sometimes. I never wish to see bigger 
water than beat these cliffs during the south-easter last 
March. We shook to our keel, I can tell you.’’ 

He went to a tall cupboard in a corner, unlocked it and 
brought out a square, wooden desk of old-fashioned 
pattern. This he opened and produced a letter which he 
handed to the detective. 

Brendon sat down in a chair under the open window and 
read this communication slowly. The writing was large 
and sprawling; it sloped slightly upward from left to right 
across the sheet and left a triangle of white paper at the 
right-hand bottom corner: 

Dear Ben: It’s all over. I’ve done in Michael 
Pendean and put him where only Judgment Day will 
find him. Somethingjirove me to do it; but all the 
same I’m sorry now it’s done—not for him but myself. 
I shall clear to-night, with luck, for France. If I can 
send an address later I will. Look after Jenny—she’s 
well rid of the blighter. When things have blown over 
I may come back. Tell Albert and tell Flo. Yours, 

R. R.” 

Brendon examined the letter and the envelope that con¬ 
tained it. 

‘‘ Have you another communication—something from 
the past I can compare with this ?” he asked. 

Bendigo nodded 
I reckoned you’d want that,” he answered and pro¬ 

duced a second letter from his desk. 
It related to Robert Redmayne’s engagement to be 

married and the writing was identical. 
'' And what do you think he’s done, Mr. Redmayne ?” 

Brendon asked, pocketing the two communications. 
“ I think he’s done what he hoped to do. At this time 

of year you’ll see a dozen Spanish and Brittany onion 
boats lying down by the Barbican at Plymouth, every day 
of the week. And if poor Bob got there, no doubt plenty 
of chaps would hide him when he offered ’em money enough 
to make it worth while. Once aboard one of those sloops, 
he’d be about as safe as he would be anywhere. They’d 
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land him at St. Malo, or somewhere down there, and he’d 
give you the slip.” 

“ And, until it was found out that he was mad, we 
might hear no more about him.” 

Why should it be found that he was mad?” asked 
Bendigo. ‘‘ He was mad when he killed this innocent 
man, no doubt, because none but a lunatic would have 
done such an awful thing, or been so cunning after—with 
the sort of childish cunning that gave him away from the 
start. But once he’d done what this twist in his brain 
drove him to do, then I judge that his madness very likely 
left him. If you caught him to-morrow, you’d possibly 
find him as sane as yourself—except on that one subject. 
He’d worked up his old hatred of Michael Pendean, as a 
shirker in the war, until it festered in his head and poisoned 
his mind so as he couldn’t get it under. That’s how I 
read it. I had a pretty good contempt for the poor chap 
myself and was properly savage with my niece when she 
wedded him against our wishes; but my feeling didn’t 
turn my head, and I felt glad to hear that Pendean was an 
honest man who did the best he could at the Moss Depot.” 

Brendon considered. 
‘‘ A very sound view,” he said, ‘‘ and likely to be 

correct. On the strength of this letter we may conclude 
that when he went home, after disposing of the body under 
Berry Head, your brother must have disguised himself in 
some way and taken an early train from Paignton to 
Newton Abbot and from Newton Abbot to Plymouth. He 
would already have been there and lying low before the 
hunt began.” 

” That’s how I figure it,” answered the sailor. 
” When did you last see him, Mr. Redmayne?” 
” Somewhere about a month ago. He came over for the 

day with Miss Reed—the young woman he was going to 
marry.” 

” Was he all right then ?” 
Bendigo considered and scratched in his red beard. 
” Noisy and full of chatter, but much as usual.” 
” Did he mention Mr. and Mrs. Pendean?” 
” Not a word. He was full up with his young woman. 
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They meant to be married in late autumn and go abroad 
for a run to see my brother Albert.” 

“ He may correspond with Miss Reed if he gets to 
France ?” 

“ I can’t say what he’ll do. Suppose you catch him 
presently ? How would the law stand ? A man goes 
mad and commits a murder. Then you nab him and he’s 
as sane as a judge. You can’t hang him for what he did 
when he was off his head, and you can’t shut him up in a 
lunatic asylum if he’s sane.” 

A nice problem, no doubt,” admitted Brendon, but 
be sure the law will take no risks. A homicidal maniac, 
no matter how sane he is between times, is not going to 
run loose any more after killing a man.” 

“ Well, that’s all there is to it, detective. If I hear 
again. I’ll let the police know; and if you take him, of 
course you’ll let me and his brother know at once. It’s 
a very ugly thing for his family. He did good work in 
the war and got honours; and if he’s mad, then the war 
made him mad.” 

“ That would be taken very fully into account, be sure. 
Tm sorry, both for him and for you, Mr. Redmayne.” 

Bendigo looked sulkily from under his tangled eye¬ 
brows. 

“ I shouldn’t feel no very great call to give him up to 
the living death of an asylum if he hove in here some 
night.” 

” You’d do your duty—that I will bet,” replied 
Brendon. 

They descended to the dining-room, where Jenny Pen- 
dean was waiting to pour out tea. All were very silent 
and Mark had leisure to observe the young widow. 

“ What shall you do and where may I count upon 
finding you df I want you, Mrs. Pendean?” he asked 
presently. 

She looked at Redmayne, not at Brendon, as she 
answered. 

‘‘ I am in Uncle Bendigo’s hands. I know he will let 
me stop here for the present.” 

For keeps,” the old sailor declared. ‘‘ This is your 
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home now, Jenny, and Tm very glad to have you here. 
There’s only you and your Uncle Albert and me now, I 
reckon, for I don’t think we shall ever see poor Bob again.” 

An elderly woman came in. 
“ Dona be wishful to know when you’ll want the boat,” 

she said. 
‘‘ I should like it immediately if possible,” begged 

Brendon. “ Much time has been lost.” 
‘‘ Tell them to get aboard, then,” directed Bendigo, 

and in five minutes Mark was taking his leave. 
“ I’ll let you have the earliest intimation of the capture, 

Mr. Redmayne,” he said. “ If your poor brother still 
lives, it seems impossible that he should long be free. His 
present condition must be one of great torment and anxiety 
—to him—and for his own sake I hope he will soon sur¬ 
render or be found—if not in England, then in France.” 

Thank you,” answered the older man quietly. 
“ What you say is true. I regret the delay myself now. 
if he is heard of again by me. I’ll telegraph to Scotland 
Yard, or get ’em to do so at Dartmouth. I’ve slung a 
telephone wire into the town as you see.” 

They stood again under the flagstaff on the plateau, 
and Brendon studied the rugged cliff line and the fields 
of corn that sloped away inland above it. The district 
was very lonely and only the rooftree of a solitary farm¬ 
house appeared a mile or more distant to the west. 

‘ ‘ If he should come to you—and I have still a fancy that 
he may do so—take him in and let us know, ” said 
Brendon. “ Such a necessity will be unspeakably painful, 
I fear, but I am very sure you will not shrink from it, Mr. 
Redmayne.” 

The rough old man had grown more amiable during the 
detective’s visit. It was clear that a natural aversion for 
Brendon’s business no longer extended to the detective 
himself. 

‘‘ Duty’s duty,” he said, though God keep me from 
yours. If I can do anything, you may trust me to do it. 
He’s not likely to come here, I think; but he might try and 
get over to Albert down south. Good-bye to you.” 

Mr. Redmayne went back to the house, and Jenny, who 
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stood by them, walked as far as the top of the steps with 
Brendon. 

‘‘ Don’t think I bear any ill will to this poor wretch,” 
she said. ” I’m only heartbroken, that’s all. I used to 
declare in my foolishness that I had escaped the war. But 
no—it is the war that has killed my dear, dear husband— 
not Uncle Robert. I see that now.” 

” It is all to the good that you can be so wise,” 
answered Mark quietly. “ I admire your splendid 
patience and courage, Mrs. Pendean, and—and—I would 
do for you, and will do, everything that wit of man can.” 

” Thank you, kind friend,” she replied. Then she 
shook his hand and bade him farewell. 

Will you let me know if you leave here?” he asked. 
‘‘ Yes—since you wish it.” 
They parted and he ran down the steps, scarcely seeing 

them. He felt that he already loved this woman with his 
whole soul. The tremendous emotion swept him, while 
reason and common sense protested. 

Mark leaped aboard the waiting motor boat and they 
were soon speeding back to Dartmouth, while Doria spoke 
eagerly. But the passenger felt little disposed to gratify 
the Italian’s curiosity. Instead he asked him a few 
questions respecting himself and found that the other 
delighted to discuss his own affairs. Doria revealed a 
southern levity and self-satisfaction that furnished Bren¬ 
don with something to think about before the launch ran 
to the landing-stage at Dartmouth. 

How comes it you are not back in your own country, 
now the war is over ?” he asked Doria. 

It is because the war is over that I have left my own 
country, signor,” answered Giuseppe. I fought against 
Austria on the sea; but now—now Italy is an unhappy 
place—no home for heroes at present. I am not a common 
man. I have a great ancestry—the Doria of Dolceaqua 
in the Alpes Maritimes. You have heard of the Doria?” 

” I’m afraid not—^history isn’t my strong suit.” 
On the banks of the River Nervia the Doria had their 

mighty castle and ruled the land of Dolceaqua. A fight¬ 
ing people. There was a Doria who slew the Prince of 
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Monaco. But great families—they are like nations—their 
history is a sand hill in the hour-glass of time. They arise 
and crumble by the process of their own development. Si 1 
Time gives the hour-glass a shake and they are gone—to 
the last grain. I am the last grain. We sank and sank 
till only I remain. My father was a cab driver at Bor- 
dighera. He died in the war and my mother, too, is dead. 
I have no brothers, but one sister. She disgraced her¬ 
self and is, I hope, now dead also. I know her not. So 
I am left, and the fate of that so mighty family lies with 
me alone—a family that once reigned as sovereign 
princes.” 

Brendon was sitting beside the boatman in the bows of 
the launch, and he could not but admire the Italian’s 
amazing good looks. Moreover there were mind and 
ambition revealed in him, coupled with a frank cynicism 
which appeared in a moment. 

“ Families have hung on a thread like that sometimes,” 
said Mark; ‘‘ the thread of a solitary life. Perhaps you 
are born to revive the fortunes of your race, Doria ?” 

There is no ^ perhaps.’ I am. I have a good demon 
who talks to me sometimes. I am born for great deeds. 
I am very handsome—that was needful; I am very clever— 
that, too, was needful. There is only one thing that 
stands between me and the ruined castle of my race at 
Dolceaqua—only one thing. And that is in the world 
waiting for me.” 

Brendon laughed. 

” Then what are you doing in this motor launch ?” 

‘‘ Marking the time. Waiting.” 

‘‘For what?” 

“ A woman—a wife, my friend. The one thing need¬ 
ful is a woman—^with much money. My face will win her 
fortune—you understand. That is why I came to 
England. Italy has no rich heiresses for the present. But 
I have made a false step here. I must go among the elite, 
where there is large money. When gold speaks, all 
tongues are silent.” 

‘‘ You don’t deceive yourself?” 
E 
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‘‘ No—I know what I have to market. Women are very 
attracted by the beauty of my face, signor.” 

Are they ?” 
‘‘ It is the type—classical and ancient—that they adore. 

Why not ? Only a fool pretends that he is less than he is. 
Such a gifted man as I, with the blood of a proud and a 
noble race in his veins—everything to be desired—romance 
—and the gift to love as only an Italian loves—such a man 
must find a very splendid, rich girl. It is only a question 
of patience. But such a treasure will not be found with this 
old sea wolf. He is not of long descent. I did not know. 
I should have seen him and his little mean hole first before 
coming to him. I advertise again and get into a higher 
atmosphere.” 

Brendon found his thoughts wholly occupied with Jenny 
Pendean. Was it within the bounds of possibility that 
she, as time passed to dim her sufferings and sense of loss, 
might look twice at this extraordinary being ? He 
wondered, but thought it improbable. Moreover the last 
of the Dorias evidently aimed at greater position and 
greater wealth than Michael Pendean’s widow had to 
offer. Mark found himself despising the extraordinary 
creature, who violated so frankly and cheerfully every 
English standard of reserve and modesty. Yet the other’s 
self-possession and sense of his own value in the market 
impressed him. 

He was glad to give Doria five shillings and leave him 
at the landing-stage. But none the less Giuseppe haunted 
his imagination. One might dislike his arrogance, or 
rejoice in his physical beauty, but to escape his vitality 
and the electric force of him was impossible. 

Brendon soon reached the police station and hastened to 
communicate with Plymouth, Paignton, and Princetown. 
To the last place he sent a special direction and told 
Inspector Halfyard to visit Mrs. Gerry at Station Cottages 
and make a careful examination of the room which Robert 
Redmayne had there occupied. 



CHAPTER V 

ROBERT REDMAYNE IS SEEN 

A SENSE of unreality impressed itself upon Mark Brendon 
after this stage in his inquiry. A time was coming when 
the false atmosphere in which he moved would be blown 
away by a stronger mind and a greater genius than his 
own; but already he found himself dimly conscious that 
some fundamental error had launched him along the wrong 
road—that he was groping in a blind alley and had missed 
the only path leading toward reality. 

From Paignton on the following morning he proceeded 
to Plymouth and directed a strenuous and close inquiry. 
But he knew well enough that he was probably too late, 
and judged with certainty that if Robert Redmayne still 
lived, he would no longer be in England. Next he 
returned to Princetown, that he might go over the ground 
again, even while appreciating the futility of so doing. 
But the routine had to be observed. The impressions of 
naked feet on the sand were carefully protected. They 
proved too indefinite to be distinguished, but he satisfied 
himself that they represented the footprints of two men, if 
not three. He remembered that Robert Redmayne had 
spoken of bathing in the pools and he strove to prove three 
separate pairs of feet, but could not. 

Inspector Hahyard, who had followed the case as closely 
as it was possible to do so, cast all blame on Bendigo, the 
brother of the vanished assassin. 

“ He delayed of set purpose,’’ vowed Halfyard, ‘‘ and 
them two days may make just all the difference. Now the 
murderer’s in France, if not Spain.” 

“ Full particulars have been circulated,” explained Bren¬ 
don, but the inspector attached no importance to that fact. 

67 E 2 
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‘‘ We know how often foreign police catch a runaway/’ 
he said. 

‘‘ This is no ordinary runaway, however. I still prefer 
to regard him as insane.” 

In that case he’d have been taken before now. And 
that makes what was simple before more and more of a 
puzzle in my opinion. I don’t believe that the man was 
mad. I believe he was and is all there; and that being so, 
you’ve got to begin over again, Brendon, and find why he 
did it. Once grant that this was a deliberately planned 
murder and a mighty sight cleverer than it looked at first 
sight, then you’ve got to ferret back into the past and find 
what motives Redmayne had for doing it.” 

But Brendon was not convinced. 

” I can’t agree with you,” he answered. “ I’ve already 
pursued that theory, but it is altogether too fantastic. We 
know, from impartial testimony, that the men were the 
best of friends up to the moment they left Princetown 
together on Redmayne’s motor bicycle the night of the 
trouble.” 

What impartial testimony ? You can’t call Mrs. Pen- 
dean’s evidence impartial.” 

‘‘ Why not ? I feel very certain that it is; but I’m speak¬ 
ing now of what I heard at Paignton from Miss Flora Reed, 
who was engaged to Robert Redmayne. She said that 
her betrothed wrote indicating his complete change of 
opinion; and he also told her that he had asked his niece 
and her husband to Paignton for the regattas. What is 
more, both Miss Reed and her parents made it clear that 
the soldier was of an excitable and uncertain nature. In 
fact Mr. Reed didn’t much approve of the match. He 
described a man who might very easily slip over the border 
line between reason and unreason. No, Halfyard, you’ll 
not find any theory to hold water but the theory of a 
mental breakdown. The letter he wrote to his brother 
quite confirms it. The very writing shows a lack of 
restraint and self-control.” 

‘‘ The writing was really his ?” 

“ I’ve compared it with another letter in Bendigo Red- 
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mayne’s possession. It’s a peculiar fist. I should say 
there couldn’t be a shadow of doubt.” 

What shall you do next ?” 
” Get back to Pl^^mouth again and make close inquiries 

among the onion boats. They go and come and I can 
trace the craft that left Plymouth during the days that 
immediately followed the posting of Redmayne’s letter. 
These will probably be back again with another load in a 
week or two. One ought to be able to check them.” 

A wild-goose chase, Brendon.” 
Looks to me as though the whole inquiry had been 

pretty much so from the first. We’ve missed the key 
somewhere. How the man that left Paignton in knicker¬ 
bockers, and a big check suit and a red waistcoat on the 
morning after the murder got away with it and never 
challenged a single eye on rail or road—well, it’s such a 
flat contradiction to reason and experience that I can’t 
easily believe the face value.” 

‘‘ No—there’s a breakdown somewhere—^^that’s what 
I’m telling you; but whether the fault is ours, or a trick has 
been played to put us fairly out of the running, no doubt 
you’ll find out soon or late. I don’t see there’s anything 
more we can do up here whether or no.” 

There isn’t,” admitted Mark. ‘‘ It’s all been routine 
work and a devil of a lot of time wasted in my opinion. 
Between ourselves. I’m rather ashamed of myself. Half¬ 
yard. I’ve missed something—the thing that most 
mattered. There’s a signpost sticking up somewhere that 
I never saw.” 

The inspector nodded. 
It happens so sometimes—cruel vexing—and then 

people laugh at us and ask how we earn our money. Now 
and again, as you say, there’s a danger signal to a case 
as clear as the nose on a man’s face, and yet, owing to 
following some other clue, or sticking to a theory that we 
feel can and must be the only right one, we miss the real, 
vital point till we go and bark our shins on it. And then, 
perhaps, it’s too late and we look silly.” 

Brendon admitted the truth of this experience. 
There can only be two possible situations,” he said; 
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either this was a motiveless murder—and lack of motive 
means insanity; or else there was a deep reason for it and 
Redmayne killed Pendean, after plotting far in advance 
to do so and get clear himself. In the first case he would 
have been found, unless he had committed suicide in some 
such cunning fashion that we can’t discover the body. In 
the second case, he’s a very cute bird indeed and the ride to 
Paignton and disposal of the corpse—that all looked so 
mad—was supercraft on his part. But, if alive, mad or 
sane, I’m of opinion he did what he said in his letter to his 
brother he meant to do, and got off for a French or 
Spanish port. So that’s the next step for me—to try and 
hunt down the boat that took him.” 

He pursued this policy, left Princetown for Plymouth on 
the following day, took a room at a sailors’ inn on the Bar¬ 
bican and with the help of the harbour authority followed 
the voyages of a dozen small vessels which had been berth¬ 
ing at Plymouth during the critical days. 

A month of arduous work he devoted to this stage of 
inquiry, and his investigation produced nothing whatever. 
Not a skipper of any vessel involved could furnish the 
least information and no man resembling Robert Red¬ 
mayne had been seen by the harbour police, or any inde¬ 
pendent person at Plymouth, despite sharp watchfulness. 

A time came when the detective was recalled to London 
and heartily chaffed for his failure; but his own unusual 
disappointment disarmed the amusement at his expense. 
The case had presented such few apparent difficulties that 
Brendon’s complete unsuccess astonished his chief. He 
was content, however, to believe Mark’s own conviction: 
that Robert Redmayne had never left England but des¬ 
troyed himself—probably soon after the despatch of his 
letter to Bendigo from Plymouth. 

Much demanded attention and Brendon was soon 
devoting himself to a diamond robbery in the Midlands. 
Months passed, the body of Michael Pendean had not 
been recovered, and the little world of Scotland Yard 
pigeon-holed the mystery, while the larger world forgot 
all about it. 

Meantime, with a sense of secret relief, Mark Brendon 
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prepared to face what had sprung out of these incidents, 
while permitting the events themselves to pass from his 
present interests. There remained Jenny Pendean and his 
mind was deeply preoccupied with her. Indeed, apart 
from the daily toll of work, she filled it to the exclusion of 
every other personal consideration. He longed unspeak¬ 
ably to see her again, for though he had corresponded 
during \he progress of his inquiries and kept her closely 
informed of everything that he was doing, the excuse for 
these communications no longer existed. She had 
acknowledged every letter, but her replies were brief and 
she had given him no information concerning herself, or 
her future intentions, though he had asked her to do so. 
One item of information only had she vouchsafed and he 
learned that she was finishing the bungalow to her 
husband’s original plan and then seeking a possible 
customer to take over her lease. She wrote: 

I cannot see Dartmoor again, for it means my 
happiest as well as my most unhappy hours. I shall 
never be so happy again and, I hope, never suffer so 
unspeakably as I have during the recent past.” 

He turned over this sentence many times and considered 
the weight of every word. He concluded from it that 
Jenny Pendean, while aware that her greatest joys were 
gone for ever, yet looked forward to a time when her present 
desolation might give place to a truer tranquillity and con¬ 
tent. 

The fact that this should be so, however, astonished 
Brendon. He judged her words were perhaps ill chosen 
and that she implied a swifter return to peace than in reality 
would occur. He had guessed that a year at least, instead 
of merely these four months, must pass before her terrible 
sorrow could begin to dim. Indeed he felt sure of it and 
concluded that he was reading an implication into this 
pregnant sentence that she had never intended it to carry. 
He longed to see her and was just planning how to do so, 
when chance offered an opportunity. 

Brendon was called to arrest two Russians, due to 
arrive at Plymouth from New York upon a day in mid- 
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December; and having identified them and testified to 
their previous activities in England, he was free for a while. 
Without sending any warning, he proceeded to Dart¬ 
mouth, put up there that night, and started, at nine o’clock 
on the following morning, to walk to ‘‘ Crow’s Nest.’' 

His heart beat hard and two thoughts moved together 
in it, for not only did he intensely desire to see the widow, 
but also had a wish to surprise the little community on the 
cliff for another reason. Still some vague suspicion held 
his mind that Bendigo Redmayne might be assisting his 
brother. The idea was shadowy, yet he had never wholly 
lost it and more than once contemplated such a surprise 
visit as he was now about to pay. 

Suspicion, however, seemed to diminish as he ascended 
great heights west of the river estuary; and when within the 
space of two hours he had reached a place from which 
‘‘ Crow’s Nest ” could be seen, perched between the cliff 
heights and a grey, wintry sea, nothing but the antici¬ 
pated vision of the woman held his mind. 

He came ignorant of the startling events awaiting him, 
little guessing how both the story of his secret dream and 
the chronicle of the quarry crime were destined to be 
advanced by great incidents before the day was done. 

His road ran over the cliffs and about him swept brown 
and naked fields under the winter sky. Here and there 
a mewing gull flew overhead and the only sign of other 
life was a ploughman crawling behind his horses with more 
sea fowl fluttering in his wake. Brendon came at last to a 
white gate facing on the highway and found that he had 
reached his destination. Upon the gate Crow’s Nest ” 
was written in letters stamped upon a bronze plate, and 
above it rose a post with a receptacle for holding a lamp at 
night. The road to the house fell steeply down and, far 
beneath, he saw the flagstaff and the tower room rising 
above the dwelling. A bleakness and melancholy seemed 
to encompass the spot on this sombre day. The wind 
sighed and sent a tremor of light through the dead grass; 
the horizon was invisible, for mist concealed it; and from 
the low and ash-coloured vapour the sea crept out with its 
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monotonous, myriad wavelets flecked here and there by a 
feather of foam. 

As he descended Brendon saw a man at work in the 
garden setting up a two-foot barrier of woven wire. It 
was evidently intended to keep the rabbits from the cul¬ 
tivated flower beds which had been dug from the green 
slope of the coomb. 

He heard a singing voice and perceived that it was Doria, 
the motor boatman. Fifty yards from him Mark stood 
still, and the gardener abandoned his work and came 
forward. He was bareheaded and smoking a thin, black, 
Tuscan cigar with the colours of Italy on a band round the 
middle of it. Giuseppe recognized him and spoke first. 

‘'It is Mr. Brandon, the sleuth ! He has come with 
news for my master ?” 

“No, Doria—no news, worse luck; but I was this way— 
down at Plymouth again—and thought Pd look up Mrs. 
Pendean and her uncle- Why d’you call me sleuth ?” 

“ I read story books of crime in which the detectives are 
‘ sleuths.^ It is American. Italians say ‘ sbirro,’ Eng¬ 
land says ' police officer.’ ” 

“ How is everybod}^?” 
“ Everybody very well. Time passes; tears dry; 

Providence watches.” 
“ And you are still looking for the rich woman to restore 

the last of the Dorias to his castle ?” 
Giuseppe laughed, then shut his eyes and sucked his 

evil-smelling cigar. 
“ We shall see as to that. Man proposes, God disposes. 

There is a God called Cupid, Mr. Brendon, who overturns 
our plans as yonder ploughshare overturns the secret homes 
of beetle and worm.” 

Mark’s pulses quickened. He guessed to what Doria 
possibly referred and felt concern but no surprise. The 
other continued. 

“ Ambition may succumb before beauty. Ancestral 
castles may crumble before the tide of love, as a child’s 
sand building before the sea. Too true !” 

Doria sighed and looked at Brendon closely. The 
Italian stood in a tight-fitting jersey of brown wool, a very 
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picturesque figure against his dark background. The 
other had nothing to say and prepared to descend. He 
guessed what had happened and was concerned rather 
with Jenny Pendean than the romantic personality before 
him. But that the stranger could still be here, exiled in 
this lonely spot, told him quite as much as the man’s 
words. He was not chained to “ Crow’s Nest ” with his 
great ambitions in abeyance for nothing. Mark, however, 
pretended to miss the significance of Giuseppe’s confession. 

A good master—eh? I expect the old sea wolf is an 
excellent friend when you know his little wa)^s.” 

Doria admitted it. 
He is all that I could wish and he likes me, because 

I understand him and make much of him. Every dog is a 
lion in his own kennel. Redmayne rules; but what is the 
good of a home to a man if he does not rule? We are 
friends. Yet, alas, we may not be for long—when-” 

He broke off abruptly, puffed a villainous cloud of 
smoke, and went back to his wire netting. But he turned 
a moment and spoke again as Brendon proceeded. 

” Madonna is at home,” he shouted and Mark under¬ 
stood to whom he referred. 

He had reached ‘‘ Crow’s Nest ” in five minutes and it 
was Jenny Pendean who welcomed him. 

“ Uncle’s in his tower,” she said. I’ll call him in a 
minute. But tell me first if there is anything to tell. I 
am glad to see you—very !” 

She was excited and her great, misty blue eyes shone. 
She seemed more lovely than ever. 

Nothing to report, Mrs. Pendean. At least—no, 
nothing at all. I’ve exhausted every possibility. And 
you—you have nothing, or you would have let me hear it ?” 

‘‘There is nothing,” she said. “Uncle Ben would 
most certainly have told me if any news had reached him. 
I am sure that he is dead—Robert Redmayne.” 

“ I think so too. Tell me a little about yourself, if I 
may venture to ask ?” 

“ You have been so thoughtful for me. And I appre¬ 
ciate it. I’m all right, Mr. Brendon. There is still my 
life to live and I find ways of being useful here.” 
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You are contented, then ?” 
Yes. Contentment is a poor substitute for happiness; 

but I am contented.” 
He longed to speak intimately, yet had no excuse for 

doing so. 
“ How much I wish it was in my power to brighten your 

content into happiness again,” he said. 
She smiled at him. 
” Thank you for such a friendly wish. I am sure you 

mean it.” 
“ Indeed I do.” 
” Perhaps I shall come to London some day, and then 

you would befriend me a little.” 
‘‘ How much I hope you will—soon.” 

But I am dull and stupid still. I have great relapses 
and sometimes cannot even endure my uncle’s voice. Then 
I shut myself up. I chain myself like a savage thing, for 
a time, till I am patient again.” 

” You should have distractions.” 

‘‘ There are plenty—even here, though you might not 
guess it. Giuseppe Doria sings to me and I go out in the 
launch now and then. I always travel to and fro that way 
when I have to visit Dartmouth for Uncle Ben and for the 
household provisions. And I am to have chickens to rear 
in the spring.” 

‘‘ The Italian-” 

“ He is a gentleman, Mr. Brendon—a great gentleman, 
you might say. I do not understand him very well. But 
I am safe with him. He would do nothing base or small. 
He confided in me when first I came. He then had a 
dream to find a rich wife, who would love him and enable 
him to restore the castle of the Doria in Italy and build up 
the family again. He is full of romance and has such 
energy and queer, magnetic power that I can quite believe 
he will achieve his hopes some day.” 

Does he still possess this ambition ?” 

Jenny was silent for a moment. Her eyes looked out of 
the window over the restless sea. 

“ Why not ?” she asked. 
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‘‘ He is, I should think, a man that women might fall 
in love with. ’ ’ 

'' Oh, yes—he is amazingly handsome and there are fine 
thoughts in him.’^ 

Mark felt disposed to warn her but felt that any counsel 
from him would be an impertinence. She seemed to read 
his mind, however. 

I shall never marry again,” she said. 
Nobody would dare to ask you to do so—nobody 

who knows all that you have been called to suffer. Not 
for many a long day yet, I mean,” he answered 
awkwardly. 

You understand,” she replied and took his hand 
impulsively. There is a great gulf I think fixed between 
us Anglo-Saxons and the Latins. Their minds move far 
more swiftly than ours. They are more hungry to get 
everything possible out of life. Doria is a child in many 
ways; but a delightful poetical child. I think England 
rather chills him; yet he vows there are no rich women in 
Italy. He longs for Italy all the same. I expect he will 
go home again presently. He will leave Uncle Ben in the 
spring—so he confides to me; but do not whisper it, for my 
uncle thinks highly of him and would hate to lose him. 
He can do everything and anticipates our wishes and 
whims in the most magical way.” 

Well, I must not keep you any longer.” 
‘‘ Indeed you are not doing that. I am very, very glad 

to see you, Mr. Brendon. You are going to stop for 
dinner ? We always dine in the middle of the day.” 

May I?” 
You must. And tea also. Come up to Uncle Ben¬ 

digo now. ril leave you with him for an hour. Then 
dinner will be ready. Giuseppe always joins us. You 
won’t mind?” 

The last of the Doria ! Tve probably never shared a 
meal with such high company ! ’ * 

She led him up the flight of stairs to the old sailor’s 
sanctum. 

‘‘ Mr. Brendon to see us. Uncle Ben,” she said, and Mr. 
Redmayne took his eye from the big telescope. 
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‘‘ A blow’s coming,” he announced. Wind’s shifted 
a point to southward. Dirty weather already in the 
Channel.” 

He shook hands and Jenny disappeared. Bendigo was 
pleased to see Brendon, but his interest in his brother 
had apparently waned. He avoided the subject of Robert 
Redmayne, though he revealed other matters in his mind 
which he approached with a directness that rather 
astonished the detective. 

” I’m a rough bird,” he said, ‘‘ but I keep my weather 
peeper open, and I didn’t find it difficult to see, when you 
were here in the summer, that my fine niece took your 
fancy. She’s the sort, apparently, that makes men lose 
their balance a bit. For my part I never had any use for 
a woman since I was weaned, and have always mis¬ 
trusted the creatures, seeing how many of my messmates 
ran on the rocks with ’em. But I’m free to grant that 
Jenny has made my house very comfortable and appears 
to feel kindly to me.” 

” Of course she does, Mr Redmayne.” 
” Hold on till I’ve done. At this minute I’m in sight 

of a very vexatious problem; because my right hand— 
Giuseppe Doria—has got his eyes on Jenny; and though 
he’s priceless as a single man and she’s invaluable as a 
single woman, if the beggar gets round her and makes her 
fall in love with him presently, then they’ll be married 
next year and that’s good-bye to both of ’em !” 

Mark found himself a good deal embarrassed by this 
confidence. 

” In your place,” he said, I should certainly drop 
Doria a pretty clear hint. What is good form in Italy he 
knows better than we do, or ought to, seeing he’s a gentle¬ 
man; but you can tell him it’s damned bad form to court 
a newly made widow—especially one who loved her hus¬ 
band as your niece did, and who has been separated from 
him under such tragic circumstances.” 

‘‘ That’s all right; and if there was only one in it I 
might do so; though for that matter I’m afraid Doria isn’t 
going to stop here much longer in any case. He doesn’t 
say so, but I can see it’s only Jenny who is keeping him. 
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You’ve got to consider her too. I’m not going to say she 
encourages the man or anything like that. Of course she 
doesn’t. But, as I tell you, I’m pretty wide awake and it’s 
no good denying that she can endure his company without 
hurting herself. He’s a handsome creature and he’s got a 
way with him, and she’s young.” 

‘ ‘ I rather thought he was out for money—enough money 
to re-establish the vanished glories of his race.” 

So he was and, of course, he knows he can’t do that 
with Jenny’s twenty thousand; but love casts out a good 
many things besides fear. It blights ambition—for the 
time being anyway—and handicaps a man on every side 
in the race for life. All Doria wants now is Jenny Pen- 
dean and he’ll get her if I’m a judge. I wouldn’t mind 
too much either, if th^y could stop along with me and go 
on as we’re going; but of course that wouldn’t happen. 
As it is Doria has come to be a friend. He does all he’s 
paid to do and a lot more; but he’s more a guest than a 
servant and I shall miss him like the devil when he goes.” 

“ It’s hard to see what you can do, Mr. Redmayne.” 
“ So it is. I don’t wish to come between my niece and 

her happiness, and I can’t honestly say that Doria wouldn’t 
be a good husband, though good husbands are rare every¬ 
where and never rarer than in Italy, I believe. He might 
change his mind after they’d been wed a year and hanker 
for his ambitions again and money to carry them out. 
Jenny will have plenty some day, for there’s poor Bob’s 
money sooner or late, I suppose, and there’ll be mine and 
her Uncle Albert’s so far as I know. But, taking it by 
and large, I’d a good bit sooner it didn’t happen. I’ll 
tell you these things because you’re a famous man, with 
plenty of credit for good sense.” 

“ I appreciate the confidence and can return a con¬ 
fidence,” answered Brendon after a moment’s reflection. 
“ I do admire Mrs. Pendean. She is, of course, amazingly 
beautiful, and she has a gracious and charming nature. 
With such distinction of character you may rest assured 
that nothing will happen yet awhile. Your niece will be 
faithful to her late husband’s memory for many a long 
month, if not for ever.” 
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‘‘ I believe that/’ answered Bendigo. We can mark 
time, I don’t doubt, till the turn of the year or maybe 
longer. But there it is: they are thrown together every 
day of their lives and, though Jenny would hide it very 
carefully from me, and probably from herself also as far as 
she could, I guess he’s going to win out.” 

Brendon said no more. He was cast down and did not 
hide the fact. 

“ Mind you, I’d much prefer an Englishman,” admitted 
the sailor; but there’s nobody to make any running in 
these parts. Giuseppe’s got it all his own way.” Then 
he left the subject. No news, I suppose, of my poor 
brother 

“ None, Mr. Redmayne.” 
‘H’d pinned my faith that the whole horrid thing might 

be capable of explanation along some other lines. But the 
blood was proved to be human ?” 

‘‘ Yes.” 
“ Another secret for the sea, then, as far as Pendean is 

concerned. And as for Robert, only doomsday will tell 
you where his bones he.” 

‘‘ I also feel very little doubt indeed that he is dead.” 
A few minutes later a gong sounded from beneath and 

the two men descended to their meal. It was Giuseppe 
Doria who did the talking while they ate a substantial 
dinner. He proved a great egotist and delighted to relate 
his own picturesque ambitions, though he had already 
confessed that these ambitions were modified. 

“ We are a race that once lorded it over western Italy,” 
he declared. ‘‘ Midway inland, between Ventimiglia and 
Bordighera, is our old' fastness beneath the mountains 
and beside the river. An ancient bridge like a rainbow 
still spans Nervia, and the houses climb up the hills among 
the vines and olives, while frowning down upon all things 
is the mighty ruin of the Doria’s castle—a great ghost 
from the past. In the midst of all the human business and 
bustle, removed by a century from the concerns of men, it 
stands, hollow and empty, with life surging round about 
like the sea on the precipices below us. The folk throng 
everywhere—the sort of humble people who of old knelt 
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hatless to my ancestors. The base born wander in our 
chambers of state, the villagers dry their linen on our 
marble floors, children play in the closets of great coun¬ 
sellors, bats flutter through the casements where princesses 
have sat and hoped and feared ! 

“ My people,'' he continued, have sunk through many 
a stage and very swiftly of late. My grandfather was 
only a woodman, who brought charcoal from the mountains 
on two mules; my uncle grew lemons at Mentone and 
saved a few thousand francs for his wife to squander. 
Now I alone remain—the last of the line—and the home of 
the Doria has long stood in the open market. 

'' With the fortress also goes the title—that is our 
grotesque Italian way. A pork butcher or butter merchant 
might become Count Dona to-morrow if he would put his 
hand deep enough in his pocket. But salvation lies this 
way: that though the property and title are cheap, to 
restore the ruin and make all magnificent again would 
demand a millionaire." 

He chattered on and after dinner lighted another of his 
Tuscan cigars, drank a liqueur of some special brandy Mr. 
Redmayne produced in honour of Brendon, and then left 
them. 

They spoke of him, and Mark was specially interested to 
learn Jenny's attitude; but she gave no sign and praised 
Giuseppe only for his voice, his versatility, aind good nature. 

" He can turn his hand to anything," she said. He 
was going fishing this afternoon; but it is too rough, so he 
will work in the garden again." 

She hoped presently that Doria would find a rich wife 
and reach the summit of his ambitions. It was clear 
enough that he did not enter into any of Mrs. Pendean's 
calculations for her own future. But Jenny said one thing 
to surprise her listener while still speaking of the Italian. 

" He doesn't like my sex," she declared. “ In fact he 
makes me cross sometimes with his scornful attitude to us 
He's as bad as Uncle Ben, who is a very hard-hearted old 
bachelor. He says, ‘ Women, priests, and poultry never 
have enough.’ But I say that men are far greedier than 
women, and always were." 
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The sailor laughed and they went out upon the terrace 
tor a time where soon the early dusk began to fall. The 
storm had not yet developed and there was a fierce and 
fiery light over the west at sunset, while a tremendous wind 
blew the sky almost clear for a time. When the Start 
lighthouse opened a white, starry eye over the deepening 
purple of the sea, and heavy waves beat below them in 
hollow thunder, they returned to the house and Mr Red- 
mayne showed Brendon curiosities. They drank tea at 
nve o clock and an hour later the detective went on his 
way. A general invitation had been extended to him and 
the old sailor expressly declared that it would give him 
pleasure to receive Mark as a guest at any time. It was a 
suggestion that tempted Brendon not a little. 

“ \Tu’ve done a wonderful thing,” said Jenny, as she 
saw him to the outer gate. ‘ ‘ You’ve quite won my uncle, 
and really that’s a feat.” 

” Would It bore you if I fell in with his proposal and 
came down for a few days after Christmas ?” he asked, and 
siiG 3-ssurcQ nirn. th3,t it would g'lvc her plcs^surG 

Heartened a little he went his way, but the wave of 
cheerfulness set flowing by her presence soon ebbed again. 
He felt full of suspicion and half believed her indifference 
regarding Doria to be assumed. He guessed that she 
would be jealous to give no sign until the days of her 
mourning were numbered, but he felt a melancholy con¬ 
viction that when another summer was passed, Jenny Pen- 
dean would take a second husband. 

,, He debated the wisdom of presently returning to 

T ^ ^ strong inclination to do so. 
^ittle guessing that he would be there again on the morrow 
he determined to remind Bendigo Redmayne of his 
invitation in early spring. By that time much might have 
happened, for he intended to correspond with Jenny or at 
any rate take the first step in a correspondence 

The moon had risen as he pursued his lonely road and it 
shone clear through a gathering scud that threatened soon 
to overwhelm the silver light. Clouds flew fast and, 
above Brendon s head, telegraph wires hummed the song 
of a gathering storm. The man’s thoughts proceeded as 
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irregularly as the fitful and shouting wind. He weighed 
each word that Jenny had said and strove to understand 
each look that she had given him. 

He tried to convince himself that Bendigo Redmayne’s 
theory must, after all, be false, and he assured himself that 
by no possibility could the widow of Michael Pendean ever 
lose her sad heart to this stranger from Italy. The idea 
was out of the question, for surely a woman of such fine 
mould, so suddenly and tragically bereaved, would never 
find in this handsome chatterbox, throbbing with egotism, 
any solace for sorrow or promise for future contentment. 
In theory his view seemed sound. Yet he knew, even 
while he reflected, that love in its season may shatter all 
theories and upset even the most consistent of characters. 

Still deep in thought Brendon tramped on; and then, 
where the road fell between a high bank to the windward 
side and a pine wood on the other, he experienced one of 
the greatest surprises that life had yet brought him. 

At a gate, which hung parallel with the road and opened 
into the depth of a copse behind, there stood Robert Red- 
mayne. 

The five-barred gate alone separated them and the big 
man lolled over it with his arms crossed on the topmost 
bar. The moonlight beat full into his face, and overhead 
the pines uttered a harsh and sullen roar as the wind surged 
over them; while from far below the shout of an angry sea 
upon the cliffs was carried upward. The red man stood 
motionless, watchful. He wore the tweed clothes, cap and 
red waistcoat that Brendon well remembered at Foggintor; 
the moonlight flashed on his startled eyes and showed his 
great moustache and white teeth visible beneath it. There 
was dread upon his face and haggard misery, yet no mad¬ 
ness. 

It seemed that he kept a tryst there; but it had not been 
Mark Brendon that he expected. For a moment he stared 
as the detective stopped and confronted him. He appeared 
to recognize Mark, or at any rate regard him as an enemy, 
for instantly he turned, plunged into the woods behind 
him, and disappeared. In a moment he had vanished and 
the riot of the storm hid all sounds of his panic flight. 



CHAPTER VI 

ROBERT REDMAYNE IS HEARD 

For some moments Mark stood motionless with his eyes 
on the moonlit gate and the forest gloom behind it. There 
rhododendron and laurel made dense evergreen cover 
beneath the pines and offered inviolable shelter. To 
follow Robert Redmayne was vain and also dangerous, 
for in such a spot it might easily happen that the hunter 
would lie at the mercy of the hunted. 

This sudden apparition bewildered Brendon, for it 
argued much beyond itself. Surely it indicated treachery 
and falsehood among those he had just left at ‘‘ Crow’s 
Nest,” for it was a coincidence almost inconceivable that on 
this day of his chance visit, the wanted man should 
suddenly reappear in the neighbourhood of his brother’s 
house. Yet collusion seemed impossible, for Mark had 
given no notice to Bendigo Redmayne of his coming. 

Brendon asked himself if he had suffered a hallucination, 
but he knew that his rational mind was not constituted to 
create ghosts from within. Imagination he had, but there¬ 
in was a source of strength, not weakness, and no grain of 
superstition weakened his mental endowment. He knew 
also that no one had been farther from his thoughts than 
Robert Redmayne at the moment of his sudden appearance. 
No, he had seen a living man and one who certainly would 
not willingly have revealed himself. 

He had not the least intention of ignoring his discovery 
and was quite prepared to arrest Robert Redmayne, even 
under his brother’s roof if necessary; but he desired first 
to hear Jenny Pendean upon the subject before seeking the 
assistance of the Dartmouth police. He felt that she would 
not deceive him, or answer a direct appeal with a lie. And 
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then there flashed upon him the painful conviction that she 
must already have lied to him; for if Redmayne were living 
concealed at “ Crow’s Nest,” all the household, including 
Doria and the solitary woman servant, would assuredly 
be in the secret. 

Supposing Jenny begged him to hold his hand and 
spare Robert Redmayne, would he then be justified in 
keeping his discovery to himself ? Some men might have 
built up a personal hope upon this possibility and seen 
themselves winning to the summit of their ambition by 
bending to the widow’s will; but Mark did not confound 
the thoughts of duty and love nor did he even dream that 
success in one might depend upon neglect of the other. 
He had only to raise the question to answer it, and he 
swiftly determined that not Jenny, or her Uncle Bendigo, 
or anybody on earth should prevent him from securing 
Robert Redmayne on the following day if it came within 
his power to do so. Indeed he felt little doubt that this 
would happen. For that night there w^as no hurry. He 
slept well after an unusual amount of exercise and emotion; 
and he rose late. He was dressing at half-past eight when 
there came a chambermaid to the door. 

‘‘ There’s a gentleman must see you this instant 
moment, please, sir,” she said. ‘‘ He’s by the name of 
Mr. Doria and he comes from Captain Redmayne out over 
at ‘ Crow’s Nest.’ ” 

Not sorry that his daj/'s work might now be simplified, 
Mark bade the girl summon his visitor, and in two minutes 
Giuseppe Doria appeared. 

‘‘ I was clever to find you,” he said, ‘‘ for we only knew 
that you were stopping in Dartmouth to-night, but we did 
not know where. Yet I guessed you would choose 
the best hotel, and I guessed rightly. I will eat my 
breakfast with you, if you please, and tell you why I am 
here. The thing was to catch you if we could before you 
went away. I am glad that I was in time.” 

‘‘ So Robert Redmayne, the murderer of Michael Pen- 
dean, has turned up.?” asked Brendon, finishing his 
shaving; and Doria showed astonishment. 
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Corpo di Bacco ! How did you know that?’^ he 
asked. 

‘‘ I saw him on my way home/’ replied Mark. I 
had already seen him, before the tragedy on Dartmoor, 
and I remembered him. What is more. I’m not sure that 
he didn’t remember me.” 

We are in fear,” continued Doria. He has not 
been yet to his brother, but he is near.” 

‘‘ How can you tell that he is near, if he has not yet been 
to his brother?” 

Thus we know it. 1 go every morning early to Strete 
Farm on the hills above us for milk and butter. I go this 
morning and they have an ugly story. Last night a 
man entered Strete Farm and took food and drink. The 
farmer hears him and comes upon him sitting eating in the 
kitchen—a big man with a red head and a red moustache 
and a red waistcoat. T'he man, when he sees Mr. Brook— 
that is the farmer—he bolts through the back kitchen by 
which he has come. Mr. Brook knows nothing of the man 
and he tells me of his adventure, and then I go home to 
tell padron mio—my master. 

When I describe this man, Mr. Redmayne and 
Madonna nearly have a fit between them. They recognize 
him—^he is the assassin ! They think instantly of you and 
bid me take my bicycle and ride here at my best speed to 
catch you, if it may be done before you go. I succeed, but 
I cannot stay with you; I must return to keep guard. I 
do not like to feel there is nobody there. My old sea wolf 
is not frightened of the sea, but I think he is a little 
frightened of his brother. And Mrs. Jenny—she is very 
frightened indeed.” 

“ Come to breakfast,” said Mark, whose toilet was now 
completed. I’ll get a motor in a quarter of an hour and 
run out as quick as may be.” 

They swallowed a hasty meal and Giuseppe displayed 
growing excitement. He begged Brendon to bring other 
policemen with him, but this Mark declined to do. 

Plenty of time for that,” he said. ‘‘ We may catch 
him easy enough. I shall do nothing until I have seen Mr. 
Bendigo at ‘ Crow’s Nest ’ and heard his views. If Robert 
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Redmayne is breaking into houses for food he must be at 
the end of his tether. 

By nine o’clock the Italian had started homeward, and 
as soon as he was gone, Brendon went to the police station, 
borrowed a revolver and a pair of handcuffs, hinted at his 
business, and ordered a police car to be ready as quickly 
as possible. A constable drove him and before setting out 
he told the local chief of police, one Inspector Damarell, 
to await a message over the telephone in the course of the 
morning. He enjoined strictest secrecy for the present. 

Mark overtook and passed Doria on his way home. The 
storm had nearly blown itself out and the morning was 
clear and cold. Beneath the cliffs a big sea rolled, but it 
was fast going down. 

Any suspicion that the inhabitants of Bendigo’s home 
were seeking to create false impressions left Brendon’s 
mind when he stood before Jenny and her uncle. The 
former was nervous and the latter beyond measure puzzled. 
There was now little doubt that Robert Redmayne must be 
the man who broke into Strete Farm for food, since Mark’s 
experience of the previous night tended to confirm the fact. 
He had seen Redmayne some hours before the fugitive 
alarmed the household at Strete. Where was he now and 
wh}^ had he come hither? All suspected that the unfor¬ 
tunate man had probably returned from France or Spain, 
and now lay hid close at hand, waiting for a safe oppor¬ 
tunity to see the old sailor. 

Your brother has probably got his eye on the house,” 
said Brendon, ‘‘ and is considering how to approach you. 
Mr. Redmayne, without risking his own safety.” 

“ There’s only one he’ll trust, I reckon, and that’s me,” 
declared Bendigo. ‘‘ If he knew that Jenny means him 
no harm, he might trust her, too, but he may not believe 
that she’s good Christian enough to forgive him. And 
anyway I guess he don’t know she’s with me. I’m talking 
as though he was sane, but I doubt it.” 

Mark, who had studied Mr. Redmayne’s large govern¬ 
ment survey map of the district, suggested an immediate 
search over the most likely regions in the neighbourhood. 

I think of you and Mrs. Pendean,” he explained. 
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You don’t want a hue and cry again and all the past 
brought up once more. If we can get to him without 
calling in the police, then so much the better. The man 
must be in extreme want. His face, as I saw it, was 
harrowed and tormented. He has probably reached a 
mental condition of tension and torture in which he will 
not be sorry to find himself among friendly and under¬ 
standing fellow creatures. There are two districts which 
especially suggest themselves to me to search in : the shore, 
where there are many caves and crevices above sea level 
safe from observation; and the dense woods into which he 
plunged when I came suddenly upon him last night. I 
examined them on my way out this morning. They 
appear to be very extensive, but they are traversed by 
drives for sportsmen and you can look up and down these 
drives for many hundred yards.” 

Mr. Rcdmayne summoned Doria who had now reached 
home again. 

Can the launch go to sea?” he asked. Giuseppe 
considered that she might. Bendigo then submitted a 
proposition. 

” Tm asking that you’ll let this search go on quietly 
and privately for another twenty-four hours,” he said. 

Then if we fail to round him up in a friendly way, so to 
say, you must, of course, turn the constabulary out and 
hunt him down. To-day we can go over the places you 
name and 1 reckon you’ve hit the most likely burrows for 
the poor man. I dare say, if we sat tight and did nothing 
at all, we might find him creeping here to me after dark 
pretty soon; but we’ll act as you advise and see if the 
shore or the woods show any sign. 

There’s us three who know who he is—Jenny and me 
and you; and I’d propose that my niece goes down the 
coast in the motor boat with Giuseppe. They can cruise 
away to the west, where there’s an easy landing here and 
there at little coves, and they may sight my brother poking 
about, or hid in some hole down that way. There are 
caves with tunnels aft that give on the rough lands and 
coombs behind. It’s a pretty lone region and he couldn’t 
hang on long there or find food for his belly. They can 
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try that for a few hours and we’ll go up aloft. Or else 
ril take you in the boat and they can hunt round Black 
Woods—whichever you like.” 

Brendon considered. He inclined to the belief that the 
hunted man might sooner trust the woods than the coast. 
Moreover he knew himself an indifferent sailor and per¬ 
ceived that the motor boat could not promise a very even 
keel in the great swell that followed the storm. 

If Mrs. Pendean doesn’t mind the weather and there 
is no shadow of danger to the launch, then I advise that 
your niece goes down the coast and has a look into the 
caves as you propose,” he said. No doubt Doria can 
be trusted to see sharply after her. Meantime we will 
quarter the wood. If we could only get into touch with the 
man, it might be possible to secure him without making 
any noise.” 

‘‘ There must be a noise if we catch him,” declared 
Doria. ‘‘ He is a famous criminal and whoever runs him 
to his earth and pulls him out will make a noise and receive 
great praise.” 

He prepared for the coming voyage of discovery and, 
within half an hour, the motor-boat danced out from be¬ 
neath Crow’s Nest ” ; then she held a course to the west¬ 
ward, rolling indeed, but not enough to trouble Jenny who 
sat in the stern and kept a pair of strong Zeiss glasses fixed 
upon the cliffs and shore. They were soon reduced to a 
white speck under the misty weather; and after they had 
gone, Bendigo, in a sailor’s pea-jacket and cap, lighted a 
pipe, took a big blackthorn stick, and set off beside Mark. 
The’police car still stood on the road and, both entering it, 
they soon reached the gate beside which Robert Redmayne 
had appeared on the previous night. There they left the 
motor and entered Black Woods together. 

Bendigo still talked of his niece and continued to do so. 
It was a subject on which the other proved very willing to 
listen. 

” She’s at the parting of the ways now,” declared 
Jenny’s uncle. ‘‘ I can see her mind working. I grant 
she loved her husband dearly enough and he made a pretty 
deep mark on her character, for she’s different from what 
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she was as a girl. But there’s very little doubt that 
Doria’s growing awful fond of her—and when that sort 
loves a woman he generally finds she’s not unwilling to 
meet him halfway. I believe now that my niece can’t 
help caring for the man, but all the time she’s secretly 
ashamed of herself—yes heartily ashamed—for finding 
another in her mind only six months after the death of 
Pendean.” 

Mark asked a question. 
When you say that her husband altered his wife’s 

character, in what way did he do so?” 
‘‘ Well—^^he taught her sense I reckon. You’d never 

think now, would you, that she was a red Redmayne—one 
of us—short of temper, peppery, fiery ? But she was, as a 
youngster. Her father had the Redmayne qualities more 
developed than any of us and he handed ’em down. She 
was a wilful thing—^plucky and fond of mischief. 
Her schoolfellows thought the world of her because she 
laughed at discipline; and from one school she got 
expelled for some frolics. That was the girl I remembered 
when Jenny came back to me a widow. And so I see that 
Michael Pendean, whatever else he was, evidently had the 
trick character to learn her a bit of sense and patience.” 

It may be natural development of years and experi¬ 
ence, combined with the sudden, awful shock of her hus¬ 
band’s death. These things would unite to tone her down 
and perhaps break her spirit, if only for a time.” 

True. But she’s not a sober-sided woman for all her 
calm. She was too full of the joy of life for Pendean, or 
any man, to empty it all out of her in four years. He may 
have been one of the Wesleyan sort, like such a lot of the 
Cornish; he may have been a kill-joy, too; but whether he 
was or not, he hadn’t quite converted her in the time, and 
what I’m seeing now, I judge, is the young woman slowly 
coming back to herself under the influence of this Latin 
chap. He’s cunning, too. He knows how to tickle her 
vanity, for even she has got a bit of womanly conceit in 
her, though less vain of her wonderful face no woman 
could be. But Doria has taken good care to hint his 
ambition is well lost for love; he’s dropped it very cleverly 
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no doubt and already made her see which way he’s steer¬ 
ing. He’s put Jenny before the dollars and the dreams 
of the castle down south. In a word, if I’m not a green¬ 
horn, he’ll ask her to marry him as soon as a year is told 
and he can touch the subject decently.” 

‘‘ And you think she will accept him, Mr. Redmayne ?” 
At present I’d take long odds about it; but he’s a 

volatile devil and may change by that time.” 
Then Bendigo in his turn asked a question. 
“ We found no will among my poor brother’s papers, 

and of course he’s had no access to his money since this 
bad business. How he’s lived all the time only he himself 
knows. But suppose the worst happens presently and he’s 
found to be a lunatic, what becomes of his stuff ?” 

It would ultimately go to you and your brother.” 
They tramped the wood and fell in with a gamekeeper, 

who greeted the trespassers none too amiably. But on 
learning their errand and receiving a description of the 
fugitive, he bade them go where they pleased and himself 
promised to keep a sharp watch. He had two mates and 
would warn them; and he understood the importance of 
preserving strict silence concerning the fugitive until more 
should be known. 

But it was not to Brendon and Robert Redmayne’s 
brother that any information came. Their hunt produced 
neither sign nor clue of the man they sought, and after 
three hours of steady tramping, which covered all the 
ground and exhausted Bendigo, they returned in the 
motor car to ‘‘ Crow’s Nest.” 

News of direct importance awaited them, and Bendigo 
proved correct in his suspicion that the wanted man might 
have chosen the coast. Jenny had not only seen Robert 
Redmayne but had reached him; and she returned very 
distressed and somewhat hysterical, while Doria, having 
done great things in the matter, was prepared to brag 
about them. But he begged Mrs. Pendean, as the heroine 
of a strange adventure, to tell her story. 

She was deeply moved and her voice failed on two or 
three occasions during the narrative; but the interest of the 
tale was such that Bendigo lost sight of Jenny in the 
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picture she now painted of his unfortunate brother. They 
had sighted Robert Redmayne suddenly from the motor 
boat. 

“ We saw him,” said Jenny, “ about two miles down 
the coast, sitting not fifty yards from the sea, and he, of 
course, saw us; but he had no glasses and could not 
recognize me, as we were more than half a mile from 
shore. Then Giuseppe suggested landing and so 
approaching him. The thing was to let me reach him, if 
possible. 1 felt no fear of him—excepting the fear that, 
knowing how he had ruined my life, he might shrink from 
facing me. 

We ran by, as though we had not observed him; then, 
getting round a little bluff, so that we were hidden, we 
went ashore, made fast the boat, and regularly stalked 
him. There was no mistake. I had, of course, recognized 
Uncle Robert through the glasses; and now Doria went 
first and crept along, with me behind him, until we had 
reached to within twenty-five yards. The poor wretch 
saw us then and leaped up, but it was too late and Giuseppe 
reached him in a moment and explained that I came as a 
friend. Doria was prepared to detain him if he 
endeavoured to escape, but he did not. Robert Redmayne 
is worn out. He has been through terrible times. He 
shrank at first and nearly collapsed when I came to him. 
He went on his knees to me. But I was patient and made 
him understand that I had not come as an enemy.” 

‘‘ Is he sane?” asked Bendigo. 
He appears to be sane,” she answered. “ He made 

no mention of the past and neither spoke of his crime nor 
of what he has been doing since; but he has altered. He 
seems a ghost of his former self; his voice has changed 
from a boom into a whisper; his eyes are haunted. He is 
thin and full of terror. He made me send Doria out of 
earshot and then told me that he had only come here to see 
you. He has been here some days, hidden in one of the 
caves down the coast westward. He wouldn’t tell me 
where, but no doubt it is near where we found him. He is 
ragged and wounded. One of his hands ought to be 
attended to,” 
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And still you say he behaved like a sane man, Mrs. 
Pendean?’’ asked Brendon. 

‘‘Yes—except for what seemed an insane fear. And yet 
fear was natural enough under the circumstances. He feels, 
poor creature, that he has reached the end of his tether; 
and even if he is insane and will escape the extreme penalty, 
he doesn’t know that himself. I implored him to come 
with me in the boat and see Uncle Bendigo and trust to the 
mercy of his fellow men. I didn’t feel a traitor in asking 
him to do this; for I imagine, though seemingly sane now, 
he must in reality be mad, since only madness could 
explain the past, and he will be judged accordingly. But 
he is very suspicious. He thanked me and grovelled 
horribly to me; but he would not trust either me or Doria, 
or think of entering the boat. He is all nerves and soon 
began to fear we were planning an ambush, or otherwise 
endangering his freedom. 

“ I asked him, then, to tell me what he wished and how 
I could help him. He considered and said that if Uncle 
Bendigo would see him quite alone and swear, before God, 
not to hinder his departure in any way after they had met, 
he would come to ‘ Crow’s Nest ’ to-night after the house¬ 
hold was asleep. 

“For the moment he wants food and a lamp to light his 
hiding-place after dark. But before all else, he begs you. 
Uncle Ben, to let him come and see you quite alone. Then 
he told us to be gone if we were honest friends. It is left 
in this way. If you will see him, he will come any hour 
you mention after midnight. But first you must give your 
written oath before God that you will have nobody with 
you, and that you will neither set a trap for him nor seek 
to detain him. His hope is that you will give him means 
and clothes, so that he may leave England safely and get 
to Uncle Albert in Italy. He made us swear not to say 
where we had found him, and then he indicated a spot 
where I was to bring your answer in writing before dark. 
I am to leave a letter at that spot as soon as I can, and go 
away at once, and he will come and find 3^our directions.’’ 

Mr. Redmayne nodded. 
“ And at the same time you had better take the poor 
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wretch some food and drink and the lamp. How he has 
lived for the last six months I cannot understand.’’ 

He has been in France—so he says.” 
Bendigo did not take long to determine a course of 

action and Brendon approved his decisions. 
‘‘ In the first place,” declared Robert Redmayne’s 

brother, the man must be mad, whatever appears to the 
contrary. This story points to that, and seeing he is still 
free and has succeeded in existing and avoiding the police 
in two countries, one can only say that with his madness he 
has developed amazing cunning too. But, as Jenny 
reports, he’s on his beam ends at last. He knows this 
house and he knows the way to it. So I’ll do this. 

‘‘ I’ll agree to see him to-night—or rather to-morrow 
morning. I’ll bid him come at one o’clock, and he shall 
find the door open and a light in the hall. He can walk 
straight in and mount up to me in the tower, and I’ll swear 
the needful oath that he shall see nobody else and be free 
to go again when he pleases. That will calm him down 
and give me a chance to study him and try and see where 
we stand. We might trap him, of course, but I can’t lie 
even to a lunatic.” 

“ There’s no reason why you should,” said Brendon. 
‘‘ If you feel no personal fear of the man, then you can see 
him as you suggest. You understand, however, there 
must be no question of helping him to evade the law, as he 
wishes.” 

Bendigo nodded. 
I suppose not. I can’t turn him on to my brother, 

Albert, an3^way. Albert’s a weak, nervous sort of man, 
and he’d have a fit if he thought Robert was coming to seek 
asylum with him.” 

“ The State must provide his asylum,” said Mark. 
” His future is no longer any question for his relations. 
The best that we can hope is that he may soon be in a 
position of security, both for himself and other people. 
You will do well to see him, give him succour, and hear 
what he has to say. After that, Mr. Redmayne, if I may 
advise, you will leave the rest to me.” 

Bendigo lost no time in writing the desired letter 
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inviting Robert Redmayne to meet him in secret at one 
o’clock during the coming night and promising the 
fugitive, on oath, that he should be safe and free to depart 
again when he desired to do so. But, none the less, he 
expressed an earnest hope that his brother would stop at 
‘‘Crow’s Nest,” and be advised as to his future actions. 
Some provisions were put into the launch and, with the 
letter in her pocket, Jenny again set out. She was pre¬ 
pared to go alone, for she could handle the boat as cleverly 
as Doria himself; but this her uncle would not permit. 

It was already growing dusk before she left and Giuseppe 
drove the little vessel to its limit of speed. 

Then Brendon was much surprised. He had been 
standing under the flagstaff with the master of ‘‘ Crow’s 
Nest,” watching the launch, and when she had vanished 
westward into a grey, still evening, Bendigo challenged 
the detective with a proposition altogether unexpected. 

“ See here,” he said. ‘‘ I’ve got a damned, uneasy 
feeling about meeting my brother single-handed to-night. 
I can’t tell you what it is. I’m not a coward and never 
shirked duty yet; but frankly I don’t much like facing him 
for this reason. A madman’s a madman, and we can’t 
expect a madman to be any too reasonable if we oppose 
him, however tactfully. I should be powerless if he got off 
his head, or resented the advice I should have to give him, 
or went for me—powerless, I mean, to do anything but 
stop him with a bullet. But if he’s got to be stopped that 
way, I don’t want to be the one to do it. 

‘‘ I’ve promised to meet him alone and I shan’t be telling 
the poor man a lie, because, if all’s straight and he shows 
no violence, he needn’t know anybody else is there. But 
if I was put into danger, I might tackle him mercifully with 
somebody to help, whereas if I was alone and he threatened 
to do me harm, it would very likely mean something I’d 
rather not think about.” 

Brendon saw the force of this observation. 
‘‘ A very reasonable thing indeed,” he answered, ‘‘ and 

in a case like this, you couldn’t blame yourself even if you 
didn’t keep the letter of your promise.” 

‘‘ In the spirit I shall keep it, however. I’ve sworn to 
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let him come and go again free, and that oath I must keep 
if he does nothing that forces me to break it.’’ 

‘‘ You are wise and I quite agree with you,” said Mark. 
” No doubt Doria is a man you can rely upon in every 
way and he is powerful too.” 

But Bendigo shook his head. 
” No,” he answered. ” I’ve left this question until 

Doria and my niece were out of the way, for a very good 
reason. I don’t want them in this thing more than they 
are already; and I don’t want them, or anybody, to know 
that I’ve got a friend hid along with me in the tower when 
Robert comes. They understand that I am to see him 
alone; and I’ve bade them keep out of the way and not 
show themselves for an instant. What I want up there 
is you and only you.” 

Brendon considered. 
‘‘ I confess the idea occurred to me as soon as we had 

your brother’s offer; but seeing the terms, I couldn’t press 
for it,” he said. ” Now I agree and, what’s more, I 
think it would be very desirable if nobody—not even the 
household—knew I was here.” 

” That can be done. If you send your car away and 
say you’ll report to-morrow, then the police won’t trouble 
us any more till we see what next. You can go up to the 
tower and get into the big case I keep my flags and odds 
and ends in. There are holes bored for ventilation at the 
height of a man’s head from the ground, and if you are 
packed in there, you can see and hear everything and pop 
out in five seconds if my life is threatened.” 

Brendon nodded. 
” That’s all right,” he said. ‘‘ I’m considering what 

follows. Your brother goes free presently; and no doubt 
Mrs. Pendean will only wait until he is off to come up to 
you. I can’t stop all night in the cupboard.” 

” It don’t matter a button after he’s gone,” answered 
Bendigo. “ If you tell your car to go, that’s all that 
signifies for the minute. And all anybody but ourselves 
will believe is that you’ve gone back to Dartmouth, and 
won’t be here again until to-morrow morning.” 

Mark fell in with this plan. He dismissed the car and 
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directed that Inspector Damarell should be told to do 
nothing more until further information reached him. 
Then, with the old sailor, he climbed to the tower room, 
inspected the great cupboard, and found that he could 
follow the course of events very comfortably from within. 
Holes of the size of a half-penny piece were bored in each 
door of this erection and, with a three-inch support under 
his feet, Brendon found his eyes and ears at the needful 
level. 

“ The point is to know how I get clear afterward,’’ con¬ 
sidered Brendon, returning to the sequel. “ As soon as 
your brother has left the house, it is certain that Mrs, Pen- 
dean, probably Doria also, will hasten to know what has 
happened and what you have determined.” 

‘‘ Afterward nothing matters,” repeated Bendigo. 
I’ll go down to the door with Robert and you can follow 

me and slip out as soon as he has got clear. Or else you 
can appear when he has gone and reveal yourself and tell 
Jenny that it was your own wish to stop without letting 
anybody know it but myself. That’ll be the best way; and 
as soon as she finds you are here, she’ll see that you have 
comfortable quarters for the rest of the night.” 

Brendon approved of this plan and when the launch 
returned, her uncle informed Jenny that the detective had 
left, to make certain inquiries, but would return early on 
the following morning. She expressed surprise that he had 
gone but declared that it would in any case have been 
necessary for him to do so before the fugitive arrived. 

” We left the letter, the lamp, and the food and drink 
exactly where he indicated,” she said, “ on a forlorn spot, 
above that ancient, raised beach, where the great boulders 
are.” 

Thus the matter was settled. Mark had already taken 
up his position in the chamber aloft and Bendigo looked 
to it that he should not be interfered with. It was Mr. 
Redmayne’s custom to keep the tower room locked when 
not himself in it, and he did so now until the night should 
come. He supped with Jenny and the Italian, having 
already provided Brendon with food in his hiding-place. 
It was understood that the sailor would ascend to his den 
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about eleven o’clock, by which time Mark undertook to be 
safely hidden in the cupboard. 

At the agreed time Doria and his master came up 
together, the former carrying a light. Jenny also joined 
them for a short while, but she stayed only ten minutes 
and then departed to bed. The weather had turned 
stormy and wet. A shouting wind from the west shook 
the lantern of the tower room and flung rain heavily 
against the glass, while Bendigo moved restlessly about 
and bent his brows to look out into the blackness of the 
night. 

“ The poor devil will be drowned, or break his neck 
climbing up from the sea in this darkness,” he declared. 

Giuseppe had brought up a jug of water, a bottle of 
spirits, a little keg of tobacco, and two or three clay pipes, 
for the old sea captain never smoked till after supper and 
then puffed steadily until he went to bed. 

He turned now* and asked Doria a question. 
“ You’ve cast your peepers over the poor chap to-day,” 

he said, and your’re a clever man and know a bit of 
human nature. What did you make of my brother ?” 

“ I looked closely and listened also,” answered the 
servant; and this I think—the man is very sick.” 

‘‘Not likely to break out again and cut another throat ?” 
“ Never again. I say this. When he killed Madonna’s 

husband, he was mad; now he is not mad—not more mad 
than anybody else. He craves only one thing—peace.” 

G 





CHAPTER VII 

THE COMPACT 

Bendigo lit his pipe and turned to his only book. It was 
“ Moby Dick."’ Herman Melville’s masterpiece had long 
ago become for the old sailor the one piece of literature in 
the world. It comprised all that interested him most in this 
life, and all that he needed to reconcile him to the approach 
of death and the thought of a future existence beyond the 
grave. Moby Dick ” also afforded him that ceaseless 
companionship with great waters which was essential to 
content. 

‘‘ Well,” he said to Doria, “ get you gone. Look 
round as usual to see that all’s snug aloft and below; then 
turn in. Leave only the light in the hall and the front 
door on the latch. Did you mark if he had a watch to 
know the hour ?” 

” He had no watch, but Mrs. Pendean thought upon 
that and lent him hers.” 

Bendigo nodded and picked up a clay pipe, while Doria 
spoke again. 

You feel quite steady in your nerves ? You would not 
like me to lie in readiness to come forward if you want 
me ? ” 

” No, no—turn in and go to sleep. And no spying, as 
you’re a gentleman. I’ll talk reason to the poor fellow. 
I reckon it’s going to be all right. We know that he’s had 
shell shock and all the rest of it, so I dare say the law won’t 
be very hard upon him.” 

The dead man’s wife was an angel to Robert Red- 
mayne. He thought at first that she had come to give him 
up. But her eyes showed him that she had come in mercy. 
May I speak of your niece a moment before I go ?” 

99 G 2 
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Bendigo shrugged his round shoulders and pushed his 
hand through his red hair. 

“ It’s no good speaking of her till you’ve spoken to 
her,” he said. ” I know what you are after very well. 
But it’s up to her, I reckon, not me. She’s gone her own 
way since she was a nipper—got her father’s will hid under 
her woman’s shape.” 

He reflected uncomfortably that Mark Brendon must 
hear every word about to pass; but there was no help for 
that. 

Our Italian way is to approach the parents of the loved 
one,” explained Doria. ” To win you is to be far on my 

‘way, for you stand to her in the place of parent. Is it not 
so ? She cannot live alone. She was not meant by God 
to be a single woman, or a widow woman. There is a 
saying in my tongue, ‘ She who is born beautiful is born 
married,’ I terribly fear that somebody else will come.” 

” But what about your ambitions—to wed an heiress 
and claim the title and the territory of your vanished for¬ 
bears ?” 

Doria swept his hands to right and left with a great 
gesture, as though casting away his former hopes. 

‘‘ It is fate,” he said. ” I planned my life without love. 
I had never loved and never wanted to. I guessed 
that love would appear after I had married money 
and earned the necessary means and leisure to love. 
But now all is changed. The arrow has sped. There 
has come the spirit simpatica instead of the necessary rjch 
woman. Now I do not want the rich woman but only she 
who wakens my passion, adoration, worship. Life has 
nothing in it but Madonna—English Jenny. What are 
castles and titles—pomp and glory—when weighed against 
her? Dust, padron mio, all dust!” 

“ And what about her, Giuseppe?” 
‘‘ Her heart is hidden; but there is that in her eyes that 

tells me to hope.” 
” And what about me?” 
” Alas ! Love is selfish. But you are the last I would 

seek to hurt or to rob. You have been very good to me 
and Madonna loves you. It is certain that if the very 
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best happened, she would do nothing to offend one who 
has been to her as you have been.’^ 

‘‘ We can stow the subject for six months anyhow,*’ 
replied Bendigo, lighting his long clay. I suppose, in 
your country as well as mine, there’s a right and a wrong 
way to approach a woman; and seeing my girl’s a widow 
—made so under peculiarly sad circumstances—you’ll 
understand that love talk is out of the question for a good 
bit yet a while.” 

‘‘ Most truly you speak. I hide even the fire in my eyes. 
I only dare look at her between the lids.” 

There’s a lot goes to Jenny, and no doubt such a keen 
blade as you knows that very well. But all’s in the air at 
present. Her husband left no will and that means, since 
there’s nobody else with any claim upon him, she has all 
his dough—five hundred a year perhaps. But there’s 
much more to her than that in the long run. My brother 
Albert and I are both old bachelors with nobody so near us 
as Jenny. In fact you may say that if all goes right, she’ll 
be pretty flush some day. Not enough to waste on ruined 
castles, but a mighty good income none the less. Then 
there’s poor Bob’s money; for however it falls out with him, 
it don’t look as though he’d spend it now.” 

“ All this is wind in the trees and the cackling of hens 
to me,” declared Doria. I have not thought about it 
and I do not want to think about it. The criterion of love, 
such as I feel to Jenny, is that nothing else weighs a 
mustard seed in the balance against it. If she were a 
pauper, or if she owned millions, my attitude of heart is 
not changed. I worship her with the whole of myself—so 
that there is not a cranny left in my spirit where hunger 
for money can find foothold, or fear of poverty exist. 
Happiness never depends upon cash, or the lack of it; but 
without love no real happiness shall be found in the world. ’ ’ 

“ That may be bunkum, or it may be God’s truth—I 
don’t know. I’ve never been in love and nobody ever 
wasted an ounce of affection on me,” replied Redmayne. 

But you’ve heard me now. You can sit on the safety 
valve for six months anyway; and it will probably pay you 
best to do so; for one thing’s certain: Jenny won’t love 
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you any better for making love under present circum¬ 
stances.” 

“ It is too true,” answered the other. ‘‘ Trust me. I 
will hide my soul and be exquisitely cautious. Her sorrow 
shall be respected—from no selfish motive only, but because 
I am a gentleman, as you remind me.” 

Youth’s youth, and you Italians have a good deal 
more fire kneaded into you than us northerners.” 

Suddenly Doria’s manner changed and he looked half 
sternly, half curiously at Bendigo. Then he smiled to 
himself and ended the conversation. 

“ Fear nothing,” he said. ‘‘ Trust me. Indeed there 
is no reason why you should do otherwise. No more of 
this for half a year. I bid you good night, master.” 

He was gone and for a moment only the hurtle of the rain 
on the ground windows of the tower room broke the silence; 
then Brendon emerged from his hiding-place and stretched 
his limbs. Bendigo regarded him with an expression half 
humorous and half grim. 

That’s how the land lies,” he said. Now you’ve 
got it.” 

Mark bent his head. 
And you think that she-” 

“ Yes—I think so. Why not? Did you ever in your 
experience hit up against a man more likely to charm a 
young woman ?” 

Will he keep his word and not try to make the running 
for another six months?” 

You’re as green about love as I am; but even I can 
answer that. Of course he’ll make the running. He can’t 
help it. It doesn’t need words.” 

The idea of another husband would be abominable to 
Mrs. Pendean for many years; and no Englishman worthy 
of the name would dare to intrude upon her sacred grief.” 

I don’t know anything about that. I only know that 
whatever the amount of grief she feels, she’s devilish 
interested in Giuseppe—and he’s not an Englishman.” 

They talked for the best part of an hour and Mark per¬ 
ceived that the old sailor was something of a fatalist. He 
had already concluded that his niece would presently wed 
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again and with the Italian. Nor did the prospect do more 
than annoy Bendigo from the point of view of his own com¬ 
fort. Brendon observed that Mr. Redmayne felt no per¬ 
sonal objection or distrust. Jenny’s uncle did not 
apparently anticipate that she would live to regret such a 
second husband; while Mark, from a standpoint quite 
independent, honestly felt that one so volatile and 
strangely handsome might sooner or later cloud the young 
woman’s life with tribulation. He knew the quality of his 
own love, but perceived the hopelessness at present of show¬ 
ing it in any way. For at this juncture there appeared no 
possibility of serving her. He was, however, a patient man 
and now summoned hope that in the future it might yet 
fall within his reach to be of vital use, even though it should 
never lie in her power to reward his devotion. 

He knew himself and he knew that this strange and novel 
emotion of love was, at least in his case, a deep, onmipo- 
tent thing, beyond and above any selfish and purely per¬ 
sonal desire for happiness. Even Doria admitted that 
much probably, though whether, did the test arise, he 
would put the woman’s prosperity before his own passion, 
Brendon took leave to doubt. 

He retreated presently as the hour of one approached, 
but before doing so, returned to the subject of Robert Red¬ 
mayne. The elder spoke the last word and left Mark in 
grave doubt as to what the immediate future might bring. 

‘‘ If,” said Bendigo, my brother has any just excuse 
for what he did, or can convince me, for instance, that he 
took Pendean’s life in order to save his own, then I stick 
by him and don’t give him up while I can fight on his side. 
You’ll tell me that I’ll be in reach of the law myself if I do 
any such thing; but that won’t frighten me. Blood’s 
thicker than water when you come down to a job like this.” 

It was a new attitude, but the detective said nothing, 
and as a clock in the hall below beat the hour of one he 
returned to the cupboard and drew the door behind him. 
Bendigo had just lighted another pipe when there came 
the sound of feet ascending the stair; but it was no doubt¬ 
ful or cautious footfall that they heard. The ascending 
man neither hesitated nor made any effort to approach 
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without noise. He came swiftly and as the sailor stood up 
calm and collected, to meet his brother—not Robert Red- 
mayne but Giuseppe Doria appeared. 

He was very agitated and his eyes shone. He breathed 
hard and wiped the hair away from his forehead. He had 
evidently been out in the rain, for water glistened on his 
shoulders and face. 

‘‘ Suffer me to drink,he said. “ I have been 
frightened.’’ 

Bendigo pushed the bottle and an empty tumbler across 
his table and the other sat down and helped himself. 

‘‘ Be quick; what the devil’s the matter ? He’ll be here 
in a minute—my brother.” 

No, he will not be here. I have seen and spoken with 
him—he’s not coming to you.” 

Doria helped himself very sparingly to some spirits; 
then he explained. 

“ I was going the rounds and just about to turn out the 
oil lamp over the front gate as usual when I remembered 
Mr. Redmayne. That is half an hour ago and I thought 
it would be better to leave the lamp, to guide him, for the 
night is dark and wild. I came down the ladder therefore; 
but I had already been seen. He was waiting under the 
shelter of the rocks on the other side of the road, where 
there is a pent roof of natural stone; and seeing me he 
remembered me and came and spoke a little. He was full 
of new fear and dread. He said that people had been 
hunting him and that even now men were hidden not far 
off to take him. I assured him it was not so and swore to 
him that you were alone and desired only to succour him. 
I used my best words and prayed him to come in swiftly 
and let me shut the outer gate and make it fast; but his 
suspicions grew; the fear of a hunted animal was in his 
eyes. He misunderstood me. Terror conquered him and 
what I had said, to make him feel safe, acted in the 
contrary way. He would not come within the gate but sent 
a message that you are to come to him instead, if you still 
will to save him. He is a very sick soul and will not last 
long. I saw death in his eyes under the lamplight.” 

There was a pause while Bendigo slowly took in this 
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change in the situation. Then he lifted his voice and 
spoke, not to Doria, but to the man in hiding. 

‘‘ Come right out, Brendon,” he said. The game’s 
up for to-night as you’ve heard. Doria has seen Bob, and 
he’s frightened the poor beggar off apparently. Anyway 
he’s not coming.” 

Mark emerged and Giuseppe gazed in astonishment. 
His mind evidently ran backward and his face flushed 
with annoyance. 

Corpo di Bacco!” he swore. Then you heard my 
confidences. You are a sneak !” 

‘‘ Stow that,” cried Bendigo. Brendon’s here be¬ 
cause I wished it for my brother’s good. I wanted him to 
know what had passed—and your love affairs are neither 
here nor there. He’ll not use anything he heard that don’t 
concern his proper business. What did Robert say ?” 

But Doria was angry. He opened his mouth to speak, 
and shut it again, looked first at Brendon and then at his 
master and breathed hard. 

Get on,” said Bendigo. “ Shall I go out to the man, 
or has he gone ?” 

‘‘ And as for me; don’t think twice about it,” added 
Brendon. ‘‘ I’m here for one reason only, and that you 
know. You and your private hopes and ambitions have 
nothing to do with me.” 

Upon this speech the Italian appeared to regain his com¬ 
posure. 

I am a servant for the moment and my duty is to Mr. 
Redmayne,” he answered. ‘‘ This is the message that I 
have been told to bring. The hunted man will not trust 
himself behind doors or under a roof, until he has seen his 
brother alone. He is hiding now near the place where 
Mrs. Pendean and I found him, in a cave beside the sea. 
It opens upon the water and it can be approached by boat. 
But there is a way also inside that enables him to creep 
down into the cave from the cliffs behind it. He will be 
in this place until his brother comes, to-morrow night after 
twelve o’clock. But the way down from the land is hidden 
very carefully and he will not speak of that. You must go 
to him from the sea, my master. He thought it out while 
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he spoke to me. He will light his lamp in the cave, and 
when^the light is seen from the launch, you will put in and 
come to him. That is what he demands shall be done; 
and if anybody tries to land but only his brother, he will 
shoot them. So he swears, and he said also that when 
Bendigo Redmayne knows all, then he will forgive all and 
be on his side.” 

Did he talk like a sane man?” asked Brendon. 
He talked like a sane man; but he is at his last gasp. 

He must have had mighty strength once, only it is now 
worn down to nothing.” 

An uneasy thought passed through the detective’s mind. 
Could it be possible that Doria, while speaking previously 
to Bendigo about private affairs, had discovered his pre¬ 
sence in the great cupboard and then warned Robert Red¬ 
mayne that he would not meet his brother alone ? He dis¬ 
missed the suspicion, however, for Doria’s surprise and 
anger when he emerged were genuine enough. Moreover 
there appeared no reason why Giuseppe should side with 
the fugitive. 

Bendigo spoke. 
‘‘ So be it,” he said. It’s a matter of life and death 

now and I’m sorry we must wait till another night. We’ll 
fetch out in the launch and, when we see the light, go in 
and hail him.” 

Then he turned to Brendon. 
I’ll ask you to hold off until I’ve seen the poor chap. 

As a brother I ask it.” 
Trust me. It’s quite understood that nothing shall 

be done now until you have seen him and reported. It may 
not be regular, but common humanity suggests that.” 

You can stop here to-morrow night,” continued the 
sailor. “ And if I prevail with the unfortunate man I’ll 
bring him off in the launch. Then we’ll talk sense to him. 
We’ve got to remember that nobody’s ever heard his side.” 

If Captain Redmayne had a side he wouldn’t have run 
away, or taken the extraordinary pains that he did take 
to conceal his victim,” answered Mark. Don’t buoy 
yourself up to suppose that will be a possible line of defence. 
We’re far more likely to get him off by proving a homicidal 
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act under the influence of shell shock—and the less reason 
there was for murdering Michael Pendean, the more reason 
there will be for supposing your dear brother out of his 
mind and therefore guiltless when he did it/’ 

He is a very sane and a very sorry man now,” declared 
Doria. He will come to your hand like a starved bird, 
signor.” 

” So much for that, then; and now we had better turn 
in,” said Bendigo. ” I’ve always got a spare bunk in the 
spare room and you’ll And all you want, barring a razor, 
in the bathroom. You young men use the newfangled 
safety razors, so Giuseppe can lend you one no doubt.” 

Doria promised that a razor should be in the bathroom 
early on the following morning; then he retired and Ben¬ 
digo, who found that he was hungry, descended to the 
dining-room. Brendon and he made a meal before going 
to bed. 

From his couch in a small chamber adjoining the older 
man’s, Mark heard Mr. Redmayne growling to himself 
in evident sorrow for his brother. Himself he felt moved 
at a situation so painful, but was glad enough to know that 
a few more hours would determine it. In his own mind 
he felt satisfied of the issue and imagined Robert Red¬ 
mayne as detained for a certain period at the royal pleasure 
and then, if medical opinion sanctioned the step, once more 
liberated. 

He turned to his own affairs and faced the fact that his 
hope of Jenny grew thin. The thought of her was now 
complicated by her position. He had never considered 
that in the future she might be rich and possessed of far 
larger means than he could ever attain. He looked for¬ 
ward and perceived that opportunity would lie with him 
to enjoy some private conversation on the following day. 
Yet, when the time came, what was there that he could say 
to her? The storm had blown itself out and dawn re¬ 
turned before he slept. 

With morning Bendigo proved grumpy and desirous to 
be left alone. He was evidently much perturbed and shut 
himself into the tower room with his pipe and Moby 
Dick.” He only cared to see Jenny, who spent some time 
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with him. It was from Brendon that she heard the facts 
in the morning when, much to her surprise, he appeared at 
breakfast while she was making tea. Doria joined them a 
little later, but Mr. Redmayne, usually an early riser, did 
not appear. Jenny took him his breakfast. 

He came down to luncheon and, after that meal, Doria 
conveyed Brendon in the launch to Dartmouth, where Mark 
visited the police station and explained the need for further 
delay. There was now no necessity for the contemplated 
man hunt and he let Inspector Damarell learn that the 
fugitive had been found and would probably surrender 
within four-and-twenty hours. He telephoned to Scotland 
Yard the same information and presently returned to 
‘‘ Crow’s Nest.” The day was still and sunless with fine 
rain falling; but the wind had dropped and the night 
promised to be calm. 

Doria landed Brendon and then put off again, going 
slowly down the coast. He asked Mark’s permission to do 
so, that he might make a few mental notes of distances for 
the coming night. The raised beach, on which Robert 
Redmayne had been first spoken, was about five miles off, 
and Giuseppe suspected that Redmayne’s hiding-place 
would be found to lie still farther to the west. 

He departed therefore at a definite rate of speed and was 
back again in three-quarters of an hour before the dusk had 
fallen. But he had nothing to report. He had found no 
cave where he expected one, and now guessed that Robert 
Redmayne’s secret holt must be nearer than they imagined. 

The night came at last—very dark overhead but clear 
and calm. Beneath Crow’s Nest ” the waves, sunk to 
nothing, made a quiet whisper along the feet of the pre¬ 
cipices and tinkled on the little beaches that here and there 
broke the cliff line. The tide was just making and mid¬ 
night had struck when Bendigo Redmayne, in rough- 
weather kit, stumped down his long flight of steps and 
went to sea. Brendon and Jenny stood above under the 
flagstaff, and soon they heard the launch purr away 
swiftly under the darkness. 

The woman spoke first. 
‘‘ Thank God we are at the end of this horrible sus- 
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pense/' she said. ‘‘ It has been a cruel nightmare for me, 
Mr. Brendon.’’ 

- I have felt much for you, Mrs. Pendean, and admired 
your marvellous patience.’' 

‘ ‘ Who could but be patient with the poor wretch ? He 
has paid the price of what he did. Even I can say that. 
There are worse things than death, Mr. Brendon, and you 
will presently see them in Robert Redmayne’s eyes. Even 
Giuseppe was sobered after our first meeting.” 

That she should use the Italian’s Christian name so 
easily struck unreasoning regret into the heart of Mark. It 
gave him an excuse for a question. 

Do you believe all Doria tells you? Is he regarded 
here as a domestic or an equal ?” 

She smiled. 
“ As a superior rather than an equal. Yes, I see no 

reason to doubt his story. He is obviously a great gentle¬ 
man and a man of natural fine feeling. Breeding and 
education are different things. He has little education, 
but a native delicacy of mind belongs to him. You feel it. ” 

He interests you?” 
‘‘ He does,” she confessed frankly. “ Indeed I owe 

him something, for he has a wonderful art and tact to 
strike the right note with me.” 

“ He has had rare opportunities,” said Brendon grudg¬ 
ingly. 

‘‘ Yes; but not everybody would have taken them. I 
came here distracted—half mad. My uncle tried to be 
kind, but he has no imagination and could rise to nothing 
higher than reading me passages from ‘ Moby Dick.’ 
Doria was of my own generation and he has a feminine 
quality that most men lack.” 

“ I thought women hated feminine qualities in men.” 
‘ ‘ Perhaps I misuse my words. I mean that he possesses 

a quick sympathy and a sort of intuition that are oftener 
found in a woman than a man.” 

Mark was silent and she asked a question. 
‘ ‘ I could not fail to note that you do not like him, or if 

that is too strong, that you see nothing to admire in him. 
What is there antipathetic in his nature to you, and in 
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yours to him ? He doesn’t like you either. Yet you both 
seem to me such gracious, kindly men. Surely you have no 
bias against other nationalities—a man with a cosmopolitan 
record like yours ?” 

At this thrust Brendon perceived how unconsciously he 
had displayed an aversion for which no real reason existed 
—no reason, at any rate, that he might fairly declare. 
And yet he was frank; nor did his response perhaps sur¬ 
prise her, though she appeared to be astonished. 

There’s only one answer, Mrs. Pendean: I’m jealous 
of Signor Doria.” 

‘'Jealous! Why, Mr. Brendon—^what have you to 
envy him ?” 

“ You would not be likely to guess,” he replied, though 
in truth Jenny had already done so accurately enough. 
“ I am sure that if Doria is a gentleman I need not be 
jealous, seeing what is in my thought cannot be spoken to 
you by any man for many a long day to come. And yet 
to envy him is natural; and when you ask what I envy, I 
will be honest and tell you. Fate has given him the 
privilege of lightening the cruel burden placed upon your 
shoulders. His sympathy and intuition you admit have 
succeeded in so doing. You will say that no Englishman 
could have done that exactly in the way he did—^perhaps 
you are right; but one Englishman regrets from the bottom 
of his heart that the opportunity was denied him.” 

” You have been good and kind, too,” she answered. 
” Do not think I am ungrateful. It was not your fault 
that you failed to discover Robert Redmayne. And, after 
all, what would success have amounted to? Only the 
capture of the unfortunate man a few months sooner. 
Now, I hope, he will see that there is nothing for it but to 
give himself up to his brother and trust his fellow creatures 
to be merciful.” 

Thus she led conversation away from Doria and herself, 
and Mark took the hint. He no longer doubted that her 
regard for the Italian might easily ripen into love. He 
assured himself that he dreaded this for her, yet suspected 
all the time that his regret was in reality selfish and inspired 
by personal disappointment rather than fear for her. 
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Anon they saw the flash of a ruby and an emerald upon 
the sea westward and soon heard Redmayne’s motor boat 
returning. Less than half an hour had passed, and Bren- 
don hoped that Robert Redmayne had yielded to his 
brother’s entreaty and was now about to land; but this had 
not happened. Only Giuseppe Doria ascended the steps 
and he had little to tell. 

‘‘ They didn’t want me yet, so I ran back,” he said. 
‘‘ All goes well; his cavern lies quite near to us. The 
lamp flashed out only two miles away and I ran in; and 
there w’as the man standing just outside a small cave on the 
little beach before it. He cried out a strange welcome. 
He said, ‘ If any other lands but you, Ben, I will shoot 
him !’ So the master shouted that he was to fear nothing, 
and he jumped ashore as soon as our nose touched the 
sand; then told me to put off instantly. They went back 
into the cave together and I am to return within an hour.” 

He explained the position of the cave. 
It is above the little beach, revealed at low tide, where 

cowries are to be found,” he said. ‘‘ I took Madonna 
there on an occasion to gather the little shells for the fancy- 
work the master makes.” 

Uncle Ben fashions all sorts of wonderful ornaments 
out of shells,” explained Jenny. 

Doria smoked some cigarettes and then descended 
again. In twenty minutes the boat had gone to sea once 
more, while Jenny bade Mark good night and retired. 
She felt it better not to meet her uncles on their arrival, 
and Brendon agreed with her. 





CHAPTER VIII 

DEATH IN THE CAVE 

Alone, Brendon regarded the future with some melan¬ 
choly, for he believed that only Chance had robbed him of 
his great hope. Chance, so often a valued servant, now, 
in the mightiest matter of his life, turned against him. 
Not for a moment could he or would he compare himself 
with the man he now regarded as a successful rival; but 
accident had given Doria superb opportunities while 
denying to Brendon any opportunity whatever. He told 
himself, however, that a cleverer man than he would have 
made opportunities. What was his love worth if it could 
not triumph over the handicaps of Chance ? 

He felt ruled out, and he had not even the excuse to im¬ 
pose himself upon Jenny and still seek to win her by pre¬ 
tending that he was better fitted to make her permanently 
happy than his rival. Indeed he knew that in the long run 
such a cheerful and versatile soul as Giuseppe was more 
likely to satisfy Jenny than he, for Doria would have all 
his time to devote to her, while marriage and a home must 
be only a part of Brendon’s future existence. There re¬ 
mained his work, and he well knew that. Whatever Jenny’s 
position and independence, he would not leave the business 
that had brought him renown. Only on one ground he 
doubted for her, and again and again feared that such an 
attractive being as Doria might follow the tradition of his 
race and presently weary of one woman. 

Next he considered another aspect of the situation and 
thought of every word that Jenny had recently spoken. 
They pointed to one conclusion in his judgment and he 
believed that when a seemly period had elapsed she would 
allow herself to love Doria. That was as much as to say 
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she had already begun to do so, if unconsciously. This 
surprised him, for even granting the obvious fascination 
of the man, he could hardly believe that the image of her 
first husband had already begun to grow faint in Jenny’s 
memory. He remembered her grief and protestations at 
Princetown; he perceived the deep mourning which she 
wore. She was indeed young, but her character had never 
appeared to him youthful or light-hearted. Against that 
fact, however, he had certainly only known her after her 
sorrow and loss, and he remembered how she had sung on 
the moor upon the evening she passed him in the sunset 
light. She had probably been cheerful and joyous before 
her husband’s death But she surely never possessed a 
frivolous nature. His knowledge of character told him 
that. And there was strength as well as sweetness in her 
face. Serious subjects had interested her in his small 
experience of her company; but that might be because she 
responded, as a delicate instrument, to her environment; 
and he himself had never been anything but serious beside 
her. With the Italian, no doubt, there had happened 
moments when she could sometimes smile! and forget. 
Doria’s own affairs, of which he loved to chatter, had 
doubtless often distracted Mrs. Pendean from her own 
melancholy reflection, and in any case she could not sigh 
for ever at her age. 

The return of the motor boat arrested his reflections. 
She had been gone about an hour when Mark perceived 
her running very swiftly homeward. Guessing that Ben¬ 
digo Redmayne and his brother were now aboard, he pre¬ 
pared to retire until the following day to the room he 
occupied. He had arranged to be invisible unless Robert 
Redmayne were willing to see him and discuss the future. 

But Doria once more came back to “ Crow’s Nest ” 
alone, and what he had to tell soon altered the detective’s 
plans. For Giuseppe was much concerned and feared that 
evil had overtaken his master. 

After the time was up, I ran in,” he said, ‘‘ and the 
rising tide brought me within a few yards of the mouth of 
the cave. The light was burning but I could see neither 
of them. I hailed twice but got no answer. All was still 
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as the grave and I went near enough to the shore to satisfy 
myself that there was nobody there. The cave was empty. 
Now I am a good deal alarmed and I come back to you.” 

” You didn’t land?” 
” I didn’t touch shore, but I was within five yards of the 

cave, none the less, for the tide is now risen. The light 
shone upon emptiness. I beg you will return with me, for 
I feel that some evil thing may have happened.” 

Much puzzled, Brendon delayed only to get his revolver 
and an electric torch. He then descended with Doria to 
the water and they were soon afloat again. The boat ran 
at full speed for a few minutes; then her course was changed 
and she turned in under the cliffs. Mark soon saw a 
solitary gleam of light, like a glow-worm, at sea level in the 
solid darkness of the precipices, and Doria, slowing down, 
crept in toward it. Presently he shut off his engine and 
the launch grounded her prow on a little beach before the 
entrance of Robert Redrnayne’s hiding-place. The lamp 
shone brightly, but its illumination, though serving to 
show the cavern empty, was not sufficient to light its lofty 
roof, or reveal a second exit, where a tunnel ran up at the 
rear and could be climbed by steps roughly hewn in the 
stone. 

” It is a place my master showed me long ago,” ex¬ 
plained Doria. It was used by smugglers in the old 
days and they have cut steps that still exist.” 

Both men landed and Giuseppe made fast the launch. 
Then immediate evidence of tragedy confronted them. 
The floor of the cave was of very fine shingle intermixed 
with sand. The sides were much broken and the strata 
of the rock had wrinkled and bent in upon itself. The 
lamp stood on a ledge and flung a radius of light over the 
floor beneath. Here had been collected the food and 
drink supplied to Redmayne on the previous day, and it 
was clear that he had eaten and drunk heartily. But the 
arresting fact appeared on the beaten and broken surface 
of the ground. Heavy boots had torn this up and ploughed 
furrows in it. At one spot lay an impression, as though 
some large object had fallen, and here Brendon saw blood 
—a dark patch already drying, for the substance of it was 
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soaked away in the sandy shingle on which it had dropped. 
It was a blot rather than a pool and under his electric 

lamp Mark perceived a trail of other drops extending 
irregularly toward the back of the cavern. From the 
mark of the fallen body a ridge ploughed through the 
shingle extending rearward, and he judged that one of the 
two men had certainly felled the other and then drawn him 
toward the chimney, or tunnel that opened at the back of 
the cave. Spots of blood and the dragged impression of 
some heavy body stretched along the ground to the stone 
steps and there disappeared. 

The detective stopped here and inquired the length of 
the staircase and whither it led; but for a time his com¬ 
panion appeared too dazed to answer him. Giuseppe 
showed a good deal of the white feather, combined with 
sincere emotion at the implicit tragedy. 

‘‘This is death—death!'' he kept repeating, and 
between his words his mouth hung open and his eyes 
rolled fearfully over the shadowy places round about him. 

“ Pull yourself together and help me if you can," said 
Brendon. “ Every moment may make all the difference. 
It looks to me as though somebody had been dragged up 
here. Is that possible?" 

“ To a very powerful man it might be. But he was 
weak—no good." 

“ Where does this place lead ?" 
“ There are many shallow steps, then a long slope and, 

after that, you have to bend your head and scramble out 
through a hole. You are then on a plateau halfway up the 
cliff. It is a broad ledge and from it one only track, rough 
and steep, rises up zigzag, like our hairpin roads in Italy, 
till you reach the summit of the cliff. But it is rough and 
broken—impossible by night." 

“ V/e must go that way all the same and make it 
possible. Is the boat fast ?" 

“ If you will help me, we will pull her up into the cave. 
Then we can hunt and she will not take harm." 

Lamenting the loss of time, Mark lent a hand and the 
launch was soon above high-water mark. Then, with 
Brendon in front and the light from hi? torch upon the 
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steps, they began their ascent. Save for a drop of blood 
here and there, the stone stairway gave no clue; but when 
they had reached its summit and the subterranean path 
turned to the left, still in a tunnel of the solid rock, they 
marked on the ascending slope, slippery with percolations 
from the roof, a straight smear dragged over the muddy 
surface. Pursued for fifty yards the tunnel began to 
narrow and the roof descend, but still the smooth track of 
a heavy object being dragged upward was evident. Save 
for an occasional word the men proceeded in silence, but 
Brendon sometimes heard the Italian speaking to himself. 
“ Padron mio, padron mio—death !” he repeated. 

For the last ten yards of the tunnel Mark had to go on 
his knees and crawl. Then he emerged and found himself 
in the open air on a shelf hung high between the earth and 
the sea. All was dark and very silent. He held up his 
hand to Doria and the two listened intently for some 
minutes, but only the subdued murmur of the water far 
beneath reached their ears. No sound broke the stillness 
round about. Under their feet stretched a ledge of fine 
turf, browned by winter and covered with the evidence of 
sea birds. Giuseppe picked up a few grey feathers as the 
electric torch swept the surface of the plateau. 

“For the master’s pipe,” he explained. “ He uses 
feathers to cleanse it.” 

Overhead the cliff line stretched black as ink against the 
sky, making the midnight clouds above it light by con¬ 
trast. Here Brendon saw evidences that the dead weight 
dragged from beneath had remained still a while, and he 
observed an impress near it on the herbage, where doubt¬ 
less a living man had rested after his exertions. There 
were clots of blood on the grass near this spot, but no other 
sign visible in the present condition of darkness. 
Remembering the death of Michael Pendean, Brendon was 
already reconstructing, in theory, the events immediately 
under his notice. That Bendigo Redmayne’s brother had 
slain the elder now appeared too probable; and he had 
apparently proceeded as before and removed his victim— 
in a sack—for the line on the cave floor below and along 
the path which Mark had just traversed indicated some 
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heavy, rounded object that did not change its shape as it 
was dragged along. 

For two minutes he stood, then spoke. 
Where is the path from here?*' he asked, and Doria, 

proceeding cautiously to the east of the plateau, presently 
indicated a rocky footpath that ascended from it. The 
track was rough and evidently seldom used, for brambles 
and dead vegetation lay across it. They proceeded by 
this way and Brendon directed the other to disturb 
nothing, so that careful examination might, if necessary, 
be made when daylight returned. The path elbowed to 
right and left sharply, ever ascending, and it was not too 
steep to prevent steady progress. It ended at last on the 
summit of the cliffs, where, after a barren space of fifty 
yards, a low wall ran separating ploughed lands from the 
precipices. But no sight of any human being awaited 
them and, on the close sward of the summit, footsteps 
would have left no record. 

‘‘ What do you make of it?" asked Doria. ‘‘ Your 
mind is swift and skilled in these devilries. Is it true that 
mv master and my friend is a dead man—the old sea wolf 
dead?" 

‘‘ Yes," said Brendon drearily. In my mind there is 
no doubt of it. It is also true that a thing has happened 
which I should have prevented and a life been lost which 
might have been saved. From the first I have taken too 
much on trust in this matter and believed all that I was 
told too readily." 

That is no blame to you," answered the other. Why 
should you have doubted what you heard?" 

Because it was my business to credit nothing and trust 
nobody. I am not blaming anybody, or suggesting any 
attempts to deceive me; but I have accepted what sounded 
obvious and rational, as we all did, instead of examining 
things for myself. You may not understand this, Doria; 
but other people will be only too quick to do so." 

‘‘ You did the best you could ; so did everybody. Who 
was to know that he came here to kill his brother ?" 

A madman may do anything. My fault has been to 
assume his return to sanity." 
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** What more natural ? How could you assume other¬ 
wise ? Only an insane man would have killed Madonna’s 
husband, and only a very sane one would have escaped the 
sleuths afterward. So you argued that he was mad and 
then sane again; yet now he has gone mad once more.” 

Brendon desired to be at Dartmouth as swiftly as 
possible, so that a search might be instituted at dawn. 
Doria considered whether he might make best speed by 
road or water, and decided that he could bring Mark more 
quickly to the seaport in the launch than along the high¬ 
way. 

We must, however, return by the tunnel,” he said, 
for there is no other route by which we can get back to 

the boat.” 
Brendon agreed and they descended the zigzag path 

and then, from the plateau, re-entered the tunnel and 
presently reached the steps again and the cavern beneath. 
Extinguishing the lamp, which still burned steadily, they 
were soon afloat, and under a tremor of dawn the little 
vessel out on her way at her best speed, flinging a sheaf of 
foam from her bows and leaving a white wake on the still 
and leaden-coloured sea. 

They saw a figure beneath the flagstaff at Crow’s 
Nest ” and both recognized Jenny Pendean. She made 
no signal, but the sight of her evidently disturbed 
Giuseppe’s mind. He stopped the boat and appealed to 
Brendon. 

” My heart is in my mouth,” he said. A sudden 
fear has overtaken me. This madman—it may be that he 
has turned against his own and those who are his best 
friends. There is a thing lunatics will do. It follows— 
while we are away—do you not see ? There are only two 
women at ‘ Crow’s Nest ’ now, and he might come and 
make a clean sweep—is it not so ?” 

‘'You think that?” 
“With God and the devil all things are possible,” 

answered the other, his eyes lifted to the house on the cliffs. 
“ You’re right. Run in. There may be a danger for 

her.” 
Doria was triumphant. 
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Even you do not think of everything/’ he cried; but 
the other did not answer. On him lay a load of responsi¬ 
bility and a heavy sense of failure. 

He directed Doria how to act, however. 
“ Tell Mrs. Pendean and the servant to lock up the 

house and then join us,” he said. ‘‘ They had better come 
to Dartmouth, and they can return presently with you, 
after you have landed me. Beg that they do not delay a 
moment.” 

Doria obeyed and in ten minutes returned with Jenny, 
dazed and pale, and the frightened domestic still fumbling 
at her bodice buttons. They were both in great fear and 
full of words; but Brendon begged them to be quiet. He 
warned Jenny that the worst was to be dreaded for her 
uncle, and their awful news reduced her to silence quickly 
enough. Thus they sped on their way, leaped between the 
harbour heads before sunrise, and soon came ashore at the 
landing stage. 

Doria’s work was now done and, having directed him to 
take the women back, Mark bade them all keep the house 
until more news should reach them. 

‘‘ Telephone to the police station if you have anything to 
report,” he directed, ‘‘ but should the man appear and 
attempt to enter, prevent him from doing so.” 

He gave them further directions and then they parted. 
In half an hour the news had spread, search parties set 

out by land, and Brendon himself, with Inspector Dama- 
rell and two constables, put to sea in the harbour-master’s 
swift steam launch. Some food had been brought aboard 
and Mark made a meal as he described the incidents of the 
night. It was eight o’clock before they reached the cavern 
and began a methodical search over the ground and up¬ 
ward. Mark had arranged with Doria that a signal should 
fly from “ Crow’s Nest ” for him if there were any news; 
but nothing had happened, for the flagpole was bare. 

Then began a laborious hunt in the cave and the tunnel 
by which it was approached from above. Morning light 
filled the hollow place and the officers working methodically 
left no cranny unexplored; but their combined efforts by 
daylight revealed little more than Brendon had already 
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found for himself in the darkness. There was nothing but 
the trampled sand, the partially eaten store of food, the 
lamp on its stone bracket, the black blot of blood, and the 
shallow trench left by some rounded object that had been 
dragged to the steps. The tide was down but the little 
beach only displayed the usual debris at high-water mark. 
Inspector Damarell returned to the steam launch and bade 
the skipper go back to Dartmouth. 

We’ll ride home by motor from above,” he said. 
Tell them to bring my runabout car to the top of Hawk 

Beak Hill; and let ’em fetch along some sandwiches and 
half a dozen bottles of Bass; I’m thinking we shall want 
’em by noon.” 

The launch was off and once more the chimney with the 
steps, the inclined plane beyond, and the plateau halfway 
up the cliff were all examined with patient scrutiny. The 
police went at a foot’s pace, yet nothing appeared save an 
occasional drop of blood upon a stone and the trail of the 
object dragged upward on the previous night. 

“ He must be a Samson,” said Mark. Consider if 
you or I had to pull a solid, eleven-stone man in a sack up 
here.” 

‘‘ I could not,” admitted the inspector. “ But it was 
done. We’re going to have a repetition of that job at 
Berry Head in the summer. We shall hunt the cliffs, like 
a pack of hounds, and presently find some place hanging 
over deep water. Then we shall hit on a sack in a rabbit 
hole or badger’s earth—and that will be all there is to it.” 

On the plateau they rested, while Brendon found some 
clear marks of feet—a heavy, iron-shod boot, which he 
recognized. They occurred in a soft place just outside the 
mouth of the tunnel and he recollected the toe plates and 
the triangle-headed nails that held them. 

He called Inspector Damarell. 
“ When this is compared with the plaster casts taken at 

Foggintor, you’ll find it’s the same boot,” he said. 
” That’s no surprise, of course, but it proves probably that 
we are dealing with the same man.” 

“ And he’ll use the same means to vanish into thin air 
that he did six months ago,” prophesied the other. ‘‘ You 
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mark me, Brendon, this is not one man’s work. There’s 
a lot hid under this job that hasn’t seen light—just as 
there was under the last. It’s very easy to say, because 
we can’t find a motive, the man’s mad. That’s the line of 
least resistance; but it don’t follow by a long sight that it’s 
the right line. Here’s a chap has lured his brother to 
death, and very cunning he’s been about it. He’s pitched 
a yarn and then, after a promise to turn up, he changes his 
mind and makes a new plan altogether by which old Ben 
Redmayne is put entirely in his power. Then—” 

“ But who was to know he meant mischief? We had 
facts to deal with. Mrs. Pendean herself had seen and 
spoken to him; so had Doria. In the case of the lady, at 
any rate, all she said was above suspicion. She hid 
nothing; she behaved like a Christian woman, wept at the 
spectacle of his awful misery, and brought his message to 
his brother. Then sudden, panic fear overtook the man at 
the last moment—natural enough—and he begged Bendigo 
Redmayne to see him in his hiding-place alone. It rang true 
as a bell. For myself I had not a shadow of suspicion.” 

That’s all right,” admitted Damarell, “ and I’m not 
one who pretends to be wise after the event. But, as I told 
you before, I thought it a mistake to suspend our search 
and take the matter out of professional hands just when we 
were safe to nab him. You were in command and we 
obeyed, but whatever the murderer had to say would as 
well have been said to us as to his brother—and better; 
because in any case he might have tempted a brother to 
break the law for him. Now there’s more innocent blood 
been shed and a damned, dangerous criminal—mad or 
sane—is still at large. Most likely more than one. How¬ 
ever, it is not much use jawing, I grant you. What we’ve 
got to do is to catch them—if we can.” 

Brendon made no reply to this speech. He was vexed, 
yet knew that he had heard little more than the truth. 

He examined the plateau and showed again where some 
round object had pressed the earth and where a man had 
sat beside it. From this spot it was not possible to dispose 
of a body in the sea. Beneath it extended a fall of a hun¬ 
dred feet to broken ground, which again gave by sloping 
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shelves to the water. Had a corpse been thrown over here, 
it must have challenged their sight beneath; and yet from 
this standpoint no sign of the vanished man or his burden 
appeared. But the zigzag path to the cliff top revealed 
neither any evidence of a weight being dragged upward 
nor the impression of the iron-shod foot. Fresh footprints 
there were, but they had been made by Brendon and Doria 
on the previous night. Now the police ascended, making 
careful examination of every turn in the way, and finally 
reached the summit a little after noon. It was a dizzy 
height, beetling over the sea beneath; but crags and 
buttresses broke out from the six hundred feet of precipice 
and any object thrown over from the crest of Hawk Beak 
Hill must have been arrested many times in its downward 
progress. Inspector Damarell stopped to rest and flung 
himself panting on the close sward at the crown of the cliff. 

What do you think?” he asked Brendon; and the 
other having made a careful examination of the ground 
around them and scanned the peaks and ledges beneath, 
answered: 

He never came here—at any rate not until he had 
disposed of the body. It’s the broken ground under the 
plateau we must search. There may be a way down that 
he knew. I guess he threw the body over, then scrambled 
down himself and covered it deep with stones. It’s surely 
there—for the simple reason that it can’t be anywhere else. 
We should have found out if he’d brought it to the top. 
And in my judgment, even if he wanted to do so, he would 
have lacked the physical strength. He must have spent 
himself getting it to the plateau, however strong he is, and 
then found that he could do no more. The body, there¬ 
fore, should be hidden in the rocks below the plateau.” 

‘‘ We can leave it at that then, till we’ve had something 
to eat and drink,” answered the inspector, and proceeding 
to the nearest point of the high-road, where a car already 
waited for them, they made a meal. The constable who 
drove the car had no news, but Brendon expected that 
information might await him at Dartmouth. He was 
convinced that on this occasion the object of their search 
could not long evade discovery. 
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They chained up the motor car, and the constable who 
had driven it joined them when they descended to explore 
the broken ground beneath the plateau. 

There’s nothing more hateful to me than a murder 
without the body,” declared Damarell, on the way down. 

You don’t even know if you’re on firm ground to start 
with, and every step you take must hang upon a fact that 
you can’t verify except by circumstantial evidence. Every 
step may in reality be a false one—and the nearer you 
appear to be to the truth, the farther you may be going 
away from it. A pint of blood needn’t of necessity mean a 
murder ; but this chap, Robert Redmayne, has a partiality 
for leaving red traces behind him.” 

The others listened and then they reached the plateau 
and went down to the stony space beneath. This was not 
difficult to reach. A dozen rough-and-ready ways pre¬ 
sented themselves to a climber; but neither Brendon nor 
his companions could find the least indications that any 
other had recently descended. 

Now they quartered out the stone-covered ground and, 
having first searched every superficial yard for indications 
of disturbance, proceeded to a methodical and very 
thorough hunt beneath the surface. The stones were 
moved and the space critically examined over every square 
foot, but not a shadow of evidence to show that the spot 
had been trodden or touched could be discovered. Bren¬ 
don sought first immediately below the plateau, where the 
sack and its contents must have fallen, but nothing indi¬ 
cated such an event. The stones were naked and no stain 
of blood or indication of any intrusion upon the lonely 
spot rewarded the searchers. For three hours, until dusk 
began to deepen on the precipices above them, the men 
worked as skilfully and steadfastly as men might work. 
Then their fruitless task was done. Brendon’s theory, so 
confidently proclaimed, had broken down and he confessed 
his failure frankly enough. 

They climbed up together once more and reached the 
summit of the cliffs again. Here, by the main road, they 
met one or two civilians who had devoted the day to assist- 
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ing the police; but not one of them reported any sight or 
rumour of the fugitive. 

The entrance of ‘‘ Crow’s Nest ” opened upon the high¬ 
road which took the police back to Dartmouth, and here 
Brendon delayed the car and descended alone down the 
coomb to the house that had so suddenly lost its master. 
The place seemed mourning and it was very silent. Mark 
inquired for Jenny and the frightened maid doubted 
whether she might be seen. 

‘‘ The poor lady be cruel put about,” she explained. 
” She says she brings evil fortune after her and wishes to 
God it was her that was dead and not poor master. Mr. 
Doria tried to comfort her a bit; but he couldn’t and she 
told him to be gone. She’s very near cried her eyes out of 
her head since morning.” 

“ That does not sound much like Mrs. Pendean,” he 
answered. ” Where is she, and where is Doria ?” 

” She’s in her room. He is writing letters. He says 
that he must look after new work pretty quick, because no 
doubt he won’t be wanted here after a month from now.” 

” Ask Mrs. Pendean if she can see me a moment,” he 
said, and the woman left him to ascertain. But Brendon 
was disappointed. Jenny sent word that she could not see 
him to-day and hoped he would take occasion to call on the 
following morning, when he would find her more composed. 

To this he could answer nothing and presently started 
to rejoin the car. Giuseppe overtook him from the house; 
but he could only report that the day had passed without 
event at ” Crow’s Nest.” 

” Nobody has come but a clergyman,” he told Brendon, 
“ and we have been careful to leave everything just as the 
old captain left it.” 

‘‘ I will see you to-morrow,” promised Mark; then he 
rejoined the inspector and their car went on its way. 

A surprise and a keen disappointment awaited them at 
Dartmouth. The day’s work had produced no result 
whatever. Not a trace of Robert Redmayne was reported 
from anywhere and Inspector Damarell offered the former 
solution of suicide. But Brendon would not hear it now. 

” Pie is no more dead this time than he was six months 
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ago/’ he answered; “ but he has some system of disguise, 
or concealment, that utterly defeats the ordinary methods 
of a man hunt. We must try bloodhounds to-morrow, 
though the scent is spoiled now and we can hardly hope 
for any useful results.” 

Perhaps he’ll write from Plymouth again as he did 
before,” suggested the inspector. 

Weary and out of spirits, Mark left the police station 
and went to his hotel. To be baffled was an experience 
not new to him and thus far he felt no more tribulation than 
a great cricketer, who occasionally fails and retires for a 
” duck,” knowing that his second innings may still be 
told in three figures; but what concerned him was the 
double failure on the same case. He felt puzzled by his 
own psychology, which seemed incapable of reacting as 
usual to the stimulus of mystery and the challenge of a 
problem, apparently ineluctable. 

He felt that his wits were playing him false and, instead 
of cleaving some bold and original way to the heart of a 
difficulty, as was his wont, he could see no ray of light 
thrown by the candle of his own inspiration. Inspiration, 
in fact, he wholly lacked. Once only in the past—after an 
attack of influenza—had he felt so barren of initiative as 
now, so feeble and ineffective. 

He fell asleep at last, thinking not of the vanished sailor, 
but Jenny Pendean. That she must suffer at her uncle’s 
death was natural and he had not been surprised to learn 
of her collapse. For she was sensitive; she had lately 
been through a terrible personal trial; and to find herself 
suddenly associated with another tragedy might well in¬ 
duce a nervous breakdown. Who would come to the rescue 
now ? To whom would she look ? Whither would she go ? 

Mark was early astir and with Inspector Damarell he 
organized an elaborate search system for the day. At 
nine o’clock a large party had set out, for another morning 
brought no news by telegram or telephone, and it was clear 
that Redmayne still continued free. 

Brendon proceeded presently to Crow’s Nest,” drawn 
thither solely by thoughts of Jenny, for whatever she might 
secretly think of Doria and feel toward him, it was certain 
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that he could not be of any great support under present 
circumstances. Doria was essentially a fair-weather 
friend. Many were the things that Jenny would be called 
to do and, so far as Mark knew, there was none to assist 
her. He found her distressed but calm. She had tele¬ 
graphed to her uncle in Italy and though she doubted 
whether he would risk return into an English winter, she 
hoped that he might do so. 

“ Everything is chaos,” she said, “ just as it was at 
Princetown. Uncle Bendigo told me only a few days 
before these things happened—when he had made up his 
mind that his brother Robert must be dead—that the law 
would not recognize his death for a certain period of years. 
And now we know that he is not dead but that poor Uncle 
Bendigo is. Yet the law will not recognize his death, 
either perhaps, seeing that he has not been found. Uncle 
Robert’s papers and affairs were gone into and he left no 
will; so his property, when the law sanctions it, would have 
been divided between his brothers; but now I imagine it 
all belongs to my uncle in Italy; while, as for poor Uncle 
Bendigo, I expect that he has made a will, because he was 
such a methodical man; but what he intended to do with 
his house and money we cannot tell yet.” 

Jenny had nothing to say or suggest that could help 
Brendon and she was very nervous, desiring to leave the 
lonely habitation on the cliffs as quickly as possible; but 
she intended to await Albert Redmayne’s decision. 

” This will greatly upset him, I fear,” she said. He 
is now the last of ‘ the red Redmaynes,’ as our family was 
called in Australia.” 

” Why the adjective ?” 
“ Because we were always red. Every one of my grand¬ 

father’s children had red hair, and so had he. His wife 
was also red—and the only living member of the next 
generation is red, too, as you see.” 

“ You are not red. Your hair is a most wonderful 
auburn, if I may say so.” 

She showed no appreciation of the compliment. 
It will soon be grey,” she answered. 
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CHAPTER IX 

A PIECE OF WEDDING CAKE 

Albert Redmayne, holding it his duty to come to Eng¬ 
land, did so, and Jenny met him at Dartmouth after his 
long journey. 

He was a small, withered man with a big head, great, 
luminous eyes, and a bald scalp. Such hair as yet re¬ 
mained to him was the true Redmayne scarlet; but the 
nimbus that still adorned his naked skull was streaked 
with silver and his thin, long beard was also grizzled. He 
spoke in a gentle, kindly voice, with little Southern 
gestures. He was clad in a great Italian cloak and a big, 
slouchy hat, which between them, almost served to ex¬ 
tinguish the bookworm. 

“Oh, that Peter Ganns were here!” he sighed 
again and again, while he thrust himself as near as possible 
to a great coal fire, and Jenny told him every detail of the 
tragedy. 

“ They took the bloodhounds to the cave. Uncle Albert, 
and Mr. Brendon himself watched them working, but 
nothing came of it. The creatures leaped up the channel 
from the cave and were soon upon the plateau where the 
long tunnel opens into the air; but there they seemed to 
lose their bearings and there was no scent that attracted 
them, either up to the summit of the cliffs, or down to the 
rocky beach underneath. They ran about and bayed and 
presently returned again down the tunnel to the cave. Mr. 
Brendon has no belief in the value of bloodhounds for a 
case like this.” 

“ Nothing further of—of—Robert?” 
“ Not a trace or sign of him. Tm sure that everything 

that the wit of man can do has been done; and many clever 
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local people; including the County Commissioner and the 
highest authorities, have helped Mr. Brendon; but not a 
glimpse of poor Uncle Robert has been seen and there is 
nothing to show what happened to him after that terrible 
night.*’ 

'‘Or to brother Bendigo, either, for that matter,” 
murmured Mr. Redmayne. " It is your poor husband’s 
case over again—blood, alas, but naught else !” 

Jenny was haggard and worn. She devoted herself to 
the old man’s comfort and hoped that the journey would 
not do him any hurt. 

Mr. Albert Redmayne slept well, but the morning found 
him very depressed and melancholy. Things, dreadful 
enough at a distance, seemed far worse now that he found 
himself in the theatre of their occurrence. He maintained 
a long conversation with Mark Brendon and cross- 
questioned Doria; but their information did not inspire 
him to a suggestion and, after twenty-four hours, it was 
clear that the little man could be of no assistance to any¬ 
body. He was frightened and awe-stricken. He detested 
" Crow’s Nest ” and the melancholy murmur of the sea. 
He showed the keenest desire to return home at the earliest 
opportunity and was exceedingly nervous after dark. 

“ Oh, that Peter Ganns were here !” he exclaimed again 
and again, as a comment to every incident unfolded by 
Brendon or Jenny; and then, when she asked him if it 
might be possible to summon Peter Ganns, Mr. Redmayne 
explained that he was an American beyond their reach at 
present. 

“ Mr. Ganns,” he said, " is my best friend in the world 
—save and excepting one man only. He—my first and 
most precious intimate—dwells at Bellagio, on the opposite 
side of Lake Como from myself. Signor Virgilio Poggi is 
a bibliophile of European eminence and the most brilliant 
of men—a great genius and my dearest associate for 
twenty-five years. But Peter Ganns also is a very 
astounding person—a detective officer by profession—but 
a man of many parts and full of such genuine understand¬ 
ing of humanity that to know him is to gain priceless in¬ 
sight. 
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I myself lack that intimate knowledge of character 
which is his native gift. Books I know better than men, 
and it was my peculiar acquaintance with books that 
brought Ganns and me together in New York. There I 
served him well in an amazing police case and aided him to 
prove a crime, the discovery of which turned upon a certain 
paper manufactured for the Medici. But a greater thing 
than this criminal incident sprang from it; and that is my 
friendship with the wonderful Peter. Not above half a 
dozen books have taught me more than that man. He is 
a Machiavelli on the side of the angels.’’ 

He expatiated upon Mr. Peter Ganns until his listeners 
wearied of the subject. Then Giuseppe Doria intervened 
with a personal problem. He desired to be dismissed and 
was anxious to learn from Brendon if the law permitted him 
to leave the neighbourhood. 

“For my part,” he said, “ it is an ill wind that blows 
good to nobody. I am anxious to go to London if there 
is no objection.” 

He found himself detained, however, for some days, 
until an official examination of the strange problem was 
completed. The investigation achieved nothing and threw 
no ray of light, either upon the apparent murder of Bendigo 
Redmayne, or the disappearance of his brother. The 
original mystery at Foggintor Quarry was recalled, to fill 
the minds of the morbid and curious; but no sort of con¬ 
necting motive between the two crimes appeared and the 
problem of Robert Redmayne only grew darker. All 
purpose was lacking from both tragedies, while even the 
facts themselves remained in doubt, since neither incident 
furnished a dead body to prove murder against the missing 
man. 

Mr. Albert Redmayne stayed no longer in Devonshire 
than his duty indicated, for he could prove of no service to 
the police. On the night previous to his departure he 
went through his brother’s scanty library and found 
nothing in it of any interest to a collector. The ancient 
and well-thumbed copy of “ Moby Dick ” he took for 
sentiment, and he also directed Jenny to pack for him Ben¬ 
digo’s “ Log ”—a diary in eight or ten volumes. This 
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he proposed to read at his leisure when home again. To 
the end of his visit he never ceased to lament the absence of 
Mr. Peter Ganns. 

My friend is actually coming to Europe next year/’ 
he explained. He is, without doubt, the most accom¬ 
plished of men in the dreadful science of detecting crime, 
and, were he here, he could assuredly read into these 
abominations a meaning for which we grope in vain. Do 
not think,” he added to Jenny, ‘‘ that I undervalue the 
labours of Mr. Brendon and the police, but they have 
come to naught, for there are strange forces of evil moving 
here deeper than the plummet of their intelligence can 
sound.” 

He departed, assured that his family was the victim of 
some evil, concealed alike from himself and everybody else; 
but he promised Jenny that he would presently write to 
America and lay every incident of the case, so far as it was 
known and reported, before his friend. 

Pie will bring a new intelligence to bear upon the 
tragedy,” said Albert. “ He will see things that are 
hidden from us, for his brain has a quality which one can 
only describe as a mental X-ray, which probes and pene¬ 
trates in a fashion denied to ordinary thinking apparatus.” 

Before he returned to the borders of Como and his little 
villa beneath the mountains, the old scholar took affection¬ 
ate leave of Jenny and made her promise to follow him as 
soon as she was able to do so. 

He had failed to observe the emotional bonds that united 
her to Doria; but he had found Giuseppe an attractive 
personality and welcomed the Italian’s good sense and tact 
under distressing circumstances. He made him a present 
of money before leaving and promised him testimonials if 
he should need them. As for Jenny, she was to enjoy the 
bequest under her grandfather’s will when she desired to do 
so, while for her future, her uncle trusted that she would 
make her home with him. 

He soon departed and the Redmayne inquiry, begun 
with much zest and determination, gradually faded away 
and perished of inanition. No solitary clue or indication 
of progress rewarded the investigations. Robert Red- 
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mayne had vanished off the face of the earth and his 
brother with him. d'here remained of the family only 
Albert and his niece—a fact she imparted, not without 
melancholy, to Mark Brendon, when the day came that he 
must take his leave of her and return to other and more 
profitable fields of work. 

He urged her to join her uncle as soon as possible and he 
begged her to accept his willing service in any way within 
his power; while she was gracious and thanked him for all 
that he had done. 

I shall never, never forget your patience and your 
great goodness,’^ she said. ‘‘ I am indeed grateful, Mr. 
Brendon, and I hope, if only for your sake, that time 
will lay bare the truth of these horrible things. To know 
that good men, against whom there was no grudge or hate 
in the world, have been murdered by their fellow men—it 
is a nightmare. But God will bring the truth to light—I 
feel positive of that.^’ 

He left her more deeply in love than ever; but there 
seemed no note of hope or promise in their farewell. And 
yet he felt a profound conviction that they would meet 
again. She undertook to acquaint him with her move¬ 
ments and was not sure that she would accept Albert 
Redmayne’s invitation to join him. So Mark left her, 
believing that Doria was certain to determine her future 
and guessing that, if she presently proceeded to Como, the 
lively and indomitable Italian would quickly follow. 

For the present, however, Giuseppe seemed to be con¬ 
cerned with his own affairs. He brought Brendon back on 
his last journey from Crow’s Nest ” in the launch and 
explained that he had already found good work beside 
the Thames. 

“ We shall, I hope, meet again,” he said, and you 
may hear presently of a very wonderful adventure in which 
Doria shall be 1’allegro—the merry man and the hero !” 

They talked and Mark became impatient under a grow¬ 
ing consciousness that the quicker-witted spirit was pulling 
his leg. Doria preserved the best possible temper, but his 
Latin love of a certain sort of fun seemed cynical and almost 
inhuman under the circumstances. 
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They spoke of the mystery and, upon that subject, the 
motor boatman declared himself as quite unable to find any 
explanation; but, with respect to Brendon’s failure, he did 
not hesitate to make a sly allusion. Indeed he hinted at 
things which Mark was to hear six months later in a more 
responsible mouth. 

Above all, what has puzzled me most in this horrid 
affair is you, Brendon,’* declared Giuseppe. ■ ‘ You are a 
great sleuth, we know; yet you are no better than the rest 
of us stupid people before these happenings and horrors. 
That made me wonder for a long time; but now I wonder 
no longer.” 

‘‘ Tm beat and I own it. Tve missed something vital— 
the keystone of the arch. But why do you say that you 
wonder no more? Because you know me now and find 
me a very dull dog ?” 

“ Not so, my friend, far from it. You are a very wily, 
clever dog. But—^well, as we say in Italy, ‘ if you put a 
cat into gloves, she will not catch mice.’ You have been in 
gloves ever since you knew Madonna was a widow.” 

‘‘ What do you mean ?” 
” Very well you know what I mean !” 
And that was the end of their conversation, for Brendon 

frowned in silence and Giuseppe began to slack the engines 
as they reached the landing stage. 

Something tells me I shall meet you again, Marco,” 
he said as they shook hands and prepared to part; and 
Brendon, who shared that impression strongly enough, 
nodded. 

” It may be so,” he answered. 
For a period of several months, however, the detective 

was not to hear more of those who had played their small 
parts in the unsolved mystery. He was busy enough and 
in some measure rehabilitated a tarnished reputation by 
one brilliant achievement in his finest manner. But suc¬ 
cess did not restore his self-respect; and it diminished in 
no degree the fever burning at his heart. 

Once he received a note from Jenny telling him that she 
hoped to see him in London before leaving for Italy; and 
the fact that she had decided to join her uncle gave him 
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some peace; but he heard nothing further and his reply to 
Mrs. Pendean’s communication, which had come from 
‘‘ Crow’s Nest,” won no response. Weeks passed and 
whether she remained still in Devonshire, was in London, 
or had gone to Italy, he could not know, for she did not 
write again. 

He dispatched a long letter in early spring to the care of 
Albert Redmayne, but this also won no response. And 
then came an explanation. She had been in London, but 
kept him ignorant of the fact for sufficient reasons. She 
had neither thought of him nor wanted him, for her life was 
full of another. 

On a day in late March, Brendon received a little, tri¬ 
angular-shaped box through the post from abroad, and 
opening it, stared at a wedge of wedding cake. With the 
gift came a line—one only: Kind and grateful remem¬ 
brances from Giuseppe and Jenny Doria.” 

She sent no direction that might enable him to acknow¬ 
ledge her gift; but there was a postal stamp upon the cover¬ 
ing and Brendon noted that the box came from Italy—^from 
Ventimiglia, a town which Doria once mentioned in con¬ 
nection with the ruined castle and vanished splendours of 
his race. 

And yet, despite this sudden, though not surprising, 
event, there persisted with Mark a conviction that this did 
not mean the end. Time was to bring him into close com¬ 
panionship with Jenny again: he knew it for an integral 
factor of the future; but the persistence of this impression 
could not serve to lighten his melancholy before an accom¬ 
plished fact. That he might live to be of infinite service to 
Jenny a subconscious assurance convinced him; but he 
must say good-bye to love for ever. Henceforth hope was 
dead and when duty called he knew not what form his duty 
might assume. Through a sleepless night he retraced 
every moment of his intercourse with Doria’s wife and 
much tormented himself. 

But other recollections awakened by this survey gave 
him pause and pointed to mysteries as yet unguessed. For 
was it possible that this tender-natured woman, who had 
mourned her husband so bitterly but nine months before, 
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could now enter with such light-hearted joy into union with 
another man ? Was it reasonable to see Jenny Pendean, 
as he remembered her in the agony of her bereavement, 
already the happy and contented bride of one a stranger 
to her until so recently ? 

It was indeed possible, because it had happened, but 
reasons for so untimely an event existed. They might, if 
understood, absolve the widow for an apparent levity not 
consonant with her true and steadfast self. It cast him 
down, almost as much as his own! vanished dream and 
everlasting loss, that hard-hearted love could work such a 
miracle and banish the wedded past of this woman’s life 
so completely in favour of a doubtful future with a foreign 
spouse. 

There were things hidden, and he felt a gre^ desire to 
penetrate them for the credit of the woman he had loved so 
well. 



CHAPTER X 

ON GRIANTE 

Dawn had broken over Italy and morning, in honeysuckle 
colours, burned upon the mountain mists. Far beneath a 
lofty hillside the world still slumbered and the Larian lake, 
a jewel of gold and turquoise, shone amid her flowery 
margins. The hour was very silent; the little towns and 
hamlets scattered beside Como, like clusters of white and 
rosy shells, dreamed on until thin music broke from their 
campaniles. Bell answered bell and made a girdle of 
harmony about the lake, floating along the water and 
ascending aloft until no louder than the song of birds. 

Two women climbed together up the great acclivity of 
Grianfe. One was brown and elderly, clad in black with 
an orange rag wrapped about her brow—a sturdy, mus¬ 
cular creature who carried a great, empty wicker basket 
upon her shoulders; the other was clad in a rosy jumper 
of silk; she flashed in the morning fires and brought an 
added beauty to that beautiful scene. 

Jenny ascended the mountain as lightly as a butterfly. 
She was lovelier than ever in the morning light, yet a misty 
doubt, a watchful sadness, seemed to hover upon her fore¬ 
head. Her wonderful eyes looked ahead up the precipitous 
tract that she and the Italian woman climbed together. 
She moderated her pace to the slower gait of the elder 
and presently they both stopped before a little grey chapel 
perched beside the hill path. 

Mr. Albert Redmayne’s silkworms, in the great airy 
shed behind his villa, had nearly all spun their cocoons 
now, for it was June again and the annual crop of mulberry 
leaves in the valleys beneath were well-nigh exhausted. 

Therefore Assunta Marzelli, the old bibliophile’s house- 
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keeper, made holiday with his niece, now upon a visit to 
him, and together the women climbed, where food might 
be procured for the last tardy caterpillars to change their 
state. 

They had started in the grey dawn, passed up a dry 
watercourse, and proceeded where the vine was queen and 
there fell a scented filigree of dead blossom from flowering 
olives. They had seen a million clusters of tiny grapes 
already rounding and had passed through wedges and 
squares of cultivated earth, where sprang alternate 
patches of corn yellowing to harvest and the lush green of 
growing maize. Figs and almonds and rows of red and 
white mulberries, with naked branches stripped of foliage, 
broke the lines of the crops. Here hedges sparkled in a 
harvest of scarlet cherries; and here sheep and goats nibbled 
over little, bright tracts of sweet grass. Higher yet shone 
out groves of chestnut trees, all shining with the light of 
their tassels, very bright by contrast with the gloom of the 
mountain pines. 

And then, where two tall cypresses stood upon either 
side, Jenny and Assunta found the shrine and stayed a 
while. Jenny set down the basket which she carried with 
their midday meal, and her companion dropped the great 
bin destined to hold mulberry leaves. 

The lake below was now reduced to a cup of liquid jade 
over which shot streamers of light into the mountain, 
shadows at its brink; but there were vessels floating on the 
waters that held the watchers’ eyes. 

They looked like twin, toy torpedo boats—mere streaks 
of red and black upon the water, with Italy’s flag at the 
taffrail. But the little ships were no toys and Assunta 
hated them, for the strange craft told of the ceaseless battle 
waged by authority against the mountain smugglers and 
reminded the widow of her own lawless husband’s death 
ten years before. Caesar Marzelli had taken his cup to the 
well once too often and had lost his life in a pitched battle 
with the officers of the customs. 

Long shafts of glory shot between the mountains and 
drenched the lake; the shoulders of the lesser hills flamed; 
the waters beneath them flashed; and far away, among the 
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table-lands of the morning mist, against a sapphire sky, 
there gleamed the last patches of snow. 

A cross of rusty iron surmounted the little sanctuary by 
which they sat, and the roof was of old tiles scorched a 
mellow tint of brown. To Maris Stella was the shrine 
dedicated; and within, under the altar, white bones 
gleamed—skulls and thighs and ribs of men and women 
who had perished of the plague in far-off time. 

“ Morti della feste^^ read Jenny, on the front of the 
altar, and Assunta, in gloomy mood before the recollection 
of the past, spoke to her young mistress and shook her head. 

I envy them sometimes, signora. Their troubles are 
ended. Those heads, that have ached and wept so often, 
will never ache and weep again.” 

She spoke in Italian and Jenny but partially understood. 
Yet she joined Assunta on her knees and together they 
made their morning prayer to Mary, Star of the Sea, and 
asked for what their souls most desired. 

Presently they rose, Assunta the calmer for her petitions, 
and together the}^ proceeded upward. The elder tried to 
explain what a base and abominable thing it was that her 
husband, an honest free trader between Italy and Switzer¬ 
land, should have been destroyed by the slaves in the 
government vessels beneath, and Jenny nodded and strove 
to understand. She was making progress in Italian, 
though Assunta’s swift tongue and local patois were as yet 
beyond her comprehension. But she knew that her dead 
smuggler husband was the subject on Assunta’s lips and 
nodded her sympathy. ^ 

‘‘ Sons of dogs !” cried the widow; then a steep section 
of their road reduced her to silence. 

The great event of that day, which brought Jenny Doria 
so violently back into the tragedy of the past, had yet to 
happen, and many hours elapsed before she was confronted 
with it. The women climbed presently to a little field of 
meadow grass that sparkled with tiny flowers and spread 
its alpine sward among thickets of mulberry. Here their 
work awaited them; but first they ate the eggs and wheaten 
bread, walnuts and dried figs that they had brought and 
shared a little flask of red wine. They finished with a 
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handful of cherries and then Assunta began to pluck leaves 
for her great basket while Jenny loitered a while and 
smoked a cigarette. It was a new habit acquired since her 
marriage. 

Presently she set to work and assisted her companion 
until they had gathered a full load of leaves. Then the 
younger plucked one or two great golden orange lilies that 
grew in this little glen, and soon the women staffed upon 
their homeward way. They had descended about a mile 
and at a shoulder of Griante sat down to rest in welcome 
shadow. Beneath, to the northward, lay their home beside 
the water and, gazing down upon the scattered and 
clustered habitations of Menaggio, Jenny declared that she 
saw the red roof of Villa Pianezzo and the brown of the 
lofty shed behind, where dwelt her uncle’s silkworms. 

Opposite, on its promontory, stood the little township of 
Bellagio and behind it flashed the glassy face of Lecco in 
the cloudless sunshine. And then, suddenly, as if it had 
been some apparition limned upon the air, there stood in 
the path the figure of a tall man. His red head was bare 
and from the face beneath shone a pair of wild and 
haggard eyes. They saw the stranger’s great tawny 
moustache, his tweed garments and knickerbockers, his red 
waistcoat, and the cap he carried in his hand. 

It was Robert Redmayne. Assunta, who gazed upon 
him without understanding, suddenly felt Jenny’s hand 
tighten hard upon her arm. Jenny uttered one loud cry 
of terror and then relaxed and fell unconscious upon the 
ground. The widow leaped to her aid, cried comfortable 
words and prayed the young wife to fear nothing; but it 
was some time before Jenny came to her senses and when 
she did so her nerve appeared to have deserted her. 

Did you see him?” she gasped, clinging to Assunta 
and gazing fearfully where her uncle had stood. 

“ Yes, yes—a big red man; but he meant us no harm. 
When you cried out he was more frightened than we. He 
leaped down, like a red fox, into the wood and dis¬ 
appeared. He was not an Italian. A German or 
Englishman, I think. Perhaps a smuggler planning to 
fetch tea and cigars and coffee and salt from Switzerland. 
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If he leaves enough for the doganieri, they will wink at him. 
If he does not, they will shoot him—sons of dogs ! ’ * 

‘‘ Remember what you saw !*’ said Jenny tremulously: 
‘ ‘ Remember exactly what he looked like, that you may be 
able to tell Uncle Albert just how it was, Assunta. He is 
Uncle Albert’s brother—Robert Redmayne!” 

Assunta Marzelli knew something of the mystery and 
understood that her master’s brother was being hunted for 
great crimes. 

She crossed herself. 
'' Merciful God! The evil man. And so red! Let 

us fly, signora.” 
” Which way did he go?” 
” Straight down through the wood beneath us.” 
” Did he recognize me, Assunta? Did he seem to 

know me ? I dared not look a second time.” 
Assunta partially followed the question. 
” No. He did not look either. He stared out over 

the lake and his face was like a lost soul’s face. Then 
you cried out and still he did not look but disappeared. 
He was not angry.” 

‘ ‘ Why IS he here ? How has he come and where from ?” 
‘‘ Who shall say? Perhaps the master will know.” 

I am in great fear for the master, Assunta. We must 
go home as quickly as possible.” 

‘‘ Is there danger to the signor from his brother ?” 
‘' I do not know. I think there may be.” 
Jenny helped Assunta with her great basket, lifted it 

on her shoulders and then set off beside her. But the rate 
of progress proved too slow for her patience. 

” I have a horrible dread,” she said. ‘‘ Something 
tells me that we ought to be going faster. Would you be 
frightened if I were to leave you, Assunta, and make 
greater haste?” 

The other managed to understand and declared that she 
felt no fear. 

I have no quarrel with the red man,” she said. 
‘' Why should he hurt me ? Perhaps he was not a man but 
a spirit, signora.” 

‘‘ I wish he were,” declared Jenny. But it was not 
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a ghost you heard leap into the wood, Assunta. I will 
run as fast as I can and take the short cuts.’’ 

They parted and Jenny hastened, risked her neck some¬ 
times, and sped forward with the energy of youth and on 
the wings of fear. Assunta saw her stop and turn and 
listen once or twice; then the crags and hanging thickets 
hid her from view. 

Jenny saw and heard no more of the being who had 
thus so unexpectedly returned into her life. Her thoughts 
were wholly with Albert Redmayne and, as she told him 
when she met him, it remained for him to consider the 
significance of this event and determine what steps should 
be taken for his own safety. He was at Bellagio when she 
reached home, and his manservant, Assunta’s brother, 
Ernesto, explained that Mr. Redmayne had crossed after 
luncheon to visit his dearest friend, the book lover, Virgilio 
Poggi. 

“ A book came by the postman, signora, and the master 
must needs hire boat and cross at once,” explained 
Ernesto, who spoke good English and was proud of his 
accomplishment. 

Jenny waited impatiently and she was at the landing 
stage when Albert returned. He smiled to see her and 
took off his great slouch hat. 

‘‘ My beloved Virgilio was overjoyed that I should 
have found the famous book—the veritable Italian edition 
of Sir Thomas Browne—his ‘ Pseudodoxia Epidemica.’ 
A red-letter day for us both! But—but- ” He 
looked at Jenny’s frightened eyes and felt her hand upon 
his sleeve. Why, what is wrong? You are alarmed. 
No ill news of Giuseppe ?” 

“ Come home quickly,” she answered, and I will 
explain. A very terrible thing has happened. I cannot 
think what we should do. Only this I know: I am not 
going to leave you again until it is cleared up.” 

At home Albert took off his great hat and cloak. Then 
he sat in his study—an amazing chamber, lined with 
books to the lofty ceiling and dark in tone by reason of the 
prevalent rich but sombre bindings of five thousand 
volumes. Jenny told him that she had seen Robert Red- 
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mayne, whereupon her uncle considered for five minutes, 
then declared himself both puzzled and alarmed. He 
showed no fear, however, and his large, luminous eyes 
shone out of his little, withered face unshadowed. None 
the less he was quick to read danger into this extra¬ 
ordinary incident. 

You are positive?’’ he asked. Everything depends 
on that. If you have seen my unfortunate, vanished 
brother again here, so near to me, it is exceedingly amaz- 
ing, Jenny. Can you say positively, without a shadow of 
doubt, that the melancholy figure was not a figment of 
your imagination, or some stranger who resembled 
Robert ?” 

“ I wish to Heaven I could. Uncle Albert. But I am 
positive.” 

‘‘ The very fact that he appeared exactly as you saw him 
last—in the big tweed suit and red waistcoat—would 
support an argument in favour of hallucination,” declared 
her uncle. “For how on earth can the poor creature, 
if he be really still alive, have remained in those clothes 
for a year and travelled half across Europe in them ?” 

“ It is monstrous. And yet there he stood and I saw 
him as clearly as I see you. He was certainly not in my 
thoughts. I was thinking of nothing and talking to 
Assunta about the silkworms, when suddenly he appeared, 
not twenty yards away.” 

“ What did you do ?” 
“ I made a fool of myself,” confessed Jenny. 

“ Assunta says that I cried out very loud and then toppled 
over and fainted. When I came round there was nothing 
to be seen.” 

“ The point is then: did Assunta see him also?” 
“ That was the first thing I found out. I hoped she 

had not. That would have saved the situation in a way 
and proved it was only some picture of the mind as you 
suggest. But she saw him clearly enough—so clearly 
that she described a red man not Italian, but English or 
German. She heard him, too. When I cried out he 
leaped away into the woods.” 

‘‘ Did he see and recognize you ?” 
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“ That I do not know. Probably he did.” 
Mr. Redmayne lighted a cigar which he took from a box 

on a little table by the open hearth. He drew several deep 
breaths before he spoke again. 

‘‘ This is a very disappointing circumstance and I 
greatly wish it had not happened,” he said. ” There 
may be no cause for alarm; but, on the other hand, when 
we consider the disappearance of my brother Bendigo, I 
have a right to feel fear. By some miracle, Robert, for the 
last six months, has continued to evade capture and con¬ 
ceal the fact of his insanity. That means I am now faced 
with a most formidable danger, Jenny, and it behoves me 
to exercise the greatest possible care of my person. You, 
too, for all we can say, may be in peril.” 

” I may be,” she said. “ But you matter more. We 
must do something swiftly, uncle—to-day—this very 
hour. ’ ’ 

“ Yes,” he admitted. “ We are painfully challenged 
by Providence, my child. Heaven helps those who help 
themselves, however. I have never before, to my know¬ 
ledge, been in any physical danger and the sensation is 
exceedingly unpleasant. We will drink some strong tea 
and then determine our course of action. I confess that I 
feel a good deal perturbed.” 

His words were at variance with his quiet and restrained 
expression, but Mr. Redmayne had never told a falsehood 
in his life and Jenny knew that he was indeed alarmed. 

” You must not stop here to-night,” she said. ” You 
must cross to Bellagio and stay with Signor Poggi until 
we know more.” 

“We shall see as to that. Prepare the tea and leave 
me for half an hour to reflect.” 

” But—but—Uncle Albert—he—^he might come at any 
moment! ’ ’ 

“ Do not think so. He is now, poor soul, a creature 
of the night. We need not fear that he will intrude in 
honest sunshine upon the haunts of men. Leave me and 
tell Ernesto to admit nobody who is not familiar to him. 
But I repeat, we need fear nothing until after dark.” 

In half an hour Jenny returned with Mr. Redmayne’s tea. 
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“ Assunta has just come back. She has seen nothing 
more of—of Uncle Robert.” 

For a time Albert said nothing. He drank, and ate a 
large macaroon biscuit. Then he told his niece the plans 
he was prepared to follow. 

” Providence is, I think, upon our side, pretty one,” he 
began, “ for my amazing friend, Peter Ganns, who 
designed to visit me in September, has already arrived in 
England; and when he hears of this ugly sequel to the 
story I confided in his ears last winter, I am bold to believe 
that he will hasten to me immediately and not hesitate to 
modify his plans. He is a methodical creature and hates 
to change; but circumstances alter cases and I feel justified 
in telling you that he will come as soon as he conveniently 
can do so. This I say because he loves me.” 

” Tm sure he will,” declared Jenny. 
” Write me two letters,” continued Albert. ” One to 

Mr. Mark Brendon, the young detective from Scotland 
Yard, of whom I entertained a high opinion; and also write 
to your husband. Direct Brendon to approach Peter 
Ganns and beg them both to come to me as quickly as their 
affairs allow. Also bid Giuseppe to return to you 
immediately. He will serve to protect us, for he is fearless 
and resolute.” 

But Jenny showed no joy at this suggestion. 
” I was to have had a peaceful month with you,” she 

pouted. 
” So indeed I hoped; but it can hardly be peaceful now 

and I confess that the presence of Doria would go some way 
to compose my nerves. He is powerful, cheerful, and full 
of resource. He is also brave. He remembers the past 
and he knows poor Robert by sight. If, therefore, my 
brother is indeed near at hand and to be expected at any 
moment, then I should be glad of some capable person to 
stand between us. Should my brother presently indicate, 
through you or somebody else, that he wants to see me 
alone by night, as in the case of Bendigo, then I must 
absolutely decline any such adventure. We meet in the 
presence of armed men, or not at all.” 

Jenny had left Doria for a time and apparently felt no 
K 
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desire to see him again until her promised visit to her uncle 
should be ended. 

“ I heard from Giuseppe three days ago/* she said. 
“ He has left V"entimiglia and gone to Turin, where he 
used to work and where he has many friends. He has a 
project.** 

I shall speak with him seriously when next we meet,** 
declared the old man. I entertain great admiration for 
your attractive spouse, as you know. He is a delightful 
person; but it is time we consider the future of your twenty 
thousand pounds and yourself, Jenny. In the course of 
nature all that is mine will also be yours, and when the 
estate of poor Bendigo is wound up, my present income 
must be nearly doubled. Leave to presume death, how¬ 
ever, may be delayed. But the fact remains that you will 
enjoy the Redmayne money sooner or later, and I want to 
come to grips with Giuseppe and explain to him that he 
must understand his responsibilities.** 

Jenny sighed. 
Nobody will make him understand them, uncle.** 
Do not say so. He is intelligent and has, I am sure, 

a sense of honour as well as a deep and devoted affection for 
you. But he must not spend your money. I will not 
allow that. Write to him at Turin and entreat him from 
me to abandon anything that he may have in hand and 
join us instantly here. We need not keep him long; but 
he can look after us for a while until we learn when Ganns 
and Brendon are to be expected.** 

Jenny promised, without much enthusiasm, to call her 
husband to the rescue. 

‘‘ He will laugh and perhaps refuse to come,** she said. 
“ But since you think it wise, I will beg him to hasten and 
tell him what has happened. Meanwhile what of to-night 
and to-morrow night ?** 

‘‘ lo-night I go across the water to Bellagio and you 
come with me. It is impossible that Robert should know 
we are there. Virgilio Poggi will take care of us and be 
very jealous for me if I hint that I am in any danger.** 

“ Pm sure he will. And should you not warn the police 
about Uncle Robert and give them a description of him ?** 
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Tm not sure as to that. We will consider to-morrow. 
I little like the ways of the Italian police.” 

“You might have watchers here to-night, ready to take 
him if he appears,” suggested Jenny. 

But Albert fiinally decided against giving any infor¬ 
mation. 

“For the moment I shall do nothing. We will see what 
another morning may bring forth. To feel this awful 
presence suddenly so close is very distressing and I do not 
want to think of him any more until to-morrow. Write the 
letters and then we will put a few things together and cross 
the lake before it is evening.” 

“ You do not fear for your books. Uncle Albert?” 

“ No, I have no fear for my books. If there is a homi¬ 
cidal here, intent upon my life, he will not look to the right 
or the left. Even when he was sane, poor Robert n^ver 
knew anything about books or their value. He will not 
seek them—nor could he reach them if he did.” 

“ Did he ever visit you here in the past ? Does he know 
Italy ?” she said. 

“ So far as I am aware he was never here in his life. 
Certainly he never visited me. It is, in fact, so many 
years since I have seen him that I might have met him and 
failed to recognize the unhappy man.” 

Jenny wrote the letters and posted them; then she packed 
for her uncle and herself and presently, having warned 
Assunta and Ernesto that no stranger must be admitted 
until his return on the following day, Albert Redmayne 
prepared to cross the lake. First, however, he locked and 
barred his library and transferred half a dozen volumes 
more than commonly precious to a steel safe aloft in his 
bedroom. 

A boatman quickly rowed them to the landing-stage of 
Bellagio and they soon reached the dwelling of Albert’s 
friend, who welcomed them with an equal measure of sur¬ 
prise and delight. 

Signor Poggi, a small, fat man with a bald head, broad 
brow, and twinkling eyes, grasped their hands and listened 
with wonder to the reason for their arrival. He knew 

K 2 
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English and always delighted in the practice of that lan¬ 
guage when opportunity offered. 

“ But this is beyond belief !” he said. “ An enemy for 
Alberto ! Who should be his enemy—^who is the friend of 
every man? What romance is this, Signora Jenny, that 
throws danger into the path of your dear uncle ?” 

“ It is the sudden threat and terror of my vanished 
brother,” explained Mr. Redmayne. ” You are familiar, 
Virgilio, with the terrible facts concerning Robert’s appear¬ 
ance and Bendigo’s disappearance. Now, suddenly, 
when I have long come to believe that my younger brother’s 
lurid career was ended and that he had ceased to be, he 
leaps upon the mountains and reappears in his habit as he 
lived ! Nor can we doubt that he lives indeed. He is no 
ghost, my friend, but a solid, shadow-casting man, who 
may be seeking my life by reason of his distempered 
mind.” 

‘‘ It is romance,” declared Virgilio, “ but romance of a 
very grim and painful description. You are, however, safe 
enough with me, for I would gladly shed my blood to 
saveyours.” 

“ Well I know it, rare Virgilio,” declared the other. 
” But we shall not long impose ourselves upon your courage 
and generosity. We have written to England for Peter 
Ganns who, by God’s providence, is now in that country 
and hoped to visit me in a few months. We have also 
called upon Giuseppe Doria to return at once to us. When 
he does so I am content to sleep at home again; but not 
sooner.” 

Signor Poggi hastened to order a meal worthy of the 
occasion, while his wife, who was also a devoted admirer 
of the Englishman, prepared apartments. Nothing but 
delight filled Poggi’s mind at the opportunity to serve his 
dearest companion. An ample meal was planned and 
Jenny helped her hostess in its preparation. 

Poggi drank to the temporal and eternal welfare of his 
first friend and Albert returned the compliment. They 
enjoyed a pleasant meal and then sat through the June 
twilight in Virgilio’s rose garden, smelled the fragrance of 
oleanders and myrtles in the evening breeze, saw the fire- 
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flies flash their little lamps over dim olive and dark cypress, 
and heard the summer thunder growling genially over 
the mountain crowns of Campione and Croce. 

Mr. Redmayne’s niece retired early and Maria Poggi 
with her, but Virgilio and Albert talked far into the night 
and smoked many cigars before they slept. 

At nine o'clock next morning Mr. Redmayne and Jenny 
were rowed home again, only to hear that no intruder had 
broken upon the nightly peace of Villa Pianezzo. Nor did 
the day bring any news. Once more they repaired to 
Bellagio before dark, and for three days lived thus. Then 
there came a telegram from Turin to say that Doria was 
returning immediately to Como and might soon be 
expected via Milan; while on the morning that actually 
brought him to Menaggio, his wife received a brief letter 
from Mark Brendon. He had found Mr. Ganns and the 
two would set forth for Italy within a few days. 

It is impossible that we can receive both here," de¬ 
clared Albert; but we will engage pleasant apartments 
with dear vSignor Bullo at the Hotel Victoria. They are 
full, or nearly so; but he will find a corner for any friends 
of mine." 





CHAPTER XI 

MR. PETER GANNS 

Mark Brendon received with mingled emotions the long 
letter from Jenny Doria. It awaited him at New Scotland 
Yard and, as he took it from the rack, his heart leaped 
before the well-remembered handwriting. The past very 
seldom arose to shadow Mark’s strenuous present; but now, 
once more, it seemed that Robert Redmayne was coming 
between him and his annual holiday. He told himself 
that he had lived down his greatest disappointment and 
believed that he could now permit his thoughts to dwell 
on Jenny without feeling much more than the ache of an 
old wound. Her letter came a week before the recipient 
proposed to start upon his vacation. He had intended 
going to Scotland, having no mind for Dartmoor again at 
present; but it was not his failure, so complete and bewilder¬ 
ing, that had barred a return to familar haunts. Memory 
made the thought too painful and poignant, so he designed 
to break new ground and receive fresh impressions. 

Then came this unexpected challenge and he hesitated 
before accepting it. Yet a second reading of the woman’s 
appeal determined him, for Jenny wrote for herself as well 
as her uncle. She reminded Brendon of his goodwill and 
declared how personally she should welcome him and feel 
safer and more sanguine for his companionship. She also 
contrived to let him know that she was not particularly 
happy. The fact seemed implicitly woven into her long 
letter, though another, less vitally interested in the writer, 
might have failed to observe it. 

Regretting only that Albert Redmayne’s friend must be 
approached and hoping that Mr. Peter Ganns would at 
least allow him a few day’s start, Brendon sought the 
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famous American and found his direction without 
difficulty. He had already visited New Scotland Yard, 
where he numbered several acquaintances, and Mark 
learned that he was stopping at the Grand Hotel in Tra¬ 
falgar Square. On sending in his name a messenger boy 
bade Brendon follow to the smoking room. 

His first glance, however, failed to indicate the great 
man. The smoking-room was nearly empty on this June 
morning and Mark observed nobody but a young soldier, 
writing letters, and a white haired, somewhat corpulent 
gentleman sitting with his back to the light reading the 
Times. He was clean shaved, with a heavy face modelled 
to suggest a rhinoceros. The features were large; the nose 
swollen and a little veined with purple, the eyes hidden 
behind owl-like spectacles with tortoise-shell rims, and the 
brow very broad, but not high. From it abundant white 
hair was brushed straight back. 

Brendon extended his glance elsewhere, but the messen¬ 
ger stopped, turned, and departed, while the stout man 
rose, revealing a massive frame, wide shoulders, and sturdy 
legs. 

“ Glad to meet you, Mr. Brendoni,’’ he said in a genial 
voice; then he shook hands, took off his spectacles, and sat 
down again. 

‘‘ This is a pleasure I had meant to give myself before I 
quitted the city,’’ declared the big man. I’ve heard 
about you and I’ve taken off my hat to you more than once 
during the war. You might know me, too.” 

‘‘ Everybody in our business knows you, Mr. Ganns. 
But I’ve not come here hero-worshipping to waste your 
time. I’m proud you’re pleased to see me and it’s a great 
privilege to meet you; but I’ve looked in this morning about 
something that won’t wait; and your name is the big noise 
in a letter I received from Italy to-day.” 

‘‘ Is that so ? I’m bound for Italy in the fall.” 
The question is whether this letter may change your 

plans and send you there sooner.” 
The elder stared, took a golden box out of his waistcoat 

pocket, opened it, tapped it, and helped himself to a pinch 
of snuff. The habit explained his somewhat misshapen 
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nose. It was tobacco, not alcohol, that lent its exag¬ 
gerated lustre and hypertrophied outline to that organ. 

“ I hate changing my itinerary, once made,’* replied 
Mr. Ganns. ‘‘ I’m the most orderly cuss on earth. So 
far as I know, there’s but one man in all Italy is likely to 
knock my arrangements on the head; and I’ll see him, if 
all’s well, in September next.” 

Brendon produced Jenny’s letter. 
“ The writer is niece of that man,” he said and handed 

the communication to Mr. Ganns. 
Peter put on his spectacles again and read slowly. 

Indeed Mark had never seen a letter read so slowly before. 
It might have been in some cryptic tongue which Mr. 
Ganns could only with difficulty translate. Having 
finished he handed the communication back to Brendon 
and indicated a desire for silence. Mark lit a cigarette 
and sat surveying the other from the corner of his eye. 

At last the American spoke. 
What about you ? Can you go ?” 
Yes; I’ve appealed to my chief and got permission to 

pick this up again. My holiday’s due and I’ll go to Italy 
instead of Scotland. I was in it from the first, you know.” 

“ I do know—I know all about it, from my old pal, 
Albert Redmayne. He wrote me the most lucid dispatch 
that I ever read.” 

You can go, Mr. Ganns?” 
** I must go, boy. Albert wants me.” 
“ Could you get off in a week ?” 
‘ ‘ A week ! To-night. ’ ’ 
‘‘ To-night, sir! Do you reckon that Mr. Redmayne 

is in any danger?” 
“ Don’t you?” 

He’s forewarned and you see he’s taking great pre¬ 
cautions.” 

“ Brendon,” said Mr. Ganns, ‘‘ run round and find 
when the night boat sails from Dover, or Folkestone. 
We’ll reach Paris to-morrow morning, I guess, catch the 
Kafide for Milan, and be at the Lakes next day. You’ll 
find we can do so. Then telegraph to this dame that we 
start a week hence. You take me ?” 
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You want to get there before we’re expected ?’’ 
Exactly.” 

” Then you do think Mr. Albert Redmayne is in 
danger?” 

I don’t think about it. I know he is. But as this 
mystery has only just let loose on him and he’s got his 
weather eye lifting, it will be all right, I hope, for a few 
hours. Meantime we arrive.” 

He took another pinch of snuff and picked up the Times, 
” Will you lunch with me here in the grillroom at two 
o’clock ?” 

” With pleasure, Mr. Ganns.” 
” Right. And telegraph right now that we hope to get 

off in a week.” 
Some hours later they met again and over a steak and 

and green peas Brendon reported that the boat train left 
Victoria at eleven and that the K a fide would start from 
Paris on the following morning at half past six. 

” We reach Baveno some time after noon next day,” 
he said, ” and can either go on to Milan and then come 
back to Como and travel by boat to Menaggio, where Mr. 
Redmayne lives, or else leave the train at Baveno, take 
steamer on Maggiore, cross to Lugano, and cross again 
to Como. That way we land right at Menaggio. 
There’s not much in it for time.” 

” We’ll go that way, then, and I’ll see the Lakes.” 
Peter Ganns spoke little while he partook of a light 

meal. He picked a fried sole and drank two glasses of 
white wine. Then he ate a dish of green peas and com¬ 
pared their virtues with green corn. He enjoyed the 
spectacle of Brendon’s hearty appetite and bewailed his 
inability to join him in red meat and a pint of Burton. 

” Lucky dog,” he said. ” When I was young I did 
the like. I love food. You need never fear any rough 
stuff in business as long as you can eat beef and drink 
beer. But nowadays, I don’t go into the rough stuff— 
too old and fat.” 

” Of course not, sir. You’ve done your bit. Nobody 
on your side has been at closer quarters with the big 
crooks, or heard their guns oftener.” 
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‘‘ That’s true.” 
Mr. Ganns held up his left hand, which was deformed 

and had lost the third and little finger. 
“ The last shot that Billy Benyon ever fired. A great 

man—Billy. Til never see his like again.” 
The Boston murderer? A genius !” 

“ He was. A marvellous brain. When I sent him to 
the chair it was like a Bushman killing an elephant.” 

“ You’re sorry for the under dog sometimes, I expect ?” 
‘‘Not always; but now and again I like the bull to get 

the toreador, and the savage to eat the missionary.” 
They entered the smoking-room presently and then 

Brendon, very much to his surprise, heard an astonishing 
lecture which left him under the emotions of a fourth-form 
schoolboy after an interview with his head master. 

Mr. Ganns ordered coffee, took snuff, and bade Mark 
listen and not interrupt. 

“ We’re going into this thing together and I want you 
to get a clear hunch on it,” he began, “ because at present 
you have not. I don’t say we shall see it through; but 
if we do, the credit’s going to be yours, not mine. We’ll 
come to the Redmayne business in a minute. But first let 
us have a look at Mr. Mark Brendon:, if it won’t bore you 
stiff.” 

The other laughed. 
“ He’s not a very impressive object, so far as this case 

is concerned, Mr. Ganns.” 
“ He is not,” admitted Peter genially. “ Quite the 

reverse, in fact. And his poor showing has puzzled Mr. 
Brendon a good bit, and some of his superior officers also. 
So let us examine the situation from that angle before we 
get up against the problem itself.” 

He stirred his coffee, poured a thimbleful of cognac into 
it, sipped it, and then slid into a comfortable position in 
his armchair, put his big hands into his trousers pockets, 
and regarded Mark with a steady and unblinking stare. 
His eyes were pale blue, deeply set anH small, but still 
of a keen brilliancy. 

“ You’re a detective inspector of Scotland Yard,” con¬ 
tinued Ganns, “ and Scotland Yard is still the high-water 
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mark of police organization in the world. The Central 
Bureau in New York is pretty close up, and Tve nothing 
but admiration for the French and Italian Secret Services; 
but the fact remains: The Yard is first; and you’ve 
won, and fairly won your place there. That’s a big thing 
and you didn’t get it without some work and some luck, 
Brendon. But now—this Redmayne racket. You were 
right on the spot, hit the trail before it was cold, had 
everything to help you that heart of man could wish for; 
yet a guy who had joined the force only a week before 
could have done no worse. In a word, your conduct of 
the affair don’t square with your reputation. Your dope 
never cut any ice from the start. And why ? Because, 
without a doubt, you had a theory and got lost in it.” 

'' Don’t think that. I never had a theory.” 
Is that so? Then failure lies somewhere else. The 

hopeless way you bitched up this thing interests me quite 
a lot. Remember that I know the case insfde out and I’m 
not talking through my hat. So now let’s see how and 
why you barked your shins so bad. 

‘‘ Now, Mark, take a cinema show and consider it. 
Perhaps it’s going to throw some light for you. A cinema 
film presents two entirely different achievements. It 
presents ten for that matter; but we’ll take just two. It 
shows you a white sheet with a light thrown on it; it 
passes the light through a series of stains and shadows 
and the stains are magnified by lenses before they reach 
the screen. A most elaborate mechanism, you see, but 
the spectator never thinks about all that, because the 
machine produces an appeal to another part of his mind 
altogether. He forgets sheet, lantern, film, and all they are 
doing, in the illusion which they create. 

We accept the convention of the moving picture, the 
light and darkness, the tones and half tones, because 
these moving stains and shadows take the shape of 
familiar objects and tell a coherent story, showing life in 
action. But we know, subconsciously, all the time that 
it is merely an imitation of reality, as in the case of a 
picture, a novel, or a stage play. Certain ingenious appli¬ 
cations of science and art combined have created the 
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appearance of truth and told a story. Well, in the Red- 
mayne case, certain ingenious operations have combined to 
tell you a story; and you have found yourself so interested 
in the yarn that you have quite overlooked the mechanism. 
But the mechanism should have been the first considera- 
ation, and the conjurers, by distracting your attention 
from it, did just what they were out to do. Let us take 
a look at the mechanism, my son, and see where the arch¬ 
crooks behind this thing bluffed you.” 

Brendon did not hide his emotion, but kept silence 
while Mr. Ganns helped himself to a pinch of snuff. 

‘'Now the little Tve done in the world,” he continued, 
“ is thanks not so much to the deductive mind we hear 
such a lot about, but to the synthetic mind. The linking 
up of facts has been my strong suit. That’s the backbone 
of success and when facts can’t be linked up, then failure is 
usually the result. I never waste one moment on a theory 
until I’ve got a tough skeleton of facts back of it.- It was 
up to you to hunt facts, Mark; and you didn’t hunt facts.” 

” I had an encyclopaedia of facts.” 
“ Granted. But your encyclopedia began at the letter 

‘ B,’ instead of the letter ‘ A.’ We’ll turn to that in a 
minute.” 

” My facts, such as they were, cannot be denied,” 
argued Brendon, a little aggrieved. “ They are cast- 
iron. My eyes and observation are trained to be exact 
and jealous of facts. No amount of synthesis can prevent 
two and one from being three, Ganns.” 

” On the contrary, two and one may be twenty-one, or 
twelve, or a half. Why jump to any conclusion? You 
had facts; but you did not have all the available facts—or 
anything like all. You tried to put on the roof before the 
walls were up; and what’s more, a great many of your 
‘ cast-iron facts ’ were no facts at all.” 

“ What were they then?” 
“ Elaborate and deliberate fictions, Mark.” 
At this challenge Brendon felt a hot wave of colour 

mount his cheek; but the other was far too generous and 
genial a spirit ever to seek any triumph over a younger 
man. Neither did Brendon feel angry with Mr. Ganns 
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even though his remarks were provocative enough. He 
was angry with himself. Peter, however, knew his power. 
He read the detective’s mind like a book and well under¬ 
stood that, both by his position and rank, Mark must be 
far too good a man to chafe at the criticism of a better 
than himself. He explained. 

Where I’ve got the pull on you, for the minute, is 
merely because I’ve been in the world a few years longer. 
A time’s coming when you’ll talk to your juniors as I can 
talk to you; and they’ll listen, with all proper respect and 
attention, as you are listening. When you are my age, 
you’ll command that perfect confidence which I com¬ 
mand. Folks can’t trust youth all the way; but you’U 
win to it; and believe me, in our business, there’s no 
greater asset than the power to command absolute trust. 
You can’t pretend to that power if you haven’t got it. 
Human nature damn soon sees through you, if you’re 
pretending what you don’t command. But I’m playing 
straight across the board, Mark, as my custom is, and I 
know you are too sane and ambitious a lad to let false 
pride or self-assurance resent my calling you an ass over 
this thing.” 

Prove it, Ganns, and I’ll be the first to climb down. 
I know I’ve been an ass for that matter—^knew it long 
ago,” confessed Brendon. 

“ Yes, I’ll prove it—that’s easy. But what’s going to 
be harder is to find out why you’ve been an ass. 
You’ve no right to be an ass. It’s unlike your record 
and unlike your looks and your general make-up of mind. 
I mostly read a strange man's brain through his eyes; and 
your eyes do you justice. So perhaps you’ll tell me 
presently where you went off your rocker. Or perhaps 
you don’t know and I shall have to tell you—^when I find 
the nigger in the woodpile. Now take a look round, and 
it’s dollars to doughnuts you’ll begin to see the light.” 

He paused again, applied himself to his gold box, and 
then proceeded. 

To put it bluntly and drop everybody else but you 
out of it, for the minute, you went on false assumption 
from the kick-off, Brendon. To start wrong was not 
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strange. I should have done exactly the same and nobody 
outside a detective story would have done differently; but 
to go on wrong—to pile false assumption on false assump¬ 
tion in face of your own reasoning powers and native wits 
—that strikes me as a very curious catastrophe.** 

But you can*t get away from facts.** 
“ Nothing easier, surely. You said good-bye to facts 

when you left Princetown. You don’t know the facts any 
more than I do—or anybody but those responsible for the 
appearances. You have assumed that the phenomena 
observed by yourself and reported by other professionals 
and various members of the public were facts, whereas a 
little solid thinking must have convinced you that they 
couldn’t be. You didn’t give your reason a chance, Mark. 

‘ ‘ Now follow me and be honest. You say certain things 
have happened. I say they didn’t, for the very sound 
reason that they couldn’t. I am not going to tell you the 
truth, because I am a long way from that myself, and I 
dare say you’ll strike it yet before I Ho; but I am going to 
prove that a good few things you think are true can’t be 
—that events you take for granted never happened at all. 
We’ve got but few senses and they are easily deluded. 
In fact a man’s a darned clumsy box of tricks at his best 
and I wouldn’t swap a hill of beans for what my senses 
can assure me; but, as a wise man says, ‘ Art is with us to 
save us from too much truth,* so I say ‘ Reason is with us 
to save us from too much evidence of our senses—often 
false.” 

Now see how reason bears on the evidence of Robert 
Redmayne and his trick acts since first he disappeared. 
A thing occurs and there are only certain ways—very 
limited in number—to explain it. Either Robert Red¬ 
mayne killed Michael Pendean, or else he did not. And 
if he did, he was sane or insane at the time. That much 
can’t be denied and is granted. If he was sane, he com¬ 
mitted the murder with a motive; and pretty careful inquiry 
proves that no motive existed. I attach no importance to 
words, no matter who may utter them, and the fact that 
Mrs. Pendean herself said that her husband and her uncle 
were the best of friends don’t weigh; but the fact that 
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Robert Redmayne stopped at Princetown with the Pen- 
deans for over a week in friendship and asked them to 
Paignton, is of some weight. Pm inclined to believe that 
Redmayne was perfectly friendly with Michael Pendean up 
to the time of the latter’s disappearance, and that there was 
no shadow of motive to explain why Redmayne murdered 
his nephew-in-law. Then, assuming him to be sane, he 
would not have committed such a murder. The alternative 
is that he was mad at the time and did homicide on Pen- 
dean while out of his mind. 

‘‘ But what happens to a madman after a crime of this 
sort ? Does he get off with it and wander over Europe as 
a free man for a year ? Granted the resources of maniacal 
cunning and all the rest of it, was it ever heard that a 
lunatic went at large as this man did, and laughed at 
Scotland Yard’s attempt to run him down and capture 
him ? Is it reasonable that he runs away with a corpse, 
disposes of it safely, returns to his lodgings, makes a meal, 
and then, in broad daylight, vanishes off the face of the 
earth for six months, presently to reaappear, hoodwink 
fresh people, and commit another crime? Once more he 
scorns law and order, vanishes for another six months, 
and now flaunts his red waistcoat and red moustache in 
Italy at his remaining brother’s door. No, Mark, the 
man responsible for these impossible things isn’t mad. 
And that brings me back to my preliminary alternative. 

‘‘ I said just now, ‘ Either Robert Redmayne killed 
Michael Pendean, or else he did not.’ And we may add 
that either Robert Redmayne killed Bendigo Redmayne 
or else he did not. But we’ll stick to the first proposition for 
the moment. And the next question you must ask yourself 
is this : ‘Did Robert Redmayne kill Michael Pendean ? ’ 
That’s where your ‘ facts,’ as you call them, begin to sag a 
bit, my son. There’s only one sure and certain way of 
knowing that a man is dead ; and that is by seeing his body 
and convincing the law, by the testimony of those who 
knew the man in life, that the corpse belongs to him and 
nobody else.” 

“ Good God ! You think-” 
“ I think nothing. I want you to think. This is your 
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funeral—so far; but I want you to come out like the sun 
from behind a cloud and surprise us yet. Just grasp that 
matters couldn’t have happened as you supposed, and go 
on from there. Remember, incidentally, that you are 
quite unable to swear that either Pendean or Bendigo Red- 
mayne is dead at all. They may both be just as much 
alive as we are. Chew it over. This is a very pretty 
thing and I believe we’re up against some great rascals; 
but I don’t even know that yet for sure. I can see many 
points that are vital which you are more likely to clear 
than I. You’ve been badly handicapped, for reasons I 
have yet to find out; but if you think over what 1 told you 
and look into your brainpan without prejudice, maybe 
you’ll begin to see them yourself.” 

” It’s sporting of you to suggest that, but I can’t offer 
any such excuse,” answered Brendon thoughtfully. 
” Never did a man go into a case with less handicap. I 
even had peculiar incentives to make good. I came into it 
on the top of the tide with everything under my hands. 
No—what you’ve said throws rather too bright a light on 
the truth. Everything looked so straightforward that I 
never thought the appearances hid an utterly different 
reality. Now I know they probably did.” 

** That’s what I guess. Somebody palmed a marked 
card on you, Brendon; and you took it like a lamb. We 
all have in our time—even the smartest of us. Gaboriau 
says somewhere, ‘ zVbove all, regard with supreme sus¬ 
picion that which seems probable and begin always by 
believing what seems incredible.’ French exaggeration, 
of course; but there’s truth m it. The obvious always 
makes me uncomfortable. If a thing is jumping just the 
way that suits you, distrust it at once. That holds of 
life as well as business.” 

They chatted for half an hour and Mr. Ganns attained 
his object, which was to fling his companion back to the 
beginning of the whole problem that had brought them 
together. He desired that Mark should travel the ground 
again with an open mind and all preconceptions put be¬ 
hind him. 

“ To-night, in the train,” said Peter, ‘‘ I shall ask you 
L 
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to give me your version of the case from the moment that 
Mrs. Pendean invited you to take it up—or from earlier 
still, if you had to do with any of these people before the 
catastrophe. I want the whole yarn again from your 
angle; and after what Pve told you, it may be that, as you 
retrace every incident, light may flash that wasn’t there 
before.” 

“ It is very probable indeed,” admitted Mark. Then 
his generous nature prompted him to praise the elder. 

‘‘ You’re a big man, Peter Ganns, and you’ve said 
things to-day that no doubt were elementary to you, but 
mean a lot to me. You’ve made me feel mighty small— 
which I wouldn’t own to anybody else; but you know that 
much without my telling you. I only differ from you on 
one point and that is the sequel. If this thing is ever 
cleared, you’ll be responsible for clearing it, and I shall 
see you get the credit.” 

The other laughed and flung snuff into his purple 
nostrils. 

Nonsense, nonsense! I’m a back number—almost 
out of the game now—^virtually retired to take my ease and 
follow my hobbies. This is nothing to do with me. I’m 
only going to watch you.” 

‘‘ A detective’s hobby is generally his old business,” 
said Mark, and Mr. Ganns admitted it. ‘‘ Literature 
and crime, nice things to eat and drink, snuff and acrostics 
—these serve to All my leisure and represent my vices and 
virtues,” he confessed. 

“ Each has its appointed place in my life; and now I’m 
adding travel. I’ve wanted to see Europe once again 
before I went into my shell for good; and to enjoy the 
society of my dear friend, Albert Redmayne, visit his 
home, and hear his bland and childlike wisdom once more. 

‘‘ The only shadow thrown by a devoted friendship, 
Brendon, is the knowledge that it must some day come to 
an end. And when I say ^ good-bye ’ to the old book¬ 
worm I shall know that we are little likely to meet again. 
Yet who would deny himself the glory of friendship, before 
the menace that it must sooner or later finish ? A close 
amity and understanding, a discovery of kindred spirits, 
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is among the most precious experiences within the reach of 
mankind. Love, no doubt, proves a more glorious ad¬ 
venture still; but lightning lurks near the rosy chariot of 
love, my lad, and we who win the ineffable gift must not 
whine if the full price has to be paid. For me, cool friend¬ 
ship.’’ 

He chattered amiably and Mark guessed that on the 
simple and human side Mr. Ganns found himself much at 
one with his friend, Albert Redmayne. Peter’s philosophy 
seemed to Brendon of a very mild quality, and he 
wondered how a man who looked at human nature in a 
spirit so hopeful, if not credulous, should yet own those 
extraordinary gifts the American possessed. Upon these, 
surely, and not his genial and elemental faith, was his fame 
founded. 
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CHAPTER XII 

PETER TAKES THE HELM 

As the detectives travelled through night-hidden Kent and 
presently boarded the packet for Boulogne, Mark Brendon 
told his story with every detail for the benefit of Mr. Ganns. 
Before doing so he re-read his own notes and was able to 
set each incident of the case very clearly and copiously 
before the older man. Peter never once interrupted him, 
and, at the conclusion of the narrative, complimented Mark 
on the recital. 

‘‘ The moving picture is bright but not comprehensive,” 
he said, returning to a former analogy. ‘‘ In fact Fm 
beginning to see already that no matter what we get at the 
end of the reel, there are still a few preliminary scenes that 
should come in at the beginning.” 

‘‘ Fve begun at the beginning, Mr. Ganns.” 
But Peter shook his head. 
‘‘ Half the battle is to know the beginning of a case. Fll 

almost go so far as to say that, given the real beginning, 
the end should be assured. You’ve not begun at 
the beginning of the Redmayne tangle, Mark. If you 
had, the clue to this labyrinth might be in your hands 
to-day. The more I hear and the more I think, the more 
firmly am I convinced that the truth we are out to find 
can only be discovered by a deal of hard digging in past 
times. There is a lot of spade work demanded and you, 
or I, may have to return to England to do it—unless we 
can get the information without the labour. But I’ve 
no reason to count on any luck of that sort.” 

‘‘ I should like to know the nature of the ground I failed 
to cover,” said Brendon; but Peter was not disposed to 
enlighten him at present. 

165 
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Needn’t bother yet/’ he said. Now talk about 
yourself and give the case a rest.” 

They chatted until the dawn, by which time their train 
had reached Paris, and an hour or two later they were on 
their way to Italy. 

Mr. Ganns had determined to cross the Lakes and arrive 
unexpectedly at Menaggio. He had now turned his mind 
once more to the problem before him and spoke but little. 
He sat with his notebook open and made an occasional 
entry as he pursued his thoughts. Mark read newspapers 
and presently handed a page to Mr. Ganns. 

What you said about acrostics interested me,” he 
began. “ Here’s one and I’ve been trying to guess it for 
an hour. No doubt it ought to be easy; but I expect there’s 
a catch. Wonder if it will puzzle you.” 

Peter smiled and dropped his notebook. 
Acrostics are a habit of mind,” he said. '' You grow 

to think acrostically and be up to all the tricks of the trade. 
You soon get wise to the way that people think who make 
them; and then you’ll find they all think alike and all try 
to hoodwink you along the same lines. If you tempt me 
on to acrostics, you’ll soon wish you had not.” 

Mark pointed to the puzzle. 
Try that,” he said. ‘‘ I can’t make head or tail of 

it; yet I dare say you’ll thrash it out if you’ve got the 
acrostic mind.” 

Mr. Ganns cast his eye over the puzzle. It ran thus: 

When to the North you go. 
The folk shall greet you so. 

1. Upright and light and Source of Light 
2. And Source of Light, reversed, are plain. 
3. A term of scorn comes into sight 

And Source of Light, reversed again. 

The American regarded the problem for a minute in 
silence, then smiled and handed the paper back to Brendon. 

Quite neat, in its little conventional way,” he said. 
‘‘ It’s on the regular English pattern. Our acrostics are 
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a trifle smarter, but all run into one form. The great 
acrostic writer isn’t born. If acrostics were as big a thing 
as chess, then we should have masters who would produce 
masterpieces.” 

But this one—d’you see it ?” 
” Milk for babies, Mark.” 
Mr. Ganns turned to his notebook, wrote swiftly into it, 

tore out the page, and handed the solution to his com¬ 
panion. 

Brendon read: 
GOD 
Omega Alph A 
DOG 

‘‘ If you know Knut Hamsun’s stories, then you guess it 
instantly. If not, you might possibly be bothered,” he 
said, while Brendon stared. 

There are two ways with acrostics,” continued Peter, 
full of animation, the first is to make lights so difficult 
that they turn your hair grey till you’ve got them, the 
second—just traps—perhaps three perfectly sound answers 
to the same light, but the second just a shade sounder than 
the first, and the third a shade sounder than either of the 
others.” 

Who makes acrostics like that?” 
“ Nobody. Life’s too short; but if I devoted a year to 

a perfect acrostic, you bet your life it would take my fellow 
creatures a year to guess it. The same with cryptography, 
which we’ve both run up against, no doubt, in course of 
business. Cyphers are mostly crude; but I’ve often thought 
what a right down beauty it might be possible to make, 
given a little pains. The detective story writers make very 
good ones sometimes; but then the smart man, who wipes 
everybody’s eyes, always gets ’em—by pulling down just 
the right book from the villain’s library. My cryptograph 
won’t depend on books.” 

Peter chattered on; then he suddenly stopped and turned 
to his notes again. 

He looked up presently. 
‘'The hard thing before us is this,” he said, “to get into 

touch with Robert Redmayne, or his ghost. There are 
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two sorts of ghosts, Mark; the real thing—in which you 
don’t believe and concerning which I hold a watching brief; 
and the manufactured article. Now the manufactured 
article can be quite as useful to the bulls as the crooks.” 

” You believe in ghosts !” 
” I didn’t say so. But I keep an open mind. I’ve heard 

some funny things from men whose word could be relied 
upon.” 

If this is a ghost, that’s a way out, of course; but in 
that case why are you frightened for Albert Redmayne’s 
life ?” 

‘‘ I don’t say he’s a ghost and of course I don’t think 
he’s a ghost; but-” 

He broke off and changed the subject. 
” What I’m doing is to compare your verbal statement 

with Mr. Redmayne’s written communication,” he said, 
patting his book. My old friend goes back a long way 
farther than you would, because he knows a lot more than 
you did. It’s all here. I’ve got a regard for my eyes, so 
I had it typed. You’d better read it, however. You’ll 
find the story of Robert Redmayne from childhood and 
the story of the girl, his niece, and of her dead father. 
Mrs. Doria’s father was a rough customer—scorpions to 
P.oberf’s whips apparently—a man a bit out of the common; 
yet he never came to open clash with the law. You never 
thought of Robert’s dead brother, Henry, did you? But 
you’d be surprised how we can get at character and explain 
contradictions by studying the different members of a 
family.” 

‘‘ I shall like to read the report.” 
It’s valuable to us, because written without prejudice. 

That’s where it beats your very lucid account, Mark. 
There was something running through your story, like a 
thread of silk in cotton, that you won’t find here. It 
challenged me from the jump, my boy, and I’m inclined 
to think that in that thread of silk I shall just find the 
reason of your failure, before I’ve wound it up.” 

I don’t understand you, Ganns.” 
” You wouldn’t—not yet. But we’ll change the 

metaphor. We’ll say there was a! red herring drawn 
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across the trail, and that you took the bait and, having 
started right enough, presently forsook the right scent for 
the wrong.’’ 

Puzzle—to find the red herring,” said Mark. Mr. 
Ganns smiled. 

” I think I’ve found it,” he replied. But on the other 
hand, perhaps I haven’t. In twenty-four hours I shall 
know. I hope I’m right—for your sake. If I am, then 
you are discharged without a stain on your character; if 
I’m not, then the case is black against you.” 

Brendon made no reply. Neither his conscience nor his 
wit threw any light on the point. Then Peter, turning to 
his notes, touched on a minor incident and showed the 
other that it admitted of a doubt. 

D’you remember the night you left ' Crow’s Nest ’ 
after your first visit ? On the way back to Dartmouth you 
suddenly saw Robert Redm^ayne standing by a gate; and 
when the moonlight revealed you to him, he leaped away 
and disappeared into the trees. Why?” 

He knew me.” 
'‘How?” 
" We had met at Princetown and we had spoken together 

for some minutes by the pool in Foggintor Quarry, where I 
was fishing.” 

" That’s right. But he didn’t know who you were then. 
Even if he’d remembered meeting you six months before 
in the dusk at Foggintor, why should he think you were a 
man who was hunting him?” 

Mark reflected. 

“ That’s true,” he said. " Probably he’d have bolted 
from anybody that night, not wishing to be seen.” 

" 1 only raise the question. Of course it is easily ex¬ 
plained on a general assumption that Redmayne knew 
every man’s hand was against him. He would naturally, 
in his hunted state, fly the near approach of a man.” 

" Probably he didn’t remember me.” 

" Probably; but there are possibilities about the action. 
He might have been warned against you.” 

” There was nobody to warn him. He had not yet seen 
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his niece, nor spoken with her. Who else could have 
warned him—except Bendigo Redmayne himself?’’ 

Peter did not pursue the subject. He shut his book, 
yawned, took snuff, and declared himself ready for a meal. 
The long day passed and both men turned in early and 
slept till daybreak. 

Before noon they had left Baveno on a steamer and were 
crossing the blue depths of Maggiore. Brendon had never 
seen the Italian lakes before and he fell silent in the presence 
of such beauty; nor did Mr. Ganns desire to talk. They 
sat together and watched the panorama unfold, the hills 
and gorges, the glory of the light over earth and water, the 
presence of man, his little homes upon the mountains, his 
little barques upon the lake. 

At Luino they left the steamer and proceeded to Tresa. 
Beside the railroad, on this brief instalment of the journey, 
there stood lofty palisades of close wire netting hung with 
bells. Peter, who had travelled here twenty years earlier, 
explained that they were erected as a safeguard against the 
eternal smuggling between Switzerland and Italy. 

‘ Only man is vile ’ in fact,” he concluded and woke a 
passing wave of bitterness in his companion’s spirit. 

“ And our life is concerned with his vileness,” Mark 
answered. ‘‘ I hate myself sometimes and wish I was a 
grocer or a linen draper or even a soldier or sailor. It’s 
degrading to let your life’s work depend on the wickedness 
of your fellow creatures, Ganns. I hope a time is coming 
when our craft will be as obsolete as bows and arrows.” 

The elder laughed. 
‘‘What does Goethe say somewhere?” he asked. 
That if man endures for a million years, he’ll never lack 

obstacles to give him trouble, or the pressure of need to 
make him conquer them. Then there’s Montaigne—you 
ought to read Montaigne—wisest of men. He’ll teU you 
that human wisdom has never reached the perfection of 
conduct that itself prescribes; and could it arrive there, it 
would still dictate to itself others beyond. In a word, the 
world will never be short of crooks while human nature 
lasts, nor yet of men trained to lay them by the heels. 
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Crime will continue, in some form or other, as long as men 
do; and as the criminal gets cleverer, so must we.’’ 

“ I think better of human nature,” answered Mark and 
his friend applauded him. 

Quite right, my boy—at your age,” he said. 
They wound over Lugano and came in evening light to 

its northern shore. Then once more they took train, 
climbed aloft, and fell at last to Menaggio on Como’s 
brink. 

‘‘ Now,” said Peter, I guess we’ll leave our traps here 
and beat it to Villa Pianezzo right away. We’ll scare the 
old boy a bit, but can tell him things all fell right and so 
we found that we could jog along a week before we thought 
to do so. Not a word that I think him to be in danger.” 

Within twenty minutes their one-horse vehicle had 
reached Mr. Redmayne’s modest home and they found 
three persons just about to take an evening meal. Simul¬ 
taneously there appeared Mr. Redmayne, his niece, and 
Giuseppe Doria; and while Albert, Italian fashion, 
embraced Mr. Ganns and planted a kiss upon his cheek, 
Jenny greeted Mark Brendon and he looked once more into 
her eyes. 

There had come new experiences to her and they did not 
fail of the man’s observation. She smiled indeed and 
flushed and proclaimed her wonder and admiration at the 
speed which had brought him across Europe to her uncle’s 
succour; but even in her animation and excitement the new 
expression persisted. It set Mark’s heart throbbing 
vigorously and told him that perchance he might yet be 
useful to her. For there hung a shadow of melancholy on 
Jenny’s face her smiles could not dispel. 

Doria held back a little while his wife welcomed her 
uncle’s friend; then he came forward, declared his pleasure 
at meeting Mark again and his belief that time would soon 
reveal the truth and set a period to the sinister story of the 
wanderer. 

Mr. Redmayne was overjoyed at seeing Ganns and quite 
forgot the object of his visit in the pleasure of receiving him. 

‘ ‘ It has been my last and abiding ambition to introduce 
you to Virgilio Poggi, dear Peter, so that you, he and I 
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may sit together, hear each other’s voices and look into 
each other’s eyes. And now this will happen. Thus the 
unhappy spirit who wanders upon the hills has uncon¬ 
sciously accomplished a beautiful thing.” 

Jenny and Assunta had hastily prepared for the visitors 
and now all sat at supper and Brendon learned how rooms 
were already taken for him and Mr. Ganns at the Hotel 
Victoria. 

That’s as may be,” he declared to Doria’s wife. 
” You will find, I think, that Mr. Ganns is going to stop 
here. He takes the lead in this affair. Indeed there was 
no great reason why I should have intruded again, where I 
have failed so often.” 

Jenny looked at him softly. 
” I am very thankful you have come,” she said—in a 

whisper for his ear alone. 
” Then I am very thankful too,” he replied. 
After a cheerful meal Peter absolutely declined to cross 

Como and visit Signor Poggi on the instant. 
I’ve had enough of your lakes for one day, Albert,” he 

announced, and I want to talk business and get a rough, 
general idea of what more is known than Mark and I 
already know. Now what has happened since you wrote, 
Mrs. Doria?” 

” Tell them, Giuseppe,” directed Mr. Redmayne. 
Your gift—the gold box—take a pinch,” said Peter 

holding out his snuff to the old bookworm; but the master 
of Villa Pianezzo refused and lighted a cigar. 

” I will have smoke rather than dust, my precious 
Peter,” he said. 

” The man has been seen twice since you heard from my 
wife,” began Doria. '' Once I met him face to face on the 
hill, where I walked alone to reflect on my own affairs; and 
once—the night before last—he came here. Happily Mr. 
Redmayne’s room overlooks the lake and the garden walls 
are high, so he could not reach it; but the bedroom of Mr. 
Redmayne’s man, Ernesto, is upon the side that stands up 
to the road. 

” Robert Redmayne came at two o’clock, flung pebbles 
at the window, wakened Ernesto, and demanded to be let 
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in to see his brother. But the Italian had been warned 
exactly what to say and do if such a thing happened. He 
speaks English well and told the unfortunate man that he 
must appear by day. Ernesto then mentioned a certain 
place, a mile from here in a secluded valley—a little bridge 
that spans a stream—and directed Robert to await his 
brother at that spot on the following day at noon. This 
my Uncle Alberto had already planned in the event of his 
brother reappearing. 

‘‘ Having heard this, the red man departed without any 
more words and your friend, greatly courageous, kept the 
appointment that he had made, taking only me with him. 
We were there before midday and waited until after two 
o’clock. But nobody came to us and we saw neither man 
nor woman. 

“For my own part I feel very certain that Robert Red- 
mayne was hidden near at hand, and that he would have 
come out quickly enough had his brother been alone; but of 
course Uncle Alberto would not go alone, and we would 
not have allowed him to do so in any case.” 

Peter listened intently to these words. 
“ And what of your meeting with him ?” he asked. 
“ That was clearly an accident on Robert Redmayne’s 

part. I happened to be walking, deep in thought near the 
spot where my wife first saw him, and, rounding a corner, I 
suddenly confronted the man sitting on a rock by the path. 
He started at my footfall, looked up, clearly recognized 
me, hesitated, and then leaped into the bushes. I 
endeavoured to follow but he distanced me. He is har¬ 
bouring aloft there and may be in touch with some charcoal 
burner above in the mountains. He was strong and agile 
and moved swiftly.” 

“ How was he dressed ?” 
“ Exactly as I saw him dressed at ‘ Crow’s Nest ’ when 

Mr. Bendigo Redmayne disappeared.” 
“ I should like to know his tailor,” said Mr. Ganns. 

“ That’s a useful suit he wears.” 
Then he asked a question that seemed to bear but little 

on the subject. 
“ Plenty of smugglers in the mountains I suppose?” 
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“ Plenty/’ answered Giuseppe, “ and my heart is with 
them.” 

” They dodge the customs officers and get across the 
frontier by night sometimes I dare say?” 

^ ‘ If I stop here long enough, I shall be better in a position 
to know,” replied the other cheerfully. ‘‘ My heart. 
Signor Ganns, is with these boys. They are a brave and 
valiant people and their lives are very dangerous and thrill¬ 
ing and interesting. They are heroes and not villains at 
all. Our woman, Assunta, is the widow of a free trader. 
She has good friends among them.” 

” Now, Peter, tell us all that is in your mind,” urged 
Mr. Redmayne as he poured out five little glasses of golden 
liqueur. You hold that I go in some peril from this un¬ 
happy man ?” 

I do think so, Albert. And as to my mind, it is not by 
any means made up. You say, ^ Catch Robert Redmayne 
first and decide afterwards.’ Yes; but I will tell you an 
interesting thing. We are not going to catch Robert Red¬ 
mayne.” 

You throw up the sponge, signor?” asked Giuseppe 
in astonishment. 

** Surely you have caught everybody you ever tried to 
catch, Peter?” asked Albert. 

“ There is a reason why I shall not catch him,” replied 
Ganns, sipping from his little Venetian glass. 

“ Can it be that you think him not a man at all but a 
ghost, Mr. Ganns?” asked Jenny, round-eyed. 

He has already suggested a ghost,” said Mark, ‘‘ but 
there are different sorts of ghosts, Mrs. Doria. I see that, 
too. There are ghosts of flesh and blood.” 

‘‘ If he is a ghost, he is a very solid one indeed,” 
declared Doria. 

‘‘ He is,” admitted Peter. ‘‘ And yet none the less a 
ghost in my opinion. Now let us generalize. It needn’t 
be a sound maxim to seek the person who benefits by a 
crime—not always—for often enough the actual legatee of a 
murdered man may have had nothing whatever to do with 
his death. Albert, for example, will inherit Mr. Bendigo 
Redmayne’s estate when leave to assume his death is 
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granted by the law; and Mrs. Doria will inherit her late 
husband’s estate in due course. But it isn’t suggested 
that your wife killed her first husband, Signor Doria; and 
it isn’t suggested that my friend here killed his brother. 

‘‘ None the less, it’s a safe question to ask what a 
suspected man gains by his crime. And, if we put that 
question, we find that Robert Redmayne gained nothing 
whatever by killing Michael Pendean—^nothing, that is, 
but the satisfaction of a sudden, overpowering lust to do so. 
Pendean’s murder made Redmayne a vagabond, deprived 
him of his income and resources, set every man’s hand 
against him and left him a wanderer haunted by the 
gallows. Yet, while he evaded the law in a manner that 
can only be called miraculous, he made no attempt to avert 
suspicion from himself. On the contrary he courted sus¬ 
picion, took his victim to Berry Head on a motor bicycle 
and did a thousand things which defiantly proclaim him a 
lunatic^—but for one overmastering fact. A lunatic must 
have been caught: he was not. 

He vanishes from Paignton, to reappear at ‘ Crow’s 
Nest ’; he takes another life; he apparently commits another 
senseless murder on the person of his own brother and once 
more disappears, leaving not a clue. Now, in face of these 
absurdities, we have a right to brush aside the apparent 
facts and ask ourselves a very vital question. What is that 
question. Signor Doria?” 

It is one I have already asked myself,” replied 
Giuseppe. ‘‘It is one I have asked my wife. It is a 
question, however, which I cannot answer, because I do not 
know enough. There is nobody in the world who knows 
enough—unless it be Robert Redmayne.” 

Ganns nodded and took snuff. 

“ Good,” he said. 

“ But what is the question ?” asked Albert Redmayne. 
“ What is the question Giuseppe puts to himself, and you 
put to yourself, Peter ? We who are not so clever do not 
see the question.” 

“ The question, my friend, is this: Did Robert Red¬ 
mayne murder Micheal Pendean and Bendigo Redmayne ? 
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And you can ask yourself a still more vital question: Are 
these two men dead at all 

Jenny shivered violently. She put out her hand 
instinctively and it clutched Mark Brendon’s arm where he 
sat next to her. He looked at her and saw that her eyes 
were fixed with strange doubt and horror upon Doria; 
while the Italian himself showed a considerable amount of 
surprise at Peter’s conclusion. 

‘‘ Corpo di Bacco ! Then-” he asked. 
Then we may be said to enlarge the scope of the in¬ 

quiry a good deal,” answered Mr. Ganns mildly. He 
turned to Jenny. 

‘‘ This is calculated to flutter you, young lady, when 
you think of your second marriage,” he said. ‘‘But 
we’re not asserting anything; we’re only just having a 
friendly chat. Facts are what we want; and if the fact 
is that Robert Redmayne didn’t kill Michael Pendean, 
that doesn’t mean for a moment that Mr. Pendean isn’t 
dead. You must not let theories frighten you now, since 
you certainly did not allow them to do so in the past.” 

“ More than ever it is necessary that my unhappy brother 
should be secured,” declared Albert. “ It is interesting 
to remember,” he added, “ that poor Bendigo first 
thought he had to do with a ghost when the arrival of his 
brother was reported to him. He was very superstitious, 
as sailors often are, and not until Jenny had seen and 
spoken with her uncle, did Bendigo believe that a living 
man wanted to see him.” 

‘ ‘ The fact that it was actually Robert Redmayne and no 
ghost is proved by that incident, Ganns,” added Mark 
Brendon. “ That the man who came to ‘ Crow’s Nest ’ 
was in truth Robert Redmayne we can rest assured through 
Mrs. Doria, who knew her uncle exceedingly well. It 
only remains to prove with equal certainty that the 
wanderer here is Redmayne, and one can feel very little 
question that he is. It is of course marvellous that he 
escaped discovery and arrest; but it may not be as marvel¬ 
lous as it seems. Stranger things have happened. And 
who else could it be in any case ?” 

“ That reminds me,” replied Ganns. “ There has been 
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mention made of Mr. Bendigo’s log. He kept a careful 
diary—so it was reported. I should like to have that 
book, Albert, for in your statement you tell me that you 
preserved it.’’ 

I did and it is here,” replied his friend. '' That and 
dear Bendigo’s Bible,’ as I call it—a copy of ‘ Moby 
Dick ’—I brought away. As yet I have not consulted the 
diary—it was too intimate and distressed me. But I was 
looking forward to doing so.” 

'' The parcel containing both books is in a drawer in the 
library. I’ll get them,” said Jenny. She left the apart¬ 
ment where they sat overlooking the lake and returned 
immediately with a parcel wrapped in brown paper. 

‘‘ Why do you need this, Peter?” asked Albert, and 
while he was satisfied with the reply, Brendon was not. 

It’s always interesting to get a thing from every 
angle,” answered Mr. Ganns. ‘‘ Your brother may have 
something to tell us.” 

But whether Bendigo’s diary might have proved valu¬ 
able remained a matter of doubt, for when Jenny opened 
the parcel, it was not there. A blank book and the famous 
novel were all the parcel contained. 

“ But I packed it myself,” said Mr. Redmayne. “ The 
diary was bound exactly as this blank volume is bound, 
yet it is certain that I made no mistake, for I opened my 
brother’s log and read a page or two before completing the 
parcel.” 

‘ ‘ He had bought a new diary only the last time he was 
in Dartmouth,” said Doria. I remember the incident. 
I asked him what he was going to put into the book, and 
he said that his log was just running out and he needed a 
new volume.” 

‘‘ You are sure that you did not mistake the old, full 
book for the nfew, empty one, Albert ?” asked his friend. 

‘‘ I cannot be positive, of course, but I feel no shadow of 
doubt in my own mind.” 

Then the one has been substituted for the other by 
somebody else. That is a very interesting fact, if 
true.” 

“ Impossible,” declared Jenny. ‘‘ There was nobody 

M 
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to do such a thing, Mr. Ganns. Who could have felt any 
interest in poor Uncle Bendigo’s diary but ourselves?” 

Mr. Ganns considered. 
“ The answer to that question might save us a very 

great deal of trouble,” he said. ‘‘ But there may be no 
answer. Your uncle may be mistaken. On the other 
hand I have never known him to be mistaken over any 
question involving a book.” 

He took up the empty volume and turned its pages; then 
Brendon declared they must be going. 

“ Tm afraid we’re keeping Mr. Redmayne out of bed, 
Ganns,” he hinted. “ Our kits have already been sent to 
the hotel and as we’ve got a mile to walk, we’d better be 
moving. Are you never sleepy?” 

He turned to Jenny. 
“ I don’t believe he has closed his eyes since we left 

England, Mrs. Doria.” 
But Peter did not laugh: he appeared to be deep in 

thought. Suddenly he spoke and surprised them. 
“ I’m afraid you’re going to find me the sort of friend 

that sticketh closer than a brother, Albert. In a word, 
somebody must go to the hotel and bring back my travel¬ 
ling grip, for I’m not going to lose sight of you again till 
we’ve got this thing straightened out.” 

Mr. Redmayne was delighted. 
“ How like you, Peter—how typical of your attitude ! 

You shall not leave me, dear friend. You shall sleep in the 
apartment next my own. It contains many books, but 
there shall be my great couch moved from my own bedroom 
and set up there in half an hour. It is as comfortable as a 
bed.” 

He turned to his niece. 
Seek Assunta and Ernesto and set the apartment in 

order for Mr. Ganns, Jenny; and you, Giuseppe, will take 
Mr. Brendon to the Hotel Victoria and bring back Peter’s 
luggage.” 

Jenny hastened to do her uncle’s bidding, while Bren¬ 
don made his farewell and promised to return at an early 
hour on the following morning. 

“ My plans for to-morrow,” said Peter, subject to 
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Mark’s approval, are these. I suggest that Signor Doria 
should take Brendon to the scene in the hills where Robert 
Redmayne appeared; while, by her leave, I have a talk with 
Mrs. Jenny here. Fm going to run her over a bit of the 
past and she must be brave and give me all her attention.” 

He started and listened, his ear cocked toward the lake. 
What’s that shindy?” he asked. ‘‘Sounds like 

distant cannon.” 
Doria laughed. 
“ Only the summer thunder on the mountains, signor,” 

he answered. 

M 2 
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CHAPTER XIII 

THE SUDDEN RETURN TO ENGLAND 

A SUCCESSFUL detective needs, above all else, the power 
to see both sides of any problem as it affects those involved 
in it. Nine times out of ten there is but one side; yet men 
have often gone to the gallows because their fellow men 
failed in this particular—followed the line of least resistance 
and pursued the obvious and patent conclusions to an end 
only logical upon a false premise. 

Peter Ganns did not lack this perspicuity. It was visible 
in his big face to any student of physiognomy. He smiled 
with his mouth, but his eyes were grave—never ironical, 
never satirical, but always set in a stern, not unkindly 
expression. They were watchful yet tolerant—the eyes of 
one versed in the weakness as well as the nobility of human 
nature. He could measure the average, modest intelli¬ 
gence of his fellow creatures as well as estimate the heights 
of genius to which man’s intellect may sometimes attain. 
His own unusual powers, centred in sound judgment of 
character and wide experience of the human comedy, had 
set the seal in his eyes while graving something like a smile 
upon his full, Egyptian lips. 

He sat next day and spoke to Albert Redmayne on a 
little gallery that extended from the dining-room of the 
villa and overhung the lake. Here, for half an hour, 
he talked and listened until Jenny could be ready for 
him. 

The elder expounded his simple philosophy. 
“ I was long out of heart with God, while striving to 

keep my faith in man, Peter,” he declared. But now I 
see more clearly and believe that it is only by faith ini our 
Maker that we can understand ourselves. ^ Better ’ is 

i8i 
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ever the enemy of ' good ’ and ' best ’ is a golden word 
only to be used for martyrs and heroes.” 

Men do their best for two things, Albert,” replied Mr. 
Ganns. For love and for hate; and without these tre¬ 
mendous incitements not the least or greatest among us can 
reach the limit of his powers.” 

‘‘ True, and perhaps that explains the present Europeari 
attitude. The war has left us incapable of any supreme 
activit)^. Enthusiasm is dead; consequently the enthu¬ 
siasm of good-will lacks from our councils and we 
drift, without any great guiding hand upon the tiller of 
destiny. Heart and brains are at odds, groping on 
different roads instead of advancing together by the one 
and only road. We see no great men. There are, of 
course, leaders, great by contrast with those they lead; 
but history will declare us a generation of dwarfs and 
show how, for once, man stood at a crisis of his destiny 
when those mighty enough to face it failed to appear. 
Now that is a situation unparalleled in my knowledge of 
the past. Until now, the hour has always brought the 
mani.” 

We drift, as you say,” answered Ganns, dusting his 
white waistcoat. ‘‘ We are suffering from a sort of 
universal shell shock, Albert; and from my angle of 
observation I perceive how closely crime depends upon 
nerves. Indifference in the educated takes the shape of 
lawlessness in the masses; and the breakdown of our 
economical laws provokes to fury and despair. Our 
equilibrium is gone in every direction. For example the 
balance between work and recreation has been destroyed. 
This restless condition will take a decade of years to 
control, and the present craving for that excitement, to 
which we were painfully accustomed during the years of 
war, is leaving a marked and dangerous brand on the 
minds of the rising generation. From this restlessness to 
criminal methods of satisfying it is but a step. 

‘‘ We are sick; our state is pathological. What we need 
is a renewal of the discipline that enabled us to confront 
and conquer in the past struggle. We must drill our 
nerves, Albert, and strive to restore a balanced and 
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healthy outlook for those destined to run the world in 
future. Men are not by nature lawless. They are rational 
beings in the lump; but civilization, depending as it does 
on creed and greed, has made no steps as yet, through 
education, to arrest our superstition and selfishness.” 

Once let the light of good-will in upon this chaos and 
we should see order beginning to return,” declared Mr. 
Redmayne. “ The problem is how to promote good-will, 
my dear friend. This should be the great and primal 
concern of religion ; for v/hat, after all, is the basis of all 
morality? Surely to love our neighbour as ourselves.” 

They set the world right together and their thoughts 
drifted into a region of benignant aspirations. Then 
came Jenny, and presently the detective followed her into 
a garden of flowers behind Villa Pianezzo. 

Giuseppe and Mr. Brendon have gone to the hills,” 
she said. And now I am ready to talk to you, Mr. 
Ganns. Don’t fear to hurt me. I am beyond hurting. I 
have suffered more in the past year than I should have 
thought it possible to suffer and keep sane.” 

He looked at her beautiful face intently. It wasi 
certainly sad enough, but to his eye, beneath the lines of 
sorrow, lay an anxiety that concerned neither the past 
nor the future, but the immediate present. She was 
apparently unhappy in her new life. 

Show me the silkworms,” he said. 

They entered the lofty shed rising above a thicket 
behind the villa—a shuttered apartment where twilight 
reigned. The place was fitted with shelves to the ceiling 
and between the caterpillar trays tall branches of brush¬ 
wood ascended to the roof. Out of the cool gloom of this 
silent chamber there glimmered, as it seemed, a thousand 
little lamps dotted everywhere on the sticks and walls and 
ceiling. Not a place where a worm could climb or spin 
was unadorned, for the oval, shining cocoons, scattered 
like small, ripe fruit upon the twigs, made a delicate light 
on every side through the sombre dusk. Mr. Redmayne’s 
silkworms were descended, through countless generations, 
from those historic eggs stolen by Nestorian pilgrims from 
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China, and carried thence secretly in hollow canes to Con¬ 
stantinople some thirteen hundred years before. 

The caterpillars had nearly all done their work and com¬ 
pleted their silken cases; but a couple of hundred fat, white 
monsters, each some three inches long, still remained in the 
trays, and they fastened greedily on fresh mulberry leaves 
that Jenny brought them. Others were but beginning 
their shrouds. They had sketched them and appeared to 
be busily weaving in the preliminary bag made of trans¬ 
parent and glittering filament. A few of the creatures 
began to turn yellow, though as yet they had not devoured 
their last meal. Jenny picked them up and held them to 
the morning light. 

‘‘ Never mummy was wound so exquisitely as the silk¬ 
worm’s chrysalis,” said Peter; and Jenny chatted cheer¬ 
fully about the silken industry and its varied interests, but 
found that Mr. Ganns could tell her much more than she 
was able to tell him. 

He listened with attention, however, and only by 
gradual stages deflected conversation to the affairs that 
had brought him. Presently he indicated an aspect of her 
own position arising from his words on the previous night. 

‘‘ Did it ever strike you that it was a bold thing to 
marry within little more than nine months of your first 
husband’s disappearance, Mrs. Doria?” he asked. 

It did not; but I shivered when I heard you talking 
yesterday. And call me ^ Jenny,’ not ^ Mrs. Doria,’ Mr. 
Ganns.” 

“ Love has always been very impatient of law,” he 
declared, “ but the fact is that unless proof of an ex¬ 
ceptional character canJ be submitted, the English law is 
not prepared to say of any man that he is dead until seven 
years have passed from the last record of him among the 
living. Now there is rather a serious difference between 
seven years and nine months, Jenny.” 

“ Looking back I seem to see nothing but a long night¬ 
mare. ‘ Nine months I’ It was a century. Don’t think 
that I didn’t love my first husband; I adored him and I 
adore his memory; but the loneliness and the sudden 
magic of this man. Besides all that, surely none could 
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question the hideous proofs of what happened ? I accepted 
Michael’s death as a fact which need not enter the 
calculation. My God ! Why did not somebody hint to 
me that I was doing wrong to wed ?” 

Did anybody have a chance ?” 
She looked at him with a face full of unhappiness. 

You are right. I was possessed. I made a terrible 
mistake; but do not fear that I have escaped the 
punishment.” 

He guessed her meaning and led her away from the 
subject of her husband. 

Tell me, if it won’t hurt you too much, a little about 
Michael Pendean.” 

But she appeared not to hear him. Her thoughts were 
concerned entirely with herself and her present situation. 

I can trust you. You are wise and know life. I have 
not married a man, but a devil! ’ ’ 

Her hands clenched and he saw a flash of her teeth in the 
gloom of the silent chamber. 

He took snuff and listened, while the unfortunate 
woman raved of her error. 

I hate—I loathe him,” she cried, and heaped hard 
words on the head of the debonair Giuseppe. She broke 
off presently panted, and then subsided in tears. 

Peter studied her very carefully, yet, for the moment, 
showed no great sympathy. His answer was tonic rather 
than sedative. 

” You must keep your nerve and be patient,” he said. 
“ Even Italy^s a free country in some respects; you need 
not stop with Doria if you don’t want to.” 

Might my husband be alive? Do you imagine it 
possible that he could be alive? I think of him as my 
husband again, now that this midsummer madness is over. 
I have much to say to you. I want you—I pray you— 
to help me as well as my uncle. But he must come first, 
of course.” 

We shall possibly find that in helping him we are 
helping you,” answered Peter. ” But you ask a question 
and I always answer a question when it’s reasonable to do 
so. No, Jenny, I cannot think that Michael Pendean is 
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alive. Let us go out into the air; it is stuffy here. But 
remember I do not say that he is not alive. It was 
certainly man’s blood that an unknown hand shed at 
Foggintor; it was man’s blood in the cave under the cliffs 
near Mr. Bendigo Redmayne’s home; but as yet we know 
no more, with absolute certainty, who lost it than who 
spilled it. That is the large problem I am here to solve. 
And perhaps, if you want to help me, you can do so. This 
at any rate I promise you: if you help me, you will also 
help yourself and your Uncle Albert.” 

” He is in danger?” 

” Consider the situation. In process of time the estate 
of Albert’s two brothers will devolve upon him. That 
means, I suppose, that sooner or later the bulk of the money 
must be yours. Albert is frail. I do not think he will be 
a long-lived man. What follows ? Surely that you—the 
last of the Redmaynes—will inherit everything. And you 
are married. Here is a proposition, then. And what have 
you just told me? That your husband is ‘ a devil,’ and 
thaf you hate him since you have seen a glimpse of his 
heart. These facts cannot be entirely separated. They 
may or may not be closely allied.” 

She looked at him steadfastly. 

I have only thought of Giuseppe Doria in connection 
with myself, never in connection with Uncle Bendigo and 
Uncle Albert. Uncle Bendigo died—if he is dead—before 
I consented to marry Doria—before he asked me to do so. 
But keep my mistake from my uncle. I don’t want him to 
know how I’m miserable.” 

” You must decide where to put your trust, my dear,” 
answered Mr. Ganns. ” Otherwise you may find your¬ 
self on dangerous ground.” 

She weighed her answer. 

” You are thinking of something,” she said. 

” Naturally. What you have told me as to your 
relations with your Italian husband offers considerable food 
for thought. But consider very carefully. You cannot 
run with the hare and hunt with the hounds. How many 
a bad man and, for that matter, how many an innocent 
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man, has come to grief in the attempt. Tell me this. 
Does Giuseppe know that you no longer love him ?” 

She shook her head. 
I have hid it. The time has not come to let him know 

that. He would be revenged, and God knows what form 
his revenge might take. Till I have escaped from him, he 
must not dream that I have changed. 

That’s your feeling? Well, the questions are two. 
Do you know enough about him to assist and justify your 
escape and, if you do, are you prepared to confide your 
knowledge to me?” 

I do not know enough,” she answered. He is a 
very clever man under his light-hearted and easy-going 
manners. He is, I believe, faithful to me, and he takes 
care never to be unkind in the presence or hearing of a third 
person. But this I think: that he knows very well what 
you’ve just told me—that all the Redmayne money must 
sooner or later be mine.” 

'' And yet he behaves to you as though he were a devil ? 
That’s not very clever of him.” 

I can’t explain. Perhaps I have said too much. His 
cruelty is very subtle. Italian husbands-” 

” I know all about Italian husbands. We’ll talk over 
this again when you have had time to think a little. 
There’s a reason for your hate and distrust of him, no 
doubt. You would not pretend such emotions. He’s 
faithful, you say, so perhaps that reason is linked with 
knowledge }^ou do not care to impart to me—or anybody ? 
Perhaps it embraces the mystery man we want to catch— 
Robert Redmayne? Does Doria know more about him 
than you or I do ? And you have found it out ? There 
may be quite a number of things that make you hate Doria. 
So think it over and consider if to hear any of them would 
help me.” 

Jenny looked at Peter with profound interest. 
You are a very wonderful man, Mr. Ganns.” 

‘‘ Not a bit—only practised in the jig-saw puzzle we call 
life. Attach no special importance to what I have just 
said, or the possibilities I have just thrown out. I may be 
altogether wrong. I have only at present your word that 
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Signor Doria is not a kind husband. I may not agree with 
you when 1 know him better. You may not be a judge. 
Your first husband was perhaps so exceptional that the 
norm of husbands is unknown to you. My mind is quite 
open on the subject, because I have often found that a wife 
knows much less about her husband’s character than do 
other people. Remember that hate blinds quite as fre¬ 
quently as love; and love turned to hate is a transforma¬ 
tion so complicated that it takes a cunning psycho-analyst 
to interpret it. Therefore to know the importance of your 
fears, I must know more about you yourself. 

We’ll leave it at that—and all you need think of me at 
present is that I want to serve you. But I am an old bird, 
while Brendon, on the contrary, is still young; and youth 
understands youth. Remember that in him you have a 
steadfast and faithful friend. I shan’t be jealous if you 
can tell him more than you can tell me. ” 

Jenny’s lips moved and were again motionless. He 
perceived that she had started to say one thing, but would 
now say another. She took his big hand and pressed it 
between her own. 

God bless you!” she said. If I have you for a 
friend, I am content. Mr. Brendon has been very good to 
me—very, very good. But you are more likely to serve 
Uncle Albert than he.” 

They parted presently and Jenny returned to the house, 
while the detective, finding a comfortable chair under an 
oleander bush, sniffed the fragrance of the red blossom 
above him, regretted that his voice had largely spoiled his 
sense of smell, took snuff and opened his notebook. He 
wrote in it steadily for half an hour; then he rose and 
joined Albert Redmayne. 

rhe elder was full of an approaching event. 
“ To think that to-day you and Poggi meet!” he ex¬ 

claimed. Peter my dear man, if you do not love Vir- 
gilio I shall be broken-hearted.” 

‘‘ Albert,” answered Mr. Ganns. '' I have already 
loved Poggi for two years. Those you love, I love; and 
that means that our friendship is on a very high plane 
indeed; for it often happens that nothing puzzles us more 
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infernally than our friends’ troubles. In our case, however, 
so entirely do we see alike in everything that matters, that 
it is beyond possibility you should be devoted to anybody 
who does not appeal to me. By the same token, how much 
do you love your niece?” 

Mr. Redmayne did not answer instantly. 

“ I love her,” he replied at length, ” because I love 
everything that is lovely; and without prejudice I do 
honestly believe she is about the loveliest young woman I 
have ever seen. Her face more nearly resembles that of 
Botticelli’s Venus than any living being in my experience; 
and it is the sweetest face I know. Therefore I love her 
outside very much indeed, Peter. 

” But when it comes to her inside, I feel not so sure. 
That IS natural, for this reason, that I do not know her at 
all well yet. I have .seldom seen her in childhood, or had 
any real acquaintance with her until now. When I know 
her better, it is pretty certain that I shall love her all 
through; but one must confess I can never know her very 
well, because the gap in age denies perfect understanding. 
Nor does she come to me, as it were, alone. Her life turns 
to her husband. She is still a bride and adores him.” 

You have no reason to think her as an unhappy 
bride ?” 

“ None whatever. Doria is amazingly handsome and 
attractive—the type a woman generally worships. I grant 
that Italo-English marriages are not remarkable for their 
success; but—well, no doubt Jenny’s husband is worldly- 
wise. He has everything to gain by being good, every¬ 
thing to lose by behaving badly. Jenny is a proud girl. 
She has qualities. There is a distinction about her. She 
would stand no nonsense from Doria and she knows that I 
would stand no nonsense from him. I hope to see much of 
her, though it appears that their home will be in Turin.” 

‘‘ He has abandoned his ambitions to recover the family 
estates and title and so forth ? Brendon told me all about 
that.” 

Entirely. Besides it seems that one of your country¬ 
men has secured the castle at Dolceaqua and bought the 
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title too. Giuseppe was very entertaining on the subject. 
But Tm afraid he loves idleness.’’ 

Before luncheon Mark Brendon returned from the hills 
with his guide. They had seen nothing of Robert Red- 
mayne and appeared to be rather weary of one another’s 
company. 

‘‘ You must impart your wisdom and gay spirit to 
Signor Marco,” said Giuseppe to Mr. Ganns, when Bren¬ 
don was out of earshot with Jenny. ‘‘ He is a very dull 
dog and does not even listen when I talk. Not simpatico, 
I suppose. He will never find out anything. Will you, I 
wonder ? Have you any ideas ? A new broom sweeps 
clean, as you say.” 

” I must suck your brains before you suck mine, Doria,” 
said Peter genially. I want to hear what you think of 
this man in the red waistcoat. We must have a talk.” 

‘‘ Gladly, gladly. Signor Peter. I have seen him now 
many times—in England three—four times—in Italy once. 
He is always the same.” 

Not a spook ?” 

‘‘ A spirit ? No. Very much alive. But how he lives 
and what he lives for—who can tell ?” 

You do not fear on account of Mr. Redmayne ?” 
I much fear on account of him,” answered Doria. 

And when my wife told me that she had seen him, I 
telegraphed from Turin that they should be careful and run 
no risk whatever of a meeting. Jenny’s uncle is 
frightened when he thinks about it; but we keep his 
thoughts away as much as possible. It is bad for him to 
fear. For the love of Heaven, good signor, get to the 
bottom of it if you can. My idea is to set a trap for this 
red man and catch him, like a fox or other wild creature.” 

A very cute notion,” declared Peter. We’ll rope 
you in, Giuseppe. Between you and me and the post, our 
friend Brendon has been barking up the wrong tree, you 
know. But if you and I and he, together, can’t clean this 
up, then we’re not the men I take us for.” 

Doria laughed. 
“ ‘ Deeds are men; words are women,’ ” he said. 
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‘‘ There has been too much chatter about this; but now you 
are come; we shall see things accomplished/’ 

It was not until after the midday meal that Ganns and 
Mark were able to get speech together. Then, promising to 
return in time to meet Virgilio Poggi, who would cross the 
lake for tea, the two men sauntered beside Como and ex¬ 
changed experiences. The interview proved painful to the 
younger, for he found that Peter’s doubts were cleared in 
certain directions. Brendon, indeed, led up to his own 
chastening very directly. 

‘‘ It makes me mad,” he said, ‘‘to see the way that 
beggar treats his wife—Doria I mean. Pearls before 
swine. I never hoped much from it; but to think they have 
only been married three months ! ’ ’ 

‘‘ How does he treat her ?” 
“ Well, one isn’t blind to her appearance. The cause 

is, of course, concealed; the effect; very visible to my eyes. 
She’s far too plucky to whisper her troubles; but she can’t 
hide her face, where they may be read.” 

Mr. Ganns said nothing and Mark spoke again. 
“Do you begin to see any light ?” 
“Not much upon the main problem. A minor feature 

has cleared, however, I know the rock you split upon, my 
son. You were in love with Jenny Pendean from the 
moment you knew that she was a widow. And you’re in 
love with Jenny Doria now. And to be in love with one of 
the principals in a case is to handicap yourself out of the 
hunt, as far as that case is concerned.” 

Brendon stared but made no answer. 
“ Human nature has its limits, Mark, and love’s a pretty 

radical passion. No man ever did, or could, do himself 
justice in any task whatever—not while he was blinded 
with love of a woman. Love’s a jealous party and won’t 
stand competitors. So it follows that if you were in love 
anyway you wouldn’t be at your best; and how much more 
so when the lady in your case was the lady in the case ?” 

“ You wrong me,” answered the other rather hotly. 
“ That is really unreasonable. Emphatically the incident 
made no sort of difference, for the very good reason that 
she was not in the case, save as an innocent sufferer from 
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the evil actions of others. She helped me rather than 
hindered me. Despite all she was called to endure, she 
kept her nerve from the first and fought her own grief that 
she might make everything clear to me. If I did come to 
love her, that made no sort of difference to my attitude to 
my work.’' 

“ But it made a mighty lot of difference to your attitude 
to her. However, your word runs with me, Mark, and I’m 
very willing to attach all due importance to your con¬ 
clusions. But I am not in the least willing to accept your 
estimate of anybody’s character without further proofs. 
You musn’t feel it personal. Only remember that I’m not 
in this case for my health, and, so far, I have had no reason 
whatever to eliminate anybody.” 

‘‘ We know some things without proof and are proud to 
take them on trust,” answered Brendon. “ Have I not 
seen Mrs. Doria under affliction and in situations unspeak¬ 
ably difficult ? She has been marvellously brave. After 
her own great sorrow, her only thought was her unfortunate 
relations. She buried her own crushing grief-” 

“ And in nine months was married to another man.” 
She is young and you have seen for yourself what her 

husband is. Who can tell what measures he took to win 
her ? All I know is that she has made an appalling mis¬ 
take. Perhaps I feel it rather than know it; but I’m 
positive.” 

‘‘ Well,” said Peter quietly. It’s no good playing 
about. At a seemly opportunity, after her husband 
died, I guess you told her you loved her and asked her to 
marry you. She declined; but it didn’t end there. She’s 
got you on the string at this moment.” 

That’s not true, Ganns. You don’t understand me— 
or her.” 

“ Well, I do not ask much; but since I have picked up 
this thing for Albert’s sake, there’s one point on which 1 
insist. If you are going to take Jenny into your confi¬ 
dence and assume that she has no wish or desire other than 
to see justice done and the mystery cleared, then I can’t 
work with you, Mark.” 

“ You wrong her, but that doesn’t matter, I suppose. 
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What does matter is that you wrong me/’ said Brendon, 
with fierce eyes fixed upon the elder. -‘ Fve never thought 
or dreamed of confiding in her, or anybody else. Fve 
nothing to confide, for that matter. I did love her, and I 
do love her, and Fm deeply concerned and troubled to see 
the mess she’s in with this blighter; but Fm a detective first 
and last and always over this business; and I have some 
credit in my painful profession.” 

” Good. Remember that, whatever happens. And 
keep your temper with me, too, because nothing is gained 
by losing it. Fm not saying a word against Mrs. Doria, 
but inasmuch as she is Mrs. Doria and inasmuch as Doria 
is as yet very much an unknown quantity to you and me, 
you must understand that I don’t allow appearances to 
blind my eyes or control my actions. Now if a woman 
hints, or indicates, that she is unhappily married, then 
nothing is more natural than that a man like yourself, who 
entertains the tenderest feelings to the woman, should 
believe what he sees and regard her melancholy as genuine. 
It looks all right; but suppose, for their own ends, that 
Jenny Doria and her spouse want to create this impression ? 
Suppose that their object is to lead you and me to imagine 
that they are not friends ?” 

” My God ! What would you make of her ?” 
‘‘ It isn’t what I’d make of her. It’s what she really is. 

And that Fm going to find out, because a great deal more 
may depend upon it than you appear to imagine.” 

‘‘ A moment’s reflection will surely convince you that 
neither she rior Doria-’ ’ 

“ Wait, wait! Fm only saying that we must not allow 
character, fancied or real, to dam any channel of investi¬ 
gation. If reflection convinces me that it is impossible for 
Doria to be in collusion with Robert Redmayne, I shall 
admit it. As yet that is not so. There are several very in¬ 
teresting points. Have you asked yourself why Bendigo 
Redmayne’s diary is missing ?” 

“ I have—and could not see how it was likely to contain 
anything dangerous to Robert Redmayne.” 

Peter did not enlighten him for the moment. Then he 
spoke and changed the subject. 

N 
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I must find out several fundamental facts and I 
certainly shall not learn them here,” he said. ‘‘ Next 
week in all probability, unless something unexpected 
happens to prevent it, I go back to England.” 

” Can’t 1 go?” 
** I shall want you here; but our understanding must be 

complete before I leave.” 
” Trust me for that,” said Mark. 
‘‘ I do.” 
“You want me to look after Mr. Redmayne ?” 
“ No; I look after him. He’s my first care. I haven’t 

broken it to him yet; but he’s going with me.” 
Brendon considered and his thought flushed his cheek. 
“ You can’t trust him with me, then?” 
“ It’s not you. Mind, I’m only guessing; but, anyway, 

the risk is too considerable. I go, because, until I have 
been, I remain in the dark over some vital matters that 
must be cleared and can only be cleared in England. 
Vital in my opinion, that is. But in the meantime Albert 
is not the sort of man to be trusted alone, for the reason 
that he has no idea whence the danger threatens; nor can 
he be trusted with you, either, because you are equally 
ignorant.” 

“ But if the danger lies with Doria, as you seem to hint, 
how can you, or anybody else, save Mr. Redmayne from 
it ? He likes Doria. The beggar amuses him and is tactful 
and clever to please where and when he wants to please. 
He’s been trying to please me. To-morrow he’ll try to 
please you.” 

“ Yes—a very light-hearted, agreeable chap—and clever 
as you say. But I don’t know yet whether what you and 
I see, or even what his wife sees is the real Doria.” 

“ Possibly not.” 
Ganns considered and then proceeded. 
“ I must give you a clear understanding. I’m so used 

to playing a lone hand and saying nothing till I can say 
everything, that I may be tempted to treat you in a way 
you don’t deserve. Now I’ll tell you how the cat’s jump¬ 
ing. She’s jumping in the dark—I’ll allow that; but what 
I seem to see dimly is this: that Giuseppe Doria knows a 
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great deal more about the man in the red waistcoat than we 
do. I hardly think Doria is the man to murder my old 
friend; but Fm not so sure that, if somebody else wanted 
to take the step, Doria would prevent him. 

If Albert disappeared, you've got to remember that 
Doria's wife would be the worldly gainer. Why anybody 
should want to kill Albert to put money into Jenny's 
pocket I cannot say. But it's a feature; and while I'm in 
England, I'll ask you to keep your eyes skinned and try 
and find out as much about Giuseppe as you can. Not 
from his wife, however. I needn’t tell you that. You’ll 
be free to poke about and try and surprise ‘ Red Waist¬ 
coat.' Perhaps you'll do the trick; but take care he 
doesn't surprise you. All I ask is that you don't believe 
a quarter you hear, or half you see. We must get under 
the appearances if we're to make good." 

" You think, then, that Doria and Robert Redmayne 
may be running in double harness? And perhaps you 
think that Jenny Doria knows this fact and that in this 
secret knowledge her present misery lies ?" 

‘‘No' need to drag her in; but your own question 
suggests the possibility." 

“ Not against my own knowledge. She could be a will¬ 
ing party to no crime. It is contrary to her inherent 
character, Ganns." 

“ And yet you're a detective ‘ first and last and 
always '—eh ? One would think that I wanted you to put 
her through the third degree. Not that I ever put any man 
or woman through it myself. It is dirty business and quite 
unworthy of our great service. We'll leave Mrs. Doria, 
then, and concentrate on her husband. There are a lot of 
very interesting things to find out about Doria, my boy." 

“You forget that he only came into this business at 
‘ Crow's Nest.' " 

“ How can I forget what I don’t know ? Why do you 
say he only came into it at ‘ Crow’s Nest ' ? He may 
have come into it at Foggintor. Perhaps he and not 
Robert Redmayne, or any other, cut Michael Pendean's 
throat?" 

N 2 
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'' Impossible. Consider. Is not MichaePs widow 
Doria’s wife?’’ 

" What, then? I’m not saying she knew he was the 
murderer.” 

'' Another thing: Doria was the servant of Bendigo 
Redmayne at the time.” 

" And how do you know even so much ?” 
Brendon showed impatience. 
" My dear Ganns, that’s common knowledge.” 
" Common nothing! You can’t sweair he was the 

servant of Bendigo Redmayne on the day that the murder 
was committed. To prove as much would entail an 
amount of solid research that might surprise you. Of this 
crowd, only Doria for certain knows when he joined up at 
' Crow’s Nest.’ His wife may, or may not, know. I’m 
quite unprepared to take Giuseppe’s word for the date.” 

“ That’s why you wanted Bendigo Redmayne’s log 
then ?” 

" One of the reasons certainly. The diary may be here 
yet. You can use your eyes when we are away and try to 
find it. If you are allowed to stumble on it, note 
particularly any pages tom out or erased or faked.” 

"You still believe that those about Mr. Redmayne are 
criminals?” 

" I believe that it becomes necessary to prove they are 
not. Perhaps you’ll succeed in doing so before we return. 
There’s a devil of a lot of clearing to be done yet before we 
begin building. What beats me frankly is the fact that 
my old friend Albert is still alive. I can see no reason 
whatever why he should be—and a dozen why he should 
not.” 

" Thanks to your forethought in coming unexpectedly, 
perhaps.” 

" With all the will and wit in the world you can’t pre¬ 
vent one man from killing another if he wants to do so— 
that is, assuming the would-be murderer is at liberty and 
unknown. One more thing, Mark. When I leave with 
Mr. Redmayne, I disappear altogether, and so does he. 
It must be understood that nobody here is going to hear 
anything about us till we come back again. If you want 
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me very urgently, you must telegraph to New Scotland 
Yard, where my direction will be known, but nowhere else. 
And look after yourself sharply too. Don’t run! any need¬ 
less risks on trust. You may be in danger and certainly 
will be if you get on the scent.” 

Two days later the book lover and Peter were taking a 
steamer for Varenna, whence they would entrain for Milan 
and so return to England. The meeting of Signor Poggi 
and Mr. Ganns afforded exquisite satisfaction to Albert, 
and Peter did not cloud his pleasure with any allusion to 
the future until the following morning. Then, having ex¬ 
pressed his enthusiasm for Virgilio and his hope of better 
acquaintance on their return, the American broke to Albert 
their immediate departure. He anticipated some protest, 
but Mr. Redmayne was too logical to make any. 

“ I asked you to solve this enigma,” he said, and I 
am the last to question your methods of so doing. That 
you will get to the bottom of these horrid mysteries, Peter, 
I am quite certain. It is a conviction with me that you are 
going to explain everything; but I shall support your 
operations and if you hold it necessary that I go to Eng¬ 
land, of course, dear friend* I go. You must not, however, 
count upon me for any practical assistance. It is entirely 
contrary to my nature to take an active part in this cam¬ 
paign. To put any enterprise or adventure upon me would 
be to ask for failure.” 

Fear nothing at all,” answered Ganns. I don’t 
want you to do anything whatever but lie low and amuse 
yourself. The danger may follow you, or it may not; but 
my only wish is to come between you and danger, Albert, 
and keep you under my own eyes. For the rest we’ll hide 
our tracks. Get Jenny to pack your portmanteau for a ten 
days’ tour. If all’s well, you’ll be home again at the end 
of next week.” 

The morning of departure swiftly arrived and while Mr. 
Redmayne gave final instructions to his niece, Peter and 
Mark walked the landing stage as the paddle steamer, 
Pliny, came thudding across from Bellagio to take 
the travellers on the first stage of their journey. Brendon 
defined the position. 
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‘‘ It stands thus/^ he said. ‘‘You strongly suspect 
Doria of being in collusion with another man, but doubt 
whether the other man is really Robert Redmayne. What 
you want me to do is to watch Doria and see if I can sur¬ 
prise the great unknown, or learn the truth about him. 
Meanwhile you go home, and your work on the case you 
prefer to keep to yourself until it is considerably clearer 
and forwarder than at present.” 

“ The situation in a nutshell. Keep an open mind. I 
ask no more than that.” 

“ I will,” answered Brendon. “ Already I suspect the 
explanation that you have had of Mrs. Doria’s suferings. 
It is tolerably clear to me that she knows more than we do, 
and has some secret of her husband’s that is causing her 
unhappiness.” 

“ A theory capable of proof. You’ll see a good deal of 
the dame during the coming week and the time oughtn’t to 
be wasted, if what you think is true ” 

On the steamer stood Virgilio Poggi. He was come 
across the water to take leave of Mr. Redmayne and see 
him as far as Varenna. The three men departed presently, 
leaving Mark, Jenny and her husband together. At 
Varenna, Virgilio also took his leave. He was not content 
with embracing Albert but clasped Mr. Ganns also in an 
affectionate farewell. 

“ We are great men, all three of us,” said Signor Poggi, 
“ and greatness cleaves to greatness. Return as quickly 
as you can, Albert, and obey Signor Ganns in everything. 
May this cloud be quickly lifted from your life. Mean¬ 
time you both have my pra3^ers.” 

Albert translated the speech for Peter’s benefit; then the 
train moved forward and Virgilio took the next boat home 
again. He sneezed all the way, for he had accepted a 
pinch from Peter’s snuffbox ignorant of its effects upon an 
untrained nose. 



CHAPTER XIV 

REVOLVER AND PICKAXE 

While Brendon entertained no sort of regard for Giuseppe 
Doria, his balanced mind allowed him to view the man with 
impartial justice. He discounted the fact of the Italian's 
victory in love, and, because he knew himself to be an 
unsuccessful rival, was the more jealous that disappoint¬ 
ment should not create any bias. But Doria had failed to 
make Jenny a happy wife; he understood that well enough, 
and he could not forget that some future advantage to him¬ 
self might accrue from this circumstance. The girl’s 
attitude had changed; he was not blind and could not fail 
to note it. For the present, however, he smothered his 
own interests and strove with all his strength to advance a 
solution of the problems before him. He was specially 
desirous to furnish important information for Peter Ganns 
on his return. 

He did what his judgment indicated but failed to find 
sufficient reasons for linking Doria with the mystery, or 
associating him with Robert Redmayne. For despite 
Peter’s luminous analysis, Mark still regarded the un¬ 
known as Albert Redmayne’s brother; and he could find 
no reasonable argument for associating Giuseppe with this 
person, either at present or in the past. Everything rather 
pointed in a contrary direction. Brendon traversed the 
incidents connected with Bendigo Redmayne’s disappear¬ 
ance, yet he could recall nothing suspicious about 
Giuseppe’s conduct at ‘‘ Crow’s Nest ” ; and if it seemed 
unreasonable to suppose he had taken a hand in the second 
tragedy, it appeared still less likely that he could be 
asociated with the first. 

It was true that Doria had wedded Pendean’s widow; 
199 
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but that he should have slain her husband in order to do so 
appeared a grotesque assumption. Moreover, as a student 
of character, Mark could not honestly find in' Jenny’s 
husband any characteristics that argued a malevolent 
attitude to life. He was a pleasure-loving spirit and his 
outlook and ambitions, while frivolous, were certainly not 
criminal. He talked of the smugglers a good deal and 
declared himself in sympathy with them; but it was gas¬ 
conade; he evinced no particular physical bravery; he 
was fond of his comforts and seemed little likely to risk 
his own liberty by associating with breakers of law and 
order. 

A startling proof that Mark had not erred in this estimate 
was afforded by a conversation which he enjoyed with 
Doria on a day soon after the departure of Albert Red- 
mayne and his friend. Giuseppe and his wife had planned 
to visit an acquaintance at Colico, to the northward of the 
lake; and before the steamer started, after noon, the two 
men took a stroll in the hills a mile above Menaggio. 
Brendon had asked for some private conversation and the 
other gladly agreed. 

‘‘ As you know. I’m going to spend the day in the red 
man’s haunt,” explained Mark, ‘‘ and I’ll call at supper 
time since you wish it; but before you go. I’ll ask you to 
stroll along for an hour. I want to talk to you.” 

“ That will suit me very well,” said the other, and in 
half an hour he returned to Brendon, found him chatting 
with Jenny in the dark portal of the silkworm house, and 
drew him away. 

‘‘ You shall have speech with her to-night after supper,” 
promised Giuseppe. “ Now it is my turn. We will 
ascend to the little shrine on the track above the orchards. 
There are shrines too many to the Holy Mother, my friend. 
But this one is not to Madonna of the wind, or the sea, or 
the stars. I call her ‘ Madonna del farniente ’—the saint 
for weary people, whose bodies and brains both ache from 
too much work.” 

They climbed aloft presently, Doria in a holiday suit of 
golden-brown cloth with a ruby tie, and Brendon attired in 
tweeds, his luncheon in his pocket. Then the Italian’s 
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manner changed and he dropped his banter. Indeed for 
a time he grew silent. 

Brendon opened the conversation and of course treated 
the other as though no question existed concerning his 
honesty. 

“What do you think of this business?’" he asked. 
“You have been pretty close to it for a long time now. 
You must have some theory.” 

“ I have no theory at all,” replied Doria. “ My own 
affairs are enough for me and this cursed mystery is thrust¬ 
ing a finger into my life and darkening it. I grow a very 
anxious and miserable man and I will tell you why, because 
you are understanding. You must not be angr}^ if I now 
mention my wife in this affair. A mill and a woman are 
always in want of something, as our proverb says; but 
though we may know what a mill requires, who can guess 
a woman’s whims ? I am dazed with guessing wrong. I 
don’t intend to be hard or cruel. It is not in me to be 
cruel to any woman. But how if your own woman is 
cruel to you 

They had reached the shrine—a little alcove in a rotting 
mass of brick and plaster. Beneath it extended a stone 
seat whereon the wayfarer might kneel or sit; above, in the 
niche, protected by a wire grating, stood a doll painted 
with a blue cloak and a golden crown. Offerings of way- 
side flowers decorated the ledge before the little image. 

They sat down and Doria began to smoke his usual 
Tuscan cigar. His depression increased and with it Bren¬ 
don’s astonishment. The man appeared to be taking 
exactly that attitude to his wife she had already suggested 
toward him. 

II volto sciolto ed i pensieri stretti,” declared Giuseppe 
with gloom. “ That is to say ‘ her countenance may be 
clear, but her thoughts are dark ’—too dark to tell me— 
her husband.” 

“ Perhaps she fears you a little. A woman is always 
helpless before a man who keeps his own secrets hidden.” 

“ Helpless? Far from it. She is a self-controlled, 
efficient, hard-headed woman. Her loveliness is a curtain. 
You have not yet got behind that. You loved her, but she 
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did not love you. She loved me and married me. And it 
IS I who know her character, not you. She is very clever 
and pretends a great deal more than she feels. If she 
makes you think she is unhappy and helpless, she does it 
on purpose. She may be unhappy, because to keep secrets 
is often to court unhappiness; but she is not helpless at all. 
Her eyes look helpless; her mouth never. There is power 
and will between her teeth.’’ 

‘‘ Wh}^ do you speak of secrets?” 
‘‘ Because you did. I have no secrets. It is Jenny, 

my wife, who has secrets. I tell you this. She knows all 
about the red man! She is as deep as hell.” 

” You mean that she understands what is happening 
and will not tell her uncle or you ?” 

‘‘ That is precisely what I mean. She does not care a 
curse for Alberto. What is born of hen will scrape—re¬ 
member that. Her father had a temper like a fiend and a 
cousin of her mother was hanged for murder. These are 
facts she will not deny. I had them from her uncle. I am 
frightened of her and I have disappointed her, because I am 
not what she thought and have ceased to covet my ancestral 
estates and title.” 

Such a monstrous picture of Jenny at first bewildered 
Brendon and then incensed him. Was it within the 
bounds of possibility that after six months of wedded life 
with this woman, any man living would utter such an 
indictment and believe it ? 

” She is great in her way—much too great for me,” said 
Giuseppe frankly. “ She should have been a Medici or a 
Borgia; she should have lived many centuries sooner, 
before policeman' and detective officers were invented. 
You stare and think I lie. But I do not lie. I see very 
clearly indeed. I look back at the past and the veil is 
lifted. I understand much that I did not understand when 
I was growing blind with love for her. As for this Robert 
Redmayne—‘ Robert the Devil,’ I call him—once I 
thought that he was a ghost; but he is not a ghost: he is a 
live man. 

‘‘ And presently what will happen if he is not caught and 
hanged ? He will kill Uncle Alberto ^nd perhaps kill me. 
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too. Then he will run away with Jenny. And I tell you 
this, Brendon: the sooner he does so, if only he leaves me 
alone, the better pleased I shall be. A hideous speech ? 
Yes, very hideous indeed; but perfectly true, like many 
hideous things.” 

“ Do you honestly expect that I, who know your wife, 
am going to believe this grotesque story ?” 

” I do not mind whether you believe it or no. Feel as 
savage as you please. For that matter I feel rather savage 
myself. There is a new ferocity creeping into me. If you 
keep company with a wolf, you will soon learn to howl— 
that’s why I howl a good deal in secret, I can tell you. 
Soon I shall howl so that everybod}^ will hear. So now 
you know how it is with me. I am outside her secrets and 
feel no wish whatever to learn them, save as they affect me. 
If she will give me a few thousand pounds and let me 
vanish out of her life, I shall be delighted to do so. I did 
not marry her for her money; but since love is dead, I shall 
like a little of the cash to start me at Turin. Then she is 
free as air. It will pay you quite well to try and arrange 
the bargain.” 

Brendon could hardly believe his ears, but the Italian 
appeared very much in earnest. He chattered on for some 
time. Then he looked at his watch and declared that he 
must descend. 

‘‘ The steamer is coming soon,” he said. Now I 
leave you and I hope that I have done good. Think how 
to help me and yourself. What she now feels to you I 
cannot tell. Your turn may come. I trust so. I am not 
at all jealous. But be warned. This red man—he is no 
friend to you or me. You seek him again to-day. So be 
it. And if you find him, be careful of your skin. Not 
that a man can protect his skin against fate. We meet at 
supper.” 

He swung away, singing a canzonet, and quickly 
vanished, while Brendon, overwhelmed by this extra¬ 
ordinary conversation, sat for an hour motionless and deep 
in thought. He could hardly plough his path through 
what appeared a jungle of flagrant falsehood. But where 
another man had striven to find underlying purpose in 
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this diatribe and consider Doria’s object in choosing him 
for a confessor, Brendon, while swift enough to regard the 
attack on Jenny as foul and false, yet did not hesitate to 
believe that which his own desire drove him to believe. 
He sifted the grain from the chaff, doubtfully guided by 
his own passion, and saw the Italian’s wife free. But he 
could not see her false. He scorned the baleful picture 
that Giuseppe had painted and guessed that his purpose 
was to cut the ground from under Jenny’s feet and accuse 
her of those identical crimes that he himself had committed. 
His attitude to Doria was affirmed, and from that hour he 
believed, with Peter Ganns, that the Italian knew the 
purposes of the unknown and was assisting him to achieve 
them. But again his spirit picked and chose. He did not 
remember how Ganns also, though in more temperate words 
than Doria’s, had warned him for the present to put no 
trust even in Jenny. He trusted her as he trusted himself; 
and that also meant distrusting her husband. 

He considered now his own course of action and pre¬ 
sently proceeded to the region in which Robert Redmayne 
had been most frequently reported. Certain appearances 
were chronicled and, before Ganns returned to England, 
the theory had been accepted that the fugitive hid and 
dwelt aloft in some fastness with the charcoal burners. 
Now Brendon felt the need to probe this opinion and deter¬ 
mined, if possible, to find the lair of the red man. 

Not single-handed did he expect to do so. His purpose 
henceforth was to watch Doria unseen and so discover 
whom he served. Thus he would kill two birds with one 
stone and simplify action for Peter Ganns when he returned. 

Brendon climbed steadily upward and presently sat 
down to rest upon a little, lofty plateau where, in the moun¬ 
tain scrub, grew lilies of the valley and white sun-rose. 
Idly he sat and smoked, marked the steamers creep, like 
water-man beetles, upon the shiny surface of the lake 
stretched far below, watched a brown fox sunning itself on 
a stone and then plucked a bunch of the fragrant valley 
lilies to take to Jenny that night when he came to sup at 
the Villa Pianezzo. But the blossoms never reached the 
hand of Mrs. Doria. 
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Suddenly, as he rose from this innocent pastime, Mark 
became aware that he was watched and found himself face 
to face with the object of his search. Robert Redmayne 
stood separated from him by a distance of thirty yards 
behind the boughs of a breast-high shrub. He stood bare¬ 
headed, peering over the thicket, and the sun shone upon 
his fiery red scalp and tawny moustache. There could be 
no mistaking the man, and Brendon, rejoicing that day¬ 
light would now enable him to come to grips at last, flung 
down his bouquet and leaped straight for the other. 

But it appeared that the watcher desired no closer con¬ 
tact. He turned and ran, heading upward for a wild tract 
of stone and scrub that spread beneath the last precipices 
of the mountain. Straight at this cliff, as though familiar 
with some secret channel of escape, the red man ran and 
made surprising speed. But Mark found himself gaining. 
He strove to run the other down as speedily as possible, 
that he might close, with strength still sufficient to win the 
inevitable battle that must follow, and effect a capture. 

He was disappointed, however, for while still twenty 
yards behind and forced to make only a moderate pro¬ 
gress over the rocky way he saw Robert Redmayne 
suddenly stop, turn and lift a revolver. The flash of the 
sun on the barrel and the explosion of the discharge were 
simultaneous. As the red man fired, the other flung up 
his arms, plunged forward on his face, gave one convulsive 
tremor through all his limbs, and moved no more. The 
discovery, the chase and its termination had occupied but 
five minutes; and while one big man, panting from his 
exertions, approached only to see that his fallen victim 
showed no sign of life, the other, with his face amid the 
alpine flowers, remained where he had dropped, his arms 
outstretched, his hands clenched, his body still, blood 
running from his mouth. 

The conqueror took careful note of the spot in which he 
stood and bringing a knife from his pocket blazed the stem 
of a young tree that rose not ver}^ far from his victim. 
Then he disappeared and peace reigned above the fallen. 
So still he lay that another fox, scared from its siesta, 
poked a black muzzle round a rock and sniffed the air; but 
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it trusted not appearances and having contemplated the 
recumbent object lifted its head, uttered a dubious bark 
and trotted away. From on high an eagle also marked the 
fallen man, but swiftly soared upward to the crown of the 
mountain and disappeared. The spot was lonely enough, 
yet a track ran within one hundred yards and it often 
happened that charcoal burners and their mules passed 
that way to the valleys. 

None, however, came now as the sun turned westward 
and the cool shadow of the precipice began to creep over 
the little wilderness at its feet. Many hours passed and 
then, after night had flooded the hollow, there sounded 
from close at hand strange noises and the intermittent thud 
of some metal weapon striking the earth. The din 
ascended from a rock which lifted its grey head above a 
thicket of juniper; and here, while the flat summit of the 
boulder began to shine whitely under the rising moon, a 
lantern flickered and showed two shadows busy above the 
excavation of an oblong hole. They mumbled together 
and dug in turn. Then one dark figure came out into the 
open, took his bearings, flung lantern light on the blazed 
tree trunk, and advanced to a brov/n motionless hump 
lying hard by. 

Infinite silence reigned over that uplifted region. 
Above, near the summit of the mountain, flashed the red 
e3^e of a charcoal burner’s fire; beneath only the plateau 
sloped to a ragged edge easterly, for the lake was hidden 
under the shoulder of the hills. No firefly danced upon 
this height; but music there was, for a nightingale bubbled 
his liquid notes in a great myrtle not ten yards from where 
the still shape lay. 

The dark, approaching figure saw the object of his search 
and came forward. His purpose was to bury the victim, 
whom he had lured hither before destroying, and then 
remove any trace that might linger upon the spot where the 
body lay. He bent down, put his hands to the jacket of 
the motionless man, and then, as he exerted his strength, 
a strange, hideous thing happened. The body under his 
touch dropped to pieces. Its head rolled away; its trunk 
became dismembered and he fell backward heaving an 
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amorphous torso into the air. For, exerting the needful 
pressure to move a heavy weight, he found none and 
tumbled to the ground, holding up a coat stuffed with 
grass. 

The man was on his feet in an instant, fearing an 
ambush; but astonishment opened his mouth. 

Corpo di Bacco he cried, and the exclamation rang 
in a note of something like terror against the cliffs and 
upon the ear of his companion. Yet no swift retribution 
stayed his steps; no shot rang out to arrest his progress. 
He leaped away, dodging and bounding like a deer to 
escape the expected bullet and then disappeared behind 
the boulder. But neither rascal delayed a moment. Their 
mingled steps instantly rang out; then the clatter faded 
swiftly upon the night and silence returned. 

For ten minutes nothing happened. Next, out of a lair 
not fifteen yards from the distorted dummy, rose a figure 
that shone white as snow under the moon. Mark Brendon 
approached the snare that he himself had set, shook the 
grass out of his coat, lifted his hat from the ball of leaves 
it covered, and presently drew on his knickerbockers, 
having emptied them of their stuffing. He was cold and 
calm. He had learned more than he had expected to 
learn; for that startled exclamation left no doubt at all 
concerning one of the grave-diggers. It was Giuseppe 
Doria who had come to move the body, and there seemed 
little doubt that Brendon’s would-be murderer was the 
other. 

‘‘ ^ Corpo di Bacco,’ perhaps, but not corpo di Brendon, 
my friend,” murmured Mark to himself. Then he turned 
northward, traversed some harsh thickets that barred the 
plateau, and reached a mule track, a mile beneath, which 
he had discovered before daylight waned. It led to 
Menaggio through chestnut woods. 

The operations of the detective from the moment that he 
fell headlong, apparently to rise no more, may be briefly 
chronicled. 

When his enemy drew up and fired pointblank upon him, 
the bullet passed within an inch of Brendon’s ear and the 
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memory of a similar experience flashed into his mind and 
led to his subsequent action. 

On a previous occasion, having been missed at close 
quarters, he pretended to be hit and fell apparently lifeless 
within fifteen yards of a famous malefactor. The ruse 
succeeded; the man crept back to triumph over an 
inveterate foe and Brendon shot him dead as he bent to 
examine a fancied corpse. With a loaded revolver still 
in his opponent’s hand, he could take no risk on this second 
occasion and fell accordingly. His purpose was to tempt 
the red man back and if possible secure his weapon before 
he had time to fire again. 

But he was disappointed, for the unknown, seeing Mark 
crash head first to the ground, and blood run from his 
mouth, evidently felt assured that his purpose was accom¬ 
plished. Brendon had simulated death for a while, but 
when satisfied of his assailant’s departure, presently rose, 
with no worse hurts than a bruised face, a badly bitten 
tongue, and a wounded shin. 

The situation thus created he weighed in all its bearings 
and guessed that those who now believed themselves 
responsible for his death would take occasion to remove 
the evidence of their crime without much delay. The 
blazed tree, which he presently noted, confirmed this sus¬ 
picion. Nobody had ever seen one of Robert Redmayne’s 
victims and the last was little likely to be an exception. 
Mark guessed that until darkness returned he might expect 
to be undisturbed. He walked back, therefore, to his 
starting-place, and found the packet of food which he had 
brought with him and a flask of red wine left beside it. 

After a meal and a pipe he made his plan and presently 
stood again on the rough ground beneath the cliffs, where 
he had pretended so realistically to perish. He intended 
no attempt to arrest; but having created the effigy of him¬ 
self and stuffed his knickerbockers and coat to resemble 
nature and deceive anybody who might return in darkness 
to his corpse, Brendon found a hiding-place near enough 
to study what would happen. He expected Redmayne 
to return and guessed that another would return with him. 
His hope was to recognize the accomplice and prove at 
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least whether Jenny was right in hinting her husband’s 
secret wickedness, or whether Doria had justly accused 
her of collusion with the unknown. It was impossible that 
both were speaking the truth. 

With infinite satisfaction he heard Giuseppe’s voice, 
and even an element of grim amusement attended the 
Italian’s shock and his subsequent snipe-like antics as he 
leaped to safety before an anticipated revolver barrage. 

The adventure told Brendon much and his first incli¬ 
nation was to arrest Doria on the following morning; but 
that desire swiftly passed. A surer strategy presented 
itself. From the first ambition—to get Jenny’s husband 
under lock and key—his mind leaped to a more workman¬ 
like proposition. He suspected, however, that Giuseppe 
might take the initiative and deny him any further 
opportunity of bettering their acquaintance; and that night 
as he fell asleep with an aching shin and cheek, Mark 
endeavoured to consider the situation as it must appear 
from Doria’s angle of vision. Much temporal comfort 
resulted for him from this examination. 

It seemed clear that Doria and Redmayne were working 
to destroy Albert Redmayne for their common advantage. 
Let the old book lover disappear and Robert and his 
niece would be the last of the Redmaynes to share the 
fortune of the vanished brothers. Robert, indeed, could 
have no oped part in these advantages, for he was out¬ 
lawed ; but it would be possible for him, in process of time, 
when Jenny inherited all three estates and Robert, Ben¬ 
digo and Albert were alike held to be deceased in the eyes 
of the law, to share the fortune in secret with his niece and 
her husband. This view explained the prescience of Peter 
Ganns and his surprise that Albert Redmayne should still 
be in the land of the living. Ganns, however, was proved 
mistaken in one vital particular, for there could no longer 
be any reasonable doubt that Robert Redmayne still lived. 

Utterly mistaken as Brendon’s theories ultimately 
proved to be, they bore to his wea.ry brain the stamp of 
truth and he next proceeded to consider Doria’s future 
attitude before the problem now awaiting him and his 
companion in crime. Doria could not be sure that he had 

O 
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been recognized or even seen when approaching the sup¬ 
posed corpse of Redmayne’s victim; and, in any case, 
under the darkness, no man might certainly swear that it 
was Doria who came to dig the grave and dispose of the 
body. Brendon confessed to himself that only Giuseppe’s 
startled oath had proved his presence, and Jenny’s hus¬ 
band might well be expected to offer a sound alibi if 
arrested. He judged, therefore, that Doria would deny 
any knowledge of the incident; and time proved that Mark 
was right enough in that prediction. 



CHAPTER XV 

A GHOST 

The next morning, while he rubbed his bruises in a hot 
bath, BrendoU determined upon a course of action. He 
proposed to tell Jenny and her husband exactly what had 
happened to him, merely concealing the end of the story. 

He breakfasted, lighted his pipe and limped over to 
Villa Pianezzo. He was not in reality very lame, but 
accentuated the stiffness. Only Assunta appeared, though 
Brendon’s eyes had marked Doria and Jenny together in 
the neighbourhood of the silkworm house as he entered the 
garden. He asked for Giuseppe and, having left Bren- 
don in the sitting-room of the villa, Assunta departed. 
Almost immediately afterward Jenny greeted him with 
evident pleasure but reproved him. 

We waited an hour for supper,” she said, then 
Giuseppe would wait no longer. I was beginning to get 
frightened and I have been frightened all night. I am 
thankful to see you, for I feared something serious might 
have happened.” 

“ Something serious did happen. I’ve got a strange 
story to tell. Is your husband within reach? He must 
hear it, too, I think. He may be in some danger as well 
as others.” 

She expressed impatience and shook her head. 
‘‘ Can’t you believe me? But of course you can’t. 

Why should you. Doria in danger! However, if you 
want him, you don’t want me, Mark.” 

It was the first time that she had thus addressed him 
and his heart throbbed; but the temptation to confide in 
her lasted not a moment. 

“ On the contrary I want you both,” he answered. I 
2II O 2 
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attach very great weight to the hints you have given me— 
not only for my sake but for your own. The end is not 
yet as far as you’re concerned, Jenny, for your welfare is 
more to me than anything else in the world—you know it. 
Trust me to prove that presently. But other things come 
first. I must do what I am here to do, before I am free to 
do what I long to do.” 

‘‘ I trust you—and only you,” she said. ‘‘ In all this 
bewilderment and misery, you are now the only steadfast 
rock to which I can cling. Don’t desert me, that’s all I 
ask.” 

“ Never ! All that’s best in me shall be devoted to you, 
thankfully and proudly—now that you have wished it. 
Trust me, I say again. Call your husband. I want to 
tell you both what happened to me yesterday.” 

Again she hesitated and gazed intently upon him. 
Are you sure that you are wise? Would Mr. Ganns 

like you to tell Doria anything ?” 
“ You will judge better when you have heard me.” 
Again he longed to confide in her and show her that he 

understood the truth; but two considerations shut his 
mouth: the thought of Peter Ganns and the reflection that 
the more Jenny knew, the greater might be her own peril. 
This last conviction made him conclude their conference. 

Call him. We must not let him think that we have 
anything of a private nature to say to each other. It is 
vital that he should not imagine such a thing.” 

‘‘ You have secrets from me—though I have let you know 
my own secret,” she murmured, preparing to obey him. 

‘‘ If I keep anything from you, it is for your own good— 
for your own security,” he replied. 

She left him then and in a few moments returned with 
her husband. He was full of curiosity and under his 
usual assumption of cheerfulness Brendon perceived con¬ 
siderable anxiety. 

“ An adventure, Signor Marco? I know that without 
you telling me. Your face is solemn as a raven and you 
walked stiffly as you came to the door. I saw you from 
the silkworms. What has happened ?” 

‘‘ I’ve had a squeak of my life,” replied Mark, and 
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Tve made a stupid mistake. You must pay all attention 
to what Fm going to tell you, Doria, for we can^t say who 
is in danger now and who is not. The shot that very 
nearly ended my career yesterday might just as easily have 
been aimed at you, had you been in my place.” 

A shot? Not the red man? A smuggler perhaps? 
\ ou may have stumbled upon some of them, and knowing 
no Italian-” 

It was Robert Redmayne who fired upon me and 
missed by a miracle.” 

Jenny uttered an exclamation of fear. Thank God ! ” 
she said under her breath. 

Then Brendon told the story in every detail and ex¬ 
plained his own ruse. He related nothing but the truth— 
up to a certain point; but beyond that he described 
events that had not taken place. 

Having made the faked figure, I hid just before dusk 
fairly close to it intending, of course, to keep watch, for I 
was positive that the murderer, as he would suppose him¬ 
self to be, must come back after dark to hide his work. 
But now ensued an awkward contretemps for which I had 
not provided. I found myself faint—so faint that I began 
to be alarmed. I had not eaten since the morning and the 
food and flask which I had brought with me were half a 
mile or more away. They remained, of course, where I 
had left them when I started to chase Redmayne. It was 
a choice between attempting to reach food while I could 
do so, or stopping and growing chilled and every moment 
weaker. 

I am not made of iron and the day had been rather 
strenuous for me. I was bruised and lame and utterly 
played out. I decided that I should have time to reach 
my food and return to my hiding-place before the moon 
rose. But it was not such an easy or speedy business as I 
had expected. It took me a long time to get back to the 
starting-place and when I did, a search was needed before 
I found my sandwiches and flask of Chianti. Never was 
a meal more welcome. I soon felt my strength returning 
and set off in half an hour on the journey back to the 
plateau. 
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Then my troubles began. You’ll think the wine got 
into my head and it may have done so; but at any rate I 
lost the path most effectually and presently lost myself. 
I began to despair and had very nearly given up any further 
attempt to return when, out of the trees, blinked the white 
face of the precipice under Griante’s crown and I recog¬ 
nized the situation. Then I went slowly and silently for¬ 
ward and kept a sharp lookout. 

“ But I returned too late. Once back again, a glance 
at the dummy showed me that I had lost my chance. It 
had been handled. The trunk was in one place, the grass 
head, with my cap upon it, lay in another. One knew that 
no fox or other wild creature would have disturbed it thus. 

'' Dead silence hung over the spot; and now, half fearing 
an ambush in my turn, I waited an hour before emerging. 
Not a soul was there. Redmayne had clearly come, dis¬ 
covered my escape and then departed again. Even in that 
moment I considered what I should have done had he con¬ 
fiscated my clothes ! It would have been necessary to 
tramp to my hotel in the white shirt and scanty under¬ 
clothing which was all that remained to me. But now I 
donned my jacket and knickerbockers, cap and stockings 
and then prepared to depart. 

“ There was a smell of earth in the air—a reek of up¬ 
turned mould; but what that may have been I cannot say. 
I soon started downhill and, presently, striking a path to 
the north, entered the chestnut woods and was at my hotel 
an hour after midnight. That is my story and I propose 
to-day to revisit the spot. I shall engage the local police, 
who have orders to assist us—that is, unless you, Doria, 
can spare time to accompany me yourself. I would rather 
not ask them; but I do not go there again alone.” 

Jenny looked at her husband arid waited to speak until 
he had done so. But Giuseppe appeared more interested 
at what had already happened to Brendon than in what 
was next to happen. He asked many questions, to which 
Mark was able to return true replies. Then he declared 
that he would certainly accompany the detective to the 
scene of his adventure. 

“ We will go armed this time,” he said. 
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But Jenny protested. 
Mr. Erendon is not nearly well enough to climb there 

again to-day/’ she declared. ‘‘ He is lame and must be 
feeling the effects of yesterday. I beg him not to attempt 
to go again so soon.” 

Doria said nothing but looked at Mark. 
‘‘ I shall best lose my stiffness by another climb,” he 

assured them. 
‘' That is very true. We will be in no hurry. ’ ’ 

'' If you go, I come too,” said the woman quietly; and 
both men protested. But she would take no denial. 

I will carry your meal for you,” she said, and though 
they opposed her again, went off to prepare it. Giuseppe 
also disappeared, that he might leave an order for the day 
with Ernesto, and Jenny had joined Brendon again before 
he returned. He had begged her once more not to accom¬ 
pany them; but she was impatient. 

“ How dull you are for all your fame, Mark,” she 
replied. Can you not think and put two and two to¬ 
gether where I am concerned, as you do in everything else ? 
I am safe enough with my husband. It will not pay him 
to destroy me—yet. But you. Even now I implore you 
not to go up again alone. He is as wily as a cat. He will 
make some excuse, disappear and meet the other villain. 
They won’t fail twice—and what can a woman do to help 
you against two of them ?” 

I want no help. I shall be armed.” 

They started, however, and Jenny’s fears were not 
realized. Doria showed no levity and did nothing sus¬ 
picious. He kept close to Brendon, offered him an arm at 
steep places and advanced a dozen theories of the incidents 
reported. He was deeply interested and reiterated his 
surprise that the unknown’s shot should have missed 
Brendon. 

“It is better to be lucky than wise,” he declared. 
“ And yet who shall not call you very wise indeed ? That 
was a great ruse—to fall as though dea.d when the bullet 
had missed its billet.” 

Brendon did not reply and little was said as they pro- 
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ceeded to the scene of his adventures; but presently Doria 
spoke again. 

One eye of the master sees more than six of his ser¬ 
vants. We shall hear how Pietro Ganns understands all 
this. But I am thinking of the red man. What is in his 
mind this morning ? He is very savage with himself and 
perhaps frightened. Because he knows that we know. He 
is a murderer still. He does not repent.” 

They scoured the scene of Brendon’s exploit presently 
and it was Jenny who found the shallow grave. She was 
very pale and shivering when they responded to her call. 

” That is where you would be now !” she said to Mark. 
But he was occupied with the mould piled beside the pit. 

Here and there were prints of heavy feet and Doria declared 
that the impression of the nails pointed to such boots as 
the mountain men habitually wore. Nothing else rewarded 
the search; but Giuseppe was full of theories and Brendon, 
occupied with his own thoughts, allowed him to chatter 
without interruption. For his part he felt doubtful 
whether any further apparition of Robert Redmayne might 
be expected. This failure would probably put a period, to 
his activity for a time. 

Mark determined to take no action until Mr. Ganns came 
back to Menaggio. Meanwhile he proposed to occupy 
himself with the husband and wife and, so far as possible, 
preserve an attitude of friendship to them both. That 
relations were secretly strained between them appeared 
clear enough; and the results of casual but frequent visits 
to the Villa Pianezzo were summed in the detective’s mind 
before Mr. Redmayne and Peter returned. He believed 
most firmly that Doria was in collusion with the secret 
antagonist, ’and intended ultimate mischief to his wife’s 
uncle for his own ends; and he was equally convinced that 
Jenny, while conscious enough that her husband could not 
be trusted and meant evil, as yet hardly guessed the full 
extent of his infernal purpose. 

Had she known that Giuseppe and Robert Redmayne 
were actually working together to destroy Albert Red¬ 
mayne, Brendon believed that she would tell him. But 
he guessed that she knew nothing definite, while suspecting 
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much. She had shown the most acute concern at his own 
danger, and more than once implored Mark to do nothing 
but look after his own safety until Peter Ganns was back 
again. Meantime the rift between her spouse and her¬ 
self appeared to grow. She was tearful and anxious, yet 
still chose to be vague, though she did admit that she 
thought she had glimpsed Robert Redmayne again, one 
evening. But Brendon did not press her again to confide 
in him, though Doria showed no sort of jealousy. He 
often left them together for hours and exhibited to the 
detective a very amiable attitude. He, too, on more than 
one occasion confessed that matrimony was a state over¬ 
vaunted. 

‘‘ Praise married life by all means, Signor Marco,he 
said, but—keep single. Peace, my friend, is the 
highest happiness, and the rarest.” 

The days passed and presently, without any warning, 
Albert Redmayne and the American suddenly reappeared. 
They arrived at Menaggio after noon. 

Mr. Redmayne was in the highest spirits and delighted 
to be home again. He knew nothing about Peter’s 
operations and cared less. His visit to England was spent 
in London, where he had renewed acquaintance with cer¬ 
tain book collectors, seen and handled many precious 
things, and surprised and gratified himself to observe his 
own physical energies and enterprise. 

I am still wonderfully strong, Jenny,” he told his 
niece. I have been most active in mind and body and 
am by no means so far down the hill of old age, that ends 
by the River of Lethe, as I imagined . ’ ’ 

He made a good meal, and then, despite the long night 
in the train, insisted on sending for a boat and crossing 
the water to Bellagio. 

‘‘ I have a present for my Poggi,” he said, and I 
cannot sleep until I hear his voice and hold his hand.” 

Ernesto went for a waterman and soon a boat waited at 
the steps, which descended from Mr. Redmayne’s private 
apartments to the lake. He rowed away and Brendon, 
who had come to see Doria and found to his surprise that 
Redmayne and Peter were back again, anticipated some 
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private hours with Mr. Ganns. But the traveller was 
weary and, after one of Assunta’s famous omelettes and 
three glasses of white wine, he declared that he must retire 
and sleep as long as nature ordained slumber. 

He spoke before the listening Giuseppe, but addressed 
his remarks to Brendon. 

Fm exceedingly short of rest,” he said. Whether 
I have done the least good by my inquiries remains to be 
seen. To be frank, I doubt it. We’ll have a talk to¬ 
morrow, Mark; and maybe Doria will remember a thing or 
two that happened at ‘ Crow’s Nest ’ and so help me. But 
until I have slept I am useless.” 

He withdrew presently, carrying his notebook in his 
hand, while Brendon, promising to return after breakfast 
on the following morning, strolled to the silkworm house, 
where the last of the caterpillars had spun its golden 
shroud. He was not depressed by the weary tones of 
Peter’s voice nor the discouraging nature of his brief state¬ 
ment, for, while speaking, Mr. Ganns had discounted his 
pessimism by a pregnant wink unseen by Doria. It was 
clear to Brendon that he had no intention of acquainting 
Giuseppe with any new facts—if such there might be; and 
this interested Mark the more because, as yet, Peter was 
quite ignorant of his own adventure on Griante. He had 
kept it out of the post, not desiring to obtrude anything 
between Mr. Ganns and his personal activities. 

On the following day it was Mr. Redmayne who found 
himself weary. Reaction came and he slept all that night 
and determined to keep his bed for twenty-four hours. It 
seemed, however, that he wa.s going to find occupation for 
everybody. He directed Doria to visit Milan, on a mission 
to secondhand booksellers, and Jenny was sent to Varenna 
with a gift for an acquaintance. 

Brendon perceived that it was designed to keep both 
husband and wife out of the way for a few hours; but 
whether Doria suspected the intention he could not judge. 
Certainly Jenny did not. She welcomed the excursion to 
Varenna, for her uncle’s correspondent was a widow lady 
and Jenny already knew her and valued her friendship. 

Brendon arrived at Villa Pianezzo just ais the twain were 
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starting on their missions, and he and Peter walked to the 
landing stage with them and saw them departing in 
different steamers. 

Even this arrangement, however, failed to satisfy Ganns. 
He was mysterious. 

‘‘ If his steamboat stopped nowhere between here and 
Como, we wouldn't need to trouble," he said ; ‘‘ but as it 
does, and Doria might hop off anywhere and come back 
in an hour, we'll just drift back to Albert." 

He will be asleep and we can have our yarn out without 
fear of interruption," answered Mark. 

The}^ soon sat together on a shady seat of the villa 
garden from which the entrance was visible, and Peter, 
bringing out his notebook, took a great pinch of snuff, set 
his gold box on a little table before him, and turned to 
Brendon. 

" You shoot first," he said; ‘‘ there are three things I 
need to know. Have you seen the red man and what is 
your present opinion concerning Doria and h'is wife? 
Needn't ask if you found Bendigo's diary, because I am 
dead sure you did not." 

I didn't. I directed Jenny to have a hunt and she 
invited me to help her. For the rest I have seen Robert 
Redmayne, for we may safely speak of the unknown by 
that name, and I have come to a very definite conclusion 
concerning Giuseppe Doria and the unfortunate woman 
who is at present his wife." 

A shadow of a smile passed over the great features of 
Peter. 

He nodded and Mark proceeded to tell his story, 
beginning with the adventure on the mountain. He 
omitted no detail and described his talk with Doria, the 
latter's departure to join Jenny on their expedition to 
Colico, and his own subsequent surprise and escape from 
death. He told how he had been fired at and fallen, 
hoping to tempt the other to him, how his assailant had 
disappeared, and how, at a late hour, he had planned a 
dummy and seen Giuseppe Doria arrive to bury him. 

He narrated how Giuseppe and Robert Redmayne had 
departed after their disappointment, how he had decided 
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to give Giuseppe an account of the adventure, in order that 
he might not guess that his share in it was known; and he 
told how, on the morrow, the Dorias and himself had 
returned to the spot and found the empty grave with foot¬ 
marks of native boots about the margin. He added that 
Jenny, four days later, had reported a glimpse of a man 
whom she believed to be her uncle; but it was dark at the 
time and she could not be positive, though she felt morally 
sure of him. He was standing two hundred yards from the 
Villa Pianezzo in a lane from the hills and had turned and 
hastened away as she approached. 

To this statement Peter listened with the deepest atten¬ 
tion and he did not disguise his satisfaction when Mark 
made an end. 

'' Fm mighty glad for two things,’" he said. '' First 
that you’re in the land of the living, my son, and that a 
certain bullet passed your ear instead of stopping in that 
fine forehead of yours; and Fm glad to know what you’ve 
told me^ because it fits in tolerably well and strengthens 
an argument you’ll hear later. Your little trap was quite 
smart, though I should have worked it a bit different my¬ 
self. However, you did a very clever thing, and to take 
Doria into your confidence afterward was up to our best 
traditions. Your opirtion of him needn’t detain us now. 
There only remains to hear what you may have to say on 
the subject of his pretty dame.” 

‘‘ My opinion of a very wonderful and brave woman 
remains unchanged,” Brendoii answered. She is the 
victim of a hateful union and for her the situation must get 
worse, I fear, before it can get better. She is as straight as 
a line, Ganns; but of course she knows well enough that her 
husband’s a rascal. 

Needless to say I haven’t dropped her a hint of the 
truth; but while she is loyal in a sense and very careful, on 
her side, to leave her sufferings or suspicions vague, she 
doesn’t pretend she’s happy and she doesn’t pretend that 
Doria is a good husband, or a good man. She knows that 
I know better. She has been longing for your return and it 
is a question with me now whether we shall not do wisely to 
take her into our confidence. If she knew even what we 
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know, she would no doubt see much light herself and afford 
much light for us. As to her good faith and honour, there 
can be no question whatever. ’ ’ 

'' Well—so be it. Fve heard you. Now you’ve got to 
hear me. We are up against a very marvellous perform¬ 
ance, Mark. This case has some of the finest features— 
some unique even in my experience. Though, as history 
repeats itself, I dare say there have been bigger black¬ 
guards than the great unknown—though surely not 
many.” 

Robert Redmayne?” 
Peter broke off for a brief exposition. He took snuff, 

shut his eyes and began. 
“ Why do you harp on ^ Robert Redmayne,’ like a 

parrot, my son ? Just consider all I’ve said on that matter 
and the general subject of forgeries for a minute. You 
can forge anything that man ever made, and a few things 
that God has made. You can forge a picture, a postage 
stamp, a signature, a finger print; and our human minds, 
accustomed to pictures, postage stamps, finger prints, are 
easily deceived by appearances and seldom possess the 
necessary expert knowledge to recognize a forgery when we 
see it. And now we are dealing with people who have 
forged a human being, for that is what the red man 
amounts to. 

Didn’t you do the same thing last week? Didn’t 
you forge yourself and leave yourself dead on the ground ? 
Whether the real Robert Redmayne is actually a stiff we 
can’t yet swear, though for my part I am pretty well 
prepared to prove it; but this I do know, that the man 
who shot at you and missed you and ran away was not 
Robert Redmayne.” 

Brendon demurred. ‘‘ Remember, Tm not a stranger 
to him, Ganns. I saw and spoke with him by the pool 
in Foggintor Quarry before the murder.” 

What of it? You’ve never spoken with him since; 
and, what’s more, you’ve never seen him since either. 
You’ve seen a forgery. It was a forgery that looked at you 
on your way back to Dartmouth in the moonlight. It was 
a forgery that robbed the farm for food and lived in the 
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cave and cut Bendigo Redmayne’s throat. It was a 
forgery that tried to shoot you and missed.” 

Mr. Ganns took snuff again and continued. 
But as the course of his inquiries belong to the terrible 

culmination of the mystery and cannot here be told with 
their just significance, it will suffice to record that Brendon 
presently found his brain reeling before a theory so 
extravagant that he would instantly have discredited it 
from any lesser lips than those of the famous man who 
propounded them. 

“ Mind,” concluded Peter, who had spoken without 
ceasing for nearly two hours, ‘‘ Pm not saying that I 
am right. Pm only saying that, wild though it sounds, 
it fits and makes a logical story even though that story 
beats all experience. It might have happened; and if it 
didn’t happen, then Pm damned if I know what did, or 
what is happening at this moment. It is a horrible thing, 
if true; but it’s a beautiful thing from the professional 
point of view—just as a cancer, or a battle, or an earth¬ 
quake can be beautiful when put in a category outside 
humanity. 

Brendon delayed his answer and his face was racked 
with many poignant emotions. 

‘‘ I can’t believe it,” he replied at length, in a voice 
which indicated the extent of his mental amazement and 
perturbation; ‘ ‘ but I shall nevertheless do exactly as you 
direct. That is well within my power and obviously my 
duty.” 

Good boy. And now we’ll have something to eat. 
You’ve got it clear ? The time is all important.” 

Mark scanned his notebook in which he had made 
voluminous entries. Then he nodded and shut it. 

Suddenly Mr. Ganns laughed. The other’s book 
reminded him of an incident. 

“ A funny little thing happened yesterday afternoon 
that I forgot,” he said. “ Pd turned in, leaving my note¬ 
book by my head, when there came a visitor to my room. 
I was asleep all right, but my heaviest sleep won’t hold 
through the noise of a fly on the windowpane; and lying 
with my face to the door I heard a tiny sound and lifted 
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one eyelid. The door opened and Signor Doria put his 
nose in. Td pulled the blind, but there was plenty of light 
and he spotted my vade-mecum lying on the bed table a 
couple of feet from my head. Over he came as quiet as a 
spider, and I let him get within a yard. Then I yawned 
and shifted. He was gone like a mosquito, and half an 
hour later I heard him again. But I got up and he didn’t 
do more than listen outside. He wanted that book bad— 
you can guess how bad.” 

For two days Mr. Ganns declared that he must rest; and 
then there came an evening when he privately invited 
Doria to take a walk. 

” There’s a few things I’d like to put to you,” he said. 
You needn’t let on to anybody else about it and we 

won’t start together. You know my favourite stroll up 
the hill. Meet me at the corner—say seven o’clock.” 

Giuseppe gladly agreed. 
“ We will go up to the shrine of Madonna del farniente,” 

he declared; and when the time came, Peter found him on 
the spot. They ascended the hill side by side and the 
elder invited Doria’s aid. 

“ Between ourselves,” he began, I am not too well 
pleased with the way this inquiry is panning out. Bren- 
don’s all right and means as well as any bull that ever I 
worked with. He does a clever thing here and there—as 
when he shammed death up on the mountain; but what was 
the sense of setting that trap and then missing his man ? I 
shouldn’t have done that. You wouldn’t have done it. 
In plain words there’s some dope coming between Mark 
and his work, and I should like to hear what you think of 
him, you being an independent witness and a pretty 
shrewd cuss. You’ve had a chance to study his make-up, 
so tell me what you think. I’m tired of fooling around 
this job—and being fooled myself.” 

“ Marco is in love with my wife,” answered Giuseppe 
calmly. That is what’s the matter with him. And, as 
I don’t trust my wife in this affair and still believe that she 
knows more about the red man than anybody else, I think, 
as long as she hoodwinks Brendon, he will be no manner 
of use to you.” 
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Peter pretended to be much astonished. 
My stars ! You take it pretty cool !’* 

‘'For the good reason that I am no longer in love with 
my wife myself. I am not a dog in the manger. I want 
peace and quietness. I have no use for intrigues and plots. 
I am a plain man, Signor Pietro. Mystery bores me. 
Moreover I live in fear of getting into a mess myself. I do 
not see where I come in at all. My wife and this unknown 
rascal are after something; and if you want to get to the 
bottom of this, watch her—not me. The blow you fear 
may fall at any moment.’’ 

“ You’d say trail Jenny ?” 
“ That is what I would say. Sooner or later she’ll 

make an excuse to be off to the mountains alone. Let her 
start and then follow her up with Brendon. The problem 
is surely simple enough : to catch this red Redmayne. If 
you cannot do it tell the police and the doganieri. There 
is a force of smuggler hunters always on, the spot and ready 
to your hand. Describe this savage, human fox and offer 
a big reward for his brush. He will be caught quickly 
enough then.” 

Mr. Ganns nodded and stood still. 
” I shouldn’t wonder if that may not have to be done; 

but I’d a deal sooner take him ourselves if we could. Any¬ 
way I must get a move on this fortnight, for to stop longer 
in Italy is impossible. Yet how am I going to beat it and 
leave my old friend at the mercy of this threat? While 
I’m alongside him, he’s safe, I guess; but what may happen 
as soon as I turn my back ?” 

” Can I not help you?” 
But Mr. Ganns shook his head. 
” Can’t work in cahoots with you, son, because I begin 

to fear you are right when you say your wife’s against us; 
and a man isn’t to be trusted to pull down his own wife.” 

” If that’s all-” 
They proceeded slowly and Peter kept the ball of con¬ 

versation rolling while he pretended to be very busy with 
his plans and projects. He promised also that, when 
Jenny went to the hills alone, he and Brendon would 

secretly follow her. 
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Then a very strange thing happened. As the first fire¬ 
fly streaked the dusk and the ruined shrine rose beside the 
way, a tall man suddenly appeared in front of it. He had 
not been there a moment before, yet now he bulked large 
in the purple evening light, and it was not yet so dark but 
his remarkable features challenged the beholders. For 
there stood Robert Redmayne, his great, red head and 
huge moustache thrusting out of the gloom. He stared 
quite motionless. His hands were by his sides; the stripes 
of his tweed jacket could be seen and the gilt buttons on 
the familiar red waistcoat. 

Doria started violently, then stiffened. For a moment 
he failed to conceal his surprise and cast one look of evident 
horror and amazement at the apparition. He clearly knew 
the tall figure, but there was no friendship or understand¬ 
ing in the bewildered stare he now turned upon the shadow 
that filled the path. For a moment he brushed his hand 
over his eyes, as though to remove the object upon which 
he glared; then he looked again—to find the lane empty 
and Ganns gazing at him. 

What’s wrong?” asked Peter. 
‘ ‘ Christ! Did you see him—right in the path—Robert 

Redmayne?” 
But the other only stared at Giuseppe and peered for¬ 

ward. 
I saw nothing,” he said; whereupon, like lightning, 

the Italian’s manner changed. His concern vanished and 
he laughed aloud. 

“ I saw nothing,” he said; it was a shadow.” 

You’ve got the red man on your nerves, I guess. I 
don’t blame you. What did you think you saw ?” 

I saw nothing,” he said; It was a shadow.” 

Ganns instantly dismissed the subject and appeared to 
attach no importance whatever to it; but Doria’s mood was 
altered. He became less expansive and more alert. 

We’ll turn now,” announced Peter half an hour after¬ 
wards. “ You’re a smart lad and you’ve given me a 
bright thought or two. We must lecture Mark. It may 
be better for you, as her husband, to pretend a bit, even 

P 
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though you don’t feel it. Let me know privately when 
Mrs. Doria is for the hills.” 

He stopped, kept his eye on Giuseppe and took a pinch 
of snulf. 

Maybe we’ll get a move on to-morrow,” he said. 
Doria, now self-possessed but fallen taciturn, smiled at 

him and his white teeth shone through the gloom. 
Of to-morrow nobody is sure,” he answered. ‘‘ The 

man who knows what is to happen to-morrow would rule 
the world.” 

I’m hopeful of to-morrow all the same.” 
A detective must be hopeful,” answered Giuseppe. 

So often hope is all that he has got.” 
Chaffing each other amiably they returned together. 



CHAPTER XVI 

THE LAST OF THE REDMAYNES 

For the night immediately following Doria’s experience at 
the old shrine, Albert Redmayne and his friend, Virgilio 
Poggi, had accepted Mark Brendon’s invitation to dine at 
the Hotel Victoria, where he still stayed. Ganns was 
responsible for the suggestion, and while he knew now that 
Giuseppe might view the festivity with suspicion, that 
mattered but little at this crisis. 

His purpose in arranging to get Albert Redmayne away 
from home on this particular night was twofold. It was 
necessary that Peter himself should see Mark Brendon 
without interruption; and it was vital that henceforth his 
friend, the old book lover, should never for an instant he 
within the power of any enemy to do him ill. In order, 
therefore, that he might enjoy private conversation with 
Brendon and, at the same time, keep a close watch upon 
Albert, Ganns had proposed the dinner party at the hotel 
and directed Brendon to issue the invitation as soon as 
Redmayne returned home. 

Wholly unsuspicious. Signor Poggi and Albert appeared 
in the glory of soft white shirt fronts and rather rusty 
evening black. A special meal was prepared for their 
pleasure and the four partook of it in a private chamber at 
the hotel. Then they adjourned to the smoking-room and 
anon, When Poggi and his companion were deep in their 
all-sufficing subject, Peter, a few yards distant with 
Mark beside him, related the incident of Giuseppe’s 
ghost. 

‘‘ You did the trick to a miracle/’ he said. “ You’re a 
born actor, my son, and you came and went and got away 
with it just as well as mortal man could wish, and far better 
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than I hoped. Well, Doria was fine. We stung him all 
right, and when he saw and thought he recognized the real 
Robert Redmayne, it got him in the solar plexus—Fm 
doggone sure of that. For just a moment he slipped, but 
how could he help it ? 

‘‘ You see the beauty of his dilemma. If he’d been 
straight, he’d have gone for you; but he wasn’t straight. 
He knew well enough that his Robert Redmayne—the for¬ 
gery—wasn’t on the war-path to-night; and when I said I 
saw nothing, he pulled himself together and swore he 
hadn’t either. And the next second he realized what he 
had done ! But too late. I had my hand on my shooting 
iron in my pocket after that, I can tell you ! He was spoil¬ 
ing to hit back—he is now—^he’s not wasting to-night. 
But all that matters for the moment is that we’ve put^a 
crimp on him and he knows it.” 

He may be off before you return to the villa.” 
“ Not he. He’s going to see this thing through and 

finish his job, if we don’t prevent it. And he won’t waste 
any more time either. He’s been playing a game and 
amusing himself—with us and Albert yonder—as a cat 
with a mouse. But he won’t play any more. From to¬ 
night he’s going for all three of us bald-headed. He’s 
mad with himself that he was foolish enough to delay. 
He’s a wonder for his age, Mark; but a man, after all— 
not a superman.” 

What happened exactly, and how does he stand to 
what he saw ?” 

Can’t swear, but I figure it like this. I watched very 
close with what I call my third eye—a sort of receiver in my 
brain that soaks up what a man’s thinking and draws it 
out of him. For the first moment he was nonplussed, lost 
his nerve arid may even have believed he saw a spirit. He 
cried out, ' It’s Robert Redmayne!’ and instantly asked 
me if I’d seen him too. I stared and said I’d seen nothing 
at all, and then his manner changed and he laughed it off 
and said it was only a shadow cast by the shrine. But, 
on second thoughts, he knew mighty well it was no shadow, 
and presently he fell a bit silent, thinking hard, while I just 
chatted about nothing, as I’d done from the start of our 
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walk, rd pretended to take him into my confidence, you 
see, and I heard from him just exactly what I thought he 
was going to tell me—that you were in love with his wife; 
that he had no more use for her; that she knew all about the 
red man, and so on. 

‘ ‘ Now what passed in his mind ? He must have come to 
one of two possible conclusions. Either he suspected that 
he had been the victim of hallucination and seen a freak of 
his own imagination, and believed me when I said I had 
seen nothing; or else he did not. If he had taken it that 
way, there was nothing more to be said and nothing to 
worry about as far as I was concerned. But he didn’t 
take it that way and, on second thoughts, he didn’t believe 
me. He knew very well indeed that he was not the sort of 
person who sees ghosts; he remembered that you had been 
away at Milan for a couple of days and he tumbled to it, 
the moment his wits cleared, that this was a frame-up 
between me and you to surprise something out of him. 
And he knew I had got exactly what I wanted, when he 
swore that he’d seen nothing after all. 

And that’s where he stands now. And he’s going to 
be busy in consequence; but we’ve got to be busier. What 
he and his accomplice propose to do is to destroy Albert 
Redmayne—in such a way that they are not associated 
with his death and what they will do, if we let them, is to 
act as they have already acted in England. Albert would 
disappear—and we might or might not be invited to look 
upon his blood; but we shouldn’t see him. Como is the 
grave they probably mean for him. ’ ’ 

You’ll go for Doria straight, then?” 
Yes. He’s making his plans at this moment, just as 

we are, and it’s up to us to work our wonders so they’ll 
tumble in ahead of his. You see that ? There’s two of us 
and two of them, and the next move must be ours, or they’ll 
checkmate our king all right. We’ve got this great 
advantage, that Albert is at our beck and call, not theirs; 
and while he remains safe, our stock’s good. Master 
Giuseppe knows that; but he also suspects that he’s no 
longer safe himself; so he’s probably going to take some 
chances in the next twenty-four hours.” 
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Everything centres on the present safety of Mr. Red- 
mayne 

‘‘ It does; and we must watch him like a pair of hawks. 
To me the most interesting aspect of this case is the per¬ 
sonal factor that has spoiled it for the master criminal. 
And the factor is vanity—an overmastering, gigantic, yet 
boyish vanity, that tempted him to delay his purpose for 
the simple pleasure of playing, first with you and then with 
me. It’s himself that has given him away; there’s mighty 
little credit to us, Mark. His own pride of intellect has 
thrown him. If he can win out now I’ll forgive the 
scamp.” 

“To you all credit—if you are right in what you believe; 
to me certainly none from first to last,” answered Brendon 
gloomily. “ And yet,” he added, “ you may be mis¬ 
taken. A man’s convictions are not easily uprooted; love 
is not always blind, and still I feel that, even if I have lost 
my reputation, I may win something better—after the tale 
is told.” 

Ganns patted his arm kindly. 
“ Hope no such thing, I beg you,” he said. “ Fight 

your hope, for it will soon prove to be based on a chimera 
—on something that doesn’t and never did exist. But your 
reputation is another matter and I pray you won’t feel so 
ready to let a fine record go down the wind this time to¬ 
morrow.” 

“ To-morrow?” 
“ Yes; to-morrow night the bracelets go on him.” 
Peter then indicated his purpose. 
“ He’ll not guess we’re moving quite so quickly and, 

by so doing, we anticipate his stroke. That, at least, is 
what I mean to attempt with your help, if possible . To¬ 
night and to-morrow morning I keep beside Albert; then 
you must do so; because, after lunch, I have a meeting with 
the local police down the lake at Como. The warrant will 
be waiting for me and I shall return after dark in one of the 
little black boats of the doganieri. We shall come up with 
lights out and land at the villa. 

“ Your part will be to keep Albert in sight and watch the 
others. Doria will probably believe my excuse for going 
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down to Como isn’t true, and he is therefore likely to jump 
at the opportunity to get on with it. There’s just a chance 
of poison. I don’t like to get Albert across to Poggi, 
because there he would be much easier to tackle than here.” 

‘‘ He’s awake to the critical situation?” 
Yes, I’ve made it clear. He’s promised not to eat or 

drink anything, except what I bring home with me to¬ 
night from here. Our game is that he’ll be indisposed to¬ 
morrow and keep his private rooms. He’ll pretend that 
he’s done himself too well with you to-night. I shall be 
with him—I don’t sleep to-night, but play watch-dog. 
To-morrow his breakfast will go away untouched—and 
mine also. We shall then partake of the secret food. 

‘‘ After noon, it’s up to you. I can’t say what Doria 
will do; but you mustn’t give him the chance to do any¬ 
thing. If he wants to see Albert, use your authority and 
tell him he cannot do so until I return. Put the blame on 
me; and if he’s wicked use your iron.” 

He may of course, bolt when he knows the game is 
up,” said Mark. ‘‘ He may be off already.” 

Not he,” answered Peter. It’s contrary to reason 
to suppose he’ll guess that I can possibly know what I 
know. He underrates me far too much to give me credit 
for that. He won’t beat it; he’ll bluff it—till too late. I 
don’t fear to lose him; I only fear to lose Albert.” 

‘‘ Trust me that far.” 
‘‘ I’m going to. And I want to plan a little surprise of 

some sort, so that Albert unconsciously helps us. We 
can’t ask him to do anything cute himself; he’s not built 
that way; but he’s the king to be guarded and if the king 
makes an unexpected move, much may be gained. We’ve 
got to be alive to a dozen possibilities. If, for instance, 
poison is attempted and found to fail-” 

‘‘ How if we gave it out that it had succeeded and that 
Mr. Redmayne pretended he was mighty ill an hour after 
breakfast^” 

“I’d thought of that. But the difficulty would be that 
we shan’t be in a position to say if poison is really used. 
No time for chemistry.’’ 

“ Try it on the cat-’’ 
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Peter considered. 
“ A double cross is often a very pretty thing/’ he 

admitted, but Pve seen too many examples among the 
police of digging a pit and falling in themselves. One 
difficulty is that we don’t want to alarm Albert more than 
necessary. At present he only knows that I think him in 
danger; but he has not the most shadowy idea that mem¬ 
bers of his own household are implicated. He won’t know 
it till I forbid him to touch his breakfast. Yes; we can 
certainly try a double cross. He shall order bread and 
milk—we know who will bring it to him. Then his cat, 
‘ Grillo,’ shall breakfast upon it.” Peter turned to Mark. 

‘‘ That will convince you, my friend.” 
But the other shook his head. 
” It depends upon circumstances. Even granted 

poison, many an honest man and woman has been the 
innocent tool of a murderer’s will.” 

‘‘ True enough; but we are wasting time upon an 
improbability. I do not myself think it will be attempted. 
It is the line of least resistance, and the line of 
least resistance generally means the' lines of greatest 
risk afterward. No—he’ll do something smarter 
than that if he gets half a chance. The grand danger 
would be that Doria should find himself alone with Albert, 
even for a moment. That is the situation to circumvent 
and avoid at any cost. Let nothing induce you to lose 
sight of one or other; and even should Doria obviously 
make a run for it before I return, don’t be deceived by that, 
or go after him. He may adopt any ruse to get you guess¬ 
ing when I have gone—that is, if he suspects me of some 
immediate step. But if I go without leading him to feel 
any very grave suspicion as to my object in going, we may 
surprise him before his own stroke is struck. That, in a 
word, is our objective.” * 

An hour later the detectives saw Signor Poggi to his 
boat and then walked home with Mr. Redmayne. Peter 
had provender concealed about his person and presently he 
explained to his friend that things were now come to a 
climax. 

” In twenty-four hours I hope we’re through with our 
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mysteries and plots, Albert,’’ he said; but during that 
time you’ve got to obey me in every particular and so help 
me to set you free from this abomination hanging over you. 
I can trust you; and you must trust me and Mark here till 
to-morrow night. You’ll soon be at peace again with your 
troubles ended.” 

Albert thanked Ganns and expressed his satisfaction that 
a conclusion was in sight. 

I have seen through the glass darkly,” he told them. 
Indeed I cannot say that I have seen through the glass 

at all. I am entirely mystified and shall be glad indeed 
to know this horror with which I am threatened may be 
removed. Only my absolute trust in you, dear Peter, has 
prevented me from becoming distracted.” 

At the villa Brendon left them and Jenny welcomed her 
uncle. The girl begged Mark to come in for a while before 
returning; but it was late and Mr. Ganns declared that 
everybody must retire. 

‘‘ Look us up early, Mark,” he directed. ‘‘ Albert tells 
me there are some old pictures at Como that have a lot of 
kick in them. Maybe we’ll all go down the lake for a 
pleasure party to-morrow, if he thinks it good.” 

For a moment Brendon and Jenny stood alone before he 
departed; and she whispered to him. 

Something has happened to Doria to-night. He is 
struck dumb since his walk with Mr. Ganns.” 

Is he at home ?” 
Yes; he went to bed many hours ago.” 
Avoid him,” answered Mark. Avoid him as far 

as possible, without rousing his suspicion. Your torments 
may be at an end sooner than you think for.” 

He departed without more words. But he presented 
himself early on the following day. And it was Jenny 
who first saw him. Then Peter Ganns joined them. 

How is uncle?” asked Mr. Redmayne’s niece, and 
Albert’s friend declared the old book lover found himself 
indisposed. 

‘' He kept it up a bit too late last night at the hotel and 
drank a little too much white wine,” said Peter. ‘‘ He’s 
all right but feeling a trifle like next morning. He’ll stop 
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where he is for a spell and you can take him up a biscuit 
and a hair of the dog that bit him presently/’ 

Ganns then announced his intention of going later to 
the town of Como, and he invited Doria and Brendon to 
accompany him; but Mark, already familiar with the part 
he had to play, declined, while Giuseppe also declared 
himself unable to take the trip. 

I must make ready to return to Turin,” he said. 
The world does not stand still while Signor Pietro is 

catching his red man. I have business, and there is 
nothing to keep me here any longer.” 

He appeared indifferent to the rest of the company and 
lacked his usual good humour; but the reason Brendon 
did not learn until a later hour. 

After luncheon Mr. Ganns set off—in a white waistcoat 
and other adornments; Giuseppe also left the villa, promis¬ 
ing to return in a few hours; and Brendon joined Albert 
in his sleeping apartment. For a time they were alone 
together, and then Jenny came with some soup. She 
stopped to chat for a little while and, finding her uncle 
apparently somnolent and disinclined to talk, turned to 
Mark and spoke under her breath. She was still agitated 
and much preoccupied. 

‘‘ Later, when we may, I should like to speak to you— 
indeed I must do so. I am in great danger myself and 
can only look to you,” she whispered. Combined fear and 
entreaty filled her eyes and she put her hand upon his 
sleeve. His own caught it and pressed it. He forgot 
everything before her words. She had come to him at 
last of her own free will. 

‘‘ Trust me,” he answered, so that only she could hear. 
'‘Your welfare and happiness are more to me than anything 

else on earth.” 
" Doria will be out again later. Once he has gone— 

after dusk—we can safely speak,” she answered. Then 
she hastened away. 

Albert Redmayne stirred himself as soon as Jenny with¬ 
drew. He was dressed and lying on a couch beside the 

window. 
“ This subterfuge and simulation of ill health are mQ3,t 
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painful to me/^ he declared. “ I am exceedingly well 
to-day and all the better for our delightful dinner of last 
night. For nobody less than dear Peter would I ever sink 
to pretend anything: it is contrary to my nature and dis¬ 
position so to do. But since I have his word that to-day 
light is going to be thrown upon all this doubt and dark¬ 
ness I must possess my soul in patience, Brendon. There 
are dreadful fears in Peter’s mind. I have never known 
him to be suspicious of good people before. He will not 
let me eat and drink in my own house to-day. That is 
as much as to say that I have enemies within my gates. 
What could be more distressing?” 

A precaution.” 
Suspicion is inconceivably painful to me. I will not 

harbour suspicion. When suspicion dawns in my mind, 
I instantly throw over the cause of the suspicion. If it 
is a book, however precious it may be, I drop it once for 
all. I will not be tormented by doubts or suspicions. In 
this house are Assunta and Ernesto, my niece and her 
husband. To suspect any of those excellent and honour¬ 
able people is abominable and I am quite incapable of 
doing so.” 

“ Only a few hours. Then, I think, all but one will be 
exonerated. Indeed, I’m sure of it.” 

Giuseppe appears to be the storm centre in Peter’s 
mind. It is all beyond my understanding. He has 
always treated me with courtesy and consideration. He 
has a sense of humour and perceives that human nature 
lacks much that we could wish it possessed. He feels 
rightly toward literature, too, and reads desirable authors. 
He is a good European and is the only man I know, save 
Joggly who understands Nietzsche. All this is in his 
favour; and yet even Jenny appears to regard Giuseppe 
as wholly ineffectual. She openly hints that she is dis¬ 
appointed in him. I know what may go to make a man; 
but am, I confess, quite ignorant of what goes to make a 
husband. No doubt a good man may be a bad husband, 
because the female has her own marital standards; yet 
what she wants, or does not want, I cannot tell.” 

You like Doria?” 
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I have had no reason to do otherwise. I trust that 
this unhappy brother of mine—if, indeed, he is what you 
all think and not an air-drawn vision projected by your 
subconscious minds—may soon be laid by the heels—for 
his own sake as much as ours. I will now read in ' The 
Consolations of Boethius’—last of the Latin authors 
properly so called—and smoke a cigar. I shall not see 
Giuseppe. I have promised. It is understood that I 
am an invalid; but he will certainly be hurt that I deny 
myself to him. The man has a heart as well as a 
head.’’ 

He rose and went to a little bookshelf of his favourite 
authors. Then he buried himself in Boethius, and Mark, 
looking out of the window, saw the life of the lake and 
the glory of the summer sky reflected. Beyond the shining 
water Bellagio’s towers and cypresses were massed under 
a little mountain. From time to time there sounded the 
beat of paddle wheels, as the white steamers came and 
went. 

Doria returned for a while during the afternoon, and 
Jenny told him that her uncle was better but still thought 
it wise to keep his room. Her husband appeared to have 
recovered his good temper. He drank wine, ate fruit and 
addressed most of his conversation to Brendon, who spoke 
with him in the dining-room for a while. 

‘‘ When you and Mr. Ganns are weary of hunting this 
red shadow, I hope you will come and see me at Turin,” 
he said. “ And perhaps you will also be able to convince 
Jenny that my suggestions are reasonable. What is money 
for ? She has twenty thousand pounds upon her hands 
and I, her husband, offer such an investment as falls to 
the chance of few capitalists. You shall come and see what 
my friends and I are doing at Turin. Then you will make 
her think better of my sense ! ’ ’ 

‘‘ A new motor car, you told me?” asked Mark. 
‘‘ Yes—a car that will be to all other cars as an ocean 

' liner ’ to Noah’s Ark. Millions are staring us in the 
face. Yet we languish for the modest thousands to launch 
us. The little dogs find the hare; the big dogs hold him.” 
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Jenny said nothing. Then Doria turned to her and 
bade her pack his clothes. 

I cannot stop here/’ he said when she had gone. 
‘‘ This is no life for a man. Jenny will probably remain 
with her uncle. She is fed up, as you say, with me. I 
am very unfortunate, Marco, for I have not in the least 
deserved to lose her affection. However, if a new 
inamorato fills her thoughts, it is idle for me to yelp. 
Jealousy is a fool’s failing. But I must work or I shall be 
wicked!” 

He departed and Brendon joined Albert Redmayne, to 
find the old man had grown uneasy and fearful. 

” I am not happy, Brendon,” he said. There is 
coming into my mind a cloud—a premonition that very 
dreadful disasters are going to happen to those I love. 
When does Ganns return?” 

‘‘ Soon after dark, Mr. Redmayne. Perhaps about nine 
o’clock we may expect him. Be patient a little longer.” 

‘‘ It has not happened to me to feel as I do to-day,” 
answered the book lover. A sense of ill darkens my 
mind—a suspicion of finality, and Jenny shares it. Some¬ 
thing is amiss. She has a presentiment that it is so. It 
may be, as she suspects, that my second self is not happy 
either. Virgilio and I are as twins. We have become 
strangely and psychologically linked together. I am sure 
that he is uneasy on my account at this moment. I am 
almost inclined to send Ernesto to see if all be well with 
him and report that all is well with me.” 

He rambled on and presently went out upon his balcony 
and looked across to Bellagio. Then he appeared to forget 
Signor Poggi for a time and presently ate a little of the 
store of food brought back in secret by Mr. Ganns on the 
previous night. 

It is a grief to me,” he said again, that Peter fears 
treachery under this roof. Surely God is all powerful 
and would not suffer my interesting and harmless life to 
be snatched away from me by poison? I shall be very 
thankful when Peter leaves his horrid profession and retires 
and devotes his noble intellect to purer thoughts.” 

What became of the soup, Mr. Redmayne ?” 
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‘‘ ‘ Grille ’ drank every drop and, having done so, my 
beautiful cat purred a grace after meat, according to his 
custom, then sank into peaceful slumber.*’ 

Mark looked at the great blue Persian, who was 
evidently sleeping in perfect comfort. It woke to his touch, 
yawned, spread its paws, purred gently arid then tucked 
itself up again. 

He’s right enough.” 
“ Of course. Jenny tells me that her husband returns 

to Turin to-morrow. She, however, will stop here with 
me for the present. It may be well if they separate for 
a while.” 

They talked and smoked, while Mr. Redmayne became 
reminiscent and amused himself with memories of the past. 
He forgot his present disquiet amid these recollections and 
chatted amiably of his earliest days in Australia and his 
subsequent career as a bookseller and dealer. 

Jenny presently joined them and all entered the dining¬ 
room together, where tea was served. 

He will be going out soon now,” whispered Albert’s 
niece to Brendon; and he knew that she referred to her 
husband. Mr. Redmayne still declined to eat or drink. 

‘‘ I did both to excess yesterday,” he said, ‘‘ and must 
rest my ill-used stomach until to-morrow.” 

He was chiefly concerned with Doria and had prepared 
for him various messages to bookmen in Turin. They sat 
long and the shadows were lengthening before the old man 
returned to his apartments. Then Giuseppe made a final 
and humorous appeal to Mark to influence Jenny in favour 
of the automobiles and presently lit one of his Tuscan 
cigars, took his hat and left the house. 

At last!” whispered Jenny, her face lighting with 
relief. “ He will be gone for a good two hours now and 
we can talk.” 

“Not here, then,” Mark answered. “ Let us go into 
the garden. Then I can see when the man comes back.” 

They proceeded into the gathering dusk and presently 
sat together on the marble seat under an ilex, so near the 
entrance that none might arive without their knowledge. 

Presently Ernesto came and turned on an electric bulb 
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that hung over the scrolled iron work of the outer gate. 
Then they were alone again, and the woman threw off all 
shadow of reserve and restraint. 

Thank God you can listen at last,’’ she said, then 
poured out a flood of entreaties. He was swept from every 
mental hold, drowned in the torrent of her petitions, 
baffled and bewildered at one moment, filled with joy in 
the next. 

Save me,” she implored, ‘‘ for only 3^ou can do so. 
I am not worthy of your love and you may well have 
ceased to care for me or even respect me; but I can still 
respect myself, because I know well enough now that I was 
the innocent victim of this accursed man. It was not 
natural love that made me follow him and wed him; it 
was a power that he possesses—a magnetic thing—what 
they call the ' evil eye ’ in Italy. I have been cruelly and 
wickedly wronged and I do not deserve all that I have 
suffered, for it was the magic of hypnotism or some kindred 
devilry that made me see him falsely and deceived and 
drove me. 

“ From the time my uncle died at ‘ Crow’s Nest ’ Doria 
has controlled me. I did not know it then, or I would 
have killed myself rather than sink to be the creature of 
any man. I thought it was love and so I married him; 
then the trick became apparent and he cared not how soon 
my eyes were opened. But I must leave him if I am to 
remain a sane woman.” 

For an hour she spoke and detailed all she had been 
called upon to endure, while he listened with absorbed 
interest. She often touched Brendon’s shoulder, often 
clasped his hand. Once she kissed it in gratitude, as he 
promised to dedicate every thought and energy to her 
salvation. Her breath brushed his cheek, his arm was 
round her as she sobbed. 

” Save me and I will come to you,” she promised. ” I 
am hoodwinked and deceived no longer. He even owns 
the trap and laughs horribly at me at night. He only 
wants my money, but thankfully would I give him every 
penny, if by so doing I could be free of him.” 

And Brendori listened with a rapture that was almost 
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incredulous; for she loved him at last and desired nothing 
better than to come to him and forget the double tragedy 
that had ruined her young life. 

She was in his arms now and he sought to soothe her, 
sustain her and bring her mind to regard a future wherein 
peace, happiness and content might still be her portion. 
Another hour passed, the fireflies danced over their heads; 
sweet scents stole through the garden; lights twinkled from 
the house; on the lake in the silence that now fell between 
them they heard the gentle thud of a steamer’s propeller. 
Still Doria did not return and as a church clock struck the 
hour Jenny rose. Already she had knelt at his feet and 
called him her saviour. Now, still dreaming of the 
immense change in his fortunes, already occupied with the 
means that must be taken to free his future wife, Mark was 
brought back to the present. 

Jenny left him to seek Assunta; and he, hearing the 
steamer and guessing that Peter was at hand, hastened 
to the house. Silence seemed to fill it, and, as he lifted 
his voice and called to Albert Redmayne, the noise on the 
water ceased. No answer reached Mark, and from the 
library he proceeded to the adjoining bedroom. It was 
empty and he hastened out upon the veranda above the 
lake. But still the book lover did not appear. A long, 
black vessel with all lights out had anchored a hundred 
yards from the Villa Pianezzo, and now a boat put off 
from the craft of the lake police and paddled to the steps 
below Bren don. 

At the same moment Jenny joined him. 
“ Where is Uncle Albert ?” she asked. 
“ I do not know. I have called him and got no answer.” 
“ Mark ! ” she cried with a voice of fear. Is it possible 

-” She moved into the house and lifted her voice. 
Then Brendon heard Assunta answer and inJ a moment 
there followed a horrified exclamation from the younger 
woman. 

But Brendon had descended the steps to meet the 
approaching boat. His mind was still in a whirl of 
mingled emotions. Above him, as he steadied the boat, 
stood Jenny and she spoke swiftly. 
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He is not in the house! Oh, come quickly if that is 
Mr. Ganns. My uncle has gone across the water and my 
husband has not returned.*' 

Peter, with four men, quickly landed and Brendon 
spoke. Pie could give no details, however, and Jenny 
furnished them. While she and Mark sat in the garden, 
guarding the front door and front gate, behind them to 
the house there had come a message by boat for Mr. Red- 
mayne from Bellagio. Perhaps there was but one appeal 
powerful enough to make Albert forget his promises or the 
danger that he had been assured now threatened him; but 
it was precisely this demand which had made the old 
man hasten away. 

Assunta told them how an Italian had reached the steps 
in a skiff from Bellagio; how he had called her and broken 
the evil news that Signor Poggi was fallen dangerously ill; 
and how he sent entreaties to his friends to see him without 
delay. 

“ Virgilio Poggi has had a fatal fall and is dying,** 
said the messenger. “ He prays Signor Redmayne to fly 
to him before it is too late.** 

Assunta dared not delay the message. Indeed, know¬ 
ing all that this must mean to her master, she delivered 
it instantly, and five minutes after hearing the dreadful 
news, Albert Redmayne, in great agony of mind, had 
embarked, to be rowed toward the promontory where his 
friend dwelt. 

Assunta declared that her master had been gone for an 
hour, if not longer. 

It may be true,** said Jenny, but Brendon knew too 
well what had happened. 

The group formed under Peter's command and he 
issued his directions swiftly. He cast one look at Mark 
which the detective never forget; but none saw it save 
Brendon himself. Then he spoke. 

Row this boat back to the steamer, Brendon," he said, 
‘^and tell them to take you across to Poggi as quick as 
may be. If Redmayne is there, leave him there and return. 
But he's not there : he's at the bottom of the lake. Go !" 

Mark hastened to the boat and one of the officers who 

Q 
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had come with Ganns wrote a dozen words on a sheet from 
a notebook. With this Brendon reached the black steamer 
and in another moment the vessel disappeared at full speed 
under the darkness in the direction of Bellagio. 

Then Peter turned to the rest and bade them all, with 
Jenny, accompany him to the dwelling room. Supper had 
been laid here but the apartment was empty. 

‘‘What has happened,” explained Peter, “is this: 
Doria has used the only certain means of getting Albert 
Redmayne out of this house, and his wife has doubtless 
aided him to the best of her power by arresting the atten¬ 
tion of my colleague whom I left in charge. How she did 
it I can easily guess.” 

Jenny’s horrified eyes flamed at him and her face grew 
rosy. 

“ How little you know!” she cried. “ This is cruel, 
infamous ! Have I not suffered enough ?” 

“ If I am wrong. Til be the first to own it, ma’am,” he 
answered. “ But I am not wrong. What has happened 
means that your husband will be back to supper. That’s 
but ten minutes to wait. Assunta, return to the kitchen. 
Ernesto, hide in the garden and lock the iron gate as soon 
as Doria has passed through it.” 

Three big men in plain clothes had these remarks trans¬ 
lated to them by the fourth, who was a chief of police. 
Then Ernesto went into the garden, the officers took their 
stations, and Mr. Ganns, indicating a chair to Jenny, him¬ 
self occupied another within reach of her. Once she had 
tried to leave the room, but Peter forbade it. 

“ Fear nothing if you’re honest,” he said, but she 
ignored him and kept her thoughts to herself, She had 
grown very pale and her eyes roamed over the strange faces 
around her. Silence fell and in five minutes came the 
chink of the iron gate and the footfall of a man without. 
Doria was singing his canzonet. He came straight into 
the room, stared about him at the assembled men, then 
fixed his eyes upon his wife. 

“ What is this?” he cried in amazement. 
“ Game’s up and you’ve lost,” answered Ganns. 

“ You’re a great crook I And your own vanity is all that’s 
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beat you ! ’ ’ He turned quickly to the chief of police, who 
showed a warrant and spoke English. 

“ Michael Pendean,’’ he said, “you are arrested for the 
murder of Robert Redmayne and Bendigo Redmayne.” 

“ And add ' Albert Redmayne’,"’ growled Ganns. He 
leaped aside with amazing agility as he spoke, for the 
culprit had seized the weapon nearest his hand and hurled 
a heavy saltcellar from the table at Peter’s head. The 
mass of glass crashed into an old Italian mirror behind 
Ganns and at the moment when all eyes instinctively fol¬ 
lowed the sound, Jenny’s husband dashed for the door. 
Like lightning he turned and was over the threshold before 
a hand could be lifted to stop him; but one in the room 
had watched and now he raised his revolver. This young 
officer—destined for future fame—^had never taken his 
eyes off Doria and now he fired. He was quick but another 
had been quicker, had seen his purpose and anticipated 
his action. The bullet meant for Michael Pendean struck 
down his wife, for Jenny had leaped into the doorway and 
stopped it. 

She fell without a sound, whereupon the fugitive turned 
instantly, abandoned his flight, ran to her, knelt and lifted 
her to his breast. 

He was harmless now, but he embraced a dead woman 
and the blood from her mouth, as he kissed her, covered 
his lips. He made no further fight and, knowing that she 
was dead, carried her to a couch, laid her gently down, 
then turned and stretched his arms for the handcuffs. 

A moment later Mark Brendon entered from the house. 
“ Poggi sent no message and Albert Redmayne has not 

been seen at Bellagio,” he said. 
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CHAPTER XVII 

THE METHODS OF PETER GANNS 

Two men travelled together in the train de luxe from 
Milan to Calais. Ganns wore a black band upon the sleeve 
of his left arm; his companion carried the marks of mourn¬ 
ing in his face. It seemed that Brendon had increased in 
age; his countenance looked haggard; his very voice was 
older. 

Peter tried to distract the younger man, who appeared 
to listen, though his mind was far away and his thoughts 
brooding upon a grave. 

The French and Italian police resemble us in the 
States,’' said Mr. Ganns. They are much less reticent 
in their methods than you English. You, at Scotland 
Yard, are all for secrecy, and you claim for your system 
superior results to any other. And figures support you. 
In New York, in 1917, there were two hundred and thirty- 
six murders and only sixty-seven convictions. In 
Chicago, in 1919, there were no less than three hundred 
and thirty-six murders and forty-four convictions. Pretty 
steep—eh ? In Paris four times as many crimes of violence 
are committed yearly as in London, though, of course, the 
population is far smaller. Yet what are the respective 
achievements of the police? Only half as many crimes 
are detected by the French as by the British. Your card- 
index system is to be thanked for that.” 

He ran on and then Brendon seemed to come to himself. 
Talk about poor Albert Redmayne,” he said. 

” There’s little to be added to what you know. Since 
Pendean chooses to keep dumb, at any rate until he’s 
extradited, we can only assume exactly what happened; 
but I have no doubt of the details. It was Pendean, of 
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course, you saw leave the villa, while his wife held you 
in conversation, and so ordered her falsehoods that you 
were swept away from every other consideration save how 
best to rescue her from her husband. 

‘‘ She took good care to involve your own future and to 
say just what was most likely to make you forget your 
trust. My dear, dear Albert, forgive me if I am blunt; 
but when you look back, presently, you will see that the 
great loss is really mine, niot yours. Michael Pendean, 
once out of sight, gets a boat, adopts his disguise—the 
false beard and moustache found upon him—and presently 
rows round to Albert’s steps. He sees Assunta, who does 
not recognise him, and says that he has come from Virgilio 
Poggi, who is at death’s door at Bellagio. 

“ There was no weightier temptation possible than that. 
Redmayne forgets every other consideration and in five 
minutes has started for Bellagio. The boat is quickly in 
mid-lake under the darkness and there Albert meets his 
death and burial. Pendean undoubtedly murdered him 
with a blow—probably just as he murdered Robert and 
Bendigo Redmayne; then, no doubt, he used weights, 
heavy stones brought for the purpose, and sank his victim 
in the tremendous depths of Como. He was soon back 
again with a clean boat and his disguise in his pocket. He 
had an alibi also, for we found out that he had been drink¬ 
ing for more than an hour at an albergo before he came 
back to the villa.” 

‘‘ Thank you,” said Brendon humbly. ” There can 
be no doubt that it was so. And now I will ask a final 
favour, Ganns. What happened has made my mind a 
blank in some particulars. I should be thankful and 
grateful if you would retrace your steps when you were in 
England. I want to go over that ground again. You 
will not be at the trial; but I must be; and, praise God, 
this is the last time I shall ever appear in a court of law.” 

Pie referred to a determination that he had already 
expressed: to leave the police service and seek other 
occupation for the remainder of his life. 

” That’s as may be,” answered Peter, bringing out the 
gold snuffbox. ” I hope you’ll think better of it. You’ve 
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had a bitter experience and learned a great deal that will 
help you in business as well as in life. Don’t be beaten 
by a bad woman—only remember that you had the luck 
to meet and study one of the rarest female crooks our 
mysterious Creator ever turned out. A face like an angel 
and a heart like a devil. Let time pass and presently 
you’ll see that this is merely a hiatus in a career that is 
only begun. Much good and valuable work lies before 
you; and to abandon a profession for which you are 
specially suited is to fly in the face of Providence any¬ 
way.” 

After a pause and a long silence, while the train sped 
through the darkness of the Simplon tunnel, Peter re¬ 
traced the steps by which he had been enabled to solve the 
riddle of the Redmaynes. 

” I told you that you had not begun at the beginning,” 
he said. It’s really all summed up in that. You occupied 
an extraordinary position. The criminal himself, in the 
pride of his craft and by reason of the consuming vanity 
that finally wrecked him, deliberately brought you in. 
It was part of his fun—his art if you like—^that he should 
involve a great detective for the added joy of making a 
fool of him. You were the spice in his bloody cup for 
Michael Pendean—the salt, the zest. If he had merely 
stuck to business, not a thousand detectives would ever 
have queered his pitch. But he was as playful as any 
other hunting tiger. He rejoiced in adding a thousand 
details to his original scheme. He was an artist, but too 
florid, too decadent in his decorations. And so he ruined 
what might have been the crime of the century. It is just 
the touch of human fallibility that has brought Nemesis 
to many a great criminal. 

“ The machinery he employed focussed attention from 
the first on the apparent murderer rather than his victim. 
It appeared impossible to doubt what had happened and 
Pendean’s death was assumed but never proved. Particu¬ 
lars concerning Robert Redmayne were abundant; yet, 
during the whole course of the official inquiry, none was 
forthcoming concerning the supposed victim. Of him you 
had heard from his wife; and her original statement to you 
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at Princetown—^^when she invited you, doubtless at Pen- 
dean's direction, to take up the case—was masterly because 
so nearly true in every respect. 

‘‘ But from the time that 1 met and spoke with Albert’s 
niece I began to reflect upon that statement, and my speedy 
conviction was this: that a great deal more concerning 
Jenny's first husband demanded to be known. Do not 
suppose that I was on the track of the truth at that period. 
Far from it. I only desired more data and regarded the 
history of Michael Pendean as being of doubtful value, 
since his wife alone was responsible for the details. It 
seemed to me absolutely necessary to learn more than she 
was prepared to tell. I had questioned her, but found lier 
either ignorant of much concerning him—or else purposely 
evasive. Of her three uncles, only Robert had ever seen 
Michael Pendean. Neither Bendigo nor dear Albert had 
set eyes on him; and that fact, though of no significance at 
first, of course, became very significant indeed at a later 
stage of my study. 

I went first to Penzance and devoted several days to 
learning all possible particulars of the Pendean family. 
On examining Michael Pendean's ancestry, as a pre¬ 
liminary to finding out everything remembered of Pendean 
himself, I at once made a highly important discovery. 
Joseph Pendean, Michael's father, was often in Italy on 
his pilchard business for the firm, and he married an Italian 
woman. She lived with her husband at Penzance and bore 
him one son, and a daughter who died in infancy. The 
lady seems to have given cause for a certain amount of 
scandal, for her Latin temperament and lively ways did 
not commend themselves to the rather austere and religious 
circle in which her husband and his relations moved. 

She visited Italy sometimes and Joseph Pendean 
undoubtedly regretted his marriage. He might have 
divorced her in the opinion of some with whom I spoke; 
but for the sake of his son he would not take this step. 
Michael was devoted to his mother and accompanied her 
frequently to Italy. On one of these occasions, when a 
boy of seventeen or eighteen, he met with an accident to 
his head; but I could glean no particulars of its nature. 
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He seems to have been a silent and observant lad and never 
quarrelled with his father. 

‘‘ When at last Mrs. Pendean died in Italy, her husband 
attended the funeral at Naples and returned to England 
immediately afterward with his son. The boy was subse¬ 
quently apprenticed to a dentist, having expressed a wish 
to follow that profession. He promised well, passed Ins 
examinations and practised at Penzance for a time. But 
then he ceased to be interested in the work and presently 
joined his father. In connection with the pilchard trade, 
he now visited Italy and often spent a month at a time in 
that country. 

‘'Few could give me any information as to his nature, 
and pictures of him did not apparently exist; but an 
elderly relative was able to tell me that Michael had been 
a silent, difficult boy. She also showed me an old photo¬ 
graph of his parents, taken together with their son when he 
must have been a child of three, or thereabout. His father 
didn’t suggest a man of character; but Mrs. Pendean 
appeared to be a very handsome creature indeed, and it 
was at the moment I studied her features through a magni- 
fying glass that I won my first conviction of a familiar 
likeness. 

“ It is a rule with me, when any sudden, flash of intuition 
throws any real or false light upon a case, to submit the 
inspiration to a most searching and destructive analysis 
and bring every known fact against it. Thus, on seeing 
a possible glimpse of Giuseppe Doria’s beautiful counten¬ 
ance reflected upon my eyes from the photograph of the 
mother of Michael Pendean, I began to marshal all my 
knowledge to confound any deduction from that accident. 
But judge of my interest and surprise when I found nothing 
that could be pointed to as absolute refutation of the theory 
now taking such swift shape in my mind. Not one sure 
fact clashed with the possibility. 

“ Nothing at present was positively known by me which 
made it out of the question that Joseph Pendean’s wife 
should be the mother of Giuseppe Doria. But none the 
less many facts might exist as yet beyond my knowledge, 
which would prove such a suspicion vain. I considered 
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how to obtain these facts and naturally my thought turned 
to Giuseppe himself. To show you by what faltering steps 
we sometimes climb to safe ground, I may say that at this 
stage of my inquiry I had riot imagined Doria and Michael 
Pendean were one and the same person. That was to 
come. For the moment I conceived of the possibility that 
Madame Pendean, a lady who had caused some fluttering 
in the Wesleyan dovecots of Penzance, might by chance 
have been the mother of a second son in her native country. 
I imagined that Michael and an Italian half brother might 
know each other, and that the two were working together 
to destroy the brothers Redmayne, so that Michael’s wife 
should inherit all the family money. 

Having found out what Penzance could tell me, I 
beat it up to Dartmouth, because I was exceedingly 
anxious to learn, if possible, the exact date when! Giuseppe 
Doria entered the employment of Bendigo Redmayne as 
motor boatman. Albert’s brother hadn’t any friends that 
I could find; but I traced his doctor and, though he was 
not in a position to enlighten me, he knew another man— 
an innkeeper at Tor-cross, some miles away on the coast-— 
who might be familiar with this vital date. 

Mr. Noah Blades proved a very shrewd and capable 
chap. Bendigo Redmayne had known him well, and it 
was after spending a week at the Tor-cross Hotel with 
Blades and going fishing in his motor boat, that the old 
sailor had decided to start one himself at ‘ Crow’s Nest.’ 
He did so and his first boatman was a failure. Then he 
advertised for another and received a good many applica¬ 
tions. He’d sailed with Italians and liked them on a ship, 
and he decided for Giuseppe Doria, whose testimonials 
appeared to be exceptional. The man came along and, 
two days after his arrival, ran Bendigo down to Tor-cross 
in his launch to see Blades. 

Redmayne, of course, was full of the murder at 
Princetown, which had just occurred, and the tragedy 
proved so interesting that Blades had little time to notice 
the new motor boatman. But what matters is that we 
know it was on the day after the murder—on the very day 
Bendigo heard what his brother, Robert, was supposed 
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to have done at Foggintor Quarry—that his new man, 
Giuseppe Doria, arrived at ‘ Crow’s Nest ’ and took up 
his new duties. 

From that all-important fact I built my case, and 
you don’t need to be told how every step of the way threw 
light upon the next until I had reached the goal. Robert 
Redmayne is seen on the night of Michael Pendean’s sup¬ 
posed destruction. He is traced home again to Paignton. 
He leaves his diggings before anybody is up and, from 
that exit, vanishes off the face of the earth. But during 
the same day—probably by noon—Giuseppe Doria arrives 
at ‘ Crow’s Nest ’—an Italian whom nobody knows, or 
has even seen before. 

‘‘ That meant good-bye to any theory of a half brother 
for Michael; and it also rnent that not Pendeati, but his 
wife’s uncle, Robert Redmayne, perished on Dartmoor. 
And there he lies yet, my son !” 

Mr. Ganns took snuff and proceeded. 
Now, having made this tremendous deduction, I 

looked over all the facts again and they became very much 
more interesting. Every moment I expected some crushing 
blow to shake my structure; at every turn I guessed a cer¬ 
tainty would come along and bowl my theory over; but 
no such thing happened. Details, of course, there are— 
many little pieces of the puzzle now known to only one 
man alive, and that is Pendean himself; but the main 
incidents, the true picture, loomed out clear enough for 
me before I left Dartmouth and came back to Albert in 
London. The big things were all, not there to be shaken. 
The picture was fogged at certain points, but I had no 
doubt as to what it represented, and even the incredible 
details that seemed to contradict reason were composed 
and cleaned up when Michael Pendean’s own temperament 
was brought as a solvent to them. 

Here, I think, we may spare a tribute of admiration 
to Pendean’s histrionics. I guess that his original con¬ 
ception and creation of ‘ Giuseppe Doria ’ was an exceed¬ 
ingly fine and well thought out piece of acting. He actually 
lived in the character and day after day exhibited qualities 
of mind and an attitude to life quite foreign! to his real 
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rather saturnine and reserved nature. Both he and his 
wife were heaven-born comedians as well as hell-born 
criminals. 

To return; the large particulars, then, were these: 
the foreground, the middle distance and the background 
made a synthetic whole, logically consistent, rational even 
—when you allow for the artist’s make-up. That he will 
leave a full statement before the end, I venture to prophesy. 
His egregious vanity demands it. Nothing that he writes 
is likely to be sincere and he’ll have his eye on the spot¬ 
light all the time; but you may expect a pretty complete 
account of his adventures before he’s hanged; you may 
even expect something a little new in the suicide 
line if they give him a chance, for be sure he’s 
thought of that. 

And now I’ll indicate how I brought fact after fact to 
bombard my theory, and how the theory withstood 
every assault until I was bound to accept it and 
act upon it. 

We start with the assumption that Pendean is living 
and Robert Redmayne dead. We next assume that Pen- 
dean, having laid out his wife’s uncle at Foggintor, gets 
into his clothes, puts on a red moustache and a red wig and 
starts for Berry Head on Redmayne’s motor bicycle. The 
sack supposed to contain the body is found, and that is 
all. His purpose is to indicate a hiding-place for the 
corpse and lead search in a certain direction; but he is not 
going to trust the sea; he is not going to stand the risk of 
Robert Redmayne’s corpse spoiling his game. No, his 
victim never left Foggintor and probably Michael will 
presently tell us where to find the body. 

Meanwhile a false atmosphere is created under which 
he proceeds to his engagement at ‘ Crow’s Nest.’ And 
then what happens? The first clue—the forged letter, 
purporting to come from Robert Redmayne to his brother. 
Who sent it ? Jenny Pendean on her way through Ply¬ 
mouth to her Uncle Bendigo’s home. She and her husband 
are soon together again—working for the next stroke. As 
I say, they were a pair who ought to have been on the 
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stage, where they would have made darned sight bigger 
money than the Redmayne capital all told; but crime was 
in their blood; they must have met like the blades of a 
scissors and found themselves heart and soul in agree¬ 
ment. Evil was their good; and no doubt, when they 
understood each other’s lawless point of view, both felt 
they must join forces. A tolerable bad dame. I’m afraid, 
Mark; but she knew how to love all right; and nobody 
doubts that bad women can love as well as good ones— 
often a great deal better. 

They settle down and the supposed death of Michael 
Pendean blows over. Jenny plays widow but spends as 
much time as she wants in her husband’s arms all the same; 
and together they plan to put out poor Ben. He’d never 
seen Pendean, of course, which made the Doria swindle 
possible. And a great point—that only Michael himself 
can clear—is the intended order of his murders. That 
puzzled me a bit, because before Robert Redmayne 
appeared at Princetown and the reconciliation between 
him and his niece and her husband was effected, he must 
already have got the appointment of motor boatman to 
Bendigo and known that he was going there presently 
under a false name and character. I incline to think that 
he meant to begin with the old sailor and that, when 
Robert turned up unexpectedly on Dartmoor, he altered 
his plans. That accident opened the way to his first 
performance if I’m not wrong; but he’ll throw light on 
that assumption later and show what really did pass 
through his mind. 

Now we come to the preliminary steps at ^ Crow’s 
Nest ’ which ended in the death of the second brother. 
What plan was to be taken we cannot be sure, but your 
second visit to Dartmouth—a surprise visit, remember— 
quickened it. You offered just the starting point; and 
before you left on that rough, moonlight night, Pendean 
had recreated the forgery of Robert Redmayne and 
appeared before you in that character. And not content 
with this, he kept the part going for all it was worth. As 
Robert Redmayne, he broke into Strete Farm and was seen 
by Mr. Brook, the farmer; while as ^ Doria,’ next morning. 
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he comes to you at Dartmouth to tell you the murderer of 
Michael Pendean has reappeared. 

One may easily imagine the joy that he took in this 
double impersonation and how easy it was, with the help 
of his wife, to fool you to the top of your bent. He had 
already derived the exquisite entertainment of seeing you 
jealous of his attentions to Jenny and suspicious that she 
was yielding to them; while she—well, it is instructive to 
consider again her treatment of you. Yes, a very great 
actress; but whether inspired by love for Pendean, or hate 
for her unfortunate relatives, or just pure creative joy in 
her own talent, who shall say ? Probably all these 
emotions played their part. 

‘‘ Next we get to blindman’s-buff with the forgery. 
Follow each step. Bendigo never sees his supposed 
brother once; you never see him again. Your united search 
through the woods is futile; but Jenny and her husband 
in the motor boat bring news of him. She comes back 
with tears in her eyes. She has seen Robert Redmayne— 
the murderer of her husband ! She and the motor boat¬ 
man have spoken to him; they describe his miserable 
condition and intense desire to see his brother. They 
paint a wonderful and realistic picture. Robert must see 
Bendigo all alone—and he must have food and a lamp 
in his secret hiding place. He has been in France—that 
was a sop for you, Mark—but can endure suspense no 
longer. 

‘‘ Well, it’s fixed up and Ben decides to meet his 
brother after midnight, alone; but the old sailor’s pluck 
wavers—who shall blame him ?—and he arranged in secret 
with you that you should be hidden in his tower room 
when Robert Redmayne comes to keep the appointment. 
He writes a letter to his brother, and Jenny and Doria 
go to sea again and take it, together with stores and a 
lamp. While they’re away, you get planted in the tower 
room to watch the coming interview; and when the pair 
in the motor boat return, Jenny’s uncle tells her that you’ve 
gone back to Dartmouth and will blow in again next morn¬ 
ing. You recollect exactly what followed. Night comes 
and, at the appointed time, footsteps are heard ascending 
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to the observatory and Bendigo prepares to meet his 
brother. But no Robert Redmayne appears. It is Giuseppe 
Doria. He has already had a long talk with his master 
about Jenny Pendean. He has told the old sailor of his 
love for Jenny and so forth. You, hidden, heard that 
yarn, and how Bendigo told him to stow the subject and 
say no more about it for another six months. 

‘‘ Now the next thing puzzled me for a moment; but 
I think I know what happened. Only Pendean’s final 
statement, if he ever makes one, will serve to clear the 
point; but I can guess that at that first interview with Ben 
he tumbled to the fact that you were hidden in the tower 
room. He is a man with astounding power of observation, 
and Pm inclined to bet that before he left Bendigo, after 
their talk over Jenny, he’d get you—knew you were 
there. 

“ That being so, his own plans had to be modified 
pretty extensively. Whether he meant to finish off Ben 
that night, you can’t be sure; but there is very little doubt 
of it. Everything was planned. The interview with 
Robert had been arranged and various people, including 
yourself, knew about it. His wife was ready down below 
to help him get the body away, and their plans were, no 
doubt, mature to the last detail. If, therefore, all had 
gone right with Pendean, if you had really been away 
that night, next morning you would probably have been 
greeted with the information that Bendigo had dis¬ 
appeared. You would possibly have found evidences of 
a struggle in the tower room and a pint of blood judi¬ 
ciously decorating the floor, but nothing else. 

‘' Only on the assumption that Pendean had found you 
out can I explain why this didn’t start under your nose. 
I imagine that if he had believed his master alone at one 
o’clock that night, he would have knocked him on the 
head and proceeded as I suggest. But he does no such 
thing. He arrives in great excitement to describe another 
meeting with Robert and to report that the wanderer has 
changed his mind and will only see his brother in his own 
secret hiding-place after dark. 

On hearing this, Bendigo bids you come out of your 
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cupboard, and Doria, so to call him, pretends great indig¬ 
nation and surprise. 

Now we get another lifelike report of runaway Robert; 
and finally Bendigo consents to visit him in his hiding- 
place. The lamp is going to burn and show the particular 
cave on that honeycombed coast where Bendigo’s brother 
is supposed to be concealed. Another night comes and 
Ben goes to his death. Probably he was murdered 
instantly on landing and disposed of at sea. Again there 
is going to be no dead man. Pendean returns to you and 
his wife at ‘ Crow’s Nest.’ He reports that the brothers 
are conferring and reveals the situation of the hiding place. 
He is soon off again and, on his second visit, plays his 
tiger tricks, runs a bloody trail up the tunnel to the plateau, 
and sets his trap for the police next morning. 

‘‘ One needn’t go over the futile hunt that followed. 
Everything worked exactly as Pendean had planned, and 
you can very easily picture the entertainment furnished 
for that vampire pair by the subsequent man hunt. 

Two Redmaynes have gone to their account and there 
remains but one. Meantime the course of true love runs 
smoothly and Doria marries his wife again. So, at least, 
they are pleased to declare, for the satisfaction of Albert 
Redmayne and yourself. Needless to say they went south 
together as man and wife, reported a ceremony that did 
not take place, and after a reasonable delay turned their 
attention to my hapless friend. 

Would you not have thought some ray of human 
truth might have touched their hearts in the company of 
that childlike and kindly spirit ? Would you not have 
judged that close acquaintance with one so amiable and 
large-hearted must have wakened a spark of compassion 
in their souls? No; they came to kill him and the un¬ 
suspecting victim welcomes his murderers with friendship. 
It is interesting to observe that he prefers Giuseppe to his 
own niece. He confessed to me that Jenny puzzled him 
and it seemed strange to Albert that she had forgotten 
her first husband so easily. His tender sensibilities coukl 
not admire such indifference, and no doubt he also 
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remembered that his niece’s early record, in marry¬ 
ing Pendean against her family’s wishes, too much 
reminded him of her father’s wilful ways and head¬ 
strong passions. 

“ But they come on their dark business and are wel¬ 
comed ; and then—an insensate act of folly ! The weak 
spot in their remorseless plan! Again Doria rouses 
Robert Redmayne from the grave; again he challenges 
you ! A thousand simple and safe ways had offered to 
dispose of Albert Redmayne. The region in which he 
chose to live and his own trusting and ingenuous character 
had alike made him the easiest possible prey of any human 
hunter; but Michael’s vanity has grown by what it feeds 
on. He is an artist, and he desires to complete his master¬ 
piece with all due regard to form. It must be fashioned to 
endure and take its place for ever in the highest categories 
of crime. His pride rebels against the line of least resist¬ 
ance. All shall end on the same large pattern in which it 
was originally conceived. He courts danger and creates 
difficulty that his ultimate achievement may be the more 
august. 

‘ ‘ So the forgery is trotted out once more; and it is not 
enough that Jenny shall report to her uncle the advent of 
Robert Redmayne beside Como. An independent witness 
is demanded and Assunta Marzelli sees the big man with 
the red moustache, red hair, and red waistcoat. She also 
records the tremendous shock to her mistress that resulted 
from this sudden apparition. Remember that Jenny’s 
husband was still supposed by Albert to be in Turin. 
Then the old game is played; Doria presently arrives m 
person; they toy with their subject; they enrich it with 
details; awaken the alarm of their unhappy victim and 
send for you, designing to treat you in the same manner 
as before. 

‘‘Nor does Albert’s appeal to me hasten their opera¬ 
tions. Who is Peter Ganns ? A famous American bull. 
Good ! I'hey will have another victim at their chariot 
wheels. It shall be an international triumph. Albert 
Redmayne must be murdered before an audience worthy 
of the occasion. The combined detective forces of the 

R 
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States, of Italy, of England, shall seek Robert Redmayne 
and succour Albert; but the one shall evade capture, 
the other perish under their eyes.” He turned to 
Brendon. “ And they brought it off, thanks to you, 
my son.” 

‘‘ And paid for it—thanks to you,” answered 
Mark. 

“ We are but men, not machines,” answered the elder. 
“ Love thrust a finger into your brain and created the 
inevitable ferment. Of course Pendean was lightning 
quick to win his account from that. He may have even 
calculated upon it when he made Jenny beg your aid at 
the outset. He knew what men thought of her; he had 
doubtless taken stock of you at Princetown and probably 
learned that you were unmarried. So, when time has 
passed and you can look back without a groan, you will 
take the large view and, seeing yourself from the outside, 
forgive yourself and confess that your punishment was 
weightier than your error ” 

In gathering dusk the train thundered through the 
valley of the Rhone while, above, the mountain summits 
melted upon the night. A steward looked into the 
carriage. 

Dinner is served, gentlemen,” he said. “ I will, if 
you please, make your beds while you are absent.” 

They rose and went together to the saloon carriage. 

Pm dry, son, and Pve sure earned a drink,” said 
Peter. 

“ You’ve earned a vast deal more than I or any man can 
ever pay you, Ganns,” said Brendon. 

“ Don’t say it, or think it. I’ve done nothing that you 
wouldn’t have done if you had been free. And always 
remember this : I shall never blame you, even when I think 
with dearest affection of my old friend. I shall only blame 
myself, because the final, fatal mistake was mine—not 
yours. I was the fool to trust you and had no excuse for 
doing so. You were not to be trusted for a moment just 
then, and I ought to have known it. ’Twas our limited 
capability that made you err, that made me err, that made 
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Michael Pendean err. The best laid plans of mice and 
men—you know, Mark. The villain mars his villainy; 
the virtuous smudge their white record; the deep brain 
suddenly runs dry—all because perfection, in good or evil, 
is denied to saints and sinners alike.’’ 

R 2 
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CHAPTER XVIII 

CONFESSION 

During the autumn assize^, Michael Pendean was tried 
at Exeter and condemned to death for the murders of 
Robert, Bendigo and Albert Redmayne. He offered no 
defence and he was only impatient to return to his seclusion 
within the red walls of the county jail; where he occupied 
the brief balance of his days with just such a statement as 
Peter Ganns had foretold that he would seek to make. 

This extraordinary document was very characteristic of 
the criminal. It possessed a sort of glamour; but it failed 
of real distinction and the quality proper to greatness, 
even as the crimes it recorded and the man responsible for 
them. Pendean’s confession revealed an insensibility, 
a faulty sense of humour, an affectation and a love for the 
glittering and the grandiose that robbed it of any supreme 
claim in the annals of literature or murder. The docu¬ 
ment ended with an assurance that Michael would never 
die at the hands of his fellow man. He had repeated this 
assertion on several occasions and every conceivable 
precaution was taken to prevent evasion of his sentence— 
an issue to be recorded in its proper place. 

Here is his statement, word for word as he wrote it. 

MY APOLOGIA 

Hearken^ ye judges! There is another madness 
besides^ and it is before the deed. Ah! Ye have not 
gone deef enough into this soul! Thus sfeaketh the 
red judge: ‘ Why did this criminal commit murder? 
He meant to rob.^ I tell yoUy howevery that his soul 
hungered for bloody not booty: he thirsted for the 
haffiness of the knifeT' 
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And again: 

‘‘ What is this man? A coil of wild serpents at war 
against themselves—so they are driven cipart to seek 
their prey in the world?* 

So wrote one whose art and wisdom are naught to this 
rabbit-brained generation ; but it was given to me to find 
my meat and drink within his pages and to see my own 
youthful impressions reflected and crystallized with the 
brilliance of genius in his stupendous mind. 

Remember I, who write, am not thirty years old. 
As a young man without experience I sometimes asked 

myself if some spirit from another order of beings than 
my own had not been slipped into my human carcase. It 
seemed to me that none with whom I came in contact was 
built on, or near, my own pattern, for I had only met one 
person as yet—my mother—who did not suffer from the 
malady of a bad conscience. My father and his friends 
wallowed in this complaint. They declared themselves 
openly to be miserable sinners and apparently held that 
the one respectable attitude for humanity at large. 

Safety ” was the only state to seek; ‘‘ danger ’’ the only 
condition to avoid. A very cowardice of curs are the 
Cornish ! 

I soon found, however, that history abounded in great 
figures who had thought and acted otherwise; and 
presently, in the light thrown from the theatre of the past, 
I recognized myself for what I was. 

In what is comprehended under the general and vague 
term of crime,’’ everything depends upon the values of 
the individual performer; and again and again do we find 
that a criminal has struck before counting the cost to him¬ 
self, or considering the unsleeping detectives, hidden in his 
own faulty heart and brain, who will sooner or later 
discover and denounce him. 

The man of conscience, the man capable of remorse, the 
man who murders at the prompting of a temper uncon¬ 
trolled—such will swiftly learn that however well the deed 
is done, a thousand baffling distractions, bred of their own 
inherent or acquired weakness, must arise to confound 
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them. Remorse, for example, is always a first step to 
discovery, if not to confession; and any lesser uneasiness 
similarly tends to trouble of mind and consequent danger 
of body. Those who hang, in truth deserve to do so ; but 
they who strike, like myself, for reasons that success cannot 
shake and from a settled, farsighted resolution beyond the 
power of any emotion to assail, should be safe enough. 
We rejoice in the sublime mental gratification that follows 
success: it is our spiritual support, our sustenance and our 
reward. 

What can offer an experience so tremendous as murder ? 
What has science, philosophy, religion to give us compar¬ 
able with the mysteries, dangers, and triumphs of capital 
crime ? All are childish toys compared to it; and since, in 
any case, the next world will surely stultify our know¬ 
ledge, confound our accepted truths, and reduce the 
wisdom of this earth to the prattle of childhood, I turned 
from physics and from metaphysics to action^—and 
happening to taste blood early, tingled with the joy of it. 

At fifteen years of age I killed a man, and found, in a 
murder undertaken for very definite reasons, a thrill 
beyond expectation. It was as though I had drunk at a 
wayside spring and found an elixir. That incident is 
unknown; the death of my father’s foreman. Job Trevose, 
has not been understood till now. He lived at Paul, a 
village upon the heights nigh Penzance, and his walk to 
his work took him by the coast-guard track along lofty 
cliffs. Among the fish-curing sheds one day, unseen, I 
chanced to hear Trevose speak of my mother to another 
man and declare that she did evil and dishonoured my 
father. 

From that moment, I doomed Trevose to death and, 
some weeks later, after many failures to win the right con¬ 
ditions, caught him alone in a sea fog as he returned 
homeward. There was not a soul on the cliff path but 
ourselves; and he was a small man, I a strong, big boy. I 
walked behind him for fifty paces, then fell behind, leaped 
at his neck and hurled him over the cliff in an instant. 
One yell he gave and dropped six hundred feet. Then I 
fled over meadows inland and returned home after dark. 
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Neither I nor anybody else was ever associated with the 
affair, and the death of Job Trevose has always been 
ascribed to misadventure—the easier to believe since he 
was not a temperate man. 

From this experience I won, not remorse, but manhood. 
I rejoiced in what I had done. But I did not tell any 
living soul and only my wife ever heard the truth. Time 
passed and I proceeded with my life in normal fashion, 
learning myself and increasing my understanding of human 
nature. I was never under any denomination of passion, 
but exercised great restraint and found that only by self- 
knowledge and self-command comes power. I did not 
seek forbidden fruit, but did not shun it. My life pro¬ 
ceeded orderly; I chose the profession of dentist, as being 
likely to introduce me to people of a more interesting type 
than my father’s acquaintance; and I kept an open mind 
for myself, but a shut mind for others. 

My chief joy at this season was represented by my 
occasional visits to Italy with my mother. Already I felt 
that land to be my home and hated Cornwall and its bleak 
inhabitants. Then, at the psychological moment, a girl 
woke instincts until then dormant; I was faced with rarest 
good fortune and discovered a kindred spirit of the 
opposite sex. That any woman lived who could see with 
my eyes, or share my contempt of the trammels set round 
life, I did not believe until I met with Jenny Redmayne. 
Women had never interested me, save in the case of my 
mother, and I had seen none other with her large heart, 
tolerance, humour and indifference to convention. 

Then a chance friend, the brainless Robert Redmayne, 
brought his niece to spend her school holiday with him and 
I discovered in the seventeen-year-old schoolgirl a magnifi¬ 
cent and pagan simplicity of mind, combined with a Greek 
loveliness of body that created in me a convulsion. From 
the day that we met, from the hour that I heard her laugh 
at her uncle’s objection to mixed bathing, I was as one 
possessed ; and my triumphant joy may be judged, though 
never measured when! I perceived that Jenny recognized in 
me the complement and precious addition unconsciously 
sought of her own spirit. 
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That spirit she had scarcely understood; but now its 
clean and fierce white light shone in secret for me alone. 
We loved one another devotedly from the first under¬ 
standing ; and each fresh find in the heart of the other drew 
us together with increasing worship and passion. We 
were probably the most exquisite man and woman, the 
most original, beautiful, fearless and distinguished, that 
had ever come together in the benighted township of Pen¬ 
zance. People stared at us sometimes as though we were 
a faun and nymph; but they did not guess that our hearts 
were formed to match our wondrous bodies. Fire leaped 
to fire and before the girl finished her education we were 
dedicated to each other for ever. 

What she saw in me was my extraordinary masculine 
beauty, combined with an intellect that set good and evil 
in their places and soared, by native instinct, above both. 
What I discovered in her was an attitude of mind so 
inquiring and so lawless, so utterly devoid of any familar 
prejudice or mother-taught opinion, that I felt as the finder 
of a priceless jewel unstained by earth or heaven. Her 
intellect was pure and not vitiated by any superstition; 
she revealed a healthy thirst for experience; she adored me 
and my attitude to life. We made fascinating voyages 
of discovery into each others’ hearts; we experimented from 
time to time on ordinary people; and we quickly dis¬ 
covered that we both possessed rare histrionic ability. 

Indeed she had already entertained ambitions for the 
stage; but though her dead father would hardly have 
stood in her way, these ambitions were not encouraged by 
the three dolts, her uncles, who now supposed themselves 
to control her future. A glorious actress is lost to the 
world in my wife. 

She had no secrets from me and I soon learned of her 
expectations; but it was not the prospect of the Redmayne 
money that shortened her uncles’ lives. Jenny and I were 
never man-eaters; and, while my youthful experience in 
murder attracted her and increased her admiration for my 
qualities, it was not at that time in our minds to anticipate 
events or quarrel with her relations. 

Her grandfather still lived, when first I met her, and the 
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extent or disposition of his wealth seldom entered our cal¬ 
culations. For we were then far too much in love to ponder 
the value of money, and our temperaments proved so distin¬ 
guished that no sordid calculation ever wasted a moment 
of our time. 

But a year passed; Jenny was ready to wed me and 
begin life as my twin star; while I longed for her with a 
great longing. The situation cleared; her grandfather 
died; she would presently be the possessor of ample means 
and I already enjoyed an income from the business of 
Pendean and Trecarrow. 

I'hen came the war and the sentence of death incidentally 
pronounced by that event upon the brothers Redmayne. 
Their own folly and lack of vision were alone responsible. 
The facts are familiar, but not the tremendous and shatter¬ 
ing emotions I endured on being branded a coward and 
traitor to my country by these patriotic idiots. I did not 
argue with them; it was enough that Jenny swiftly 
awakened to even a bitterer hatred and a deeper fury of 
resentment than myself. They had roused the sleeping 
tempest and our lightning now became only a question of 
time. 

Was I the man to make carrion of myself in national 
quarrels ? Was I the man to sacrifice my glorious life 
because besotted and third-rate minds, blinded by their 
own ignorance and fooled by cleverer statesmen than them¬ 
selves, had suffered England to drift into war with Ger¬ 
many ? Was I a sheep to be slaughtered for a government 
of Nonconformists— Should I consent to be mangled by 
the Boches because my fatuous country willed to trust the 
old gang ? No ! 

I had long understood that war was certain; I had 
already ascended public platforms with that little company 
who warned the Empire and were derided for their pains 
by the ruling bats and moles. But to die for the salvation 
of this diplomatic trash, to suffer untold torments and ulti¬ 
mate extinction for that myopic crew of hypocrites known 
as the British government-Never ! 

I evaded active service with a heart drug, as did some 
thousands of other intelligent men. I kept a whole skin, 
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stopped at home and received for my share the Order of 
the British Empire instead of a nameless grave. It was 
easy enough. 

Before Jenny and I were married she knew that my out¬ 
raged honour had doomed her faimily to extinction. But 
they would wait till the war was ended. Germany, 
indeed, might account for Robert Redmayne; and even the 
elderly Bendigo, who was appointed to a mine sweeper, 
might give his life for his country. Meantime we volun¬ 
teered also and our record of service at Princetown Moss 
Depot is not to be assailed. 

Already my future intention was colouring my life. I 
grew a beard, wore glasses and pretended (delicacy of con¬ 
stitution ; for after the war was done I intended murdering 
three men, and I proposed to do so in such a manner that 
society would find it impossible to associate me with the 
crimes. We devoted many hours to the project, for my 
wife was, of course, at one with me in my determination. 
She hated her family, as only relations can hate; and she 
had her own ground of grievance, in that her legacy of 
twenty thousand pounds was withheld pending the 
deliberations of Albert Redmayne. The money interested 
Jenny more than myself; but she pointed out that her 
grandfather’s fortune, representing considerably over a 
hundred thousand pounds, was left entirely to her uncles 
and herself, and that as they were all three bachelors, she 
might reasonably hope to inherit in fullness of time. 

To that end we identified ourselves with war work and 
expected presently to secure the trust and good-will of the 
brothers before they were banished off the earth. At 
Princetown we adopted that strenuous, simple-minded 
attitude to life most calculated to satisfy those among 
whom our toil now threw us. We pretended an enthusiasm 
for the work and an affection for Dartmoor which were 
alike illusory. As an example of our far-reaching methods 
I may relate how we returned to the wilderness after the 
war was done and actually began to build a bungalow 
upon it, which, needless to say, we never had the least 
intention of occupying. But the seed was sown and we 
had created in many minds the impression of a devoted and 
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simple pair—conventional, narrow-minded, ingenuous and 
therefore attractive to the many. 

I now come to my confession and must admit at the 
outset how circumstance served to modify detail and 
improve the original plan. My own greatness gradually 
increases to any intelligent, unprejudiced critic when my 
adaptability is considered, for that play of blind chance, 
in which ninety-and-nine men out of a hundred find them¬ 
selves entangled throughout their lives, was to me an 
added inspiration and opportunity. I tamed Chance and 
put a bit in its jaws, a bridle on its fiery neck. Chance 
immensely altered my original schemes; but it was power¬ 
less to modify my genius; it became the Slave of the Ring, 
to serve an adamant purpose superior to itself. 

The war left the three brothers alive; and I had designed 
first to destroy Bendigo and Albert Redmayne, who had 
never seen me, and finally deal with my old friend, Robert; 
but it was he who came at the critical moment as a lamb to 
the slaughter and so inspired the superb conception now 
familiar to the civilized world. 

The time was ripe to pluck these men who had insulted 
and outraged me; and when Bendigo Redmayne 
advertised for a motor boatman, the challenge was 
accepted. I left my wife and, from Southampton, offered 
my services as an Italian marine engineer familiar with this 
country and now seeking occupation in England. The 
sea was my playground in youth and I understood very 
perfectly the mechanism to be under my control. That 
Ben would select me seemed improbable and I regarded 
this tentative opening as unlikely to introduce me to my 
first objective. I forged certain foreign letters of com¬ 
mendation and left it at that. He approved, however. He 
liked Italians, from experience of them aboard ship, and 
he appreciated my letter and my imaginary war record. 
It was arranged that I should join him on a day in late 
June; and I returned to Princetown with the interesting 
intelligence. 

My original plans need not be related; but any reader 
of imagination will perceive that Bendigo Redmayne must 
quickly have been in my power to dispose of as I thought 
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best. Then, within a fortnight of the date fixed for my 
arrival at ‘‘ Crow’s Nest,” all was changed by the advent 
of Robert Redmayne. Strange to say, upon the day 
previous to his appearance, my wife had nearly prevailed 
upon me not to keep my engagement with Bendigo. She 
had learned that Robert was at Paignton and the danger 
of a meeting between him and me—the possibility that he 
might visit his brother and recognize me—was too con¬ 
siderable to risk. I had therefore almost abandoned the 
impersonation of Giuseppe Doria, ” when Robert arrived 
at Princetown and we were reconciled. But then Jenny, to 
whom all credit belongs at this stage—my devoted, 
glorious Jenny !—began to see a glimpse of the dazzling 
opportunity now presented. Every detail was worked 
out with meticulous precaution; not a hazard was ignored, 
not a risk unguarded. 

With Robert Redmayne free to visit Bendigo at any 
time, Doria ” would obviously be a danger; for, though 
a man of little perception—a noisy dolt easily enough hood¬ 
winked—there remained strong likelihood that he must 
recognize me in the Italian Doria.” And the more so 
that we had now renewed our former friendship. But 
let Robert Redmayne be reduced to silence, let Robert 
Redmayne vanish, and I should be safe enough as 
“ Giuseppe Doria ” with the old sailor ! 

From this determination: to obliterate Robert before 
going to Bendigo, the inevitable means appeared. A 
week before Robert Redmayne died, every stage of the 
journey had been planned. 

What was the first step ? An entreaty from Jenny that 
I should shave my beard ! She begged again and again 
and appealed to Robert, who supported her. I withstood 
them until the day of his destruction. Upon that morning 
I appeared without it and they congratulated me. Other 
trifling preliminaries there were. On one occasion, when 
my wife rode down to Plymouth with her uncle on his 
motor bicycle, she left him to do some shopping and, 
visiting Burnell’s the theatrical costumer, she purchased a 
red wig for a woman. At home again she transferred it 
into a red wig for a man. Meantime I had made a pair 
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of large moustaches, helping myself when Mrs. Gerry, our 
landlady, was out of the way to hair from the brush of one 
of her stuffed foxes, whose colour exactly resembled the 
rufous adornments of Robert Redmayne. That was all I 
wanted. The rest of my disguise would go to the quarry 
on the person of Robert himself. 

But other things went to the quarry also, for I had to 
look far ahead. When we started on his motor cycle, 
after tea, to do some work at the bungalow, I took a hand¬ 
bag containing my costume as Giuseppe Doria—a plain, 
blue serge suit, coat, waistcoat and trousers and yachts¬ 
man’s cap. I also carried a tool—the little instrument 
with which I murdered the three Redmaynes. It resem¬ 
bled the head of a butcher’s pole-axe, of great weight with 
the working end sharpened. I made it in a forge at 
Southampton and it lies to-day under the waters of Como. 
My bag I had taken on previous occasions to the quarry, 
with a bottle of whisky and glasses, so Robert thought it 
not strange that I should do so again. 

We started for Foggintor and it was still broad daylight 
when we got there. I had already studied the quarry 
and determined on Robert Redmayne’s resting-place. 
You will find him—and the suit of clothes I was wearing 
that evening—in the moraine, where it opens fanwise from 
the cliff above and spreads into the bottom beneath. On 
the right, at its base, water eternally drips from the ledges 
of the granite and here, two feet beneath the surface, he 
doubtless still lies. The falling water smooths the slope 
and the earth descends daily to increase the volume of 
granite sand and gravel above him. The drip must 
swiftly have washed away any trace of my handiwork and, 
even with these directions, it may be hard to find him. 

Arrived at the bungalow, Robert’s first demand was a 
bath in the quarry pool. To this I had accustomed him 
and we stripped and swam for ten' minutes. You will per¬ 
ceive the value of this operation. His clothes were ready 
for me without speck or blemish; and when we returned 
from the pool into the shelter of the bungalow it was a 
naked man I smote and dropped with one blow of my 
formidable weapon. His back was turned and the pole- 
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axe head went through his skull like butter. He was dead 
before I cut his throat, put on my shoes and hastened, 
naked, to the moraine with a spade. 

I opened the grave under the falling water and dug two 
feet into the loose stuff, for that was deep enough. Then I 
carried him and my clothes from the bungalow, interred 
them, heaped back the soil and left the eternal percolations 
from above to do the rest. By the following morning it 
had demanded very keen eyes to discover any disturbance 
at that spot even had search been instituted at Foggintor. 
But I did not desire a search and my subsequent measures 
prevented it. A Ganns might have discovered clues, no 
doubt; a Brendon was more easily deluded. 

I stood now free of the vital object in a murder—the 
corpse, and it remained for me to create the false appear¬ 
ance of reality with which these operations have always 
been so successfully enshrouded. I donned Redmayne’s 
clothes. We were men nearly of a size and they fitted 
closely enough, though too large in detail. I then adjusted 
my wig and moustaches, drew Robert’s cap over my head 
—it was too large, but that mattered not. I next obtained 
the sack, touched it in blood and put it into my handbag 
and a mass of fern and litter to fill it out. Then I fastened 
it behind the motor bicycle—an unwieldy object designed 
to create the necessary suspicion. 

There was now nothing of either Redmayne or myself 
left at Foggintor. The gloaming had long thickened to 
darkness when I went my way and laid the trail through 
Two Bridges, Postbridge and Ashburton to Brixham. 
Once only was I bothered—at the gate across the road by 
Brixham coast-guard station; but I lifted the motor bicycle 
over it and presently ascended to the cliffs of Berry Head. 
Fate favoured me in details, for, despite the hour, there 
were witnesses to every step of the route; I even passed a 
fisher lad, descending from the lighthouse for a doctor, 
where no witness might have been hoped for or expected. 
Thus my course was followed and each stage of the long 
journey correctly recorded. 

On the cliff I emptied my sack, cast its stuffing to the 
winds, fastened my handbag to the bicycle, thrust the 
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bloodstained sack into a rabbit hole, where it could not fail 
to be discovered, and then returned to Robert Redmayne’s 
lodging at Paignton. There a telegram had already been 
sent informing the landlady of his return that night. The 
place and its details I had gleaned from Redmayne himself; 
therefore I knew where he kept his machine and, having put 
it in its shed, entered the house about three o’clock with 
his latchkey and ate the ample meal left for his con¬ 
sumption. Only a widow and her servant occupied the 
dwelling and they slept soundly enough. 

I did not venture to seek Bob’s bedroom, for I knew not 
where it might lie; but I changed into the serge suit, cap 
and brown shoes of Doria and packed Redmayne’s clothes, 
tweeds and showy waistcoat, boots and stockings into my 
handbag with the wig and moustaches and my weapon. 
Soon after four o’clock I left—a clean-shorn, brown sailor- 
man: “ Giuseppe Doria,” of immortal memory. 

It was now light, but Paignton slumbered and I did not 
pass a policeman until half a mile from the watering-place. 
Having admired the dawn over Torquay, I walked to 
Newton Abbot and reached that town before six o’clock. 
At the railway station I breakfasted and presently took 
a train to Dartmouth. Before noon I reached ‘‘ Crow’s 
Nest ” and made acquaintance with Bendigo Redmayne. 
He was such a man as Jenny had led me to expect and I 
found it easy enough to win his friendship and esteem. 

But he had little leisure for me at this moment, for there 
had already come news from his niece of the mysterious 
fatality on Dartmoor. 

Needless to say that my thoughts were now entirely 
devoted to my wife and I longed for her first communi¬ 
cation. Our briefest separation caused me pain, for our 
souls were as one and we had not been parted, save for my 
visit to Southampton, since our marriage day. 

It was her exquisite thought to involve the man from 
Scotland Yard. Mark Brendon, then known to be taking 
holiday at Princetown, had been pointed out to her; she 
appraised him correctly and her woman’s intuition told 
her what verisimilitude would spring from his active co¬ 
operation. Secure in her own genius, she therefore com- 
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plicated the issues by appealing to Brendon and winning 
his enthusiastic assistance. Much sprang from this, for the 
poor fellow was soon a willing victim to Jenny; and while 
he lent a thousand happy touches to subsequent incidents 
by his inefficiencies and sins of omission, such moderate 
talent as he possessed was still farther obscured by the 
emotion of love which sprang up in his heart for my 
widowed partner. Thus he became exceedingly useful as 
time passed; yet fortune favours fools and his very 
stupidity served him well at the end; for when I sought to 
destroy him on Griante and believed that I had done so, 
the man displayed an ingenuity for which I did not give 
him credit and unconsciously laid the foundations of sub¬ 
sequent disaster. 

The letter which Bendigo Redmayne received, and 
supposed had come from his brother at Plymouth, was 
posted by Jenny on her journey to Crow’s Nest.” We 
had written it together a week earlier and studied her 
uncle’s indifferent penmanship very carefully before doing 
so. This blind I held valuable, and indeed it proved to 
be; for it concentrated attention on the port and led to the 
theory that Robert had escaped to France or Spain. 

Thus closed our opening episode. The murder of 
Michael Pendean became received as a fact capable of 
everything but proof absolute, while the escape of Robert 
Redmayne offered an insoluble problem to the authorities. 
Michael Pendean indeed was dead enough, for it had been 
a part of my original conception that he should never 
reappear. Obviously he could not do so; and I, who had 
already created '' Doria,” now began to live my new part 
in life with zest and gusto—a dramatist and actor in one. 
He did not spring full-fledged from my brain; but like 
other great impersonators, I gradually enlarged and 
enriched the character and finally found myself actually 
living and thinking the new being into whom I was 
translated. Pendean sank to the shadow of ai shade. 

My past, by an effort of will, was banished from my 
mind. I invented and presently believed in another past. 
When! my wife returned to my side, I fell in love with her 
for the second time; and so superbly did I enter into the 

S 
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existence and mental outlook of Giuseppe Doria that I was 
almost shocked by the familiarity of Jenny when she 
kissed me and hugged me at the first convenient opport¬ 
unity after her arrival at “ Crow’s Nest ” ! 

And her own echoing genius swiftly accepted this magni¬ 
ficent apotheosis of her Cornish husband. I became a new 
man in her eyes also. With that marvellous power of 
make-believe, possible only to women of supreme genius, 
she swiftly conceived of me as something altogether 
different from Michael Pendean—a creature richer and 
rarer—and this effort of imagination enabled us both to 
create that solid appearance of a new and quickening 
understanding that so amply sufficed to deceive Bendigo 
Redmayne and delude Brendon. 

It is impossible to exaggerate the unique entertainment 
we derived from this phase of our deception. We proposed 
to let six months pass before the death of Bendigo Red¬ 
mayne, and we were already contemplating details and 
considering how best to bring his brother back upon the 
stage for the purpose of Ben’s destruction, when Mark 
Brendon blundered in upon us once again. He came very 
pat with calf love in his eyes; and it seemed that he might 
well assist us once more and apply his limited attainments 
to the problem of our sea wolf’s approaching exit. Because 
we knew our Marco well, by this time, and perceived how 
useful he might be in disseminating that atmosphere of 
reality so desirable in cases such as these. 

We were called upon to act quickly—so quickly that the 
first steps were taken before the last had been fully planned; 
but the place, the time of long, dark nights and other 
circumstances—these all lent value and assistance to the 
acute operations now undertaken. I swiftly brought 
Robert Redmayne to life; and though, with more leisure 
for refinements, I should not have clothed him in his old 
attire, yet that crude detail possessed a value of its own 
and certainly served to deceive Brendon, who, before the 
sudden apparition under that night of storm, did not stop 
to be logical or weigh probability. In the windy moon¬ 
light he saw the red head, huge moustache and brass- 
buttoned waistcoat of Robert Redmayne, and any question 
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of detail escaped him in the whirl of the larger emotions 
and suspicions awakened by such an unexpected vision. 

Doubtless he was thinking of Jenny and speculating with 
deep unrest how he might approach that lonely and lovely 
woman. Nor had he missed my attractions and we may 
feel sure that jealousy shared his heart with passion. 
Upon these reflections broke Redmayne, the murderer, 
and Marco’s first thought was doubtless unflattering to 
the residents of Crow’s Nest.” What he designed to 
do next morning I cannot say, but we determined his 
actions from the other end. Having first appeared before 
him by Black Wood and lifted the curtain on the second 
act of my romantic comedy, I remained there a while, then 
ascended to Strete Farm and presently, in the small hours, 
awakened the farmer, showed myself stealing food and so 
hastily departed. 

Thus a few hours later, when Giuseppe goes for the milk, 
he hears of the robbery, returns to “ Crow’s Nest ” and 
describes a man that Ben has no difficulty in recognizing as 
his brother, or Jenny as her uncle. Robert Redmayne is 
on the war-path once more! 

Of subsequent events, most are so familiar that there is 
no need to retrace them. It is to be noted, however, that 
Robert does not appear again to anybody but Jenny and 
Doria. In other words, he does not appear again at all. 
His disguise is doffed—not to be resumed until many 
months have passed, when once more he leaps out upon 
the wild ranges of Griante. No. While alive enough and 
close enough to impress both Bendigo and Brendon with 
his presence as described by Jenny and myself, he has in 
reality vanished to the void. The ‘‘ forgery ” again goes 
to sleep—as soundly as the real man in Foggintor. 

Accident, indeed, modified the original scheme and 
once more Chance befriended us and enabled us to improve 
upon the first intention. 

My tears fall when I think of my incomparable Jenny 
and her astounding mastery of minutiae at Crow’s Nest ” 
—her finesse and exquisite touch, her kittenlike delicacy, 
her catlike swiftness and sureness. The two beings 
involved were as children in her hands. Oh, precious 

S 2 
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phoenix of a woman, you and I were of the same spirit, 
kneaded into our clay ! Through your father you won it 
—and I had it from my mother—the primeval fire that 
burns through all obstacles to its inveterate purpose! 

I say that accident made a radical alteration of design 
vital, for I had intended, on the night when Robert Red- 
mayne would come and see Brendon, to murder the old 
sailor in his tower room and remove him before morning 
with my wife’s assistance. But the victim postponed his 
own destruction, for upon the night when his death was 
intended, during my previous conversation with him 
touching Jenny, I had perceived, by his clumsy glances 
and evidence of anxiety, that somebody else was in the 
tower room—unseen. 

There was but one hiding-place and but one man likely 
to occupy it. I did not indicate that I had discovered the 
secret and it was not the detective who gave himself away; 
but, once alive to his presence, I swiftly marked a flash of 
light at one of the little ventilation holes in the cupboard 
and perceived that our sleuth stood hid within it. My 
plan of campaign was altered accordingly and to great 
advantage. Indeed, to have slain Ben in his house, when 
I should have appeared instead of the brother he expected, 
had been a maladroit achievement, contrasted with the far 
more notable feat of the following night. 

Having conveyed the old sailor to the cave, where, on 
my recent run up the coast after dropping Brendon, I had 
already looked in and lighted the lamp, I landed behind 
him and, as his foot touched the shore, the pole-axe fell. 
He was dead in an instant and five minutes later his blood 
ran upon the sand. Next I dug a grave under the shingle, 
at a spot destined within half an hour to be covered by the 
tide. In less than twenty minutes Bendigo Redmayne 
reposed beneath three feet of sand and stone and I was on 
my way back again to Crow’s Nest.” There I reported 
to Brendon that the brothers had met and would expect 
me again anon. I smoked a cigarette or two, descended 
to our little harbour, removed my spade from the launch 
to the boathouse, took a sack and so set out again. 

By the time that I reached the cavern the waves already 
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flowed over old sea wolf's resting-place. I landed, half 
filled my sack with stones and sand, scattered judicious 
drops of blood and climbed the steps and tunnel, laying 
the trail that occupied official attention to such poor pur¬ 
pose during the days that followed. Having reached the 
plateau, I emptied my sack, casting its contents over the 
cliff; I then left a good impression or two of Robert Red- 
mayne’s shoes, which I had, of course, remembered to put 
on. They would be recollected by Mark Brendon, for im¬ 
pressions had been found and records taken at Foggintor. 

I swiftly descended the tunnel again after these 
operations, returned to my boathouse, stowed my sack, 
changed my boots and hastened to Brendon with my 
story. How we proceeded to the cave, our fruitless 
inquiries and the subsequent failure to find any solution 
to the disappearance of Bendigo and the reappearance of 
Robert are all facts within the memory. I need not tell 
you that tale again; but may declare how specially 
attractive it was to picture the puzzled police upon the 
little beach next day, and know that Bendigo Redmayne 
lay not a yard beneath their feet. 

Once more my amazing wife and I parted for a brief 
period and then I had the joy of introducing her to Italy, 
where the remainder of our task awaited us. But we 
resolved that considerable time should pass before pro¬ 
ceeding and we did not appear before her remaining uncle 
for many months. Meantime we revelled in a second 
honeymoon, reported our marriage to Albert Redmayne 
and the egregious Marco, to whom, at Jenny’s suggestion 
we conveyed a piece of wedding cake, that he might the 
better grasp our achievement. We had not finished yet 
with the pride of New Scotland Yard. 

And now for Italy. It is true that in my early man¬ 
hood I had suffered a bad accident at Naples, the secret of 
which was known to my mother and myself alone. I there¬ 
fore entertained some grudge against her country; but the 
fact at no time lessened my love for the south; and Jenny 
and I had always determined that when our task was 
accomplished the balance of our united life should there be 
spent in dignity and peace. 





CHAPTER XIX 

A LEGACY FOR PETER GANNS 

If at any time I entertained one shadow of regret in the 
execution of those who had traduced me and so earned 
their destruction, it was after we had dwelt for a season 
with Albert Redmayne beside Como. The lake itself is so 
flagrantly sentimental and the environment so serene and 
suggestive of childlike peace and good-will that I could 
almost have found it in my heart to lament the innocent 
book lover’s taking off. But Jenny swiftly laughed me 
out of these emotions. 

‘‘ Keep your tenderness and sentiment for me,” she 
said. ‘‘ I will not share them.” 

We might have killed Albert a thousand times and left 
no sign—a fact that brings me to that part of my recital 
I most deplore. But a measure of delay was necessary 
that we might learn the market value of his books—other¬ 
wise Virgilio Poggi would doubtless have robbed us after 
the old man’s death. There was a medieval history of the 
Borgia family I should myself have greatly treasured under 
happier circumstances. 

Nevertheless, though things difficult and dangerous we 
had triumphantly achieved, before this task for a child we 
failed; and the reason for our collapse was not in Jenny 
but in me. Had I listened to my austere partner I should 
have waited only until she had searched for and found her 
uncle’s will. This she did; and as the instrument proved 
entirely satisfactory, my duty was then to proceed about 
our business and remember that better an egg to-day than 
a hen to-morrow. Only an artist’s fond pride intervened; 
nothing but my vanity, my consciousness of power to excel, 
upset the rightful climax. We were, indeed, both artists, 
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but how incomparably the greater she ! How severe and 
direct, how scornful of needless elaboration! She 
belonged, mind and body, to the finest period of Greek art, 
and echoed their stern, soulless simplicity and perfection. 
Had she won her way with me, we should be living now 
to enjoy the fruits of our accomplishment. 

But though she did not win her way, yet, in defeat, her 
final, glorious deed was to intercept the death intended for 
me, that I might still live. Loyal to the last, she sacrificed 
herself, forgetting, in that supreme moment, how life for 
me without her could possess no shadow of compensation. 
When Jenny shook off the dust of the world, I was ready 
and willing to do the same. As for that future life in which 
I most potently believe, since she and I have merited a like 
treatment, we shall share eternity together and so be in 
heaven, whatever the Great Contriver may desire to the 
contrary. Yet who shall presume to dogmatize ? ‘‘ There 
is nothing either good or bad, but thinking makes it so.” 
And what the Almighty Mind may be pleased to think of 
any human performance is for the present hidden with Him 
alone. He did not make the tiger to eat grass or the eagle 
to feed on honey. 

My wife’s deeper sanity and clearer vision always 
inclined her to distrust our American acquaintance, Peter 
Ganns. From the first moment that Jenny’s eyes fell upon 
that fine figure of a man, she judged him to be built an a 
very different mental pattern from Brendofi. He was no 
New World edition of our poor, tame Marco; and the pre¬ 
liminary fact that he should have anticipated us and 
arrived beside Como before he was expected to do so, con¬ 
vinced Jenny that he must prove a factor of extreme gravity 
in all future calculations. I, too, perceived his force of 
character, and rejoiced to do so, for here appeared an 
enemy worthy of my invention and resource. 

It seemed clear that Pietro was a sceptical person— 
doubtless made so by his dreadful trade. “ Thomas ” 
rather than Peter ” should have been his name. He 
had a disconcerting habit of taking nothing for granted; 
and his ‘‘ third eye ” as he called it—an eye of the mind— 
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saw a great many things concealed from ordinary 
observers. He would have made a classical criminal. 

The artist’s pride, that had prevented me from acting 
so that Ganns should have been invited to discover the 
murderer of Albert rather than set the task of preserving 
his friend’s life—this false, foolish sense of superiority and 
security wrecked all. Had Albert slept beneath the waters 
of Como before Ganns arrived, then not the wit of twenty 
Peters had ever found him; but while no man living could 
have saved the life of Redmayne, since had I determined 
to take it, the predestined sequel to his death was con¬ 
founded by my own error. Once more Ganns struck before 
I expected him to do so and I was, too late, confronted 
with the shattering truth. He had in fact found me out. 
He returned to England, worked like a mole, dug up my 
history, no doubt, and so came to the logical conclusion 
that it appeared more reasonable Michael Pendean should 
murder Robert Redmayne than the opposite. Having 
reached this conviction, his reconstruction of each event 
threw added light; but even so it must have been a spark 
of prodigious inspiration that identified in Doria the 
vanished Cornishman. 

Ganns is a great man on his own plane. But, though 
he is a greedy creature who digs his grave with his knife 
and fork, though his habit of drenching himself with 
powdered tobacco, instead of smoking like a gentleman, is 
disgusting, yet I have nothing but admiration for him. 
His little plot—to treat me to a dose of my own physic 
and present a forgery of Robert Redmayne ” in the 
evening dusk—was altogether admirable. The thing came 
in a manner so sudden and unexpected that I failed of a 
perfect riposte. To confess that I saw the ghost was 
dangerous; but to pretend afterwards that I had seen 
nothing was fatal. His own immense cleverness, of 
course, appeared in assuring me that he saw nothing, thus 
tempting me to suspect that I had in reality been a victim 
of my own imagination. From that moment the battle was 
joined and I stood at grave disadvantage. 

How much or how little he had won from my slip I had 
yet to learn. In any case the time was all too short, for I 
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guessed now that Ganns must at least have associated me 
with the unknown—he who had worn Redmayne’s clothes 
and had tried to shoot Brendon in his absence. It was 
Jenny, of course, who had assisted me to dig Marco’s 
grave on Griante and who shared my disappointment when 
we found that Brendon had escaped my revolver. Even so 
only the accident of biting his tongue saved him. Had I 
not seen blood flowing from his lips, I should have fired 
again. 

I was not aware that Peter proposed to arrest me on the 
night of Albert’s death, for upon what ground could he do 
so ? Indeed I judged that after my final operations were 
completed and Albert destroyed, good Ganns would 
swiftly prove, to his own satisfaction, that I could not be 
associated with that crime and so feel his whole theory open 
to suspicion. Had I known that Peter was at his goal, my 
first thought might have been to disappear instantly and 
only appear again under a new impersonation, a year or 
two later, when the storm was over. In that case I should 
have indicated how ** Giuseppe Doria ” had committed 
suicide and left every tactful and sufficing proof of the 
fact. 

But I never guessed the majestic heights of Peter’s genius 
and, taking the chance of his temporary absence, slew 
Albert with a simple trick. There was only Mark Brendon 
to prevent it; and Jenny, having reserved her final and 
irresistible appeal for some such vital occasion, found no 
difficulty in absorbing all Marco’s limited intelligence, 
while awakening for him fond hopes and visions of a 
notable future in her arms. It needs to be pointed out 
that this worthy person’s infatuation served again and 
again to prosper the situation for us and handicap the 
efforts of Peter Ganns; but that Ganns should have trusted 
him upon that all important night to shepherd Albert from 
my attention, only shows how Peter never appreciated the 
limitations of his assistant. Yes, even Peter was human, 
all too human. 

While Jenny related her sufferings and made appeal to 
her listener’s overmastering devotion, I left the house and 
Brendon saw me go. To get a boat, that I might cross to 
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Bellagio, was the work o£ ten minutes. I took one without 
troubling the owner, loaded a dozen heavy stones and 
soon rowed to Villa Pianezzo and ascended the water steps. 
A black beard was all the disguise I used, save that I had 
left my coat in the boat and appeared before Redmayne in 
shirt sleeves. 

With trembling accents I related to Assunta, who of 
course knew me not, that Poggi was taken fatally ill and 
might hardly hope to last an hour. It was enough. I 
returned to the boat and in three minutes Albert joined 
me and offered me untold gold to row as I had never rowed 
before. A hundred and fifty yards from shore I directed 
him to pass into the bow of the boat, explaining that I 
should so make greater speed. As he passed me, the little 
pole-axe fell. He suffered nothing and in five minutes 
more, with heavy stones fastened to feet and arms, he sank 
beneath Como. The pole-axe followed, its work com¬ 
pleted. In more spacious times the weapon would have 
become an heirloom. All this happened not two hundred 
yards from Villa Pianezzo under the darkness . 

Then I rowed ashore swiftly, returned the boat to the 
beach unobserved, hid my disguise in' my pocket and 
strolled to a familiar inn. I had occupied but twenty- 
four minutes from the time of setting out under Brendon’s 
eyes while he sat in the garden. I stopped at this alb ergo 
for a considerable period, that a sufficient alibi might be 
established and the moment of my arrival there prove 
uncertain, should any future question ever arise concerning 
it. Then the crash came. I returned home suspecting 
nothing—to fall like Lucifer, to find all lost, to hold my 
dead wife in my arms and know that, without her, life 
was ended for me. 

In seemly, splendid fashion she passed and it shall not 
be recorded that the man this glorious woman loved made 
an end of his days with less distinction and propriety. To 
die on the gallows is to do what many others have done; 
I will condescend to no such ignominy. Ganns under¬ 
stood me well enough for that. Did he not warn the police 
how I had been a dentist, and advised them to examine my 
mouth with care? He alone realized something of my 
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genius, but not all. Only our peers can judge us; and such 
men as I come like lonely comets into the atmosphere of 
earth and lonely pass away. Our magnitude terrifies—and 
the herd of men thanks God when we disappear. Indeed 
I was unusually blessed, for I had a greater than myself for 
companion on my voyage. Like twin stars we cast a 
blended light; we shone and vanished together, never to 
be named apart henceforth. 

Let not my legacy to Peter Ganns be forgotten, or that I 
appoint Mark Brendon executor and residuary legatee. 
With him I have no quarrel; he did his best to save the 
situation for us. You ask, “ How shall a man condemned 
to death and watched day and night that he may lay 
no hand upon himself—how shall this man make his own 
departure?'' Before these words are read throughout the 
world, you will learn the answer to that question. 

I think there is nothing more to say. 

“ Al jinir del giocOy si vede chi ha guadagnato^ 

At the end of the game we may see the winner. But not 
always, for sometimes the game is drawn and honours 
are easy. I have played a drawn game with Peter Ganns 
and he will not pretend a victory, or withhold the first 
applause where it belongs. He knows that, even if we 
were equal, the woman was greater than either of us. 

Farewell, 
Giuseppe Doria. 

Ten days after Peter Ganns had read this narrative and 
its sequel at his snug home outside Boston, there awaited 
him, upon his breakfast table, a little parcel from England. 
The packet suggested an addition to Peter’s famous 
collection of snuffboxes. He had left certain commissions 
behind him in London and doubted not that a new treasure 
awaited him. But he was disappointed. Something far 
more amazing than any snuffbox now challenged his 
astonished eyes. There came a long letter from Mark 
Brendon also, which repeated information already familiar 
to Peter through the newspapers; but added other facts 
for him alone. 
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New Scotland Yard, 

20 October 1921. 

My Dear Peter Ganns : You will have heard of 
Pendean’s confession and message to you; but you may 
not have read full details as they concern you personally. 
I enclose his gift; and it is safe to bet that neither you 
nor any man will henceforth possess anything more 
remarkable. He made a will in prison and the law 
decides that I inherit his personal estate; but you will 
not be surprised to learn that I have handed it over to 
the police orphanages of my country and yours in equal 
proportions. 

The facts are these. As the day approached for his 
execution, extraordinary precautions were taken, but 
Pendean behaved with utmost restraint, gave no trouble 
and made no threat. Having completed his written 
statement, he asked to be permitted to copy it on a type¬ 
writer, but leave to do so was not granted. He kept 
the communication on his person and he was promised 
that no attempt to read it should be made until after his 
execution. Indeed he received this undertaking before 
he put pen to paper. He preserved a quiet and orderly 
manner, ate well, took exercise with his guards and 
smoked many cigarettes, I may mention that the body 
of Robert Redmayne was found where he buried it; but 
the tides have deflected the beach gravels of Bendigo’s 
grave and search there has revealed nothing. 

Upon his last night but one, Pendean retired as usual 
and apparently slept for some hours with the bedclothes 
up to his face. A warder sat on each side of him and a 
light was burning. Suddenly he gave a sigh and held 
out his hand to the man on his right. 

See that goes to Peter Ganns—it is my legacy,” he 
said. And remember that Mark Brendon is my heir.” 
He then put a small object into the warder’s hand. At 
the same time he apparently suffered a tremendous 
physical convulsion, uttered one groan and leaped up 
into a sitting position. From this he fell forward 
unconscious. One attendant supported him and the 
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other ran for the prison surgeon. But Pendean was 
already dead—poisoned with cyanide of potassium. 

You will remember two facts which might have thrown 
light upon his secret. The first was his accident in 
Italy as a youth; the second your constant interest in a 
peculiar, inhuman quality of his expression which you 
were never able to understand. Both are now explained. 
With ordinary eyes the secret would have doubtless 
been swiftly discovered by us. But in his case, so dark 
were they, that pupil and iris were almost the same 
colour and hence our failure to explain the artificial 
mystery of his glance. He had, of course, a secret 
receptacle upon his person beyond human knowledge or 
power of discovery, for he says that only his mother 
knew of his accident. That accident was the loss of an 
eye. Behind an eye of glass that took its place had lain 
concealed, until he required it, the capsule of poison 
found crushed within his mouth after death. 

What the published statement of this knave has done 
for me you will guess. I am leaving the detective service 
and have found other occupation. One can only seek to 
live down my awful experience. Next year my work will 
bring me to America and, when that happens, I shall be 
very glad to see you again should you permit me to do so 
—-not that we may speak of the past, with all its futility 
and bitterness for me, but that we may look forward, 
and that I may see all is well with you in your days of 
retirement, honour and ease. Until then I subscribe 
myself, your admirer and faithful friend, 

Mark Brendon. 

Peter opened his parcel. 

It contained an eye made of glass and very exquisitely 
fashioned to imitate reality. Its prevailing darkness had 
prevented the truth from appearing, and yet, perfect though 
it was in lustre and pigment, the false thing had given to 
Pendean’s expression a quality that never failed to dis¬ 
turb Peter. It was not sinister, yet he remembered no such 
cast of countenance within his experience. 
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Mr. Ganns turned over the little object that had so often 
met his inquiring gaze. 

'' A rare crook/’ he said aloud; but He is right: his 
wife was greater than either of us. If he’d listened to her 
and not his own vainglory, both could be alive and 
flourishing yet.” 

The dark brown eye seemed to stare up at him with a 
human twinkle as he brought out his gold snuffbox and 
took a pinch. 
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Hutchinson’s Important New Books 

The Royal Naval Division By DOUGLAS JERROLD 
With an Introduction by 

The Rt. Hon. WINSTON CHURCHILL, C.H. 

In one large handsome volume, with 8 folding maps and 24 illustrations 
21s. net. 

In his long and brilliantly written introduction Mr. Churchill pays 
tribute to ** the extraordinary achievements and almost incomparable 
prowess which this small band of men continued to display in every 
theatre where they fought during the whole course of the war." This 
authoritative account of the Royal Naval Division will certainly be widely 
read with pride and a profound interest. The despatch of the Royal 
Naval Division to the trenches defending Antwerp in October, 1914 ; the 
full story of its achievements in the operations at Gallipoli; the less widely 
known but no less distinguished part which the Division played in the 
final campaigns in France are here described with much vivid detail. 
Problems of training and tactics, with their solution on progressive lines, 
will prove valuable to the expert. A record of almost continuous adven¬ 
tures, the book will equally appeal to the general reader. 

“ Mr. Winston Churchill stands sponsor, contributing a brilliant and charac¬ 
teristic introduction. This volume is worthy of the subject, and that in itself 
Is high praise.**—Daily Telegraph. 

** Mr. Jerrold writes well. He has an analytical and critical mind ; he speaks 
with the authority of knowledge . . . and he has a deep but properly controlled 
enthusiasm.**—Morning Post. 

‘Every page bristles with the tale of heroic exploits ... a very valuable 
addition to the literature of the war.**—Evening News. 

** An admirable account of the operations of that famous unit. ... To it 
Mr. Winston Churchill contributes an introduction, passages from which are 
worthy of a place in any future anthology of English prose, from their eloquence 
and dignity.**—Daily Mail. 

Fields of Adventure By ERNEST SMITH 
In one large handsome volume, with 16 illustrations, 18s. net. 

The writer has been for twenty-five years a special correspondent of a 
leading London daily, and in the course of his wanderings has known the 
cities and ways of many men. Moreover, from the almost infinite variety 
of his experiences he possesses an enviable knack of selecting the most 
entertaining incidents. His reminiscences will thus be found of out¬ 
standing interest to the general reader. Royalty in stories of Queen 
Victoria, King Edward, the late King of Italy, the ex-Kaiser {both in his 
glory and in exile), the Shah of Persia; such eminent statesmen as Bis¬ 
marck, Gladstone, Marshal von Biberstein ; Pope Leo XIII. ; literary 
giants of many nations ; great soldiers, " queer " people and anarchists— 
all contribute to the vast interest of these pages. Very few descriptions 
of the outbreak of the War are surpassed by the author's reminiscences of 
Paris in the early days of August, 1914. A snowstorm in Jerusalem, sunset 
on the Volga, the siege of Ladysmith, the guillotining of a French criminal 
are but a few of the varied sights which Mr. Ernest Smith has witnessed 
in his time and describes so realistically and with all the assurance of a 
practised pen 
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Hutchinson’s Important New Books 

“ Just My Story ” By STEPHEN DONOGHUE 
Dedicated, by special permission, to 

H.R.H. the PRINCE of WALES, K.G. 
In one large handsome volume, with 32 coloured and other illustrations, 21S- net. 
An Edition de Luxe, limited to 200 copies only, numbered and signed by the Author 

will be issued at 2 guineas net. 

This autobiography of the most prominent horseman of to-day, who by his 
unique achievements holds and deserves a very high place in the history of 
the Turf, is of far more than passing interest. For the story of one who 
against heavy odds and entirely without influence attained, by sheer force 
of will and endeavour, a world-wide fame is illumined with romance, steadily 
growing until the author's most recent achievement, the winning of a third 
successive Derby. The book abounds in vivid descriptions of important 
races, including much information hitherto unpublished of great horses and 
their owners, as well as intimate reminiscences of other distinguished Turf 
personalities. Thrilling adventures in many countries are realistically 
depicted. With its numerous and well chosen illustrations, ‘‘Just My 
Story " will be found a valuable addition to every sportsman's library. 

My Russian Life By PRINCESS ANATOLE 
MARIE BARIATINSKY 

In one large handsome volume, with 16 illustrations, 21S. net. 
The writer's husband was a personal friend of the late Nicholas II., so 

that both Prince and Princess attended all important Court functions. 
The Czar's Coronation, the magnificent ball that followed, the Emperor's 
historic visit to Paris in 1901, life in Manchuria, regimental duties in 
Tashkent, “ home " life on the vast Bariatinsky estate are vividly depicted 
in these reminiscences of an intelligent observer. The personalities of the 
Czar and Czarina, Grand Dukes and Russian Generals are intimately por¬ 
trayed, while other acquaintances included the late Pierre Loti and Jerome 
K. Jerome. During the War the Princess superintended a hospital at Kieff, 
once invaded by Bolsheviks. As a writer, she possesses a distinct gift of 
graphic suggestive description, while a lively style adds to the attractive¬ 
ness of her reminiscences. 

The greatest Romance of real life ever told. 

With Lawrence in Arabia By LOWELL THOMAS 
In demy Svo, with 16 illustrations on art paper, lOs. 6d. net. 

The profusely illustrated narrative of the greatest adventure of a 
century is now presented to the public in this popular form. The famous 
exploits of Colonel Lawrence, “ the uncrowned King of Arabia "—whom 
Mr. Lloyd George described as “ one of the most remarkable and romantic 
figures of modern times "—will be read with eager interest by all who 
appreciate the importance of his services to the Empire. This thrilling 
story of our men's gallant deeds in the East is not only a splendid record 
of critical years of the war, but also^a permanent chronicle of British enter¬ 
prise and courage which will be treasured throughout the Empire. 
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Hutchinson’s Important New Books 

Memories 
By VISCOUNT LONG OF WRAXALL, F.R.S. 

(Walter Long) 
In one large handsome volume, with Frontispiece, 24s. net. 

This volume is a faithful record of over forty years' continuous devotion 
to public service and of personal experiences of country life of even longer 
duration. The writer has the rare distinction of having been a Cabinet 
Minister during two great wars, and his concise accounts of these most im¬ 
portant and critical epochs of British history are of uncommon interest. 
Lord Long’s record of his close association with the Dominions and Colonies 
and of personal relations with many of their most distinguished representa¬ 
tives makes excellent reading. Throughout his career he has followed with 
enthusiasm almost every form of country sports and pursuits, and his 
comments upon the changes which have characterised country life during 
the last half-century will be widely appreciated. 

Second Large Edition at once called for. 

The Life of Fred Archer By E. M. HUMPHRIS 
Edited by LORD ARTHUR GROSVENOR, 
with a Preface by Arthuk F. B. Portman 

In one large handsome volume, with coloured Frontispiece and 24 other 
illustrations, 18s. net. 

This well-written biography of one of the world’s greatest jockeys will 
strongly appeal to sportsmen and the wide public who appreciate a fine 
story of a man of true British pluck and a nerve of iron. Prominence is 
naturally given to descriptions of Archer’s races and to Lord Falmouth 
his principal patron, and other leading sportsmen of the day, and letters 
from some of these are included. 

“ A well-written and admirably compiled record of one of the grreateet periods 
of Turf history.”—The Times. 

“A valuable contribution to the history of the turf.”—Westminster Gazette. 

The Story of Boxing By TREVOR C. WIGNALL 
Author of “ Jimmy Lambert,” ” Thus Gods are Made.” 

In one large handsome volume, with 32 original cartoons hy Charles Grave, 
21s. net. 

The writer has long been boxing expert to a leading paper, while his 
vigorous novels on the sport are no less widely appreciated than his well- 
informed Press contributions. This record of his judgments of past time 
contests and fighters and of his own experiences will doubtless be regarded as 
the standard work on the subject, while his easy vivid style renders the book 
invariably entertaining. Its scope extends from the days of James Figg, 
the first champion of England, in 1719, up to the far-famed successes 
of Dempsey and Carpentier. The personalities as weU as the chief fights 
of eminent prize-fighters are intimately described, and on both subjects Mr. 
Wignall has gleaned much information as yet unrecorded. Reproductions of 
old prints enhance the wide interest of this noteworthy volume. 
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Hutchinson’s Important New Books 

Embassies of Other Days 
By WALBURGA, LADY PAGET 

In two large handsome volumes, with i6 illustrations on art paper, 42s. net. 

Lady Paget, herself one of its most prominent figures, now gives her 
first-hand impressions of most of the leading personalities of Victorian 
society for a period of half a century and describes a wide experience of 
Court life in England and in the defunct Empires of Austria and Germany. 
She gives a most interesting account of meetings with Queen Victoria, the 
Prince Consort, the ex-Emperors of Austria and Germany, Princess Metter- 
nich, Lord Salisbury, Lord Spencer, Lord Palmerston, Sir Edward Burne- 
Jones, and of many others famous in the worlds of Society, politics and 
art. The book contains many new and fascinating anecdotes, and also 
possesses a historic value as a first-hand authority on many of the central 
figures of the Victorian era. 

Insanity and the Criminal 
By JOHN C. GOODWIN 

Author of Sidelights on Criminal Matters.'* 

In one large handsome volume, cloth gilt, 18s, net. 

Readers of Mr. Goodwin's stimulating volume, “ Sidelights on Criminal 
Matters," will recollect its concluding chapter on the relationship between 
insanity and crime. It is this all-important phase of criminology that 
he develops, with force and lucidity, in the present book. The forms 
of insanity most likely to cause crime, the respective influences of 
heredity, environment, bodily health, drink or drugs, the mentality of 
revolutionaries and other " social misfits " are, in due order, discussed with 
a regard to detail characteristic of the writer. Of particular interest are 
his fearless comments on our prison system and his conjectures as to the 
practical employment of psycho-analysis in the realm of crime. " Good " 
stories abound in a book which, compiled with a wide and intimate know¬ 
ledge of the subject treated, is throughout extremely interesting and of 
real value. 

Wild Fowl of the World 
By FRANK FINN, B.A., F.Z.S. 

Author of "Birds of the Countryside," " Familiar London Birds," etc. 

In crown 8vo, cloth, with many illustrations, 4s. 6d. net. 

A complete account of the wild fowl of all countries, their appearance, 
habits, and natural haunts. From his own unrivalled experience the 
author supplies in practical form, much useful information both for the 
ornithologist and the sportsman, while the general reader will readily 
appreciate its educative value. The text is copiously illustrated by beauti¬ 
ful photographs, taken direct from life. 
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Hutchinson’s Important New Books 

An Englishwoman in Angora 
By GRACE ELLISON 

Author of “ An Englishwoman in a Turkish Harem/' etc, 
In one large handsome volume, with 35 illustrations reproduced from the 

Author's own sketches and exclusive photographs 18S- net. 
While British civilians were evacuating Smyrna and war between 

the Allies and Turkey seemed inevitable. Miss Ellison braved the lines of 
bayonets surrounding Angora and proceeded to examine the Nationalist 
Movement at its capital. Befriended by the Turks, she was able to fre¬ 
quent the National Assembly, to see and talk with many of the deputies, 
to visit and have many frank interviews with Kemal Pasha. She describes 
the life of Angora from within the Assembly, the Greeks, the story of the 
hard work and the devotion of the whole population to the National Cause. 
Miss Ellison afterwards attended the Lausanne Conference. Her memoirs 
comprise a fascinating record, both of interest and of value, and related 
with much vivid detail. Many unique photographs are reproduced. 

The Life of Anne Boleyn 
By PHILIP W. SERGEANT, B.A. 

Author of “ The Empress Josephine," " Cleopatra," etc. 
In one large handsome volume, with 8 illustrations, 18s« net. 

In our admiration of the amazing personality of Queen Elizabeth, few 
have probably paused to estimate how many of her great qualities may 
have been inherited from her unfortunate mother. Yet, as an impartial 
study of this well-written biography will serve to convince us, the beautiful 
daughter of Sir Thomas Boleyn, willing to sell both his daughters for the 
King's favour; a Maid of Honour to the Tudor Queen of Louis XII. at 
his vicious court; and, later, twice a betrothed but in neither case a bride, 
Anne is surely a pathetic figure, rather than an object of censure. In her 
time of trouble all her professed friends betrayed her—including her 
father, though her courage and constancy remained unshaken to the end. 
Of this attractive personality Mr. Sergeant writes with a clear insight 
and a profound sympathy, though without minimising the faults of one who 
" lived gaily." His book is thus a noteworthy addition to our knowledge 
of the Tudor period. 

Pharaoh’s Dream Book 
Compiled by LADY THRELFALL 

In crown 8f;o, cloth, 3s. 6(1. net. 
The origin of this fascinating volume is in itself romantic. Some years 

ago when in Australia the writer secured two old and very rare books on 
the interpretations of dreams. Having tested many of these interpreta¬ 
tions, both in her own case and in those of many friends, and found them 
remarkably exact. Lady Threlfall has carefully compiled the contents of 
each volume, rendering the wording into modern phraseology and adding 
further explanations founded on actual experiences. All who have 
been puzzled over the meaning of a dream and its warning will find this 
authentic and complete treatise of distinct interest. 
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Hutchinson’s Important New Books 

Recollections of Imperial Russia 
By MERIEL BUCHANAN 

Author of “ Petrograd,” etc. 

In dem^ Svo, with illustrations, 12s. 6d. net. 
Hie daughter of the last British Ambassador to the Russian Imperia- 

Court, Miss Buchanan had unrivalled opportunities of meeting and convers 
ing with distinguished people at Petrograd and elsewhere. Her memoirs 
are thus of remarkable interest. She writes with sympathy and under¬ 
standing, graphically recording the sinister stages which brought about the 
downfall of the Romanovs. Moreover, she has read and studied widely 
the history of the country in which she lived. Stories of Moscow, Kiev, 
and other capitals provide fitting themes for her descriptive powers. Few 
will dispute her contention that old traditions—the cruelty of foreign 
invaders, the injustice of Tartar rule, religious oppression—have im¬ 
planted in the minds of Russian peasantry that fatal resignation to suc¬ 
cessive tyrannies which has largely brought about their bitter sufferings 
to-day. 

The Sands of Time By WALTER SICHEL, M.A. 
Author of “ Disraeli,** Emma, Lady Hamilton,’* etc. 

In one large handsome volume, with illustrations, 18s. net. 

Statesmen, great ladies, men and women distinguished in every branch 
of the arts, all of whom Mr. Sichel has known personally, are represented in 
this volume. Most numerous are those eminent in literature—George 
Eliot, Matthew Arnold, Ruskin, Trollope, De Morgan, Mrs. Humphry 
Ward, all figuring in these pages. Among poets, his friends included 
Robert Browning and Swinburne ; he knew Henry Irving, Ellen Terry, 
John Toole, Arthur Cecil and other “ stars ** of the drama; of artists, 
Millais, Leighton and Sir William Richmond ; such distinguished ecclesi¬ 
astics as Cardinal Manning and Bishop Gore; two Lord Chief Justices, Lords 
Cockburn and Russell; and of scholars, Professor Jowett. Rich in memories 
of such friendships, Mr. Sichel writes in his easy and distinguished style, 
so that his account of the eminent people is as charming as it is interesting. 

The Art of Badminton 
By SIR GEORGE THOMAS, Bt. 

In crown 8vo, cloth, with i6 illustrations from photographs, 4s. 6d. net. 

The writer, the present holder for the fourth year in succession of the 
Singles Championship as well as of other distinctions, has compiled his 
experiences of first-class Badminton during more than twenty years. 
Elementary principles of the game, details of stroke executions and other 
practical instructions are carefully described,while later chapters on singles, 
the back and front formation will prove of special interest to tournament 
players. Illustrations of the author and other champions while at play 
enhance the value and interest of a volume practically indispensable for 
all who wish to succeed in this increasingly popular sport. 
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Hutchinson’s Important New Books 

The Life and Memoirs of Count Moi6 (1781-1855) 
Edited by the MARQUIS DE NOAILLES. 

Volume I. (1804-1815) 
A large handsome volume with numerous illustrations, 18s. net. 

From his earliest years Mathieu Louis, Count Mol^, was in the habit of 
recording in his diary his impressions of the events which took place before 
his eyes and in which he was intimately concerned. He also left two 
manuscripts dealing with the years 1813-14. Such is the material from 
which the skilled and learned editor, the Marquis de Noailles, has composed 
this extremely fascinating book. The present volume is of absorbing 
interest. In 1807 Napoleon made young M0I6 a member of the Council of 
State. Of his almost daily conversations with the Emperor on the most 
diverse subjects—some of them of great interest to Englishmen—Mole 
gives a literal record, with the added piquancy of his own witty comments 
upon prominent persons and the Emperor’s opinion of them. In short, 
these memoirs will prove a rich mine of information for the general reader 
as well as a most important addition to Napoleonic literature. 

Volume II. (1816-1817) of these brilliantly written Memoirs Is now in 
preparation. 

A Modern Mystery Merchant: His Trials, Tricks and 
Travels By CARL HERTZ 

A large handsome volume, with 24 illustrations, 18s. net. 

This lively and entertaining life story opens with the writer’s account 
of his early struggles and hardships, and of the skill and perseverance by 
which he ultimately attained his present eminence. Strange and varied, 
indeed, are his experiences in many countries. Mr. Hertz’s tricks and illu¬ 
sions have amused King Edward, the ex-Kaiser, the late Tsar, and many 
distinguished personages—including the assembled House of Commons; 
his frank exposures of their respective methods have confounded pseudo- 
spiritualists, cardsharpers, and swindlers. On one of his travels he was 
nearly kidnapped by bushrangers, on another scarcely escaped marriage 
with a princess ! Readers, young and old, will welcome the long list of 
attractions presented in this amusing volume. 

Character as Revealed by Handwriting 
By PRINCESS ANATOLE MARIE BARIATINSKY 

and IVAN FORBES 
In crown Svo, cloth, 3s. 6d. net. 

The author gives specimens of the handwriting of the nobility, eminent 
statesmen, soldiers living and deceased, and men and women distinguished 
in every branch of art and literature, both English and foreign. She 
describes the system from which she deduces their respective characters and 
distinctive qualities. 
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Hutchinson^s Important New Books 

Nell Gwyn By LEWIS MELVILLE 
Author of ** The Thackeray Country,” ” First Gentleman of Europe,” etc. 

In one large handsome volume, cloth gilt, 21S. net. 

With 12 coloured and i6 black-and-white illustrations bv 
KITTY SHANNON (Mrs. Keigwin). 

In an age richly distinguished for its wit, beauty, and talent, ” pretty, 
witty Nell ” was pre-eminently endowed with all these qualities ; moreover, 
she added to them an unfailing kindliness, generosity, and constancy to¬ 
wards old friends. Succeeding generations have taken her to their hearts 
as scarcely less than a national heroine, while romance has claimed her for 
its own. In his latest biography Mr. Lewis Melville has carefully compiled 
all the information available. He traces Nell Gwyn's career from 
orange girl to King^s Favourite, tells of her youthful troubles, her lovers, 
her stage successes, her struggles with rival favourites, vast popularity, and 
later years in her Pall Mall mansion. A living record of an intensely living 
personality, this volume will be found of remarkable interest and charm. 

Dogs and I By MAJOR HARDING COX 
Author of ” Chasing and Racing,” ” A Sportsman at Large,” etc. 

In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, with i6 illustrations, 16S- net. 

No books of sporting reminiscences have so rapidly caught the fancy 
both of the Press and pubhc as Major Harding Cox's hvely yet 
authoritative volumes. In his latest venture he deals with his personal 
experiences of the canine race in all its breed and characteristics, bringing 
into action his long and intimate knowledge of the subject. The author 
is recognised throughout the world as one of the greatest of canine experts. 
He has been invited to judge various breeds of hounds and dogs at every 
important show in many parts of the world. ” Dogs and I ” is not a 
merely technical book ; it is a light treatise, chattily and intimately written, 
with copious illustrations and anecdotes. 

A Tale of Indian Heroes : Being the Stories of the 
Mahabharata and Ramayana 

By FLORA ANNIE STEEL 
Author of ” The Potter's Thumb,” ” On the Face of the Waters,” etc. 

In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, lOs. 6d. net. 

In her interesting and illuminating preface the writer introduces these 
two famous Indian epics as yet unfamiliar to English readers. She has 
skilfully simplified and condensed a powerful study of the profoundest 
problem of human existence. Deeds of heroism are told with a charm and 
simplicity that will appeal, especially to youthful readers. Beauty in 
expression, a high moral tone and a vein of pathos and irony will claim for 
” A Tale of Indian Heroes ” a high place in literature. 
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Hutchinson’s Important New Books 

The Book of Wonders: First Series 
By RUDOLF J. and AMELIE WILLARD BODMER 

In one large handsome volume, copiously illustrated, 16s. net. 

In this volume the writers give the plain and simple answers which all 
should be able to, but so often cannot, give. Such practical information, 
concise in form and of almost endless variety, is certainly unobtainable 
from any other single volume. Hundreds of illustrations, many of quite 
unusual character, stimulate the vast interest of the work and add to its 
educative value. A Second Series will follow shortly. 

Salmon and Trout Angling : Its Theory, and Prac¬ 
tice on Southern Streams, by Torrent River and 
Mountain Loch 

By JOSEPH ADAMS (“ Corrigeen ”) 
Author of ** Ten Thousand Miles through Canada,” ” The Gentle Art of 

Angling,” etc. 

With a Foreword by The Marquess of Hartington 
In demy Svo, with i8 illustrations 16s. net. 

A lifelong enthusiast of angling and a contributor of many years 
standing to the chief London sporting papers, Mr. Adams has compiled his 
experiences on all kinds of fisheries under varying climates throughout the 
British Isles, in Canada and British Columbia. He gives full and concise 
accounts of his methods in spate and low waters ; describes vividly his 
own luck, and includes some simple instructions in the art of rod-making 
and fly-tying. The illustrations are numerous and beautiful. 

“ An attractive mixture of deBcriptive reminiscence and practical advice.*’— 
Times. 

“ The author’s graphic experiences must delight every angler, while the 
chapter on rod and tackle will be of great assistance to those young in the art of 
fly-fishing.”—Daily Mail. 

The Art Book of the Year. 

The Work of P. A. De Laszid 
Edited with Notes by OAKLEY WILLIAMS 

With an Introduction by Comte Robert de Mon- 
TESQUIOU. 

In one large folio volume containing 64 photogravure plates, representing some 
of the choicest examples of the artist*s work. 

A limited edition of 300 only signed and numbered copies will be issued 
at 10 guineas net. An Edition de Luxe on large paper, 75 copies only 
(numbered and signed by the artist), will be issued at 18 guineas net with 
five extra plates produced in colour-photogravure. 
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Hutchinson’s Important New Books 

A Second Volume of this Important and Fascinating Record 

The Farington Diary Volume II. (1802-1805). 
By JOSEPH FARINGTON, R.A. 

Edited by James Greig 
A large handsome volume, cloth gilt, with photogravure Frontispiece and 12 

other illustrations, 21 net. 
The volume opens with a striking account of a visit which Farington 

paid to France during the Peace of Amiens, a description of a review 
of his troops by Napoleon, interesting glimpses of France, and of the diarist's 
gratitude on his own safe return home. The imminence of war is vividly 
depicted, the opinions of Pitt, Fox, Windham, Admiral Gardner and other 
leading men on the subject being impartially revealed. Once more the 
affairs of the Royal Academy are prominent in the Diary. We are told of 
Benjamin West's election as its President, of Beechey, and the King’s 
candid opinion of both these artists ; of Opie's plan for the National 
Gallery ; of Sir Thomas Lawrence, both as an actor and as the lover of Mrs. 
Siddons, and of George Morland's death in a sponging-house. There are 
interesting entries about Coleridge and Wordsworth, and we are introduced 
to the latter poet, Fanny Burney, and Boydell, the publisher. George III., 
full of everybody else’s affairs, bustles among the statesmen, and the 
Prince of Wales offers himself for military service. There are intimate 
personal reminiscences of Sheridan's “ Brandy" appearance, and of 
Garrick's vanity ; allusions to Dr. Johnson's love of tea, and to the friend¬ 
ship of Cowper and Mrs. Unwin, Both as a singularly captivating record 
and a valuable addition to the history of the period, this volume will be 
widely welcomed, and its successors eagerly awaited. 

3rd Edition now ready. 

The Farington Diary Volume I (1793-1802) 
A large handsome volume, with photogravure Frontispiece, and 16 other 

illustrations on art paper, 21S. net. 
The 3rd Volume (1805-18Q6) is now in preparation. 

The Sideiights of London : Further Experiences and 
Reflections of a Metropolitan Police Magistrate 

By J. A. R. CAIRNS 
Author of " The Loom of the Law.” 

In demy Zvo, cloth gilt, 16s, net 

In this volume Mr. Cairns continues his experiences of those phases of 
life which he has such unrivalled opportunities to study. On the depths 
of humanity's greatness his ideals and methods are worthy of study, and 
he says much that is of interest to the general reader. In a happy vein 
of philosophy he contrasts the East and West both by day and by night, 
discusses ” Women and Crime,” ” Life's Misfits,” and ” The Glory of the 
Lost.” As before, his experiences and conclusions will be found as in¬ 
structive as they are throughout entertaining. 
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Hutchinson’s Important New Books 

The Second Volume of these authoritative and brilliantly 
written Reminiscences 

An Ambassador’s Memoirs Volume II (June 3rd, 
1915—August i8th, 1916) 

By MAURICE PALEOLOGUE 
(Last French Ambassador to the Russian Court). 
A large handsome volume, cloth gilt, with many beautiful exclusive drawings 

and other illustrations, 18$. net. 

In this second volume of his remarkable and enthralling memoirs the 
last French Ambassador to the Russian Court carries his story down to 
the entry of Rumania into the war in August, 1916. Once more we have 
astonishing revelations, of the very highest interest, of the secret history 
of the time as Russia, slowly but surely, picked her tortuous and sinister 
way to the “ Slough of Despond/' The stages of the journey are des¬ 
cribed by the author with the most terrible fidelity, and we realise both his 
of&cial and personal feelings as he comes to recognise, as he did on August 4, 
1916 (after the ardent pro-ally Foreign Minister—Sazonov—had been 
dismissed), that “ Russia's defection is possible : it is an eventuality which 
must henceforth enter into the political and strategic calculations of the 
French Government. Of course the Emperor will remain faithful to the 
end. But he is not immortal. How many Russians, even now and among 
those around him, are secretly longing for his disappearance ? " As before, 
there are delightful “ asides " on aspects of Russian nature, art, and life, 
which must surely make this book rank with the work of Tolstoy and 
Turgeniev as the most informative and striking revelation of Russian 
psychology. 
Reprints are now ready of Vol. I (July ^rd, 1914—June 2nd, 1915) Cloth 
gilt, with many beautiful exclusive drawings and other illustrations. 18$. net. 

“ These memoirs are recognised to-day by historians as among the most im¬ 
portant documents treating of the period, and they have no less interest for the 
general reader.”—Times. 

“A brilliant ‘war book* ... as fascinating as any romance.”—Daily 
Mirror. 

” Intimate details of the late Tsar and Tsaritsa . . . and profound views on 
Russian life and characteristics are given.**—Daily News. 

Vol. III. (Aug. I9tli, 1916—May 17th, 1917) is now in preparation. 

Inland Birds : Northern Observations by a Sports¬ 
man By H. MORTIMER BATTEN, F.Z.S. 

Author of Romances of the Wild," etc. 

With an Introduction by The Rx. Hon. Sir 
Herbert Maxwell, Bart., F.R.S. 

In demy 8vo, with 32 illustrations on art paper, 12$. 6d. net. 

A delightful work of first-hand observation, containing much fascinat¬ 
ing information that is not to be gleaned from the average book on birds. 
The method of treatment is concise and most attractive, and effectively 
dissipates any preconceived idea that ornithology is a dull subject. 
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Hutchinson’s Important New Books 

Myself and Others By JESSIE MILLWARD 
Edited by J. B. Booth. 

In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, with i8 illustrations, 16S- net. 
Miss Millward*s records of theatrical gossip and amusing stories of 

stage life during the last thirty years will provide ample entertainment for 
readers young and old alike. She possesses keen powers of observation, 
a lively sense of humour and an agreeable style. As a girl she played with 
Henry Irving, was leading lady to William Terriss, while her later successes 
in Lord and Lady Algy,*' ‘‘ Mrs. Dane's Defence," " The Hypocrites," 
and other plays will be readily recalled. The Bancrofts, George R. Sims, 
Beerbohm Tree,Marie Lloyd,Mrs.Kendal, George Grossmith—Miss Millward 
knew them all and relates many amusing stories about them. A section 
of the reminiscences deals with her experiences in America. 

Adventures Among Bees By HERBERT MACE 
Author of " A Book about the Bee," etc. 

In crown 8vo, cloth, with 24 illustrations on •art paper, 4s. 6d. net. 
In this concise yet comprehensive volume the author recounts the 

results of a lifetime’s observations and practical experiences of beekeeping. 
Of particular interest are his useful hints on the handling of bees under 
difficult conditions and his discussions on the little creatures’ relationship 
to other animals, weather and plants. Lively times in bee life are graphi¬ 
cally described, so that the book will prove as entertaining as it is 
instructive. 

The Irish Free State : Its Evolution and Possi¬ 
bilities By ALBERT C. WHITE 

Author of " Ireland : A Study in Facts," etc. 
In cloth, 3s. 6(1. net. 

From the standpoint of a vigorous and independent mind Mr. White 
traces the history of the relations between Great Britain and Ireland from 
the Act of Union down to the Great War. The Home Rule struggle, the 
four Home Rule Bills, of 1886, 1893, 1914 and 1920, and the terms of the 
Treaty concluded with Sinn Fein are fully described 

Bergholt’s Modern Auction—Its Bidding and 
Principles By ERNEST BERGHOLT 

Author of " Royal Auction Bridge," etc. 
In cloth, with numerous illustrations, 7s. 6d. net. 

The author is perhaps the greatest authority on Bridge to-day, and the 
value of his articles in the Press is widely appreciated. In concise and attrac¬ 
tive form he has now compiled his experiences of the game. This volume 
will prove highly instructive to practical players, while beginners will 
rapidly acquire proficiency from its clear and comprehensive directions. 
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Hutchinson’s New and Forthcoming Books 

The Outlands of Heaven 
By the REV. G. VALE OWEN, 

formerly Vicar of Orford, Lancashire 
Author of ** Life Beyond the Veil,” ” Facts and the Future Life,” etc. 

In crown Svo, cloth, 4s. 6cl. net. 
This volume includes ” The Children of Heaven,” the two works 

forming one complete narrative. It is a continuation of the script published 
under the general title ” Life Beyond the Veil,” and was received by Mr, 
Vale Owen from a band of spirit communicators acting under the leader¬ 
ship of one who gives his name as ” Arnel,” an Englishman who lived in 
Florence during the early days of the Renaissance. The whole forms a 
stimulating narrative of intense interest, full of helpful suggestions for all 
who seek to know something of the conditions of life and work awaiting 
them after death. 

Famiiiar London Birds 
By FRANK FINN, B.A., F.Z.S. 

Author of ” Birds of the Countryside,” “ Bird Behaviour,” etc. 

In crown Svo, cloth, with 34 illustrations, 4s. 6d. net, 
London birds, when, where, and how they may be found, is the subject 

of this fascinating volume. Their identification will become an easy matter 
to all who read the full descriptions and study its many beautiful photo¬ 
graphs. 

Buying a Car? 1923 
Compiled by LEONARD HENSLOWE 

Author of " Quite Well, Thanks,” ” Motoring for the Million,” etc. 
Crown Svo, fully illustrated. Is. 6d. net, 

A new annual, brought out in the interests of the vast army of motorists, 
new and old, by one of the most experienced writers in the motoring world. 

Year of Issue 

The Year’s Art, 1924 Compiled by A. C. R. CARTER 
Crown Svo, cloth, 8s, 6d. net. Over 600 pages, with illustrations. 

A concise epitome of all matters relating to the Arts of Painting, 
Sculpture, Engraving and Architecture, and to Schools of Design, con¬ 
taining events which have occurred during the year 1923, together with 
information respecting those of 1924. 

Ready early in 1924 

The Life and Letters of George Wyndham 
By COLONEL GUY PERCY WYNDHAM, C.B., 
and PROFESSOR JOHN W. MACKAIL, LL.D. 
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Hutchinson’s Important New Books 

Hutchinson’s 

Animals of All Countries 
The Living Animals of the World in Word and Picture 
Published in about fortnightly parts, with over 2,000 illustrations and about 
50 fine Coloured Plates printed throughout on the best British art paper 

Is. 3d. each part. 
This great work, which is being produced at a cost of £75,000, covers 

every branch of natural history. Edited throughout by eminent specialists, 
it gives a clear, concise, anecdotal description of beasts, birds, fishes, 
reptiles and insects. 

The illustrations, selected from many thousands for their artistic and 
educational value, are a special feature of the book. Many pictures show 
the wonderful achievement of the camera, animals in their wild state taken 
by the telephoto lens, fish and other marine creatures taken through the 
water, birds in flight, etc. Never before has such a complete set of illus¬ 
trations been seen together. 
Complete in 4 handsome volumes. Volume I now ready, cloth gilt. 21S. net. 

Hutchinson” s 

Story of the British Nation 
The first connected pictorial and authoritative history of the British peoples 

from the earliest times to the present day. 
Written by the leading historians and edited by 

WALTER HUTCHINSON, M.A., F.R.G.S., F.R.A.L 
(Barrister-at-Law, Editor of Hutchinson's History of the Nations," etc.) 

In 48 fortnightly parts, price Is. 3d. each. Complete in 4 volumes. 
The first three volumes, which have achieved a record success, are now 

supplied in handsome cloth gilt, each 218. net, and in various leather bindings. 
Beautiful coloured plates are a special feature of this great work. 

Birds of Our Country 
By FRANK FINN, B.A., F.Z.S., and E. KAY 

ROBINSON 
Complete in two large handsome volumes. 

Both volumes, handsomely bound in cloth gilt, and containing nearly i ,000 
unique photographs of the living bird, and 47 fine coloured plates, are now 
ready, each 21S. net. 

Hutchinson's 
Popular Botany 

By A. E. KNIGHT and EDWARD STEP, F.L.S. 
Complete in two large handsome volumes. 

Both volumes, with about 1,000 beautiful illustrations and 18 coloured plates 
are now ready, each 12S. 6d. net. 
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Hutchinson’s Important New Books 

A Popular Astronomy 

Hutchinson's 

Splendour of the Heavens 
Edited by T. E. R. PHILLIPS, M.A., F.R.A.S. (Secretary of the 
Royal Astronomical Society), assisted by Leading Astronomers. 

Published in fortnightly parts, each containing a coloured plate and about 
6o beautiful illustrations on art paper,at the popular price of 1S. 3d. each part. 

This standard work, whose vast interest and value have been quickly 
appreciated by young and old alike, contains the fullest and most complete 
account yet published of the various classes of heavenly bodies, expressed 
in popular language. The mass of material dealing with the latest dis¬ 
coveries now before the Editor and Publishers has enabled them to bring 
to our knowledge,in a form simple and easily understood, the fresh wonders 
of the Universe. The work describes the solar system, the sun, earth, 
moon, the planets, the comets, meteors, stars, nebulae, and numerous other 
bodies. It also includes the story of time, motion, light, gravitation, the 
tides, evolution of worlds, origin of the moon and stars. The illustrations 
are very numerous and of great educative value. 
To be completed In about 24 fortnightly parts. Parts 1 to 7 are now ready. 

Hutchinson's 

Library of Standard Lives 
Each volume attractively bound with three-colour pictorial wrapper, beautifully 
printed on the best quality paper. The prices are * Cloth, 2S. net; Full 

Leather, 3s. net. 
Each biography contains approximately 384 pages of clear type and 

a frontispiece portrait and title page on art paper, an Appendix, 
Chronology, Notes, and a full Index, and is capably and judiciously edited. 

Already Issued 

Napoleon (544 pages) 
Nelson 
Queen Elizabeth 
Marie Antoinette 
Cleopatra 
Oliver Cromwell 

By F. de BOURRIENNE 
By ROBERT SOUTHEY 

By AGNES STRICKLAND 
By MADAME CAMP AN 

By PHILIP W. SERGEANT 
By THOMAS CARLYLE 

The Empress Josephine By PHILIP W. SERGEANT 
The following volumes will be published at fortnightly intervals: 

Wellington Madame du Barry Lady Hamilton 
John Wesley Queen Victoria Samuel Johnson 
Madame de Stael Nell Gwyn George Washington 

Mary Queen of Scots 
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Heirs Apparent By SIR PHILIP GIBBS 
Author of “ The Street of Adventure,” ” The Middle of the Road ” 

(soth thousand). 
In reviewing the outstanding success attained by Sir Philip Gibbs’ last 

published novel. The commended his ” remarkable talent for present¬ 
ing a point of view in dramatic form.” In his present work, concerned en¬ 
tirely with English life during the present year,the author interprets the mind 
of the young people of to-day—the leaders of to-morrow. Infused with 
the true spirit of youth, distinguished by brilliant and convincing character¬ 
isation, this fine story is of immediate and absorbing interest. 

The Sequel to “ The Blue Lagoon ” 

The Garden of God By H. de VERB STACPOOLE 
Author of ” The Blue Lagoon,” '’Men, Women and Beasts/* 

” Vanderdecken,” etc. 
Mr. Stacpoole again gives proof of his ingenuity and resource, and in his 

latest novel has recaptured the ghostly yet extraordinarily vivid and bril¬ 
liant atmosphere that made ” The Blue Lagoon” a classic among romances 
of the sea. On the glowing beach of Karolin, the lofty island whose 
longest reflexion slashes the sky, we see Katafa, the maid whom none may 
touch and who may touch no one. The author has developed the love 
story of this picturesque and fascinating character with skill and fervour, 
and his romance should prove one of the most noteworthy of the season’s 
novels. 

The Water Diviner By DOLE WYLLARDE 
Author of ” Mafoota,” ” The Lavender Lad,” ” Our Earth Here,” etc. 

The character which gives this vivid and emotional story its title is no 
enterprising explorer, but a captivating English girl. Landia, the adopted 
niece of the owner of Cassidy, a Caribbean estate, inherits the money of 
her patroness. But it is for herself that Mallory, to whom Cassidy has been 
bequeathed, loves her. Miss Wyllarde writes fascinatingly—because 
intimately—of the intrigues and emotions that stir the hearts of men and 
women dwelling in distant lands. The young lovers’ romantic adventures 
are thus dramatic and effective, while in colour and atmosphere the 
author’s descriptive passages maintain a high literary excellence. 

Vindication By STEPHEN McKENNA 
Author of " The Secret Victory,” ” Soliloquy,” ” The Commandment 

of Moses,” etc. 
Mr. McKenna has an uncanny knowledge of feminine psychology. 

This novel shows him as much an adept as ever in this strange labyrinth ; 
and, following him, we hold the clue as to why a woman yields her dearest 
treasure to a man she fears and hates, and denies it to him for whom her 
whole being longs. It is not an entirely pleasant world, that in which 
Mr. McKenna bids us accompany him willy-nilly, but it is a curiously 
absorbing one, and, moreover, the shifting, changing world of to-day. 
Here, ex-chorus girls, with the garish glow of the footlights hardly dimmed, 
rule stately houses, and impoverished blue blood clings desperately to lost 
ideals of honour and womanhood. 
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Tetherstones By ETHEL M. DELL 
Author of The Bars of Iron (312^^ thousand), ** The Hundredth Chance/' 

(2yoth thousand), etc. 

If Miss Dell is unsurpassed as a mistress of the art of story-telling the 
reason is surely because she has always a good story to tell and invariably 
tells it with a steadily maintained vigour of action that holds the reader’s 
interest from start to finish. For the main scenes of her latest novel she 
has chosen the old farm of Tetherstones, hard by the Druidic circle in 
Devon, to the stones of which (according to tradition) victims were fas¬ 
tened prior to sacrifice. Into the tragic environment which not unnaturally 
clings to the farm itself comes the heroine, under strange circumstances. 
Mysterious happenings follow her arrival, which culminate, after many 
thrilling adventures, in the finding of a great treasure. With its prac¬ 
tised craftsmanship, ingenious plot and admirable character-drawing, 
“ Tetherstones " has been pronounced by prominent critics as Miss Dell's 
most finished work. 

Visible and Invisible By E. F. BENSON 
Author of “ Dodo Wonders/* ** Miss Mapp,** " Colin/' etc. 

In this volume Mr. Benson, departing from his usual choice of subject!) 
deals with the occult and supernatural, and these stories of engrossing 
interest are proofs of his versatility and considerable powers of imagina¬ 
tion. Between our own and the other world lies a borderland of shadows, 
which eyes that can pierce the material plane may sometimes see and whose 
voices may be heard by listening ears. This unknown realm and its 
happenings are somewhat disquieting. The writer has subtly caught this 
vague uneasiness and made it the pervading influence upon his characters 
in these original and powerful stories. 

The First Good Joy By C. A. NICHOLSON 
Author of “ Martin, Son of John," " Their Chosen People," etc. 

Racial antagonism is not the central theme of C. A Nicholson's present 
novel. But the story is informed with such sympathetic insight into the 
life and character of the Jewish people and with the sincerity of one who 
knows profoundly their merits and shortcomings as to be in its way, a 
masterpiece. Justin Daris, seeing life in Brussels, meets his fate in Zosia, 
an " unfortunate " whom, out of pity, he marries. They part; hard 
work, success, and love for another woman absorb his life, though he yearns 
for Zosia and children of his own. For her Fate has a hard lot in store 
—yet husband and wife are destined to be reunited. The characters, 
some of whom appeared in " Their Chosen People," are strikingly well 
drawn. Justin, clever and sensitive; the beautiful Zosia, the victim of 
men's pleasure, with her constant appeal for her husband's affection; the 
widower who befriends her; Justin’s shrewd father, and his mother so 
fearful for his spiritual welfare, become, one and all, extraordinarily living 
personages, in whose acts and opinions we are brought to feel persona? 
interest 
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A Cure of Souls By MAY SINCLAIR 
Author of “ Anne Severn and the Fieldings edition), ** Uncanny 

Stories/' etc. 

In her latest novel this talented author has returned to her old style of 
writing. Her story is concerned with the life of a country rector 
and the trials and difficulties which he encounters in pursuit of a peace and 
comfort incompatible with the responsibilities of a cure of souls. Miss 
Sinclair is a past mistress in the technique of her art and in a profound 
understanding of human emotions that makes her characters intensely 
alive. Her plot is therefore intimate and refreshing, its interest further 
sustained by a subtle irony, while characters and incidents are presented 
with an unfailing skill. 

The Last Time By ROBERT HICHENS 
Author of " The Garden of Allah,*' The Spirit of the Time,** etc. 

These four stories are told with all the art of a practised story-telleri 
** The Last Time ** deals with the tragedy of a woman, who makes a con¬ 
fession of the wreck of her life to a man in order that another woman's 
life may be made happy. The Letter ** is a love story in Mr. Hichens’ 
most successful vein, with the picturesque countryside as its background; 
In ** The Villa by the Sea ** the author portrays in a brilliant psychological 
study some “ lingering influences ** and their effects on sensitive persons, 
while ** The Fa9ade " is a delightfully humorous tale of a beautiful “ high¬ 
brow " actress. In each story the reader will find enough vivid and 
arresting incidents and realistic character studies as almost to compose a 
complete novel. 

Reputation By ELINOR MORDAUNT 
Author of ** The Park Wall," " Laura Creichton," " Short Shipments," etc. 

In this dramatic and engrossing novel Mrs. Mordaunt convincingly 
refutes the widely cherished notion of Victorian women's demureness. 
In 1882 Claudia Waring (then aged 18) elects to elope from the country 
rectory that has always been her home. Her half-hearted explanations 
on her return serve to invest her escapade with the savour of romance. 
Twenty years later her brilliant novels have earned her an established 
reputation in London, nor does she again visit the dull countryside, save 
once—to save a young niece from an utter folly at the cost of confessing 
the real truth of her own supposed romance. Throughout the book 
Claudia’s activities are many and of continuous interest. Yet in an epi¬ 
logue of 1922 we find a maiden of the third generation wondering at the 
drab existences endured by the unprotesting Victorians ! The style and 
narration of Mrs. Mordaunt's story are easy and graceful, the personality 
of Claudia, with those of the lesser characters, being set in a background 
minutely appropriate to the varying periods. 
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John 0’ Chimes 
By MARGARET BAILLIE-SAUNDERS 

Author of “ Becky & Co./' ** Makeshifts/' Madge Hinton's Husbands," etc. 

Dame Imogen Giles, the youthful Lady of the Manor House in the old 
Kentish village, is a delightful character, of a simphcity and old-world charm 
yet up-to-date in interests and outlook. The reader follows with ready 
sympathy the course of her love for John La Ferronays. Meantime, the 
legend of muffled ringing of church bells buried beneath the sea haunts 
her mother; indeed, a strange mystery threatens for a while the lovers' 
happiness. The romance of this legend forms an admirable setting for 
this picturesque and attractive story, whose interest never flags and in 
which scenes and characters alike are portrayed with truth, vivacity, and 
conviction. 

The Red Redmaynes By EDEN PHILLPOTTS 
Author of " The Grey Room," " The Three Brothers," 

" Told at' The Plume,'/' etc. 

In his new story Mr. Eden Phillpotts again displays the masterly hand¬ 
ling of crime and mystery which rendered " The Grey Room " so notable 
a success. Three men, two of whom are brothers, are successively mur¬ 
dered, suspicion in each case falUng on Robert Redmayne. Two of the 
greatest detectives, an Englishman and an American, set out to track 
down and arrest the criminal. Mystery, excitement, and intense human 
interest distinguish this thrilling Dartmoor narrative, the characters in 
which are skilfully and realistically depicted. 

The Gazebo By BARONESS VON HUTTEN 
Author of " Pam," " The Lordship of Love," etc. 

The particular gazebo which gives the name to this book is a windowed 
balcony overlooking the village street, in the country home of Peg Doria, 
a well-known novelist, who befriends Jenny Mayes, a clever, but half 
educated, middle-class London girl, and later her own rival in love. It 
is from the gazebo that Jenny overhears a conversation from which 
she gathers that her suitor and Mrs. Doria care for each other; and 
from the gazebo, too, Mrs. Doria looks down on her derelict husband, who 
vainly tries to create a scandal in the village. 

Viola Hudson By ISABEL C. CLARKE 
Author of " Carina," " Average Cabins," etc. 

In her latest and longest novel Miss Clarke is mainly concerned with the 
life-story of Viola Hudson from the time of her meeting at Venice her old 
playmate, Esme Craye. From their subsequent marriage come the struggle 
of Viola's life and her heroic self-sacrifice for the spiritual welfare of her 
cliild. The fortunes both of mother and daughter make an earnest and 
appealing narrative, enhanced by the fidelity of characterisation and high 
standard of descriptive powers that distinguish all this author's works. 
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Wild Heart of Youth By KATHLYN RHODES 
Author of “ Courage/* “ Desert Justice/* etc. 

For the setting of her latest novel the author, forsaking the East, has 
chosen the pine woods of Surrey and the Cornish coast. Its central 
theme is the development of Martin Ryott*s character under the influence 
of two women. In the one, his wife, methodical, lethargic, and opposed 
to activity whether of mind or body, he finds merely a comforter in domes¬ 
ticity. Inspiration, if it is to be his, will come from Isobel Winn, eager for 
life’s ambitions and enthusiasms. His friendship and, indeed, his affection 
are naturally attracted from the one to the other woman, and, skilfully 
developed by the writer*s convincing touch, infuse the story with an 
interest dramatic yet intensely true to life. 

French Beans By ANTHONY M. LUDOVICI 
Author of “ What Woman Wishes,** ** The Goddess that Grew Up,** etc., etp. 

The eternal clash of East with West is skilfully and convincingly 
portrayed in this story of a Frenchman of Arab extraction, who tries to 
accommodate himself to English society. Quite unconscious of the deep 
ancestral promptings that are directing his action, the hero*s career throws 
him into the most emancipated set of advanced feminists, to one of whom 
he becomes engaged. The lady endures with great impatience his high¬ 
handed masculine attitude, and the manner in which, after many vicissi¬ 
tudes, he eventually gains the victory over the whole set provides the 
main incidents of a novel and sprightly story. 

The Terriford Mystery 
By MRS. BELLOC-LOWNDES 

Author of “ The Red Cross Barge,** ** What Timmy Did,*' etc. 
Mrs. Belloc-Lowndes is an excellent tale-teller, and the mystery which 

inspires the incidents of her latest novel is both convincing and ably sus¬ 
tained. Moreover, into an original story she has happily infused a delight¬ 
ful love romance. An innocent man has been accused of murder. Despite 
suspicious circumstances, the girl whom he loves never loses her faith in 
him and is untiring in her efforts to prove him guiltless. The scenes are 
laid mainly in an English village, while characters and descriptive passages 
fully illustrate the writer's literary power and ingenuity. 

The King’s Red-Haired Qlrl By SELWYN JEPSON 
Author of “ The Qualified Adventurer,** That Fellow MacArthur,** etc. 

In his latest novel Mr. Jepson*s fancy lightly turns to imaginative 
adventure, mainly set in the distant republic of Kavallia. Banished by its 
President, one Mareno has conceived the ambition of overthrowing that 
potentate and restoring in his place Petronyevitch, son of the last king, 
with his own daughter Elizabeth as his wife and queen. This twofold 
ambition is opposed both by Peter Ambleton and his brother. Their 
counterplots and escapades, related with all Mr. Jepson’s richness of 
imagination and humorous touch, make up a spirited narrative, full of 
good descriptions, and which moves with vigour from start to finish. 
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The Mating of Marcus 
By MABEL BARNES-GRUNDY 

Author of A Girl for Sale," “ The Great Husband Hunt/' etc. 
" From this day my hand shall be against every woman." Thus pro¬ 

claims the bitterly disillusioned hero at the opening of Mrs. Barnes-Grundy's 
latest novel. And forthwith he hides himself in a distant habitation of a 
remote Essex village. But alas for him—the " Eternal Feminine " abounds 
everywhere. How his seclusion was persistently disturbed and by what 
allurements his heart eventually stormed are the main incidents in an 
original story which runs with a pleasant swing and whose characters are 
drawn with uncommon liveliness and truth. 

A New Novel by the “ Thomas Hardy of Sussex** 

Sunset Bride By TICKNER EDWARDES 
Author of " The Honey-Star," " Tansy," " The Seventh Wave," etc. 

As in all this author's previous books, the scene of this powerful and 
romantic novel is laid in a remote village in the South Down country which 
he has made essentially his own. Into a captivating story is subtly woven 
a charming and original contribution to the solution of an ever-perplexing 
problem—whether, in respect of Holy Matrimony, the ancient adage, 
"Better late than never," holds good or otherwise. With its vivid charac¬ 
terisation, humour, pathos and intense dramatic interest—above all, in the 
lovable personality of its heroine—this novel will certainly rank as one 
of the most successful of Mr. Edwardes' creations. 

Fields of Sleep By E. CHARLES VIVIAN 
Author of " Passion-Fruit," " City of Wonder," etc. 

The search for Clement Delarey, which led the searchers to the " Fields 
of Sleep," has called forth, in the words of an established critic, " one of the 
greatest works of modern imagination." From the day when Victor 
Marshall and the " little old lady " made the compact which sent Marshall 
on his quest, up to the moment of his return, the story becomes a panorama 
of swiftly changing incident, novel in conception and convincing and 
dramatic in presentation. The weird, terrible trees of sleep, the mystery 
and wisdom that characterise their guardians, and the impish contrast 
afforded by Erasmus Whauple—a unique creation—^make up a romance of 
uncommon breadth and power. 

The Man Who Understood By " RITA” 
Author of " Peg the Rake," " Conjugal Rights," etc. 

The man who understands the heart of a woman, the weakness of 
man, and the faith and trust of a little child, is indeed a great character, 
meriting complete and detailed delineation. " The Man Who Under¬ 
stood " has a singularly human and lovable personality, always believing 
in the best and forgiving the worst; adapting the healing powers of 
Nature to a man's skill and patience, and never eeasing to preach the 
axiom that to love much is to forgive much, 
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A Fight to Windward By BOYD CABLE 
Author of ** Grapes of Wrath,’" '* The Old Con temp tibles/* ** The Rolling 

Road/' etc. 

Mr. Boyd Cable’s very numerous readers will find " A Fight to Wind¬ 
ward ” as subtle in its humour, breezy in writing, and as packed with 
exciting incidents as any of this author’s previous successes. It relates 
the strange adventures that befell Chick Summers, employed to write up 

copy ” for his paper from the latest startling events of the day. Such 
a sensation is provided for him by the mysterious disappearance of one 
William Goodenough, together with all the available funds of the important 
firm which employed him. In the search for the culprit Mary Griffiths 
becomes concerned. With her Chick proceeds as far as Australia, follow¬ 
ing clues valuable or false in a manner that often bafifles and always diverts 
the reader. After a series of highly ingenious and amusing escapades he 
gets his big story—and with it a prize of even more permanent value. 

Uncanny Stories By MAY SINCLAIR 
Author of •* The Three Brontes," " Anne Severn and the Fieldings " 

{$th Edition), ** A Cure of Souls,” etc. 

With many illustrations by th$ CHEVALIER JEAN DE BOSSCHkRE 

Miss Sinclair is perhaps the most competent of modern novelists, and the 
brilliant writing and analysis which rendered ” Anne Severn and the 
Fieldings ” one of the literary events of the past season are no less conspicu¬ 
ous in her present volume. Its seven stories are original and arresting 
studies of supernatural happenings in this and the ” other ” world and in 
the borderland between them. In the first, ” When Their Fire is not 
Quenched,” Hell is presented, with a consummate art, as the eternal mono¬ 
tonous repetition of a sin. ” The Flaw in the Crystal ” deals with the 
gruesome possibilities of psychic healing, while ” The Finding of the 
Absolute ” is a masterly metaphysical phantasy. The remaining stories 
are ghost stories with a strong psychological interest. One and all are 
fine examples of the writer’s high imaginative qualities. Striking designs 
by the Chevalier Jean de Bosschere suitably illustrate the book throughout. 

The Runaway By M. E. FRANCIS 
Author of ” Many Waters/' ” Renewal,” ” Beck of Beckford,” etc. ^ 

Mrs. Francis is one of the rare novelists who by long experience has 
acquired a facility in writing that always maintains a high hterary stan¬ 
dard and yet whose versatility, freshness and power to charm never fail 
her. The present story is mainly concerned with the love affairs of young 
Keith MacDonald, who, provoked by her taunts of the benefits which 
her wealth has conferred upon him, deserts his wife and seeks peace and 
employment among simple village folk. There he meets his true soul’s 
mate, and his struggles to keep his honour unsullied, the intrigues of an 
ill-wisher and the claim of his wife are the main emotions by which his soul 
is swayed. The author’s portrayal of the life and characters of the Welsh 
Villagers makes a highly effective background to an admirably told story. 
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The Shallow of Egypt By NORMA LORIMER 
Author of ** A Mender of Images/' The False Dawn/' etc. 

Eastern both in subject and setting, Miss Lorimer's romantic story 
appropriately reflects the passions, intrigues and dangers of Egypt of 
to-day. During an anti-British rising both the heroine and her husband 
are captured, while the all-powerful Haddad fulfils his evil designs. He 
succeeds in keeping the hapless wife a prisoner in his harem, and there 
and elsewhere thrilling adventures befall her. Incidentally there is an 
exciting search for treasure in the Theban hills, which, though actually 
writteo previous to the late Lord Carnarvon's discoveries, realistically 
depicts the difficulties of such an enterprise. 

Sally’s Sweetheart By G. B. BURGIN 
Author of " Many Memories," " Manetta’s Marriage," 

" The Man Behind," etc. 
In a brief " Foreword " to his seventieth and latest novel, Mr. Burgii 

confesses that* in the natural sequence, he ought to have written this 
story some twenty years ago, but that it has now insisted on writing 
itself ! For this solution the reader will be grateful, since in returning to his 
favourite haunts at" Four Corners "—that charming little riverine Ottawa 
village which he has made his own—the author tells a fresh and ever 
delightful idyll. A lovers' quarrel between Ikey Mars ton and Miss Sally 
Plunket, Ikey's departure with " Old Man " Evans to old haunts among 
the Reservation Indians, and Miss Plunket's amusing escapades after 
following her affronted lover are its central interests, vividly described 
with Mr. Burgin's customary charm and literary skill. 

All to Seek By DIANA PATRICK 
Author of " Islands of Desire," " The Manuscript of Youth," etc. 
With the competent craftsmanship which we expect from her, the 

writer gives us in this novel a clever, realistic study of a girl's experiences 
of life and love. Melody is the daughter of a music teacher in a small 
Yorkshire town. Her younger sister marries, and chafing at the restriction 
of her own small world Melody goes to study in London. Her sister's 
experiences and her own misadventures in love convince her that no 
woman should sacrifice her liberty for a man's love. Melody's disillusion¬ 
ment on this idea and consequent happiness are the concluding episodes of 
a story that is throughout essentially true to life and which gains consider¬ 
ably from the sharp individualisation of its characters. 

Whispering Sage By HARRY SINCLAIR DRAGO 
and JOSEPH NOEL 

With its main theme a fierce struggle for water rights between Basque 
sheepmen and cowboys, and its emotional setting of personal hate, combat, 
struggles and revenge, these authors have evolved a powerful story forcibly 
told. The love of Mercedes, who after the murder of her father is 
only saved from an evil fate by her lover, the brave Kildare, handled with 
sympathy and understanding, adds romance to a novel of almost breath¬ 
less interest. 
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Young Felix By FRANK SWINNERTON 
Author of ** The Happy Family/* September,** “ Coquette,** etc. 
Mr. Swinnerton*s latest novel, the longest and in some respects the 

most ambitious book which he has written, describes a young man’s life 
from childhood until about his thirtieth year. The analysis of young 
Fehx*s character is searching and detailed, but never overstressed, since 
with his life-story are involved the doings and sayings of his own family 
and those of others. The lad’s evolution from childhood to an ambitious 
artist of quite uncommon type is, throughout, of engrossing interest as a 
close and vigorous study of real life. Moreover, the novel’s characters and 
often humorous incidents are marked by shrewd observation and uncommon 
descriptive powers. 

The Adventures of Gerry 
By DOROTHEA CONYERS 

Author of The Strayings of Sandy,** “ Rooted Out,** etc. 
The adventures of Gerald Dallas, the hero of this cleverly written and 

well meditated novel, arose from his discovery, on his wedding day, of an 
irreparable bar to his married happiness. He leaves his wife and seeks 
an undisturbed seclusion in Ballyoram, in dread of a seemingly inevitable 
fate. What actually befalls him, strange and unexpected, is told with 
all the writer’s accomplished ease in a delightful and effective story. 
Incidents and characters (mainly Irish) throughout are depicted with 
knowledge and discrimination, while the hunting scenes are particularly 
enjoyable. 

A First Novel of Eastern Magic and Adventure 

Woven in a Prayer Rug By NEVILLE LANGTON 
This new author has devised a romance of quite original interest; 

he writes lucidly and with a convincing earnestness, and depicts both his 
characters and scenes alike with much skill and charm. Absorbed in the 
mysterious history of carpets, Dennis Hastings, who works in his uncle’s 
carpet store, spends his last shilling on a tattered old Eastern prayer rug. 
When the war breaks out, he leaves England and the girl of his love and is 
sent to Gallipoli. Capture by the Turks, thrilhng adventures in the East, 
and a romantic association with an Arab maiden befall him. Through all 
these scenes the influence of the prayer rug is prominent. Eventually 
its mystery solved, it brings wealth and happiness to its possessor. 

Brogmersfield By JOHN AYSCOUGH 
Author of ** Dromina,** ** Monksbridge,** etc. 

Brogmersfield is the country estate of his ancestors, to which a young 
Artillery officer, wounded in the Great War, succeeds. But he is not long 
in realising that there is something uncanny about this lonely house ; that 
the occupants of it, dependents of the former owners, are remarkably queer. 
Is he on the track of a crime ? Is some diabolical influence threatening 
him ? Are the sins of old generations being visited on the new ? The 
surprising solution of these grim mysteries proves of enthralling interest 
in a story conceived and developed with the author’s wonted ingenuity. 
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A Reversion to Type By E. M. DELAFIELD 
Author of ** The Heel of Achilles," " The Optimist," etc. 

Cecil Aviolet is the only child of a marriage between Rose Smith, 
daughter of a bankrupt London tradesman, and Jim Aviolet, the scape¬ 
grace younger son of an old and noble English family. A hereditary taint 
appears in the boy when he is a very young child, and shows himself to be 
a congenital liar. The problem of his education leads to friction between 
Rose and the Aviolet family ; an unsatisfactory solution produces tragedy 
when Cecil grows up. Throughout Rose's courage never fails, although 
she is made to believe that the taint in Cecil is owing to his father's mes¬ 
alliance with herself. This story of conflicting personalities and a mother's 
high devotion is of remarkable cleverness. As a psychological study 
it will rank as one of Miss Delafield's finest conceptions. 

The Gold of the Sunset 
By FREDERICK SLEATH 

Author of " A Breaker of Ships," " The Red Vulture," etc. 
Mr. Sleath is a writer of varying moods, whose admirable skill is equally 

successful in suggesting the atmosphere of horror proper to such tales as 
" A Breaker of Ships," or in symbohsing the eternal urge of the human 
soul, as in this deUghtful tale of present-day Scottish life and character. 
It is ex-Captain Andrew Watson who tells it. From him we learn of the 
love of two men for one girl; of the mysterious end of one of these 
suitors, and of the coming of the Captain's own " fair lady." Both 
incidents and characters will keep the reader's interest alert throughout. 

Cattle By ONOTO WATANNA 
Author of " A Japanese Nightingale," " Sunny-San," etc. 

A powerful Canadian story set in the vast cattle ranches of Alberta, 
where the drama of sex has full play among rough men and primitive 
women. " Bull " Langdon, owner of much wealth and master of men and 
of the famous "Bar Q" cattle, wearies of his invalid wife. He casts 
lustful eyes on Nettie, whose beauty and goodness are unsulhed by the evil 
around her. How his evil designs are thwarted and Nettie's happiness, after 
many harrowing dangers, at length attained are the main incidents of 
this thrilhng, swiftly-moving story. The author describes stirring deeds 
with sustained, suspended interest and his descriptive passages throughout 
are vivid and full of colour. 

If Ye Break Faith By ESSEX SMITH 
Author of " Shepherdless Sheep," " The Revolving Fates," etc. 

An absorbing, earnest story of high ideals upheld amid the degrading 
ugliness that mars so many phases of life to-day—a strong and heartfelt 
protest against its waste of strength, virtue and manhood. Howard Chance, 
owner of a fine old estate, returns from the war, to find a London utterly 
demoralised and, caught up in its whirl of gaieties, the girl whom he has 
long loved. She, too, has changed, for " we war girls are hard," she tells 
him. It is only after dire tragedies have intervened that Pauline learns to 
appreciate her lover's devotion, and a story, in which incidents and char¬ 
acters, though never sordid, are intensely realistic, ends in their happiness. 
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Jewelled Nights By MARIE BJELKE PETERSEN 
Author of The Captive Singer/' “ The Immortal Flame/' “ Dusk/' etc. 

The scenes of “ Jewelled Nights " are laid in Tasmania, whose dizzy 
heights, dense jungles and treacherous rivers the author has seen and 
knows as does no other living writer—amid the weird fascination of the 
Osmiridium mining fields. Hither comes Dick Fleetwood, young and 
handsome, to seek his fortune. His adventures among the rough miners, 
their efforts to oust him from the field, and his friendship with a big stalwart 
digger are related in a series of thrilling episodes and original and often 
humorous incidents, while the brillant descriptive passages disclose that 
fine, deep vein of romance which has established so wide a popularity for 
all Miss Petersen's writings. 

The Letters of Jean Armfter 
By UNA L. SILBERRAD 

Author of Green Pastures," " The Honest Man," etc. 
Jean Armiter, a spinster of thirty-five, becomes possessed of a small in¬ 

come and with it, she imagines, the liberty to lead her own life in her own 
way. In this ambition, however, she finds herself effectually thwarted 
by relatives, friends, and other ties. A charming love story runs through 
the book, which ends happily, for Jean is a sound, cheery Englishwoman 
very typical of her class to-day. Her letters, indeed, are so full of human 
interest that the reader comes quickly to regard them as real letters from 
a living person. 

Fortune’s Fool By RAFAEL SABATINI 
Author of " Historical Nights' Entertainment," " Scaramouche," etc. 
This romantic adventure-story tells of the hopes, struggles, and dis¬ 

illusionment of Colonel Randal Holies, who left service in Holland to 
offer his sword and experience to his own king. Throughout his career 
Fortune had mocked this old Parliamentarian, and she was to fool him 
yet again at the court of the Merry Monarch. Against the terrible back¬ 
ground of the Great Plague flit such great figures as George Monk, Duke of 
Albemarle, the Duke of Buckingham, Sir George Etheredge. Mr. Sabatini 
possesses a happy gift of reanimating the dead past and imbues the scenes 
and personages whom he depicts with pungency and life, nor are his 
fictitious characters less convincing. 

Broken Couplings By CHARLES CANNELL 
Author of * The Guarded Woman " 

From the moment when Tolway, gentleman adventurer, sees Ellen 
Woollaston, " the woman of the stairway," in company with his friend 
Newton, up to the final paragraph which tells how Ellen solved the problem 
life set before her, the changing drama of this book grips the reader's 
attention. It is a daringly intimate study of a woman's temperament, 
as displayed in the working out of a situation which, at first sight, admits 
of no satisfactory development. Though by no means lacking in humour 
the story is one of fine dramatic intensity, depicting real people confronted 
with real problems. 
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Battling Barker By ANDREW SOUTAR 
Author of “ The Road to Romance/' ** Corinthian Days/' etc. 

In a spirited and realistic story of the prize ring of to-day the central 
figures are Jerry Barker and his padre friend, both fired by the fine ambi¬ 
tion of ** cleaning up " British sport by the suppression of gambling, 
faked matches and similar evils, and Reuben Braddock, a powerful and 
wealthy sporting crook. As the mysterious Masked Man," each friend by 
turns competes for the heavy-weight championship of England. These 
and other fights are depicted with all the writer's intimate knowledge of the 
ring and power of thrilling narrative. This story, in which there is also 
a pleasing love interest, will appeal especially to male readers. 

Under Eastern Stars 
By MRS. FRANCES EVERARD 

Author of " A Daughter of the Sand," " A White Man," etc. 
In her latest novel, Mrs. Everard takes her readers once more to the 

Africa which she knows so well. But apart from the fascinating pictures 
of Eastern life, she presents in this new and arresting story a brilhant 
penetrating study of a dangerous year of married life, a vivid portrayal 
of the hearts and minds of men and women in their social and domestic rela¬ 
tions. Trevor Weyburn brings into his home and that of his invalid wife 
the young and beautiful girl whom he had loved in earlier years. As may 
be imagined, the consequences threaten to be disastrous, especially when 
the action is played out under the glamour of Eastern stars. The author 
develops this dramatic situation with an attractive and moving sympathy. 

A First Novel of Adventure and Love 

The Enchanted Island By RANN DALY 
A stirring adventure story, swift in action and well thought out, of the 

South Seas, whose life, colour, and enchantment are evidently familiar to 
the author. From Sydney, Nina Brayne sets out to ioin her father on 
his copra plantation at Dulacca. There, too, she meets Delaunoy, his 
villainous partner, and others of the gang, intent on the discovery of hidden 
treasure. In the search for this, Nina herself becomes involved, and many 
exciting adventures befall her before a story of singular attraction and 
power ends in true lovers meeting and in their assured happiness. 

Drums of Doom By ROBERT WELLES RITCHIE 
Author of " Trails to Two Moons," " Dust of the Desert," etc. 

In a vivid and picturesque story the author tells of Nathaniel Bullock, 
who lived alone in a strangely built house in San Francisco. At length 
Nancy Hannibal, with her father, comes to live next door. One day the 
girl enters the old recluse's house and takes away some papers. She is 
hotly pursued and dangers threaten her. But in young Peter Free she 
finds her true friend. And in the desert of old Mexico, full of mystery and 
haunting silence, where danger lurks in the shadows and written laws are 
meaningless, the two lovers find adventure—and more. ** Drums 
of Doom " is a romance of stirring action, mystery and love. 
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Rat’s Castle By ROY BRIDGES 
Author of ** Dead Men's Gold,” ” Green Butterflies,” etc. 

The period of this adventurous romance is the reign of George III. after 
the" Gordon Riots. Two boys, one of whom tells the story, are the chief 
characters and, seeking together a buried treasure, of which one of them 
is the rightful inheritor, meet with hazardous escapes and dangers on land 
and sea. The writer has a distinct flair for vivid descriptions and continues 
to give both his scenes and characters a genuine freshness, a circumstance 
which greatly enhances the interest of his virile and exciting story. 

Worry By ROBERT ELSON 
Author of ” Maxa,” etc. 

This original, cleverly conceived and well-written story describes the 
career of a great lawyer. The reader is admitted behind the scenes, 
participates in the legal struggles which are stepping-stones to honour and 
high position, and feels the thrill when success and failure hang in the 
balance. Interwoven with the dramatic episodes, in which figure men and 
women of all classes, from a society beauty to a poor labourer, is the story 
of the lawyer's inner life, a story of love and friendship, of misunderstand¬ 
ings and loneliness, and self-sacrifice rewarded at last. 

Q. By KATHARINE NEWLIN BURT 
Author of ” The Branding Iron,” ” Hidden Creek,” etc. 

In this exciting love story the writer has made an unusual departure 
from the typical Western romance. Instead of bringing the East to the 
West, she has brought the West to the East. The sleepy town of Sluy- 
penkill, the home of the aristocratic Grinscoombe family, is invaded by a 
soft-spoken, clear-eyed, gently humorous stranger from the West. 
Q. T. Kinwydden has come to the East to gain an education and Heloise 
Grinscoombe, whom he has previously guided on a hunting trip. His 
gentleness and natural courtliness win him the hearts of the people. How 
he is blocked by an indolent rascally doctor; how he unites two loving 
couples; how he gains victory from seeming defeat, respect from con¬ 
tempt and distrust, make a fascinating story. 

A First Novel of Thrilling Interest 

The Man with the Million Pounds 
By RONALD M. NEWMAN 

The lucky individual of the title of this absorbing novel is a demobilised 
officer whose advertisement requesting this modest sum receives to his 
amazement an anonymous but favourable reply—on a certain condition. 
What this condition was and how it was fulfilled form the subject of Mr. 
Newman's entertaining and crisply-written novel, in which the reader 
will find enough thrills, humour and adventures to hold his interest firmly 
from start to finish. 
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Worlds Apart By M. P. WILLCOCKS 
Author of " The Sleeping Partner," " The Keystone," etc. 

Two widely divergent characters, one a supreme but lovable egoist, the 
other an idealist, find in middle age the real challenge to their several ways 
of life from the younger generation, determined, active men from the war, 
whose fate is in the hands of circumstances, at work before they were born. 

The story is one of heredity, hidden, transformed, but never eliminated. 
There are tragic moments, but the tone is one of humour, for the two forces 
inevitably opposed are depicted with a rare sympathy and a skill which 
holds the reader’s interest throughout. 

Alien Souls ACHMED ABDULLAH 
Author of " Night Drums," " The Blue-Eyed Manchu," etc. 

The writer is pre-eminently a man of world vision, and in this volume 
of stories has brought together what he has seen and learnt in many lands. 
The ideals, beliefs and characteristics of the Afghan, Persian, Turk, Russian, 
Arab—all are told with rare insight and an intimate and fascinating 
knowledge. Moreover, with the supreme skill of the story-teller, Achmed 
Abdullah has caught the magic atmosphere of the countries of which he 
writes. In each story the point of view is not that of a foreigner, but of 
the peoples themselves. Thus, apart from the sparkle and interest of these 
stories, they give a fine answer to the question as to how the other half of 
the world lives. 

The Bubble Reputation 
By TALBOT MUNDY and BRADLEY KING 

Into the serious purpose of their novel, the revealing of the utter 
selfishness and cruelty of the American Press, these writers have woven a 
most romantic, appealing, and exciting tale. Jacqueline Lanier, on the 
day of her marriage to her guardian, is confronted by the profligate Calhoun, 
his rival for her love. A duel between the two men seriously compromises 
Jacqueline. In shame and despair she runs away to earn her own living 
—above all, to escape from the various reporters who pester her 
relentlessly as sensational " copy." The story of her subsequent life is 
full of colour and incident. 

Friday to Monday By WILLIAM GARRETT 
Author of " The Secret of the Hills," etc. 

The title of this engrossing story denotes the week-end visit which Sir 
Richard Montague, all unsuspecting, paid to the country house of an old 
friend. There he finds mystery, false impersonation, robbery and danger¬ 
ous adventures depicted with a vigour and resourceful imagination which 
holds the reader’s attention to an eminently satisfactory conclusion. 
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Her House of Dreams By CURTIS YORKE 
Author of The Unknown Road/' “ Briony " “ Peter's People," etc. 
This novel has won the distinction of a Jubilee celebration, being its 

talented author’s fiftieth book. Yet the adventures of Margaret Ferrers, 
when her train to London broke down in the snow, the strange refuge which 
she found and its stiT more mysterious inmate make up a distinctly fresh 
and original story that shows the writer’s fertility in imagination to be 
still unfailing. The subsequent happenings after " Peggy’s " discoveries 
make very interesting telling, while the characters of this lively story and 
descriptive passages throughout are in the author’s most successful 
manner. 

A Powerful First Novel of Mystery and Romance 

The Mystery of Norman’s Court 
By JOHN CHANCELLOR 

The central incident in this new writer’s thrilling story is the detection 
of a crime so astounding and baffling as to set the keenest and most sophisti¬ 
cated reader on his mettle to elucidate it. The circumstances under which 
Hugh Bowden is found murdered are, indeed, a remarkable conception, and 
the story of the detection of the criminal and of the final solution of the 
mystery moves briskly and with ever growing interest to its ingenious 
solution. Into this powerful narrative the writer has woven an element of 
romance and intrigue and, incidentally, a fascinating love episode, drawing 
his characters, virtuous and evil alike, with a skill and discernment that 
should rapidly secure him the favour of discriminating readers. 

The Rose of Santa Fe By EDWIN L. SABIN 
Author of " Desert Dust" etc. 

A thrilling, swiftly-moving story of the days when caravans set out on 
the South-west Trail in the wilds of Western Missouri. On such a trail 
the Senorita Rosa journeys with her father. Dangers, swift, surprising 
and tense, threaten, for a while, on every side. Moreover, two young men 
who escort her are fierce rivals for her favour. It is all an enthralling drama 
of love, hatred, and adventure, whose romantic developments will prove 
entirely to the reader’s taste. 

The Hill of Riches By F. A. M. WEBSTER 
Author of " The Curse of the Lion," " Black Shadows," " Old Ebbie," etc 

A beautiful Irish girl, the heroine in Captain Webster's eventful story, 
is left penniless, her parents and brother, with whom she had come to 
live in Nairobi, have died, and she accepts the post of governess in some 
local settlers' home. Pereira, an evil-minded " dago," offers marriage ; 
she accepts in despair—only to meet an even more intolerable fate. For 
she suffers with her husband the dire revenge of long-suffering natives. 
Her ultimate happiness is only attained after many exciting incidents and 
adventures. The mystery of the spirit message throughout the age is 
again subtly interwoven with the story. The writer possesses an extensive 
knowledge of life on the fringes of civilisation and develops strong emotional 
situations with much descriptive charm. 
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Where I Made One By MAUDE ANNESLEY 
Author of “ The Sphinx in the Labyrinth/' “ Blind Understanding/' etc. 

The ideals and practical work of an Anti Capital-Punishment Associa¬ 
tion are the themes chosen by this clever writer for her latest novel, a 
subject which few authors could aspire successfully to handle. Her 
account of the feverish anxiety displayed by the Association in pleading 
for the murderer, James Porter, contains much good writing and much 
dramatic interest. Still more poignant is her description of a second 
murder, the result of which plays an important part in her story's 
development. Into this she has woven, with understanding and conviction, 
an aspect of the occult, enhancing the thought-provoking character 
of a story which is of quite uncommon interest. 

The Fate of Osmund Brett 
By HORACE HUTCHINSON 

Author of “ The Eight of Diamonds," etc. 

An original and cleverly planned detective story, which at once arouses 
the reader's eager attention. Travelling home from the funeral of young 
Waring, his niece’s husband, Mr. Brett disappears under most mysterious 
circumstances. The manner of Waring's decease is no less uncanny, and 
even more strange the discovery when his body is exhumed. A succession 
of exciting episodes, in vrhich h^qinotism plays a part, eventually leads to 
the unmasking of the culprit in a story wherein both detective and reader 
have more than a run for their money. 

Gerald Cranston’s Lady 
By GILBERT FRANKAU 

Author of " Peter Jackson, Cigar Merchant" {S9th thousand), " Men 
Maids and Mustard-Pot," etc. 

[Ready in January, 

Eve and the Elders By WINIFRED GRAHAM 
Author of " John Edgar's Angels," " The Daughter Terrible," 

" And It Was So," etc. 

[Ready in January. 

May Eve By E. TEMPLE THURSTON 
Author of " The City of Beautiful Nonsense," “ David and Jonathan," 

" The Miracle," etc. 
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New Books for Young People 

Hutchinson’s Popular Fairy Book Series. 
Each volume in square Svo, richly hound in cloth gilt. Price 5S. net. 

Two New Volumes this Year. 

The Emerald Fairy Book 
By JANE MULLEY 

With 8 Coloured Plates by WINEFRED V. BARKER and i8 Illustrations by 
SYDNEY F. ALDRIDGE. 

The Pearl Fairy Book 
By KATHERINE PYLE 

With 8 Coloured Plates by the Author and 4 others by 
WINEFRED V. BARKER. 

483 Editions already sold. 

MAYA : The Adventures of a Little Bee 
By WALDEMAR BONSELS 

With coloured Frontispiece and numerous illustrations by 
L. R. BRIGHTWELL, F.Z.S. 

In handsome cloth gilt binding, 7$. 6d. net. 

The Rose-Coioured Wish 
By FLORENCE BONE 

With 5 coloured plates by KATE HOLMES. 
In attractive cloth binding, 2s. 6d« net. 

Wee Men 
By BRENDA GIRVIN and MONICA COSENS 

With 4 coloured plates and numerous line drawings by 
CHARLES ROBINSON. 

In crown 2>vo, cloth, 2s. 6d. net. 

The Fairy Prince Next Door 
By LILIAN TIMPSON 

With 4 coloured plates and numerous line drawing by 
CHARLES ROBINSON. 

In attractive cloth binding, 2s. 6d. net, 
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OVER THREE MILLION ALREADY SOLD. 

NEW VOLUMES,OF 

Hutchinson’s Famous 3/6 Net Novels 
Each in Cfown 800, cloth hound, with attractive coloured picture wrapper, 

Charles Rex By ETHEL M. DELL 

The Love Story of Aiiette Brunton 
By GILBERT FRANKAU 

Mr. and Mrs. Neville Tyson By MAY SINCLAIR 

Kitty Tailleur By MAY SINCLAIR 
Two Sides of a Question By MAY SINCLAIR 

The Thirteen Traveliers By HUGH WALPOLE 

Satan By H. De VERE STACPOOLE 

Venetian Lovers By Sir PHILIP GIBBS 

Oliver’s Kind Women By Sir PHILIP GIBBS 

Helen of Lancaster Gate By Sir PHILIP GIBBS 

Back to Life By Sir PHILIP GIBBS 

Courage By KATHLYN RHODES 

The Post-War Girl By BERTA RUCK 

The Young Diana By MARIE CORELLI 

New Volumes of Notable 2/6 Net Novels 

The Roli Cali By ARNOLD BENNETT 

Dusk By MARIE BJELKE PETERSEN 

Queen Lucia By E. F. BENSON 
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Three Great Novels Just Published 

Now in its Thirtieth Thousand 

The Middle of the Road By SIR PHILIP GIBBS 
Author of ** The Street of Adventure/* “ Venetian Lovers/* etc. 

Sir Philip Gibbs takes the case of a young man who by family con* 
nections and friendly associations is between two opposing trends of 
thought in English Ufe to-day both of them extreme and passionate, 
and gives a very intimate picture of the great world-drama now being 
enacted in France, Germany and Russia. 

“ Sir Philip Gibbs has a remarkable talent for presenting a point of view in 
dramatic form.**—Times. 

“ Sir Philip Gibbs has done nothing better than this novel.**—Sunday Times. 
“ A fine novel. ... It stands out above much contemporary fiction by reason 

of its force and idealism.**—Daily Mail. 
“ A book of exceptional force and insight.**—English Review. 
** A complete success, for the book ... is the most absorbing which he has 

yet written.**—Westminster Gazette. 

Already in its Twelfth Thousand 
Men, Maids and Mustard-Pot 

By GILBERT FRANKAU 
Author of “ Peter Jackson, Cigar Merchant ** (89f/i thousand), etc. 

Each of the tales in Mr. Gilbert Frankau*s first published collection 
of short stories is a tour-de-force. From the heart of the English Shires 
to the heart of London*s West End,|from the palm-fringed beaches of 
Malaya to the tobacco-piled wharves of Havana harbour, his characters, 
men, maidens and that most amazing horse in fiction, Mustard-Pot, play 
out their parts in a series of thrilling incidents. 

“ Such an eager, full-blooded, hopeful view of human nature and human luck 
is mightily refreshing.**—Westminster Gazette 

“ There are a wealth of incident, a width of interest, a diversity of scene, a 
variety of character, and a pervading dash of style in this collection of short 
stories . . . one of the best books Mr. Gilbert Frankau has yet given us.’*— 
Sunday Times. 

“ All the stories are full of energy and some have real power. . . .*’—Daily 
Mail. 

“ He can tell a story. He carries you on by sheer narrative zest.**—Saturday 
Review. 

Four Large Editions Rapidly Exhausted 

Time is Whispering By ELIZABETH ROBINS 
Author of “ The Magnetic North,*' etc. 

The main theme of this most arresting story is the difficulty of a man 
and woman in middle life, faced on the one hand by the rigid dictates of 
convention, and on the other by the habits and prejudices of years. The 
author has chosen difficult types for her chief characters, but she has 
drawn them with a skill and consistency which will surprise even those 
readers who know her best. 

“ The book should be read. Judith Lathom is a delicious character, and 
there are passages of exceptional beauty and wisdom.*’—Daily News. 

“ Miss Robins is not only a mistress of her technique, but has that swift, sure 
Insight into human nature with which those who possess it constantly amaze us 
with their seeming cognisance of our own private thoughts.**—Star. ? N 

“ She heia skill, immense sympathy and understanding.**-—Pali Mall and Globe. 
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We’ll Pay for Your Story NOW 

A large illustrated monthly Magazine, profusely illustrated by'well- 
known artists. For the first time the TRUE STORY MAGAZINE 
presents stories taken from the actual experiences of life. Its readers 
are invited to send their own life-stories. Those whose contributions 
are accepted must necessarily remain anonymous, though their names 
are scrupulously recorded as a guarantee of their truth. This entirely 
new enterprise has proved a record success, for no fiction possesses 
the lure of the true story, the inner secrets of a human heart, 

16th of each Month, 1/- Net 
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THE BEST STORIES B Y THE BEST WRITERS 

Agnes 6 Egerton Castle and others. 

Cricket Article Ljfion.Lionel Tennyson 
HUTCHINSON’S MAGAZINE is now established as one 

of the most successful and popular of modern magazines. Its 
stories are selected from the contributions of to-day’s leading 
writers. The best artists are engaged for its illustrations. Pro¬ 
duced on the best super-calendered paper, HUTCHINSON’S 
MAGAZINE is now a fine art production. 

12th of each Month, 1/- Net 
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For Men and Women 

SfUdCyU.%^^ EBEDFORD JOIS 
Stbuii^ Stotl^<^^cLent^ and iiCkAx 

It’s the story which counts in “ HUTCHINSON’S ADVEN¬ 
TURE-STORY MAGAZINE.” Each number is packed with 
gripping stories of adventure up and down the world. The 
“Adventure-Story Magazine” takes you to Thibet, to South 
America, to the South Seas, to all those parts of the world 
where danger is the spice of life. 

The many stories which go to make this magazine the most 
popular among men and women are carefully chosen by the 
Editor for the gripping quality which carries the reader 
breathlessly from start to finish. 

16th of each Month, 7d* Net 
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The POPULAR MAGAZINES, containing stories by the Leading 
Authors, including : 

George Birmingham Kathfyn Rhodes 
William Le Queux “ Rita” 
Alice Perrin Mrs. Baiilie Reynolds 

Also the great new series of ADVENTURES OF BULLDOG 
DRUMMOND by “Sapper,” entitled “The Third Round.” 

12th of each Month, 9d< Net 
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This novel and popular magazine was started to supply 

the needs of lovers of gripping mystery and detective stories. 
It is the finest miscellany of ‘‘thrills” obtainable to-day. 

Mystery is the keynote oi every story in every issue. 

Tales of murder and ingenious robbery, hair-raising 

ghost stories, detective yarns breathless with unexpected 

adventure. 
16th of each Month, 7d. Net 
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CHEAP EDITION 
OF THE 

Famous Novels of 

Helen Prothero 
I . 

Lewis 
Neatly bounds and with attractive 

wrapper in colours, 2j» 

HOOKS OF STEEL 
THE UNGUARDED TAPER 
THE PEEPSHOW 
AS GOD MADE HER 
LOVE AND THE WHIRLWIND 
THE SILVER BRIDGE 
TOBIAS AND THE ANGEL 
THE RUDDER AND THE ROCK 
THRALDOM 
THE SILENT SHORE 

I These remarkably successful novels 
I are now included in Hutchinson’s 2/- 
1 net library. Helen Prothero Lewis has 

rapidly come to the front as a writer of 
enthralling romances of love, mystery 
and adventure. If the test of a good 
story is its successful adaptation for 
the film, then Helen Prothero Lewis may 
claim to have written some of the most 
brilliant and popular novels of recent 
years. 

Her books appeal strongly to all who 
appreciate a really good story and a 
powerful human interest which cap¬ 
tures the reader’s attention from first 
chapter to last. 

It is safe to predict a very large 
demand for this well-known author’s 
works in this new and popular edition. 
To read one of her novels is to want to 
read the rest. 

Londons HUTCHINSON & CO. 



Hutchinson’s New Novels 
Autumn, 1923 

HEIRS APPARENT Sir Philip Gibbs 

THE CARDEN OF GOD 
H. de Vere Stacpoole 

THE WATER DIVINER Dolf Wyllarde 

VINDICATION Stephen McKenna 

TETHERSTONIS Ethel M. Dell 

VISIBLE AND INVISIBLE E. F. Benson 

THE FIRST GOOD JOY C. A. Nicholson 

A CURE OF SOULS May Sinclair 

THE LAST TIME Robert Hichens 

REPUTATION Elinor Mordaunt 

JOHN 0’ CHIMES 
Margaret Baillie-Saunders 

THE RED REDMAYNES 
Eden Phillpotts 

THE GAZEBO Baroness von Hutten 

VIOLA HUDSON Isabel C. Clarke 

WILD HEART OF YOUTH 
Kathlyn Rhodes 

FRENCH BEANS 
Anthony N. Ludovici 

THE TERRIFORD MYSTERY 
Mrs. Belloc Lowndes 

THE KING’S RED-HAIRED GIRL 
Selwyn Jepson 

THE MATING OF MARCUS 
Mabel Barnes-Grundy 

SUNSET BRIDE Tickner Edwards 

FIELDS OF SLEEP E. Charles Vivian 

THE MAN WHO UNDERSTOOD ‘ Rita* 

A FIGHT TO WINDWARD Boyd Cable 

UNCANNY STORIES May Sinclair 

THE RUNAWAY M. E. Francis 

THE SHADOW OF EGYPT 
Norma Lorimer 

SALLY’S SWEETHEART G. B. Burgin 

ALL TO SEEK Diana Patrick 

WHISPERING SAGE 
Harry Sinclair Drago 

and Joseph Noel 

YOUNG FELIX Frank Swinnerton 

THE ADVENTURES OF GERRY 
Dorothea Conyers 

WOVEN IN A PRAYER RUG 
Neville Langton 

BROCMERSFIELD John Ayscough 

A REVERSION TO TYPE E M Delafield 

THE GOLD OF THE SUNSET 
Frederick Sleath 

CATTLE Onoto Watanna 

IF YE BREAK FAITH Essex Smith 

JEWELLED NIGHTS 
Marie Bjelke Petersen 

THE LETTERS OF JEAN ARMITER 
Una L. Silberrad 

FORTUNE’S FOOL Rafael Sabatini 

BROKEN COUPLINGS Charles Canned 

BATTLING BARKER Andrew Soutar 

UNDER EASTERN STARS 
Mrs. Frances Everard 

THE ENCHANTED ISLAND Rann Daly 

DRUMS OF DOOM 
Robert Welles Ritchie 

RAT’S CASTLE Roy Bridges 

MORRY Robert Elson 

Q. Katharine Newlin Burt 

THE MAN WITH THE MILLION POUNDS 
Ronald M. Newman 

WORLDS APART M. P. Willcocks 

ALIEN SOULS Achmed Abdullah 

THE BUBBLE REPUTATION 
Talbot Mundy and Bradley King 

FRIDAY TO MONDAY William Garrett 

HER HOUSE OF DREAMS Curtis Yorke 

THE MYSTERY OF NORMAN S COURT 
John Chancellor 

THE ROSE OF SANTA FE 
Edwin L. Sabin 

THE HILL OF RICHES 
F. A. M. Webster 

WHERE I MADE ONE 
Maude Annesley 

THE FATE OF OSMUND BRETT 
Horace Hutchinson 
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GERALD CRANSTON’S LADY 
Gilbert Frankau 

EVE AND THE ELDERS 
Winifred Graham 

.MAY EVE E. Temple Thurston 


